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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

M::GRAW GIVES MILLION FOR EINSTEIN PAPERS

Princeton Universi y Press has received a gift of $1,000,000 from

Harold W. McGraw, Jr., 0 endow the Editorshi of The Papers of ft~bert Eins ein,

which will be publi shed by the Press. "Mr. IeGraw 's generous gift assures

the continuation and eventual completion of this great project, the greatest

of i s kind in his cen ury. We will still need grants for operating funds,

but the basic struc ure is now secure,ll said Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Vir-ector

of Princeton University Press.

Mr. McGraw is Chairman and Chief Exec tive Officer of McGraw-Hill,

Inc., one of the largest publishers in America. An active alumnus of Princeton

University and former president of his class, Mr. McGraw serves as Chairman of

the Library Advisory Council of Princeton University Library. He has been

one of the Trustees of Princeton University Press for the past nineteen years,

having served as President of the Trustees since 1971, the year the Press

contracted with the Einstein Estate to publish the Papers.

In 1977, Professor John Stachel of Boston University was appointed

Editor. Since then, with support from the National Science Foundation and

the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, two complete duplicates of the archive of

43,000 documents have been produced. One is housed in Princeton University

Library and is open to scholars, the other is used by the editorial staff of

the Papers. Professor Stachel has supervised the preparation of a control

index, which has been computerized, and is presently working on the period
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from Einstein's birth in 1879 to his move to Berlin in 1914. These documents,

which include previously unpublished notebooks and correspondence, will fill

at least four volumes, and the complete Papers of Albert Einstein will run

to twenty or more. Publication dates have not been set at this time.

Contact Scotia W. MacRae 609-452-4896.
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BANESH HOFFMANN
43-17 169lh Street

Flushing, N. Y. J 1358

11 November 1981
(212) 358-6231

TOI The Editorial Advisory Board of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
COPIES. Herbert Bailey, Helen Dukas, Charles Gillispie, Otto

Nathan, John Stachel
FROM. Banesh Hoffmann

Dear Sirsl

This note is prompted by the letter of 5 November,
1981 from Dr. Otto Nathan.

Einstein entrusted two people, Helen Dukas and Otto Nathan,
with the responsibility for his· literary estate. He would have
been dismayed to learn, as Dr. Nathan put it in his letter,
that both of them "are deeply concerned over Mr. Bailey's
and Dr. Stachel's plans."

The role of the Editorial Advisory Board may not be as
sharply defined as Qne might wish, but so powerful is the
figure of Einstein that our every move will be pored over by
generations to come, whether we like it or not. Surely, we are
all dismayed that the present rift has developed. Despite the
purely legal decisions, it seems to me that in his letter of
5 November and elsewhere, Dr. Nathan has made valid points that
deserve our most careful attention.

I wonder whether there is wisdom enough on both sides
to bring about concessions leading to a reconciliation. Do
we really want posterity to hold against us that we acted
contrary to the wishes of the two trustees selected by
Einstein himself?

Sincerely yours,
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0 540 (TEL. 609·452·1900)

. 41 William Street
Pund~nt, HAROLD W. Me CRAW, JR.. TrustuI, Cl'R.IL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLEJl. BONNER,

WILLIAM G. BO\\'"EN', ROBERT C. DARSTOS, ROBERT G. ClLPIN, WU-cHUNG HSIANG,

ALVIN B. KEItNAN', DONALD W. KOEPP, AAJlON LEMONICK, RICARDO A. M:£STRES,

JOHN F. P£CKHA.M. ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THO:-'fAS H. WRIGHT

November 3, 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

As you know, the offices of the Einstein Edition have moved
temporarily into Princeton University Press. The offices we have
been able to make available here are satisfactory for the short
term, but certainly not for the long run. I hope that your renova
tion plans are going ahead so that the Einstein office can move
back to the Institute sometime this spring. I'll be grateful if
you can keep John and me informed.

John is now working on new applications for future funding.
We shall soon want to go over plans with you, to get your advice
and help.

Robert Schulmann has plunged into the work and is giving John
a good deal of help. Transcription has begun. In this regard we
should not go too much longer without proper computer facilities. At
my request John prepared the enclosed memorandum. One of the
things we should be thinking about is a possible tie-in with the
Institute's computer. That's another thing that we shall need to
discuss with you.

The legal obstacles are apparently now out of the way, unless
the Estate can think of something new. We are attempting to cooperate
with the Estate in accordance with the court order and under the 1971
contract. At any rate, the work is going ahead.

With best ,Jishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: John Stachel

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGEN SERIES
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JOHN STACHEL

c/o INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

(609) 924·4400, EXT. 225

25 September 1981

Mr, Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
41 William Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Oear Herb:

Enclosed is the outline of our word-processing and data process
ing needs. I hope it is in a useful form.

This week, Robert went to a lecture on word processing at the
Computer Center, and we both went to an exhibit-demonstration of four
systems recommended by the University Ad Hoc Committee on Word Process
ing. Of the systems demonstrated, the Lanier SS Series seemed to be
the most satisfactory for our needs. This is in agreement with the
Committee recommendation of the Lanier system for users with heavy needs
for both general editorial functions and mathematical equations. How
ever, it seems that IBM is getting back into the word-processing com
petition in a big way (see enclosed reproduction of article from the
Wall Street Journal), so it will be interesting to see what they pro
pose. Howard Strauss of the Computer Center (and a member of the Com
mittee) felt that the Xerox Star was excessively expensive; but we
never got into a discussion of its technical features. Just to give
you an idea of costs: The Lanier System would be about $30,000 for
one termi na1 plus a CPU (centra1 process i ng unit=sma 11 computer) and
a double-headed printer (allowing us to print words and equations
simultaneously). This would give us plenty of memory, plus the ability
to later add additional terminals using the same CPU (called a shared
logic system), and communicate with the University's mainframe computer.

By the way, Robert got hold of an article on "Word Processing
and Publishing" which we found helpful. You may already know more of
the lin~o than we did, but in case you are interested I am enclosing
a copy (Robert copied it with the top line cut off, which explains his
handwritten insertions).

With best wishes,

Yours,
\~.. :'\
John Stachel

JS: lys

enclosures
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POTENTIAL USES

Transcription of documents

Writing and editing of letters, articles and book copy

Printing acceptable copies of documents, letters, articles

Storing up to one volume of Einstein papers in memory of small CPU

Draw upon information stored in larger (mainframe) computer memory:
e.g., Control Index, volumes alr~ady published

Prepare and search through indices for each volume, bibliographies, etc.

Produce, file, store and search through correspondence

Prepare tapes for automatic typesetting

CAPABILITIES DESIRED

Produce and store:

Characters of English, German (most used) and occasionally
French, Russian, Greek, Hebrew alphabets
Mathematical symbols, numbers, etc., combined in complicated formulae
Various typefaces: italics, boldface, etc.; sizes of type; subscripts,
superscri pts, etc.

Display copy on screen and make changes in displayed copy while holding the
original version in CPU, e.g., the usual copy editing functions: transpose
words, sentences, paragraphs; insert and delete material, add footnotes, etc.,

Prepare and store documents in standard format, while variations are inserted
as copies are produced (e.g., basic letter with various names and addresses)

Print-out copies with legibility comparable to typed copies

CPU capable of holding at least one volume of Einstein papers, with quick
access to all material in internal and external storage (floppy disks?)

Automatic reformatting of material (e.g., transform line-by-line transcription
into ordinary, justified copy)

Store and search through alphabetically and numerically arranged material

Maintain filing system for correspondence

1
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Capabilities Desired - Continued

Be able to display and print-out different character sets simultaneously
(e.g., words and formulae)

Ability to use printer and editing terminal simultaneously on different
jobs

Capability for expansion to shared-logic system in future (probably 2 or
3 terminals maximum)

Ability to communicate easily with mainframe computer

Ability to prepare material in form that can be used directly for type
setting

HARDWARE NEEDED

Video display terminal(s)

CPU with sufficient internal memory

External memory

Printer

Interface for communication with larger computer and output to typesetter

SOFTWARE NEEDED

Text Editor

Document Formatter

Data Base Management System

Back-up System

ON SITE MAINTENANCE
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M
Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452·4900) I

President, HAROLD W. Me GIlAW, JR. Trllstees, ClrRIL E. BLACK. JOHN T\'LEll BONNER.

WILLiAM C. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DARl'"TON. ROBERT G. GILPIN, WU-eHUNG HSlANG.

ALVIN B. KERNA"'-. DONALD w. KOEPP. !.AROS LEMONICK. lUC.~.DO ". MESTIlES,

JOHN F. PECKHAM. AJtTHt;R H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEI

FROM: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: October 28, 1981

COPIES: Otto Nathan
John Stachel

Now that thE legal obstacles to work on THE PAPERS OF ALBERT
EINSTEIN are out of the way, we would like views of members of the
Board on the following questions, as well as any others that may
occur to them.

Plan to have a staff of four:

Editor (Stachel, physicist) with principal overall respon
sibility as well as major responsibility for physics
annotations

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian of science) with
major responsibility for history of science annotations,
search for dncuments

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian) with major
responsibility of archival aspects of project, general
historical annotations

Editorial Assistant to be responsible for day-to-day run
ning of office, transcription of documents

Naturally such a small staff can not operate on rigid, hierarchial
principles. There will be discussion of many editnrial decisions
and a sharing of responsibility for their execution. Some reassign
ment of particular tasks based upon the special talents of the
individuals filling these posts is also possible. Suggestions of
names for the unfilled positions are solicited.

The basic plan of the edition is chronological, with work to
proceed sequentially on various periods:

A. Youth and Swiss Years 1879-1914
B. Berlin Years 1914-1933
C. American Years 1933-1955

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINCEN SERIES
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Work has already started on transcription and annotation of material
from the first period. Question: Should the volumes be strictly
chronological; or should (for example) published and unpublished
papers on the one hand, and correspondence on the other, appear in
separate but coordinated volumes?

For the first period, it is planned to include all of the few
letters to Einstein that have been uncovered, as well as, naturally,
all of Einstein's letters. For later periods, where a much greater
volume of material has been preserved, more selectivity may be
necessary in dealing with letters to Einstein. It is also planned
to document Einstein's appointment to and activity at the Swiss
Patent Office, as well as his academic positions at Bern, ZUrich,
PraguQ, the ETH and Berlin. This will involve the search for and
inclusion of a number of third party documents. Some other third
party documents, such as letters describing significant contacts with
Einstein, will also be referenced or included.

A major search for new documents is planned. Contact with the
Berkeley project "Inventory of Sources for the History of Twentieth
Century Physics" suggests that the main effort wait until the results
of their extensive search for letters become available in mid of late
1982. However, it is already clear that a number of archives will
have to be contacted and probably visited; work on these contacts can
begin before then. Leads or other suggestions for this search are
solicited.

It is planned to appoint a small Editorial Committee, to be avail
able for steady consultation with the staff on problems arising in
the planning and editing of the edition. The composition of the com
mittee might well vary with the period being edited. For example, in
the first period there is no documentation of any political or social
activity by Einstein, while questions of his relationship to the 19th
century physics tradition are of major importance. For the second
period, questions of Einstein's relationship with the pacifist move
ment, the Zionist movement, and of his place in the Weimar milieu are
of major importance. The membership of the Committee--envisaged to be
about half a dozen--could reflect these changing emphases. Suggestions
of names for the Committee are solicited.

It is generally agreed now that documentary editing must take full
advantage of the latest technological innovations. It is planned to
use word-processing equipment extensively in the project, from the
initial stage of transcription of documents to the final stages or pre
paration of camera-ready copy and indexing. Our project has several
unique problems compared to other recent historical editing projects
that have been using word-processing equipment with success. For
example, we have documents in a number of languages, and involving a
great many scientific symbols. Any advice on choosing suitable equip
ment from the growing array of word processors is welcome.

We shall be grateful for your advice on these matters.
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

To the Members of the Editorial Advisory Board
of The Papers of Albert Einstein

Dear Sirs:

I have read the letters which Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Director of
the Princeton University Press, addressed to you on June 8, October 7,
and October 28, 1981.

1. Mr. Bailey's assertion in his letter of June 8, 1981, that
one of the key issues has been "the Estate's wish to discon
tinue Professor Stachel's appointment as editor," is incorrect
and misleading. One of the key issues, actually the key issue,
between Press and Estate, was whether the authority over the
editorial work on Einstein's monumental and multi-faced literary
heritage should be vested in one single human being or, as the
Search Committee had recommended, in a Board of three co-equal
editors, one of whom the Estate had suggested be Dr. Stachel.
Mr. Bailey rejected the Estate's proposal and "carne to the con
clusion" that Dr. Stachel's appointment be terminated as of
July, 1978.

On the very day, November 8, 1977, on which he informed the
Estate of his decision, to which the Estate did not object, Mr.
Bailey advised Dr. Stachel of the termination of his appoint
ment as editor as of July, 1978.

After several months of negotiations, during which Mr. Bailey
suggested that Dr. Stachel be appointed editor-pro-tem for an
additional year to complete the work in which he was engaged at
that time, Press and Estate co-signed a letter to Dr. Stachel,
dated February 16, 1978, informing him that his appointment as
editor would terminate on July 14, 1978 and that his new appoint
ment as editor-pro-tem would terminate on July 14, 1979. This
letter was countersigned by Dr. Stachel. Moreover, Mr. Bailey
and Dr. Stachel testified under oath at the arbitration hearings
that Dr. Stachel's appointments as editor and editor-pro-tem
had been terminated on the dates indicated in the letter of
February 16, 1978.
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2.

Mr. Bailey chose not to submit the real key issue to arbitra
tion -- as the Estate had repeatedly suggested in writing -
but requested the American Arbitration Association to "direct
the reappointment of Dr. Stachel," although Mr. Bailey had
stated in writing on February 16, 1978, that"Dr. Stachel's
position as editor will definitely be terminated" (emphasis
added) .

In requesting the American Arbitration Association to direct
the reappointment of Dr. Stachel, Mr. Bailey disregarded
Article 4 of the Agreement between Press and Estate, according
to which the editor has to be appointed jointly by Press and
Estate. Mr. Bailey had been advised in writing that the Estate
was opposed to Dr. Stachel's reappointment as editor-in-chief.
He also knew that, under the circumstances, the American Arbi
tration Association and the Arbitrator had no power to "direct
that Dr. Stachel be reappointed."

The Arbitrator realized that he did not have the authority to
reappoint Dr. Stachel. However, he felt there was no need to
do so since he based the award in favor of Princeton University
Press on the assertion that Dr. Stachel's appointment had
never been terminated and that he was still editor -- in spite
of the incontestable evidence of termination presented to the
Arbitrator by both parties. It is on this basis that Mr. Bailey
won his case, not against the Trustees, but against a truly
scholarly edited publication of The Papers of Albert Einstein.

2. So far as Mr. Bailey's letter to you of October 7, 1981, is con
cerned, about which much could be said, I shall merely refer to
the P.S. to his letter. In that P.S., he refers to the letter
which I addressed to Professor Charles C. Gillispie on August 24,
1981, copies of which were sent to all members of the Board who
had attended its May 6, 1978, meeting. In stating that I had
plenty of chance to air my "grievances" at the Arbitration, Mr.
Bailey obviously implied that I had not done so. This is not
only false, since, as Mr. Bailey well knows, I testified at
length about the developments discussed in my letter to Profes
sor Gillispie, but it is also completely irrelevant to the
matter under discussion. It clearly indicates that Mr. Bailey
did not find it possible to refute any of the many facts which
I recounted in the letter to Professor Gillispie. I should
welcome it if Mr. Bailey would openly challenge the accuracy
of the statements made in the letter of August 24, 1981. Further,
in giving some biographical notes about the Arbitrator, Harold R.
Tyler, Jr., Mr. Bailey does not mention that Mr. Tyler is an
alumnus of Princeton University, as he himself stated in the
last session of the Arbitration hearings.
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3. Again, I wish to limit myself to mentioning only one exceed
ingly important point.

In the letter to you of October 28, Mr. Bailey indicated that
the basic plan for the edition is chronological. The Estate
had learned from Dr. Stachel's application to the National
Science Foundation (~ay 1977) for a grant to the Einstein pro
ject that he had decided to organize the material chronologi
cally. This decision was made by him without any consultation
with, or advice to, the Trustees (it is not known to me whether
Dr. Stachel discussed it with the Press). I advised Mr. Bailey
of my most serious concern with Dr. Stachel's decision which,
as usual, was fully supported by Mr. Bailey. I suggested -- on
October 4, 1977 -- to submit to the Editorial Advisory Board
the question whether the Einstein material should be organized
chronologically or topically.

As far as I know, this was never done. However, you are now
being asked whether published and unpublished papers should
be separated from the correspondence (apparently without dis
tinguishing between published and unpublished correspondence).
This gives some indication o! the kind of publication Mr.
Bailey and Dr. Stachel intend to produce. A topical organiza
tion is, of course, more difficult to prepare than a chronologi
cal one which appears rather as a catalog of Einstein's papers
and does not permit of the kind of annotations and editing
which seem indispensable. A topical organization would allow
scholars and readers to obtain a clear picture of Einstein's
work on any of the main subjects of his scientific and non
scientific efforts.

Miss Helen Dukas and I, upon whom Albert Einstein bestowed the re
sponsibility for his literary heritage, are deeply concerned over
Mr. Bailey's and Dr. Stachel's plans.

Sincerely yours,

Otto Nathan
Executor and Trustee

ON:edh
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'fHE PRINCETON PACKET, Weclnetiday, 16 December 1981

Mcgraw gift endows',.':Einstein papers editor
. "

An active alumnus of Pripceton Universi
ty and fanner presillent of his c1as~, Mr. '
t-'lcGraw 'jCrves as chairn,an of Ihe Lib
rary A~visory Council of. Princeton Uni
versily Library. He has been one of the
trUSt\'C§ of Princeton University Press for
the pasl 19 years, haviqg served as presi
lknl of the ,lmstClls ~ince 1971, Ihe year
llie Press eonlracted with the EinSlein
e~tate til publish lhe paP\'rs. .

I' I.' I
In 1977, Prolessor John Stachel of

, Boston Univeqity was appoinled editor.
Since then, wilh support from the Nation
al Science Foundation and the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundalipn, tWO complete dupli,

cales of the archive of 43 ,000 documents
have becn produccd. One is housed in
Princelon Ulliversity Library and is open
to scholars, the olher is used by the edilo
rial staff of the papers. Professor Staehel
has supervilCd the preparation of a con
lrO) index, whict1 has been computerized,
and is presently working on the period
froO) Einstein's birth in 1879 to his move
to Berlin in 1914. These doeumenls,
'l'hich include p~eviously unpublished
notebooks and correspondence, will fill
at least four volumes, and the complele
..Papers of Albert' Einstein" will mn to
20 or more. Publication dates have not
been ~t at this' time.

"

resolved Ihls ·fall. 0110
: Nalhan, the co-executor, had
wanled a Ihree-mernl1er panel
to supervise the projecl. The
Press believlld th~ Plan 10 b~

. \00 expensive and. tlme
cons~ing.

The argument went Into
arbitration early In 1979. The
Press won a favorable ruling,
but Dr. Nall\an sought to have

EINSTEIN PAPERS Ihe ruling overturned. This'
Endowed by U Million. A fall, Ihe mailer was seltled

glfl of $1 million has been when the New York Court of
presented 10 Princeton Appeals denied Ihe eslate's
Unlverslly Press by lJarold W. requeslfor another review.
McGraw Jr., chairman and Inco",e from Ihe en·
chief executlv!! ofllcer of dowmenl will he used to pay I
McGraw.HIII, Inc., the Dr. Stachel's salary. Left·over
publishing firm, to endow the money can be spenl "as
editorship of Albert Einsleln's needed," according to Herbert
papers. S. Bailey, Jr., dlreclor of the

A legal dispute belween a Press.
co·executor of the Einstein ~
estate and John Slachel, Since 1977, Dr. Stachel, with
appolnled by the Pr... In 1977 supporl from Ihe National
10 edil Ihe papers, was Science Foundation and tl1e

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
has produced Iwo complele
dupllca~es of the 43,000·
documents lhat consUlule the
archives.

Ife has supervised tbe
preparation of a control Index,
which has been cumputerized,
lind is now working on the
period from Elnsleln's birth In
1979, to his move 10 Berlin In
1914. These documents, which·
Include previously un·
published notebooks and
correspondence, are expected
to fill four volumes. The
complete "Papers" will be at
l""st20.

TOWN TOPICS, Wednesday, 16 December 1981
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'fHE PRINCETON PACKET, Wednesday, 16 December 1981

Mcgraw gift endows'\:Einstein papers editor
cales of the archive of 43,000 documents
have been produced. One is housed In
Princeton U~iYerslty Library and is open
10 scholars, Ihe olher is used by the edito
rial staff of the papers. Professor Stachel
has supervised Ihe prcl>aration of a con·
lrol index, which has been computerized,
and is presently working on the period
from EinSlein'$ birth in 187910 his move
to Berlin in 1914. These documents,
which include preYiously unpublished
notebooks and correspondence, will fill
at least four volumes, and Ihe complete
.. Papers of Albert' Eiustein" will run to
20 or Jnocc. Publication dales have not
been sci at this lime.

An active alumnus of Princeton Universi
ty and fomler president of his class, Mr. I

McGraw serves as chainnan of the lib
rary AclvlSory Council of. Princeton Uni
v~rsity 'J.-ibrary. He has !>een one of the
lrUst~~ of Princeton Up.ivcrsity Press for
the past 19 years, havillg servcd as presi
dent of Ihe !JUst""s since 1971, the year
the Press contracted wilh the Einslein
.state to publish I~e paPl'rs.

t, ' I.' /
In 1917, Prolessor Johq Staehel of

Boston Urive'lity was appointed editqr.
Since Ihen, wilh support from the Nation
al Science Foundation and the Alfred P.
Sloan FoundaiiiJn, two complete dupli,

I

------_-.-~. ' , "I

. . Princeton Universily Press has re- kind in uiis century. We will sti~ necd
I eeivcd a gifl of $1 mJllion from Harold' granls for operating f~nd" but the basic
, W. McGraw Jr. 10 endQw!he cdito""'ip stRICture is now secure," said Herbert S.
of "The Paper~ of Albert Einstein,' ,. ,. Bailey Jr., director of Princeton UrlilersV
whic~ will be published by the Pres~. ty Press. l . -. I •

"Mr. McGraw's geocfOus gift assures Mr. McGraw is chairtruln .and chief
the continuation and eventual completion executive officer of McGrsw-HilI Inc.,
of this great project, the greatest of Its one of the largest publisbers in Anljriea.

reaolved Ihia ·fall. Olto
. Nathan, the co-executor, had
'wanled a Ihre&-meml!er panel
to supervise the proJecl: The
Press believlld the plan 10 b~

lo~ expensive and lime
cons,;""lng.

Alfred P. Sloan foundation,
has produced Iwo complele
dupllca.les of the 43,000,
documents lhat constilule the
archives.

He haa supervised Ihe
preparallon of a control index,
which has been cumpu~rized,

and Is now working on lhe
The argumenl \yenl into period from Einstein's birth in

arbitration early in 1m. The 1879, to his move to Berlin in
Preas won a faYorable ruling, 1914. These documents, which·
but Dr. Nathan BOUght to have include previously un-

EINSTEIN PAPERS Ihe ruling overlurned. This' published notebooks and
Endowed by .. Mlllloo. A fall, Ihe ",alter was settled correspondence, are expected

gift of $I million has been when the New York Court d 10 fill four yolumes. The
presenled 10 Princeton Appeals denied the estate's complete "Papers" wUl be al
University Preas by lIaroid W. requestfor another review.' l/lllsl20.
McGraw Jr., chairman and Income from the en-
chief executive officer of dowment wlU be used to pay I
McGraw-Hill, Inc'

l
the I)r. Stachel's salary. Lefl-over

publishing firm, to enaow the money can be spent "as
edltorahip ol Albert Einslein's needed," according to nerbert
papera. S. Bailey, Jr., director of the

A legal dispule belween a Press.
co-execulor of Ihe Einslein ~
estate and John Slachel, Since tm. Dr. Stachel, with
appoinled by the Press in 1m support from the National
to edit Ihe papers, was Science Foundation and II1e

TOWN TOPICS, Wednesday, 16 December 1981
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TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EmSTEIN

FROM: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: October 28, 1981

COPIES: Otto Nathan
John Stachel

Now that the legal obstacles to work on THE PAPERS OF ALBERT
EINSTEIN are out of the way, we would like views of members of the
Board on the following questions, as well as any others that may
occur to them.

Plan to have a staff of four:

Editor (Stachel, physicist) with principal overall respon
sibility as well as major responsibility for physics
annotations

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian of science) with
major responsibility for history of science annotations,
search for documents

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian) with major
responsibility of archival aspects of project, general
historical annotations

Editorial Assistant to be responsible for day-to-day run
ning of office, transcription of documents

Naturally such a small staff can not operate on rigid, hierarchial
principles. There will be discussion of many editorial decisions,
and a sharing of responsibility for their execution. Some reassign
ment of particular tasks based upon the special talents of the
individuals filling these posts is also possible. Suggestions of
names for the unfilled positions are solicited.

The basic plan of the edition is chronological, with work to
proceed sequentially on various periods:

A. Youth and Swiss Years 1879-1914
B. Berlin Years 1914-1933
C. American Years 1933-1955
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Work has already started on transcription and annotation of material
from the first period. Question: Should the volumes be strictly
chronological; or should (for example) published and unpublished
papers on the one hand, and correspondence on the other, appear in
separate but coordinated volumes?

For the first period, it is planned to include all of the few
letters to Einstein that have been uncovered, as well as, naturally,
all of Einstein's letters. For later periods, where a much greater
volume of material has been preserved, more selectivity may be
necessary in dealing with letters to Einstein. It is also planned
to document Einstein's appointment to and activity at the Swiss
Patent Office, as well as his academic positions at Bern, ZUrich,
Pragu~, the ETH and Berlin. This will involve the search for and
inclusion of a number of third party documents. Some other third
party documents, such as letters describing significant contacts with
Einstein, will also be referenced or included.

A major search for new documents is planned. Contact with the
Berkeley project "Inventory of Sources for the History of Twentieth
Century Physics" suggests that the main effort "ait until the results
of their extensive search for letters become available in mid of late
1982. However, it is already clear that a number of archives will
have to be contacted and probably visited; work on these contacts can
begin before then. Leads or other suggestions for this search are
solicited.

It is planned to appoint a small Editorial Committee, to be avail
able for steady consultation with the staff on problems arising in
the planning and editing of the edition. The composition of the com
mittee might well vary with the period being edited. For example, in
the first period there is no documentation of any political or social
activity by Einstein, while questions of his relationship to the 19th
century physics tradition are of major importance. For the second
period, questions of Einstein's relationship with the pacifist move
ment, the Zionist movement, and of his place in the Weimar milieu are
of major importance. The membership of the Committee--envisaged to be
about half a dozen--could reflect these changing emphases. Suggestions
of names for the Committee are solicited.

It is generally agreed now that documentary editing must take full
advantage of the latest technological innovations. It is planned to
use word-processing equipment extensively in the project, from the
initial stage of transcription of documents to the final stages or pre
paration of camera-ready copy and indexing. Our project has several
unique problems compared to other recent historical editing projects
that have been using word-processing equipment with success. For
example, we have documents in a number of languages, and involving a
great many scientific symbols. Any advice on choosing suitable equip
ment from the growing array of word processors is welcome.

We shall be grateful for your advice on these matters.
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WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DARNTON, ROBERT G. crt.PIN. WU-CHUNC HSIANG.

ALVlN B. KERNAN. DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK. RICARDO A. MESTRES,

JOHN F. PECKHAM, ARTHUll H. nIORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

October 7, 1981

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

COPIES: Otto Nathan, Charles C. Gillispie, John Stachel

FROM: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr •

. SUBJECT: Status Report

The New York Court of Appeals has denied the request of the Estate
to review the arbitration award and the decisions of the lower courts
with respect to Professor John Stachel's position as editor. This
exhausts the possibilities of appeal; so as far as we are concerned
the project is going ahead.

Accordingly, Professor Stachel and the Press have signed a con
tract confirming his position as editor. The court has ordered the
Estate and the Press to proceed with the project, and we are asking the
Estate to sign the agreement as well.

Dr. Robert Schulmann, a Ph.D. in modern European history, with an
excellent knowledge of the German language and experience in documen
tary editing, has joined the staff of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN as
staff historian with an appointment through June 1982. We expect that
he will be extremely helpful in documentary search, in research for the
first few volumes, and in transcription.

Unfortunately the Institute for Advanced Study does not at the
moment have sufficient space for the expanded activity of the project,
so the project offices have been moved temporarily to the Scribner
Building of Princeton University Press. It is expected that the proj
ect will move back to the Institute in spring 1982, when ppropriate
space will be available there.

At the insistence of the Estate, following the arbitration, the
duplicate of the Einstein Archive was removed from Professor Stachel's
office and has been kept sealed in the Princeton University Library.
This has made Professor Stachel's work difficult, to say the least. The
Duplicate Archive has now been moved back to Professor Stachel's office.
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To The Editorial Advisory Board of
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN
Page 2

This move does not affect the Second Duplicate Archive which is held
by the Princeton University library and is available to scholars,
along with the computer-based index.

I believe the Board will be encouraged by these developments.

P.S. Since I wrote the above, one of you has kindly sent me a copy
of Dr. Nathan's letter of August 24, 1981 to Professor Gillispie,
which was circulated to the Board. I will not respond to Dr.
Nathan's catalogue of grievances except to say that he had plenty of
chance to air them at the arbitration, which included over a thousand
pages of testimony and more than 150 documents. The arbitrator was
Harold R. Tyler, a former federal judge and formerly deputy attorney
general of the United States. He decided in favor of the Press. The
Estate tried to overturn his decision in the Supreme Court, New York
County, and in the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court; both
courts affirmed the arbitrator's decision, the Appellate Division by
four judges unanimously. The Estate's attempt to appeal to the Court
of Appeals was denied.
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JOHN STACHEL
c/o INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

(609) 924-4400, EXT. 225

1 October 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Di rector
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry:

This note is to formally inform you that I will be moving to
the Princeton University Press building next week. To include a
small margin for error, let's say that rooms 402 and 415 will be
vacated by the end of that week.

Need I say at length how much I have appreciated your sym
pathy with the Einstein Project, and your helpfulness and your
hospitality to me personally over the years? Let me simply thank
you, and express the hope that we shall soon resume this fitting
association between the project and the Institute.

With best wishes, I remain

Yours,
I

Jolin Stachel

JS: lys

xc.:
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July 31, 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Barry,

I have now had a chance to discuss with John Stachel his
probable needs for an office for the Einstein Papers at the
Institute. Here is what we have come up with:

One room for the editor (Stachel)
One room for the staff historian (Schulmann)
One room for the editorial assistant (Sheldon)
One room for visitors
One room for word processing and computer equipment

Later, as the project develops, we shall need a room for
an associate editor. It would be very desirable but not abso
lutely essential to have a room for the Duplicate Archive and
a library of reference material.

As you know, Robert Schulmann will become "staff historian"
in September, to help search for documents and to begin transcrip
tion. He is a Ph.D. historian specializing in modern European
history, has fluent German, and has experience in working as
assistant editor of the Steuben Papers. We think he supplies some
of the things that the project needs. Also we hope as soon as
possible to put in some kind of word processing equipment or com
puter terminal so that the transcription can go directly into the
computer. Thus we hope to have the staff of three plus a computer
very soon. In thinking about eventual space for the project in
the Institute you will of course need to consider long-range
requirements. John and I will naturally be very happy to discuss
this further with you.

You'll be glad to know that we have now made arrangements to
make room in the Press for the Einstein office on a temporary
basis. Still, we think it would be best for the Einstein Papers
project to move back to the Institute as soon as possible.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

....--., I ---2
- ,"'J-Sl-< ---

/ba Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

cc: John Stachel
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July 21, 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

It was good to talk with you and John Hunt yesterday,
and I am glad you felt that the references to the Institute
in our contract with John Stachel are satisfactory. We
will sign the contract with John in the next day or so, and
then we will be able to move the Duplicate Archive back
into the Einstein office. John, as you may know, will be
in London until about August 20, and the new staff historian,
Robert Schulmann, will be joining us in early September. I
feel that the coming academic year is going to be a period
of high production for the Einstein Papers.

I am sorry that you don't have space to accommodate
John's needs in the near future. Beyond the two offices he
now has, he will need space for Bob Schulmann and also space
for a computer terminal or word processor. Consequently,
temporarily until you can get your new buildings renovated,
we will move the Einstein office into the Scribner Building
of Princeton University Press. I have reviewed the space
here with John, and we think we can get along for a while,
until the Institute space is available. John will be moving
the Einstein office as soon as the space here can be made
ready, presumably sometime in September. Then we will hope
to move everything back to the Institute next spring.

Looking toward the future, I have asked John to prepare
an estimate of space requirements over the next five years.
I think that this will follow very closely the plan we had
in the original application to NSF, which had to be with
drawn. He and I will be reviewing that plan and estimating
space requirements accordingly. That should give you a basis
for deciding where things go in your newly renovated buildings.

I was disappointed that you do not feel that you can ini
tiate the program in Einstein studies that we talked about a
year or so ago. I understand that that still remains a pos
sibility for the future, but meanwhile Institute appointments
for scholars working on Einstein will have to be on an ad hoc
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Dr. Harry Woolf
Page 2
July 21, 1981

basis, depending on the particular circumstances and the
space available. We both hope that this might develop
into a modest program, which could be considered formally
when at least one volume of the Einstein Papers has been
published.

I want to thank you again for your cooperation in this
great project. I am sure that you wish as much as I do
that it were not necessary to move the Einstein office out
of the Institute even on a temporary basis. As time goes
by and as everything becomes clearer, we should be able to
work out our mode of cooperation in more detail. Mean
while I want to thank you for your continuing help.

Sincerely,

~
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: John Stachel
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Professor John Stachel
Institute for Advanced
Princeton, New Jersey

Study
08540

July 1981

Dear Professor Stachel:

1. Purpose

The purpose of this letter is to set forth the

terms of your appointment as Editor of The Papers of Albert

Einstein.

The appointment was made jointly by the Trustees

under the Will of Albert Einstein (Einstein Trustees) and

Princeton University Press (Press). Tne terms of your

appointment are governed by the provisions of this contract

as well as by the agreement between the Einstein Trustees and

the Press, dated February 22, 1971, and by the Last "ill and

Testament of Albert Einstein dated March 18, 1950. You have

received copies of both documents and are familiar with their

contents.

2. The Nature of the Edition and Your Duties
and Responsibilities

You will have the primary responsibility for

collecting, organizing, and preparing the material for

pUblication of The Papers of Albert Einstein, comprising the

complete works of Albert Einstein, published and unpublished,

/, I' h I I 1 I I ~ I '. • I
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scientific and non-scientific, including correspondence. As

Editor, you will be the manager of the Einstein Office (see

paragraph 4). You are to prepare typewritten manuscripts or

suitable printer's copy for volumes for a complete, accurate

and scholarly edition, with sufficient annotation to make the

work clear and maximally useful to scholars and scientists

and, where appropriate, to the general public, and you will

cooperate with the Einstein Trustees and the Press, and do all

things reasonably necessary, to enable them to carry out their

agreement of February 22, 1971.

Under the agreement of February 22, 1971 between the

Press and the Einstein Trustees, the Proprietor (the Einstein

Trustees) and the Publishers (the Press) have appointed an

Editorial Advisory Board to assure the scientific and scholarly

quality of the editorial work. It is understood that you

will, after consultation with the Einstein Trustees and the

Press, appoint an Editorial Committee to be available for

consultation at your request. You will select the members of

the Editorial Committee yourself with the proviso, however,

that no person can serve simultaneously on the Editorial

Advisory Board and the Editorial Committee. Any agreements

between you and members of the Editorial Committee concerning

but not limited to, matters such as compensation and acknowl

edgements for work to be performed, must be approved by the

Press, as the administrator of the project.

2
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The Edition is to be in the original languages in

which the material was written. The Press, with your advice

and the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board, and upon

consultation with the Einstein Trustees, will decide what

material should be translated into English. The prepara

tion of English translations for inclusion integrally, or

in separate volumes, will be your responsibility.

The format of the printed volumes will be the

responsibility of the Press, which will consult with you on

questions of =esign and typography. You will read proofs,

check diagrams, and perform other customary editorial du

ties. The volumes prepared under your Editorship will not

be printed without your approval of page proof; if you

should be unable or unavailable to approve proof, the Press

will take the responsibility of doing so.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, you will not be

legally responsible for any claims or actions brought

by third parties, and the Einstein Trustees and the Press

agree to indemnify you against all expenses, including

reasonable attorneys fees, resulting from claims and actions

of any kind by third parties (except for material which you

have yourself written), based upon the pUblication of The

Papers of Albert Einstein during the term of this agreement

and thereafter.
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3. Submission of Reports and Selection of
Materials

(a) At the end of each annual period during the

term of your appointment, you will prepare and submit to the

Einstein Trustees, the Editorial Advisory Board and the Press

a memorandum summarizing your work on the project during such

annual period, a brief discussion of your plans for work

during the ensuing year and a summary of any proposed change

in your general plan of the intended Edition, the foregoing

to be subject to discussion with the Einstein Trustees, the

Press, and the Editorial Advisory Board.

(b) The Einstein Trustees and the Press desire

that The Papers of Albert Einstein contain as complete a col-

lection of Einstein's writings as possible. However, the

Einstein Trustees shall have the right to withhold from

pUblication such papers as they find, in their discretion,

should be withheld for reasons of privacy. Except for such

reasons, the determination of material to be included in the

volumes shall be within your province, except that nothing

shall be included that libels or infringes on the rights

(such as rights of privacy and copyright) of others. It shall

be your duty to obtain pUblication rights of all materials to

be included in the Edition, with the cooperation of the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. You will bring to the attention

of the Press any material about which there are doubts
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regarding publication rights. If legal problems arise,

you will consult the Press and the Press will take final

responsibility as to what shall be printed. Legal expenses

shall be part of the expenses of the Einstein Office.

4. The Einstein Office

It is understood that the editorial work will be

done as far as possible on the basis of the duplicate archive

and not by using the original material, which, when he deems

it necessary, and if available, shall be examined only by the

Editor. In addition, at the Institute for Advanced Study)

(the "Institute") at Princeton University, at the Press, or

elsewhere, an Einstein Office will be established to facil

itat~ the work. The location of the Einstein Office shall be

selected jointly by you and the Press, as administrator of

the project. The duplicate archive will be kept in the

Einstein Office. As Editor, you will be the manager of the

Einstein Office. It is the responsibility of the Einstein

Trustees and the Press, under their basic agreement of

February 22, 1971, to provide funds to be sought from found

ations and private donors. You will, however, when reasonably

requested to do so, assist in the preparation of applications

for financial grants and funding. The application for and

management of such funds shall be the responsibility of the

Press or the joint responsibility of the Institute and the
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Press under arrangement to be made between them, such

arrangement being subsidiary to the basic contract between

the Einstein Trustees and the Press. Thus the staff of the

Einstein Office, under grants received, will be employees of

either the Institute or the Press, depending on arrangements

for specific grants. The employment of such staff will be in

accordance with budgets submitted to the granting agencies;

such applications will be reviewed in advance by the Insti

tute (if a participant in this projectl, the Press, and the

Einstein Trustees. The appointment of associate editors and

assistant editors shall be sUbject to the approval of the

Einstein Trustees and the Press. If the Institute is the

employing institution, its approval shall also be required.

It is further understood that you will draw up an annual

bUdget for the editorial expenses to be submitted for appro

val to the Einstein Trustees and the Press. This annual

budget will include relevant portions of all grants-budgets

and will constitute a comprehensive budget for the project.

5. The Term of your Appointment

You assumed your functions under this appointment

on January 15, 1977. Your appointment will continue until

completion of the project, and shall be subject to termina

tion after January 1, 1982, at the joint option of the

Einstein Trustees and the Press upon not less than six (6)
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months prior written notice to you or, at your option, upon

not less than six (6) months prior written notice to the

Einstein Trustees and the Press.

6. Miscellaneous

(al The Papers of Albert Einstein, including all

the products of your own work and writings, as well as those

of the editorial staff, will be copyrighted in the United

States and abroad, in the name of the Estate of Albert

Einstein which will be responsible for any renewal of copy

rights. This provision does not apply to such professional

writings as you may do on Einstein or related sUbjects, for

publication elsewhere than in The Papers of Albert Einstein.

You will cooperate in effecting copyright and copyright

renewals and, whenever requested, you will execute and pro

vide further instruments as may become necessary to obtain

copyright or copyright renewals.

(bl The rights of the Press to publish, in addi

tion to the basic Einstein edition, an abridged edition,

translations, anthologies and other derivative works are

herewith confirmed as stipulated in the agreement between the

Einstein Trustees and the Press. You will be consulted on all

these derivative works, together with the Editorial Advisory

Board and the Einstein Trustees. Separate arrangements

between yourself, the Press and the Einstein Trustees will
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be made in regard to the distribution of royalties on all

derivative we~ks, with due consideration to the pprtinent

provisions of Article 14 of the agreement between the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. No royalties will be payable to

you on the basic Einstein edition.

(cl You will cooperate with the Einstein Trustees

and the Press in the sale, advertisement and promotion of

The Papers of Albert Einstein and consent that in connection

therewith, they may use your name, photograph, and biograph

ical sketch, which you agree to supply from time to time on

their request. You will be compensated for any reasonable

expenses you may incur in connection with promotional activi

ties which you may be asked by the Press to perform at

mutually convenient times on behalf of The Papers of Albert

Einstein.

7. The Financial Obligations of the Project

The Einstein Trustees make and enter into this

Agreement only in their fiduciary capacity as Trustees under

the Will of Albert Einstein, and not personally, and accord

ingly no liability or obligation arising hereunder may attach

or may, under any circumstances, be enforced against them

personally. Your salary will be equal to that which you would

have been paid for a twelve-month year by Boston University,

were you not on leave. In addition, since you will be on leave
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from Boston University, your fringe benefit program will be

paid to the sam extent that Boston University would pay you

were you on active duty there. If and when you return to

your teaching duties at Boston University on a part-time

basis, your salary and fringe benefits will be paid in pro

portion to the time spent on The Papers of Albert Einstein.

If you should change your academic affiliation, similar

arrangements on salary and fringe benefits will be made, but

such change shall not result in any other change in the

terms of this agreement. It is understood that you are to

be engaged in editing The Papers of Albert Einstein on a

full-time basis, with one month's vacation annually, re

gardless of the terms or payment periods of your academic

employer.

8. Arbitration

If we should be unable to reach agreement upon

any controversy or problem arising out of or relating to

your appointment hereunder, the matter shall be settled by

arbitration in accordance with the rules, then obtaining, of

the American Arbitration Association. If, at the time an

arbitration proceeding is commenced pursuant to this Agreement,

you have resumed your teaching duties at Boston University,

your testimony at such proceeding may be taken by oral

deposition in Boston.
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9. Third Party Grants

In the event any outside financial assistance is

obtained relating to any of the matters herein, including but

not limited to, assistance by grant of private parties or

government agencies, the parties to this agreement will

investigate the terms on which such aid is offered and will

take no action inconsistent with the terms of this agreement.

10. Other Understandings

(al In the event the Einstein Trustees do not sign

this agreement, it is expressly understood that the Press

does not assume their obligations nor warrant the performance

thereof as set forth herein.

(bl It is expressly understood that in the event

the award of the arbitrator dated July 18, 1980 is set aside

or modified in any respect, this agreement shall be deemed

null and void.

(cl We have attempted, in the above paragraphs,

to set forth the terms of your appointment as Editor of The

Papers of Albert Einstein, in a way that will be satisfactory

and clear to everyone, with the full appreciation that this

is a great project in which the Editor must be the primary

shaping force. We realize that it is impossible to anticipate

all problems that may arise and we expect to rely heavily on

10
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, ..

your jUdgment, and at the same time have attempted to provide

reasonable methods for resolution of any disagreement.

If you agree to the terms set forth above, will

you please sign the enclosed copies of this letter and

return them to us.

Sincerely yours,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

By_----.,,--..--_.-----,.--.-----r-.------,--.--
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

Helena Dukas

Otto Nathan

as Trustees under the Last
Will of Albert Einstein, deceased

AGREED:

John Stachel

Date

1 1
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Princeton l Tnin:r,it) Pre. s PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Pruid~TJt. HAROLD W. MeGR.'W, JR. TrllJ/~rs, CYRIL E. BL.\CK. JOHS TYLER tONSER,

WlLL1....~1 G. BO\\'E!'\, ROBERT c. P.-\R:STO:". ROBERT C. GILPIS, Wl."-<:Ht.:':--G HSI ..\SC.

ALVIS B. KEIlS.... S, DQSALD W. KOEPP, ....-\11.0:-0 LE~IO:\"ICK. IUC..\RDO A. ~IE5TIU.S.

JOHN F. PECKH.o\M, ARTHl;R H. THORSHILL, JR .. THO~I."'S H. \'1UCHT

Professor John Stachel
Einstein Papers
Institute for Advanced
Princeton, New'Jersey

Study
08540

July , 1981

Dear Professor Stachel:

This letter will constitute an addendum to the
Agreement between Princeton University Press (the
"Press"), the Trustees of the Estate of Albert
Einstein (the "Einstein Trustees") and you dated
June ,1981, (the "Agreement") and together with
that Agreement will constitute the entire under
standing of the parties.

1. If, pursuant to the provisions of paragraph
lOeb) of the Agreement, that Agreement is deemed null
and void, the Press shall continue to pay to you, until
such time as you resume your regular active teaching
duties at Boston University, but in any event, for a
period not to exceed six months, your salary as set
forth in paragraph 7 of the Agreement.

2_ Notwithstanding the duties you will perform in
connection with your work as Editor of the Cinstein
Papers, nothing contained herein or in the Agreement
shall be deemed to prohibit you to publish, without
permission of the Press or the Einstein Trustees, and
without payment of royalties to them, works on the
subject matter of Albert Einstein, provided, however,
that such writing is not a breach of the Agreement or
infringes on the rights of any of the parties thereto.

3. In the event that you are made a party to any
litigation or arbitration proceeding instituted by the
Einstein Trustees as a result of the execution by you
of the Agreement, the Press agrees to indemnify you
against all expenses, including reasonable attorneys
fees, resultinp, from such litigation or arbitration
proceeding, irrespective of who the prevailing party
in such litigation or arbitration proceeding might be_

+ I' I 8 I. I '" IJ I 1'''' '1 1 B II L I I "1 l' ... I 1\ I t
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Professor John Stachel -2- July , 1981

4. The Press agrees that it will be responsible
for the payment of your salary, as set forth in para
graph 7 of the Agreement, as long as you are performing
services on the Einstein project at the request of the
Press. Nothing contained in this paragraph, however,
shall be deemed to limit the right of the Press to
terminate your appointment pursuant to the provisions
of paragraph 5 of the Agreement.

If you agree to the terms set forth above, will you
please sign the enclosed copies of this letter and return
them to me.

Sincerely,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

By---,....-----,r----,-----...----...--......------.--
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

AGREED:

John Stachel

Date
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the American Arbitration Association. , at the time an

arbitration proceeding is commenced p suant to this Agreement,

you have resumed your teaching dut"es at Boston University,

your testimony at such proceeding may be taken by oral

deposition in Boston. ,/

9. Third Party Grants

In the event any outside financial assistance is

obtained relating to any of the matters herein, including but

not limited to, assistance by grant of private parties or

government agencies, the parties to this agreement will

investigate the terms on which such aid is offered and will

take no action inconsistent with the terms of this agreement.

10. Other Understandings

(a) In the event the Einstein Trustees do not sign

this agreement, it is expressly understood that the Press

does not assume their obligations nor warrant the performance

thereof as set forth herein.

(b) It is expressly understood that in the event

the award of the arbitrator dated July 18, 1980 is set aside

or modified in any respect, this agreement shall be deemed

null and void.

(cl We have attempted, in the above paragraphs,

to set forth the terms of your appointment as Editor of The

Papers of Albert Einstein, in a way that will be satisfactory

and clear to everyone, with the full appreciation that this
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Pruidenl. HAROLD W. Me CRAW. JR. TTII.Stt:CS, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER. BONNER,

W[LLiAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DARNTON, ROBERT G. GILPIN, \vtJ-CHUNG HSIANG,

ALVIN B. KERNAN, DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK, RICARDO A. MESTRES.

JOHN F. PECKHAM. ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

June 8, 1981

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

FROM:

SUBJECT:

H. S. Bailey, Jr.

Progress Report

COPIES: Otto Nathan
John Stachel

I am sorry to say that the dispute between the Einstein
Estate and Princeton University Press continued during the
past year. As you may know, after a lengthy arbitration
proceeding, an award was rendered which directed the Press
and the Estate to negotiate a contract with Professor Stachel.
The award was then confirmed by the New York State Supreme
Court. The Estate pressed on, however, and appealed the
decision which confirmed the award to the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court. On Thursday, May 28, the App 11ate
Division rendered a unanimous decision in favor of the Press.
The two key issues in the dispute have been the Estate's
wisb to discontinue Professor Stachel's appointment as editor
and its desire to cancel its contract with the Press.

Professor Stachel's work on the Papers has continued all
during this period, although recently it has been made more
difficult because of the denial of access to the original
documents and the fact that access to the copies of the doc
uments was made more inconvenient since they had to be re
moved from his office. The court's decision orders the
Estate to recognize Dr. Stachel as editor, which would mean
that a copy of the Archive would be returned to his office
and he would again have access to the originals when neces
sary.

I am also happy to tell you that we have recently
received a generous grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Founda
tion, sufficient to support the project through June of
1982. This gives us a running start on what I believe
will be a new period of much more rapid progress on the
project.

Finally, I want to thank you again for your continuing
interest.

PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINCEN SERIES
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

May 28, 1981

Memorandum

To:

From:

Subject:

Harry Woolf

John Hunt ~

Agreement between Princeton University Press,
the Einstein Estate Trustees, and John Stachel

Herb Bailey would like to have a word from you about
the enclosed documents. Specifically, he wants to be sure that you
think the proposed agreement is satisfactory.

Meantime, I have asked Allen to continue his nego
tiations with Herb about space and charges.

Princecon, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8000
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0 540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Pun'dent, HAROLD w. Me CRAW. Jil. TrUS1US, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER BONNER,

Wn.LIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DAP.NTON. ROBERT G. GILPIN, WU-<;HUNG HSIANG,

ALVIN B. KERNAN. DON.... LD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK, RICARDO A. MilnES,

JOHN F. PECKHA.'f. AJl.THUR H. THORl"HILL. JR., THOMAS U. \WIGHT

May 15, 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

This is to fill you in on the Einstein Papers situation.

First of all, we have completed a draft of a proposed contract
between John Stachel on the one hand and the Press and the Einstein
Trustees on the other. A copy is enclosed, along with a copy of a
side agreement to be made between the Press and John. I am calling it
to your attention particularly because the Institute is mentioned in
it in a number of places. You will see that we have tried to provide
for carrying out the plans that we have already discussed. Obviously
such plans must be written down in the form of an agreement between
us, and I expect to be working on that soon. I'll be in touch with
you and John Hunt about it. Meanwhile I want to be sure that you think
that the enclosed agreement with John Stachel is satisfactory.

The agreement with John Stachel has been carefully worked out by
our lawyers and John's, and we shall give the Estate a chance to sign
it. Of course it is unlikely that the Trustees of the Estate will
sign, but if they don't it is our plan to proceed anyway, since we are
under a court order to do so. As soon as the contract is signed, the
"First Duplicate Archive," which is now sealed and stored in the Prince
ton University Library, will be returned to John's office so that he
can use it conveniently. Meanwhile John has continued to make detailed
plans for the edition, and he has also been looking into the question
of computer-editin~whichshould make the job a good deal easier,
faster, and more accurate.

Recently we received a grant of $120,000 from the Sloan Foundation
to carry us through June of 1982. This will allow a slightly increased
staff, and John has been considering possible appointments. I have
also written to the National Science Foundation informing them of our
situation and indicating that we will probably be putting in a major
application during the coming year. This is of course problematic in
view of the budgetary situation at NSF, but we believe that such an
application has a chance of being favorably considered by the National
Science Board.

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI,'CE SEalES
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Dr. Harry Woolf
Page 2
May 15, 1981

Meanwhile the Estate continues to try to overturn the arbitrator's
award, and the next hearing will be on May 19 before the New York
Supreme Court. Since we have already won five times, our lawyer is
still confident of a favorable result. This leaves only the possibility
of one more appeal to the New York Appellate Court, and while that is
possible, we think it is fairly unlikely that the court would hear such
an appeal. Thus we hope that we are near the end of our legal troubles.
As you can imagine, the expenses have been enormous.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you again for your con
tinued interest and help. It has been important to have your moral sup
port, and the availability of space in the Institute for John Stachel
and his assistant has been essential. Much has been accomplished in
spite of all our difficulties, and I believe that we are coming toward
the point where we can go ahead with confidence.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: John Stachel
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Professor John Stachel
Einstein Papers
Institute for Advanced
Princeton, New Jersey

D R AFT

Study
08540

Dear Professor Stachel:

1. Purpose

The purpose of this letter is to set forth the

terms of your appointment as Editor of The Papers of Albert

Einstein.

The appointment was made jointly by the Trustees

under the Will of Albert Einstein (Einstein Trustees) and

princeton University Press (Press). Tne cerms of your

appointmenc are governed oy the provisions of this contract

as well as by the agreement between the Einstein Trustees and

the Press, dated February 22, 1971, and by the Last Will and

Testament of Albert ~instein dated March 13, 1950. You have

received copies of both documents and are familiar with their

contents.

2. The Nature of the Edicion and Your Duties
and Responsibilities

You will have the primary responsibility for

collecting, organizing, and preparing the material for

publication of The Papers of Albert Binstein, comprising tne

complete works of Albert Einstein, published and unpublished,
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scientific and non-scientific, including correspondence. As

Editor, you will be the manager of the Einstein Office (see

paragraph 4). You are to prepare typewritten manuscripts or

suitable printer's copy for volumes for a complete, accurate

and scholarly edition, with sufficient annotation to make the

work clear and maximally useful to scholars and scientists

and, where appropriate, to the general pUblic, and you will

cooperate with the Einstein Trustees and the Press, and do all

things reasonably necessary, to enable them to carry out their

agreement of February 22, 1971.

Under the agreement of February 22, 1971 between the

Press and the Einstein Trustees, the Proprietor (the Einstein

Trustees) and the Publishers (the Press) have appointed an

Editorial Advisory Board to assure the scientific and scholarly

quality of the editorial work. It is understood that you

will, after consultation with the Einstein Trustees and the

Press, appoint an Editorial Committee to be available for

consultation at your request. You will select the members of

the Editorial Committee yourself with the proviso, however,

that no person can serve simultaneously on the Editorial

Advisory Board and the Editorial Committee. Any agreements

between you and members of the Editorial Committee concerning

but not limited to, matters such as compensation and acknowl

edgements for work to be performed, must be approved by the

Press, as the administrator of the project.

2
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The Edition is to be in the original languages in

which the material was written. The ?ress, with your advice

and the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board, and upon

consultation with the Einstein Trustees, will decide what

material should be translated into English. The prepara

tion of English translations for inclusion integrally, or

in separate volumes, will be your responsibility.

The format of the printed volumes will be the

responsibility of the Press, which will consult with you on

questions of design and typography. You will read proofs,

check diagrams, and perform other customary editorial du

ties. The volumes prepared under your Editorship will not

be printed without your approval of page proof; if you

should be unable or unavailable to approve proof, the Press

will take the responsibility of doing so.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, you will not be

legally responsible for any claims or actions brought

by third parties, and the Einstein Trustees and the Press

agree to indemnify you against all expenses, including

reasonable attorneys fees, resulting from claims and actions

of any kind by third parties, except for material which you

have yourself written, based upon the pUblication of The

Papers of Albert Einstein during the term of this agreement

and thereafter.

3
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3. Submission of Reports and Selection of
Materials

(a) At the end of each annual period during the

term of your appointment, you will prepare and submit to the

Einstein Trustees, the Editorial Advisory Board and the Press

a memorandum summarizing your work on the project during such

annual period, a brief discussion of your plans for work

during the ensuing year and a summary of any proposed change

in your general plan of the intended Edition, the foregoing

to be subject to discussion with the Einstein Trustees, the

Press, and the Editorial Advisory Board.

(b) The Einstein Trustees and the Press desire

that The Papers of Albert Einstein contain as complete a col-

lection of Einstein's writings as possible. However, the

Einstein Trustees shall have the right to withhold from

publication such papers as they find, in their discretion,

should be withheld for reasons of privacy. Except for such

reasons, the determination of material to be included in the

volumes shall be within your province, except that nothing

shall be included that infringes on the rights of others,

such as rights of privacy, libel and copyright. It shall be

your duty to obtain publication rights of all materials to be

included in the Edition, with the cooperation of the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. You will bring to the attention

of the Press any material about which there are doubts

4
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regarding publication rights. If legal problems arise,

you will consult the Press and the Press will take final

responsibility as to what shall be printed. Legal expenses

shall be part of the expenses of the Einstein Office.

4. The Einstein Office

It is understood that the editorial work will be

done as far as possible on the basis of the duplicate archive

and not by using the original material, which, when he deems

it necessary, and if available, shall be examined only by the

Editor. In addition, at the Institute, at Princeton Uni

versity, at the Press, or elsewhere, an Einstein Office will

be established to facilitate the work. The location of the

Einstein Office shall be selected jointly by you and the

Press, as administrator of the project. The duplicate

archive will be kept in the Einstein Office. As Editor,

you will be the manager of the Einstein Office. It is

the responsibility of the Einstein Trustees and the Press,

under their basic agreement of February 22, 1971, to provide

funds to be sought from foundations and private donors. The

application for and management of such funds shall be the

responsibility of the Press or the joint responsibility

of the Institute for Advanced Study and the Press under

arrangement to be made between them, such arrangement be-

ing subsidiary to the basic contract between the Einstein

Trustees and the Press. Thus the staff of the Einstein

5
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Office, under grants received, will be employees of either

the Institute or the Press, depending on arrangements for

specific grants. The employment of such staff will be in

accordance with budgets submitted to the granting agencies;

such applications will be reviewed in advance by the Insti

tute, the Press, and the Einstein Trustees. The appointment

of senior staff members (associate editors and assistant

editors) shall be subject to the approval of any two of: the

Einstein Trustees (acting as one), the Institute, and the

Press, and no person may be employed without the approval of

the employing institution (the Institute or the Press). It

is further understood that you will draw up an annual budget

for the editorial expenses to be submitted to the Einstein

Trustees (acting as one), the Institute, and the Press which

shall be subject to the approval of any two of them; this

annual budget will include relevant portions of all grants

budgets and will constitute a comprehensive budget for the

project.

5. The Term of your Appointment

You assumed your functions under this appointment

on January 15, 1977. Your appointment will continue until

completion of the project, and shall be subject to termina

tion after January 1, 1982, at the joint option of the

Einstein Trustees and the Press upon not less than six (6)

months prior written notice to you or, at your option, upon

6
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not less than six (6) months prior written notice to the

Einstein Trustees and the Press.

6. Miscellaneous

(a) The Papers of Albert Einstein, including all

the products of your own work and writings, as well as those

of the editorial staff, will be copyrighted in the United

States and abroad, in the name of the Estate of Albert

Einstein which will be responsible for any renewal of copy

rights. This provision does hot apply to such professional

writings as you may do on Einstein or related subjects, for

publication elsewhere than in The Papers of Albert Einstein.

You will cooperate in effecting copyright and copyright

renewals and, whenever requested, you will execute and pro

vide further instruments as may become necessary to obtain

copyright or copyright renewals.

(b) The rights of the Press to publish, in addi

tion to the basic Einstein edition, an abridged edition,

translations, anthologies and other derivative works are

herewith confirmed as stipulated in the agreement between the

Einstein Trustees and the Press. You will be consulted on all

these derivative works, together with the Editorial Advisory

Board and the Einstein Trustees. Separate arrangements

between yourself, the Press and the Einstein Trustees will

be made in regard to the distribution of royalties on all

derivative works, with due consideration to the pertinent

7
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provisions of Article 14 of the agreement between the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. No royalties will be payable to

you on the basic Einstein edition.

(c) You will cooperate with the Einstein Trustees

and the Press in the sale, advertisement and promotion of

The Papers of Albert Einstein and consent that in connection

therewith, they may use your name, photograph, and biograph

ical sketch, which you agree to supply from time to time on

their request. You will be compensated for any reasonable

expenses you may incur in connection with promotional activi

ties which you may be asked by the Press to perform on behalf

of The Papers of Albert Einstein.

7. The Financial Obligations of the Project

The Einstein Trustees make and enter into this

Agreement only in their fiduciary capacity as Trustees under

the Will of Albert Einstein, and not personally, and accord

ingly no liability or obligation arising hereunder may attach

or may, under any circumstances, be enforced against them

personally. Your salary will be equal to that which you would

have been paid for a twelve-month year by Boston University,

were you not on leave. In addition, since you will be on leave

from Boston University, your fringe benefit program will be

paid to the same extent that Boston University would pay you

were you on active duty there. If and w~en you return to

8
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your teaching duties at Boston University on a part-time

basis, your salary and fringe benefits will be paid in pro

portion to the time spent on The PaDers of Albert Einstein.

If you should change your academic affiliation, similar

arrangements on salary and fringe benefits will be made, but

such change shall not result in any other change in the

terms of this agreement. It is understood that you are to

be engaged in editing The Papers of Albert Einstein on a

full-time basis, with one month's vacation annually, re

gardless of the terms or payment periods of your academic

employer.

8. Arbitration

If we should be unable to reach agreement upon

any controversy or problem arising out of or relating to

your appointment hereunder, the matter shall be settled by

arbitration in accordance with the rules, then obtaining, of

the American Arbitration Association.

9. Third Party Grants

In the event any outside financial assistance is

obtained relating to any of the matters herein, including but

not limited to, assistance by grant of private parties or

government agencies, the parties to this agreement will

investigate the terms on which such aid is offered and will

take no action inconsistent with the terms of this agreement.

9
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10. Other Understandings

(a) It is expressly understood that in the event

the award of the arbitrator dated July 18, 1980 is set aside

or modified in any respect, this agreement shall be deemed

null and void.

(b) We have attempted, in the above paragraphs,

to set forth the terms of your appointment as Editor of The

Papers of Albert Einstein, in a way that will be satisfactory

and clear to everyone, with the full appreciation that this

is a great project in which the Editor must be the primary

shaping force. We realize that it is impossible to antici

pate all problems that may arise and we expect to rely

heavily on your judgment, and at the same time have at

tempted to provide reasonable methods for resolution of any

disagreement.

10
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If you agree to the terms set forth above, will

you please sign the enclosed copies of this letter and

return them to us.

Sincerely yours,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

By_--=,.....,-;:,....,...,-,.,----,;---;:-.,.....,-..,--_....,,--__
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

(
( Helena Dukas
(
(
(
(
( Otto Nathan
(
( as Trustees under the Last

will of Albert Einstein, deceased

AGREED:

John Stachel

Date

11
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[PRINCETON UNIVERS ITY PRESS LETTERHEAD]

May ,1981

. Professor John Stachel
Einstein Papers
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Professor Stachel:

This letter will constitute an addendum to the
Agreement between Princeton University Press (the
"Press"), the Trustees of the Estate of Albert
Einstein (the "Einstein Trustees") and you dated
May ,1981, (the "Agreement") and together with
that Agreement will constitute the entire under-

'standing of the parties.

1. If, pursuant to the prov~s~ons of paragraph
10(a) of the Agreement, that Agreement is deemed null
and void, the Press shall continue to pay to you, until
such time as you resume your regular active teaching
duties at Boston University, but in any event, for a
period not to exceed six months, your salary as set
forth in paragraph 7 of the Agreement.

2. Notwithstanding the duties you will perform
in connection with your work as Editor of the Einstein
Papers, nothing contained herein or in the Agreement
shall be deemed to prohibit you to publish, without
~ermission of the Press or the Einstein Trustees, and
without payment of royalties to them, works on the
subject matter of Albert Einstein, provided, however,
that such writing is not a breach of the Agreement or
infringes on the rights of any of the parties thereto.

3. In the event that you are made a party to any
litigation or arbitration proceeding instituted by the
Einstein Trustees as a result of the execution by you
of the Agreement, the Press agrees to indemnify you
against all expenses, including reasonable attorneys
fees, resulting from such litigation or arbitration
proceeding, irrespective of who the prevailing party
in such litigation or arbitration proceeding might be.
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Professor John Stachel -2- May , 1981

If you agree to the terms set forth above, will
you please sign the enclosed copies of this letter
and return them to me.

Sincerely yours,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

By_-..-:=-==:;:--,,...--,;-::-,,...,.-,:=-----.=-__
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

AGREED:

John Stachel

Date
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May 12, 1981

Dr. John Stachel.
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear John:

I'd be delighted to make the facilities of
the Institute available to Norton, in an informal
way, when he is to be here. We can e t him s
temporary card for the dining hall and we will
try to help in any way we can.

Cordially yours,

Barry Woolf
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JOHN STACHEL
c/o 1NSTJTU11j FOR ADVANCIID STUDY

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08)40

(609) 9244400, EXT. 225

15 Apri 1 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Di rector
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry:

I understand your position completely. What I had in mind
was a letter to Norton stating that you understood that he was
planning to spend time here working with me, and offering him the
use of the Institute facilities during his stay. However, if you
do not feel it is appropriate for you to write him, I shall pro
ceed with the de facto arrangements here and the de jure arrange-
men ts i n Bos ton.- - --

Wi th bes t wi shes,

~
Stache1

JS: lys

P.S. I am sorry that I forgot to mention that the name of the
Russian Jewish scholar is A.E. Levin.
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THE I STITUTE FOR ADVA CEO STUDY

HARRY WOOLF

Director

Dr. John Stachel
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear John:

April 14, 1981

Thank you for yours of 13 April 1981. Even though I would like to
followup in a substantive way on the conversation we had on the train
I find myself in a somewhat difficult position which I know you will
understand. Since John Norton was turned do,yo by the School of Historical
Studies I cannot, in good conscience, extend an invitation to him from the
Institute. Surely as a member of the Boston University faculty you
recognize the impropriety of an administrator imposing his will or
judgment upon the faculty. At the very best it would be bad form to invite
personally someone whom my colleagues had rejected.

It seems to me that in the course of his visit to Boston University
you might have him down from time to time to participate in the Einstein
project. For such occasions we would look into whatever housing might
be available for brief periods and rent it to him at appropriate rates,
but beyond that I fear we can make no commitments.

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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JOHN STACHEL
c/o n-l'snnJTE FOR ADYANCIlD STUDY

PlJNCBTON. h'EW JERSEY 08540

(609) 924-4400. ElIT. 225

13 April 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry:

Following up on our chat on the train, I am sending you this
note on John Norton. As you will see from the enclosed letter, he
has a Fulbri9ht travel grant and funds for his own support. He
applied to the School of Historical Studies for next year, but was
turned down. Bob Cohen has sent him a letter of invitation to
Bostpn, with the understanding that he may want to spend most of
his time here. Would it be possible to send him a letter inviting
him to spend time and offering him use of the facilities here?
This might help him with the Fulbright grant. If there is any
possibility of an apartment during the period December 1981
December 1982 that might be useful to him and his wife, but is not
essential. I also enclose his vita and a copy of Bob's letter for
your information.

With thanks and best wishes,

as ever,

John Stache1

JS: lys

enclosures
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THE UNIVERSITY OF EW SOUTH WALES

P.O. BOX 1 • KENSI GTON • NEW SOUTH WALES • AUSTRALIA • 2033

TELEX AA26054 • TELEGRAPH: UNITECH. SYDNEY • TELEPHONE 663 03S1

EXTN.

PLEASE QUOTE

SCHOOL OF HISTORY A~D PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

Professor J.Stachel,
Einstein Project,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Dear Professor Stachel,

23rd March, 1981

Thank you very much for your letter and draft of February 16. Our
"disagreement" over the modern significance of the equivalence principle does
not seem to involve a disagreement over any empirical facts of gravitation
or theorems of general relativity; rather it seems to rest on a question
of naming and emphasis.

The most important property of gravitational fields is the "uniqueness
of free fall"; the world line of a freely falling body is to a very great
extent independent of its composition and structure. As early as 1907
Einstein recognised the supreme importance of this remarkable property.
However, he mistakenly understood it to mean that the effects of inertial
fields are completely indistinguishable from those of an appropriately
chosen gravitational field. Here let me call this the "equivalence of
acceleration and gravitation" to avoid confusing it \~ith the many other
forms of the equivalence principle which have been proposed over the years.
My earlier arguments were directed against this equivalence, for according
to general relativity, there is no such thoroughgoing equivalence on
account of the behaviour of tidal gravitational forces, whose effects do
not vanish when the system in question becomes arbitrarily small.

This is not to say that the more restricted equivalence of acceleration
and gravitation admitted by general relativity (i~noring second derivatives
of the fundamental tensor) is of no use. This equvalence can function
as a powerful heuristic in work on gravitation. However - and this is
the point I have been making earlier in this context - an over extension
of the equivalence is bound to lead one astray and exact1 this is what
happened to Einstein in his work on gravitation prior to 13.

[ would prefer to say that the ultimate significance of the uniqueness of
free fall does not lie in a limited equivalence of acceleration and gravi
tation. Rather I would say that it lies in the fact that we are able to
treat gravitational fields formally as a part of the structure of spacetime,
as opposed to an entity contained within it. It is when we seek a more
concrete expression of this result that the heuristic power of the 1imited
equivalence of acceleration and gravitation comes into play. The fact that
the effects of inertial fields can be represented by terms resembling
an affine connection suggests that similar terms can also be used to
represent gravitational fields. Out of this comes your statement of the
"equ'valence principle" and it is this principle which captures the
sign'ificance of the uniqueness of free fall to gravitation theory.
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This I think makes the status of the equivalence of gravitation and
acceleration clearer. The important results are the uniqueness of free
fall and the resulting representation of gravitational fields by the
affine connection. The equivalence of gravitation and acceleration acts
as an heuristic, a useful intermediary in the passage from the first
result to the second. But in the last analysis it seems to belong only
to the psychology of discovery, taking little part in the final logical
structure of the theory.

I would also agree that Einstein's oblique recognition of your "equivalence
principle" played an important role in the developrrent of general relativity.
In particular, it enabled him to conclude as early as 1907 that gravitation
could not be dealt with adequately within the spacetime structure of
special relativity and that gravitational fields could be dealt with as
a part of an extended spacetirre structure by representing the gravitational
potential by the (variable) speed of light. In my dissertation I review
in sorre detail the developrrent of Einstein's understanding of his equiv
alence principle. It evolved in form and function away from Einstein's
original 1907 idea of the equivalence of acceleration and gravitation
to one much like yours. A 191B staterrent of the principle reads:

"Aquivalenzprinzip: Tr!tgheit und Schwere sind weseri'gleich.
Hieraus und aus den Ergebnissen der Speziellen Relativit!ttstheorie
folgt notwendig, dass der symmetrische 'Fundamentaltensor' (g~v)

die rretrischen Eigenschaften des Raurres, das Tragheits-verhalten
der Kllrper in ihm, sowie die Gravitationswirkungen bestillll1t... "

(Ann. d. Phys. 55 ( 1918) ,241)

Replace "fL,ndarrental tensor" by "affine connection" and we virtually have
your staterrent of the equivalence principle~ (In view of Einstein's
later recognition of the significance of the affine connection, there
is certainly reason to bel ieve that he would have condoned such a sub-
s tituti on. )

With regard to my coming to the U.S. to work with you, it now ap~~ars that
1 have a Fulbright grant, which would cover travel expenses, and~~ossibility

's arisen that 1 can cover living expenses with a loan from my parents.
Jnvnitrrents in Australia run until December this year - 1 have agreed to

lecture two courses on the history and philosophy of cosmology at the
university here. So 1 would be interested in coming to the U.S.A. in about
December '81, for a period of about one year, if this is possible.

In order to enable final approval of the Fulbright Grant, it is necessary
for rre to provide evidence of institutional affiliation in the U.S.A.
Specifically they require:

"A letter from the Departrrent (or admission section for student
grantees) must accompany your form. The letter should state
clearly that you have a firm invitation and give details of timing orJ
any financial support to be given."

May I ask you to arrange this?
I presurre that the institution concerned here would be the Institute for
Advanced Study. If this is the case, then I should note that I made an
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for the academi c year 1981-82. I hope the starting date of December '81
does not create any difficulties. My wife expects to come to the U.S.A.
to commence study in a Master in Architecture program in September '81
and I would like to come over and join her as soon as I have no further
committmen ts he re .

As for the work I have in mind, I would like to continue research into the
history of general relativity. In particular, I have become very interested
in Einstein's pre-1913 work on gravitation and his work on Nordstr6m's
theory of gravitation. However, I am prepared to allow the material avail
able from the Einstein Archive to lead me wherever it may.

Finally, in your letter of February 16, you allude to an earlier letter in
which you wrote about the possibility of my coming to work with you.
Unfortunately I received no such letter.

May 1 ask you to confirm the feasibility of these arrangements as soon as
possible? My wife and I are finding it very difficult to juggle the
dates and places of our forthcoming visit to the U.S.A. She needs to
know when and where (Princeton?) I will be in the U.S.A. in order to
finalise her choice of university and complete the enrolment procedure.
(Hence I have sent this letter express~)

Let me thank you once again for your time and interest. I look forward
to the oppurtunity of working with you.

Yours sincerely,

John Norton
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CURRICULUM VITAE

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

t·1ARITAL STATUS

John Daniel Norton

June II, 1953; Sydney, Australia.

Married, no children.

ACADEMIC RECORD 1971-1974 B.E.(Chem.En9.) with Hon.1 & university
Medal in the School of Chemical Engineering,
University of N.S.W., Sydney, Australia.

1978-1981 PhD candidate in the School of History &
Philosophy of Science, University of N.S.W.
(Expected completion ~ate: 1981)

AWARDS

E~lPL OYME NT

PAPERS AND
PUBLl CATIONS

1971 U.N.S.W. Chemical Engineering Association Scholarship
"Best Student", Chemical Engineering Year I

1972 - 1974 Shell Oil Scholarship
Shell Prize for Fuel Science & Engineering I
George Wright Prize for Chemistry II
"Best Student", Chemical Engineering Year II

1973 Shell Prize for Chemical Engineering Principles II
and -Chemical Engineering ~sign IA and IB
"Best Student", Chemical Engineering Year III

1974 Abbott Lab. Prize for B.E. in Chem.Eng.~gree course
Year IV
1st Class Honours and University Medal (awarded in
1975 )

1978 - 1980 Commonwealth Postgraduate Research A\~ard

1975-1976 Technologist with Shell Oil Refining, Clyde,
Sydney. Duties involved general plant trouble
shooting and operation, including supervision
of catalyst regenerations.

1979-1980 Tutor in courses on the history of modern
and ancient cosmology at the School of History
and Philosophy of Science, University of 1:.S.'1.
The courses covered the development of cosmo
logical thought from its birth in primitive
cultures, through the ancient Greeks and the
17th century scientific revolution to modern
relativistic cosmologies.

"Einstein, Light Signals and the~ -Decision" with J.Saunders
in What? Hhere? lvhen? Why?: Essays in Induction, Space and
Time,Explanatl0n ed.R.McLaughlin Harvester, Sussex, 1981.
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PAPERS AND
PUBLI CATIONS
conti nued

HH13ERSH IP OF
PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS

RESEARCH
INTERESTS

CONTACT

"Einstein, Mach's Principle and the Origins of the
General Theory of Relativity" Proceedings of the
Australasian Association for the History, Phlloso h
and Socia Studles of SClence I tort comlng
(Paper de 11 vered at AARpsss conference Dunedin, r:ew
Zealand Hay 1980)

"On the Ori gins of the Genera I Theory of Re 1ati vity"
Australian and flew Zealand Association for the Advance-
ment of Science Conference May 1980 Adelaide, Australia.

Review of A.Koyre Galileo Studies in Proceedings of the
Australasian Association for the Histor , Phllosooh and
Socia tudles of cience I 19

•
Graduate member of the Institution of Chemical Engineers

Member of the Australasian Association for the History,
Philosophy and Social Studies of Science.

(1) History of general relativity theory (topic of
doctoral dissertation). History of special relativity
theory. Foundations of special and general relativity
theory. The philosophy of space and time. The
history and philosophy of cosmology.

(2) Problems of science, technology and society.
Energy policy. The environment.

School of History and Philosophy of Science,
University of N.S.W.,
P.O.Bo'·,
Kensing.;on,
N.S.W. 2033
AUSTRALIA

OR

37 Haig Street,
Maroubra,
N.S.H. 2035
AUSTRALIA
Phone: 349 5177
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Boston University
III Cummmpon S,UCl'[

Boston, M.:I'0\'3Chu~l·tt 0221:;

Dcp.3nmcnt 01 Ph't'sics

April 1, 1981

Hr. John Norton
The University of New South Wales
P.O. Box 1
Kensington, New South Wales
AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr. Norton:

I am pleased to invite you to Jo~n the Center for Philosophy and
History of Science as Research Associate for the academic year 1981-1982,
or for a period of four or five months if that is preferable for your work.

We would be pleased to have you join in our research seminars and col
loquia in the epistemological foundations of science and in the general con
ceptual analysis of modern scientific theories in their philosophical and
historical development with emphasis upon the history of general relativity.
In particular, we would expect that you would join in collaborative work
with Professor Stachel and myself at Boston University and with other col
leagues at HIT, Harvard, and Brandeis where there are persons with related
interests.

I should hope that you might be free to come on leave from the Univer
sity of 'ew South Wales for this further period of study and research in
the United States.

As you may know, we hold a colloquium from time to time, and we ~ould

invite you to participate fully in those meetings. I enclose a copy of
the calendar of the Boston Colloquium for the Philosophy of Science for
1980-1981 so that you can see the general scope and interest.

The usual facilities of the university will be at your disposal, inclu
ding library and office space. There is no formal stipend awarded with this
appointment and I am pleased to note that you might apply for a research
fellowship from the Fulbright Commission.

Sincere~y yours,

Robe rt S. 'Cohen
Professor of Physics and Philosophy
Chairman, Center for Philosophy and

History of Science

cc: ~arx Kartofsky
John Stachel
Joan La\oo.'s

DN
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April 10, 1981

Professor John Stachel
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear John:

Just a short note to reply to yours of 27 March.
I wish I had sOllIe ideas on behalf of the Russian Jewish
scholar, who remains unnamed in your letter as well as
his, hut I am afraid I do not. In any case, I will
keep it at hand should somettring develop.

Thank you for your effort on his behalf.

Sincerely yours.

Harry Woolf
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JOHN STACHEL
c/o INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. NEW )EB..SEY 08~40

(609) 924-4400, EXT. 2n

27 March 1981

Dr. Harry Woolf
Di rector
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry:

The enclosed letter from a Russian Jewish scholar more or less
speaks for itself. He has been translating Gerry Holton's book, and
Gerry put him in touch with me. Do you have any ideas how one could
get him an invitation to some academic institution in this country?
Is there any agency which might underwrite a stay at the Institute,
for example? I do not think one really risks much, because his chances
of being allowed to come seem slim to me--but of course if one tries,
one should always be prepared for the consequences of success.

With warmest best wishes,

as ever,

John Stachel

JS: lys

enclosure
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PRINCETON WEEKLY BULLETIN, 2 February 1981

Princeton University in the news

At the ceremony opening the new duplicate Einstein archive at the Seeley G.
Mudd Manuscript Ubrary were four of the principal participants in the project.
Examining the collection's massive computer index are (from left) Ronald J.
Overmann of the National Science Foundation. University Ubrarian Donald W.
Koepp, Boston University Prolessor John Slache/, and Herbert S. Bailey Jr,
director of Princeton University Press.

IBeginning today, scholars will have
access to the papers, letters and notes

I
of Albert Einstein, affording them
insight into the scientific, political and
personal life of the "father of modem
science."

Princeton University ... is making
available to the public duplicates of
Einstein's papers-an estimated
43.000 documents.

"It will help scholars understand
what happened in science during the
first half of the 20th Century and
Einstein's role in Zionism and pacifism,"
a university spokesman said.

Before today, Einstein's papers were
available only with the permission of
his estate, or on microfilm, a difficult
medium for researchers to work with.

Aside from offering scholars
photocopied documents to work from,
the Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library
at Princeton will provide researchers
with a comprehensive index of the
papers-grouped according to
chronological order, Einstein's own
filing·system and by correspondence.

The photocopying of the papers,
which fill 91 legal-size storage boxes,
and the compilation of the 11 -volume
index took more than two years. The
project was funded by the National
Science Foundation and Allred P.
Sloan Foundation in cooperation with
the university, the estate and the
Institute for Advanced Study, where

Einstein worked
John Stachel. a Boston University

prolessor who led the Einstein project,
said the papers had been microfilmed
and photocopied to preserve the
originals and to maintain a set 01 the
documents in the United States. The
originals eventually will be donated to
Hebrew University, in keeping with
Einstein's will. _

"The originals are extremely valuable
and in a condition that could not stand
abuse," he said.

Stachel said the index would permit
a researcher to locate, lor example,
the lelters between Einstein and other
noted scientists-such as Neils Bohr
and Max Planck-that contributed to
his discoveries.

"And there are lelters to world
leaders, philosophers, literary artists
and musicians in the archives," he
continued. •

Among those dignitaries are Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Bertrand Russeil,
George Bernard Shaw and Pablo Casals.

The documents are not expected to
be available to the public at large; their

availability will be limited to those
researchers who can demonstrate
serious scholarly purpose, a university
spokesman said.

The general public would have
difficulty using the documents anyway,
since most of the documents are
written in Einstein's native German.

But scholars will be able to gain
insight into Einstein, the scientist,
through notes and correspondence
that led to such discoveries as the
Special Theory 01 Relativity-which
transformed our understanding of time
and space-and the "photoelectric
effect" that paved the way lor the
development 01 the television tube.

And they will be able to belter
understand Einstein, the man, through
family documents, personal letters and
notes, and several folders of verses
and limericks.

-"Scholars obtain a 'relative' look
at Einstein papers," by Wes Dvorak,

Newark Slar-Ledger, 14 January 1981
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Princeton and Executors Clash on bl11stein Papers
By WALTER SULLIVAN

Last week, as a prolonged legal bat
tle over publication 01 the vast collec
tion 01 Dr. Albert Einstein's papers
neared a climax, Princeton University
announced that its library was making
photocopies 01 the 43,000 documents
available to qUalified scholars.

Yet, 10 years alter the signing 01 a
COIItract lor publication 01 the papers in
what would probably come to 20 vol·
umes, the project remains bogged
down in an acrimonious dispute with no
early prospect lor resolution.

Cui idlllllldeDce aDd Dlarles
lbe controversy is between the

Pr\tK:elOn University Press and the
UteraI"Y executors of the Einstein es
tate, chiefly Dr. Otto Nathan, a lonner
associate 01 Einstein, now 87 years old
but sllU spry and determined.

lbe otIler executor is Helen Dukas, 
10lIl Einstein's secretary, a lew years
ytlUIIIeI" than Dr. Nathan and now ar
chivist of tbe collection, boused at the

Institute lor Advanced Study in Prince- inobjective bad laith in refusing to per· Dr. Staebel is a physicist who lelt his
ton, N.J. lonn the publishing contract and at· post at Boston University to begin edit.

'The collection includes early drafts tempting to terminate it:' ing the papers in January 1977. A
at Einstein's papers, correspondence The arbitrator was Harold R. Tyler search committee had recommended
with other scientists and world leaders. Jr., former Deputy Attorney General of him. and the appointment was ae-
as well as diaries and notes. The ma- the United Sta'es and a Federal judge cepted by Mr. Bailey and Dr. Nathan.
t~rial is believed to castligbt on many of the Southern District of New York.
aspects of Einstein's thinking. inclu~ He agreed with the contention of the Aid Dented
ing factors that enabled him to break university press that Mr. Nathan·s re- Before the year was out. however,
away from traditional thought and de- fusal to sign an employment contract Dr. Nathan said he was dissatisfied.
velop the relativity lheories that revo- with Dr. John Stachel, selected editor 1be situation was exacerbated wben
lutionized man's concept of nature. of the papers, had been not only "8rbi- the National Science FoundatiOD re-

Dr. Nathan termed Princeton's ac- uary and capricious," but was also a jected. as drafted, an application for
(jon "illegal" and "immoral." He said breach of the 1971 contract. money, recommending changes in the
bitterly that be had not beeR given n~ Further delay in publication, Mr. design 01 the project.
Ilee 01 the plan to make the photocopies Tyler said, "would be a tragedy lor hu- Dr. Nathan maintained that Dr.
avaiJable. manity." Ample evidence had been Staebellaeked the "integrity" needed

According to the university library, presented, he added, that Dr. Stacbel lor the job and sought to expand the
howeVer. the estate retains control "is qualified to be the editor." editorship to three or more people, 1'&
over the copies. SCholars who peruse . D'!". Nathan vehemently dispu~es the taining Dr. Stachel as oneor them.
them are not allowed to make copies findmg and has asked the estate s law. The university press rejected this as
without permission lrom the estate. _yers to appeal it to the Appellate Divi· costly and unnecessary, but in January

. . . . sion 01 the N.... York State Supreme 1978, it agreed to treat Dr. Staebel as
lbe arbltrator.ol the publication dIS- Court. Mr. Nathan said last week that, temporary editor untU the issue was .....

P!Jte. wh!le Crediting Dr. Nath~ With if the finding were not reversed. he solved and he could finish computer in-
high mouves, bas lound that be acted would take the issue to the highes, state c:exing the collection as it became

court _ the Court 01 Appeals. available in photocopies. From his ef·
DesIgnated Uterary Executor lorts, computer printouts of the C8ta-r logue are available.

The litigation has dismayed science The question of editorship was re.
historians and pbysicists who leel the lerred to tbe project's editorial aclvi-
legal lees would have been beller spent sory board, which unanimously recom-

I- on gelling the papers published. mended Dr. Staebel remain as the sin-
Dr. Nathan came to know Einstein g1eeditor.

and was later designated his literary • ed
executor after Einstein came to the In. Devol InTbelrOwD Ways'
stitule lor Advanced Study at Prince- lbe 1971 contract provided lor arbi.
ton in 1933. Dr. Nathan was an econo- tration of disputes. and in February
mist OIl the Princeton University fav 1979. the university asked for it. Jle.
ulty.lbeinstitutionsareseparate. spite coun actions by the estate to

The dispute appears to be rooted in block it, the matter was heard by Mr.
relations among Dr. Nathan and the Tyler, now in private practice, during
other key ligures 01 the project _ Dr. 10 days last April and May.
Stacbel and Herbert Bailey, head 01 the Mr. Tyler said in his finding that the
university press. According to scholars three men involved, Mr. Bailey. Dr.
close to the situation, Dr. Nathan, who Nathan and 01_ Slachel. were ..truly
lives in New York, felt constrained to devoted, in.thei~own ways, to the gre~t
keep a close w,teb on the project to project wtlleb lies at the center of this
protect Einstein's reputation. _ controVersy."

=============f
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Mudd library to house
documents of Einstein

By RICHARD WAECHTER
A large coUection of Albert Einstein's personal papers, including

scientific writings and correspondences with prominent politicians, will
open on campus today, marking the first time they have been available
for inspection by members of the scientific community on a more than
limited basis. .

TIle lIII!bives contain about 43,000 documents collected from
Einstein's 22 ymrs at the Institute for Advanced Study, according to a
university press release. The collection will be permanently housed in
the Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library.

TIle papers and correspondences are duplicates of \be original ar·
chives. which are kept at \be Institute. TIle original coIIoction bas been
open to sdtolars on a very limited basis because of its bisb value and
frqility.

QallIIed ldloIms ....y
"Qualified scbolars" will be able to view the documents, Dim:lor of

CommuDicaIioos George B. Eager said yesterday. Eager speculated
sl1ldeDts invatiptiDg EinPcin's raearcb would have ...,... to \be
coUec:tion. Uaivenity Librarian Donald W. Koepp, wbo bas authorilJ
over woo <:aD view the arcJtjyes. c:ouId _ be reached for COIIUIICIII
yesterday.

IDduded in \be new arcbive is a computer·bued c:ontrol-inda
prepared by Professor John J. Stacbd of IIoslon Uaivenity. It is \be
flnl compIelc auidc to EinPcin's papers and COitespoodaM:a
Professor Stacbd bas been editor-iD-<:bief of Einstein's publisbed
papers for four yean.

Pleparation of \be duplicate arcbive and indcl< wu supported by \be
Natioaal Science Fouodation ud by \be Alfred P. SIoout Foundation.

TIle collection "will make available tIte ricbesl existin& treasure boIIIe
of information of 200t ceutury physics," Eager said. Becansc of
Einstein'. "many interests IIDd acdvitia,.. \be coIIectIoa will also be
useful to bistoriau of paciflllll, of Uonipn IIDd of modem
phiIooopby.

..... .., w._
EINS1'EII'l ON DISPLAY _ Aa.t r • I .. FA ' ..
.. ..... Ai • tr .. : , 7he" 1M Saob G. ..,.
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08544

You are invited to attend

the opening of the

ALBERT EINSTEIN ARCHIVE

(a complete duplicate of the original in

the Institute for Advanced Study,

with a computer index)

Wednesday, January 14, 1981

4:00 p.m.

at the

Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library

(Olden Street, opposite the Engineering School)

R.S.V.P. (regrets only)

The Librarian's Office

609-452-3170
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NEW YORK,MONDAY,MARCH 27.1972

The Einstein Papers: Childhood
Showed a Gift for the Abstract

Thll II the first of three articles dsalin, with the Iif.
and thou,ht of Albert Einstein aa r.veolecl In the collec
tion of his manuscriptl, lerr.. and other paper. to ".
pub/"hed by h" estat•.

tho Institute fo< Advanoad
Study In Princeton, N. J., end
• few scholars have had ac
cess to the papers, the great
bulk of the material has
never been published.

Jt is evident from an exam
{nation of representative doc
uments by this writer and
Interviews with those who
han studied the whole col
leotton at length that lb. pa
pari provide new In,iabla
InlD OM of the ,...t con
ceptual revolution' of all
t1m&-th. development of rei.
atlvlty theory.

They Include a vivid ac·
count nf EInstein', chl1dhood,
a. well u material document
Ing 10m. ot tho faetors con
tributing to the development
of a g.nl"". Thera are hun
dred' ot letten exallonged
with world I.aderl in politico,
ICtence, music Ind philoso
phy, u well u far mOl'O

Articles from the l~ew York 'l'imes,
March 27, 28, 29, 1972

announcing the plans for publication
of the Einstein papers

by Princeton University Press.

~ 1972, The New ~ork fimes C~mpany

Reprinted by permission

any role in my mechanism or thought."
He said that he tormulated his ideas In
"physical entities ... certain signs and
more or less clear Images which can be
'voluntarily' reproduced and combined."

This, he continued, "seems to be the
essential feature in productive thought
-before there Is any connection with
logical construction in words or other
kinds ot .igns which can be communi
cated to others."

Would R.peat Words
''The above-mentioned elements are,

In my case, of visual and some of
muscular type," he said. "Conventional
words or other signs have to be sought
tor laboriously only In a secondary
stage when the mentioned associative
play is sutllciently established and can
be reproduced at will."

Such laborious searching tor worda
was anticipated In his early use 01
speech, as recounted by his sl!ter. Alter
each spoken sentence-"no matter bow
commonplace," she said - the young
Einstein would silently repeat the words
with his lips, a practice that h. finally
lave up when he was 7.

This curious habit might have been a
mark at his thoroughness and preclsJon
-characteristics also reflected jn his
construction of extraordinary playing
card houses, some of them 1. storie.
high.

Furthermore, his proclivity for com
posing German limericks in later life
showed that he was-at least after
childhood-not seriously handicapped
in the use of words.

The school in Munich where h. did
hlJ early studies during the elghteen
nineties was word-oriented. The teach
Ing was largely by rote and, according
to his sister, his room teacher reported
that IInothing good" would ever come
of the young Einstein.

Furthennore, the ochool was I'IJII ""
very strict lines, in part, to PNP8re
the youngsters far the mllituy service
that confTonted them. Under German
law, Einstein would have had to su.bmit
to snch service - or be d~areo. an
evader-unless he emigrated oetore the
end of his J6th year.

Hence, his sister said, he obtained a
medical excuse from his doctor and left
for Milan, where his father WAS em
barked on another ill-fated attempt to
establish a solvent electrical p.....nt. A11er
.pendlng about a ye.. In Milan, the
young Einstein sought admission to the
Federal Institute ot TechnololY, the
Swiss counterpart of the Massachuse~

Institute ot TechnololY-but he faUed
the entrance examination. .

To prepaze for a second attempt at
entrance he went to the cantonal school
In Aarau and found himself in a liberal
teaching environment that allowed his
capabHltles to flourish. It was there, at
the age of 16, that he perlonned. a
"thought experiment" symptomatic' of
his grawing interest in the nature of
light. '

In 1864 James Clerk Maxwell In Ellll
land had proposed a series of equatioiB
to explain light waves in term, of
rapidly moving, osciJlatln, magnetie
fields. In his "thought experiment"

started school. He did not thrive in
the regimented educational system of
nlneteenth·century Gennany. Tho mul·
tiplication table, his .Ister reported,
was taught by raps on the knuckles
and this did not inspire young Einstein
to become an arithmetic whiz.

In fact, she said, at this stage there
was no sign at any special ablllty In
mathematic•. He had little facility It
sums, even though he was careful and
persevering. H. found particularly dlffi·
cult those problems that were "dressed
up" in complex situations and otten,
when he reached the tinal calculation,
he made mistakes.

It was not until his uncle, Jakob Ein
stein, began challenging him with
mathematical puzzles, she said, that
,he blossomed. Jakob Einstein, an en·
glneer, was adept at mathematics and,
on one occasion, showed the boy the
Pythagorean Theorem-that the sum of
the squares on the two sides of a right
triangle equals the square on the hypot
enuse.

Einstein then set about proving the
theorem by a method ot his .wo, quite
different from the orthodox proof.

Another uncle, Ctisar )(ooh, a grain
merchant, also played a role in stimu
lating the development or the young
Elnstein. On his return from a trip to
Russia, he presented the lad with a
working model of a steam engine. Jts
chugging operation made such a deep
impression on the boy that 30 years
later, in writing a nostalgic letter to his
Uncle Clisar, he drew a remarkably pre
cise diagram ot the little engine.

This letter i. one of the less technical
Items in the massive colTection ot the
Einstein papers. Another is one ot the
two objects that, Einstein said In later
years, played a special In!ijllratlona'
role in his life. This was a geometry
book that sent his 'mind racing oft in
new directions as a boy.

The book, with his marginal ....Ib
bles, is in the filing cabinets at Prince·
lon, but the other Inspirational object
-a compass given Einstein by his fa
ther when he wu .. or 5-has vanished.
The mysterious, .1I~pervldlng "field"
ot magnetic toree dlat controlled the
compass needle faacinated the Iittie
boy.

It was a tasclnatlon l!lat ultimately
led him to challenge contemporary con·
cepts of magnetic fields and to develop
an entirety new formulation of graVi
tational fields. Dr. Holton, whose stud
ies. of the root. ot relativity theory
,have been collected lor publication by
Harvard University Press this taU, be
lieves Einstein's habit, from Infancy, at
thinking in concepts rallber than word,
played a key role.

He cites a comment by EJnstein to
a friend when they were discussing the
genesis of his ideas. ''These thoughts,"
he said, "did not come In any verbal
fonnulatlon. I rarely think In word. at
all. A thought comes, and 1 may try to
express it in words afterward."

Elsewhere EinstAlln put it thus: "Th.
words or the language, IS they are
writtAln or spoken, do not seem to play

humble citizens. Some let
ters are hwnorous and some
poignant.

The documents spell out
Einstein's role in scientific
debates ot the first halt of
this century and his contri
bution to the founding of ls
rael Ind they bear witnesl
to his vehement dissent
against World War I while a
resident in Berlin. as well a.
hls paw"t etforta In later
yeara.

Above all, tho papers tell
of a child whoo. lnabillty
or unwllllnlOeP-to .peak
until tho ago ot 3 led hlm
to d....lop en extraordinary
capacity tor nonverbal con
ceptualization. In the view
ot Dr. Gerald Holton, profes
sor of physics at Harvard
University, who bas worked
wltll the papers for several

Continued on Page 28, Column 1

mote themselves in the public eye, and
he may therefore have discouraged his
sister from publishing the account du....
ing his lifetime.

Einstein's father. Hennann, operated
a small electrioal and engineering plant
whlie the family lived in Munich. It
was I time when home use of electricity
had belUn its meteoric rise. However,
like virtually ali ot Hennann's enter
prises, this one was doomed to commer
cial failure.

Einstein's mother, Pauline Koch by
birth, was an accomplished pianist and,
according to his sister, was responsible
for his taking up the violin.

While young Albert grew up to be
an adult of remarkable gentleness and
sensitivity, as a small boy, his sister
said, he displayed a quick temper,
perhaps Inherited from his maternal
grandfather, Julius Koch. The Kochs,
like the Einstein!, had' long been resi
dents of the Wilrttemberg region of
Germany.

The young Einstein, as described by
his sister, turned yellow in the flee
when enraged - except tor lhe tip ot
his nose, which turned white - and
he lost control ot himself.

Once, after he bad bofUIl home tutor
Ing and violin lessons at the Ige of
5, he became so furious at his teacher
(tor reasons that Maja did not explain)
that he threw a chair at her. The
teacher, according to the account, "re·
ceived such a trlght that she ned in
terror and never allowed herself to be
seen again."

Hurl' Bowling BaD at Sliter
In another childhood quarrel h.

threw a heavy bowling ball at his sister
and once, she reported. he tried with
a toy trowel to "knock a hole In her
head,'· From this, she added. "it is
doubtless evident that a healthy skull
is a necessity for the sister of a
thinker."

However, she added, his hot temper
vanished when, at the age of 7, he

C""tInued Fnlm Page I, Col, I

ye..... eudb use of abstract concepts,
rather thin wnrds, persi.ted Into Ein
stein'. adult lite.

This no doubt made It easier for
Einstein lD break tree from the methods
ot thought that prevented hi. con
temporarle. 'from recognizing the lim
itations of those concepts of .pace,
time, light, mass and energy that are
rooted In Ilb. limited capabllltie, of dI.
rect human experience.

Other aclentl!tl ,t lib. turn of lIhe
century, .udb u Hendrlk A. Lorentz
and Henri Poincare, with roughly the
same data In front of diem, occordlng
to Dr. Holton, "simply could not make
tho jump, although their own work
prepared tho labora of Einstein and
otlhers."

WIly was Einstein able to make tho
jump, whereas others could not? The
answer is one of importance to aU who
seek to break new ground in science
or to prepare others for doing so.

The controlling factors, as Dr. HoUon
has pointed out, include early training,
family Influences, personality, philo
sophical outlook and placement among
colleagues. Seeking such cluea to Ein
stein's development will, It " e"peeted,
keep generations of oaholars busy, onc.
!h. materil'l haa been publlohed.

Unpublilbed M...uaerlpt
Probably tho most revealing docu

ment concerning Einstein', early chJld
hood is an unpublished manuscript by
his .ister, Dr. Maja Wlnteler·Einsteln.
It wa. written In 1924 when, aa she put
it, she was the only person alive who
had direct knowledge ot hi. early years.
Maja had been born two ~ears after
her brother, when the family had moved
to Munich.

Why Maja's biography has never been
published is uncertain, but may be re
lated to Einstein's dislike ot pUblicity.
There is a tendency among scientists
to look with scorn on those who pro-

By WALTER SULLIVAN
When a boy was born in

UIm, Gennany, on March 14,
1879, his head was so large
and angular that his mother
feared her child was de
formed until she was reas
sured by her doctor that It
,would grow normally. The
baby was given the name
Albert Einstein.

As recounted later by his
sister, "When Grandmama,
after some time, first saw
him she clapped her hands
over his head in astonish
tne"t and cried: 'Much too
tat! Much too fatl'"

This account of the birth
of the man who became one
or the world's ,areatest scien
tists fonns part ot a collec
tiQn or thousands of privata
papers, letters, notebooks and
scientific manuscripts that
the Princeton UJ\lversLty Press
plans to publish under an
agreement with the Einstein
estate.

While some ot the letters
have appeared in various col
lections which are 'housed at
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To Gather Material, It Took Patience

D", Kieln. who It i. hoped will be
come general editor of tho project, baa
studIed the collection in an etrolt:'to
document the debate between Einstein
and Niels Bohr concerning quantum
theory. This argument, of fundamental
Importance In the history or physics.
continued for more than a third of 14

century. He has also drawn on the Ein
stein archive in preparing a book on
Paul Ehrenfest. a close friend and sden~

tific colleague of Einstein.
However, the bulk or the collected

Einstein material has never been
studied and its publication will open
it to all scholars.

According to the prospectus, Einstein,
made it clear that, upon his death. there
should be no funeral, memorial service.
or marked grave, and that his name
.hould not be improperly exploited. 11:.
has therefore been proposed by thooo(
re.ponsible for tho publication projoct
that hi. writing. would bo tho moo(
f1ttin& monument tor him, ,.

fnrmer secretary. Mis. Duka', who hu
been chiefly responsible for the day-to
day work of collecting, organizing and
cataloguing the papers. They now fill
28 file drawers at the Institute for Ad
vanced Study,

In 1961 Dr. Gerald Holton, professor
of physics at Harvard, obtained an in
itial grant from the Rockefeller Faun
da tion to cover the cost of this cata·
loguing, and he provided general super.
vision of the project.

Miss oukas was taken on u Einstein's
secretary while he lay recovering from
a heart attack in 1928. A rather self·
effacing young woman then (she still
abhors publicity), she was overcome
with misgivings, she recalls, as she was
brought into the great scientist's bed
room for an interview. Her misgivings
were partly the result of her ignorance
of physics but. as she tells it now,
Einstein held out a hand, saying "here

Excerpts from the Einateln manu·
scripts are pUblished with permission
from the estate of Albert Einstein,
which retains all rights thereto. Ex
cerpts from the biography by Maja
Winteler-Einstein are published with
the permission of Mrs. Lydie Besso,
who shares in ownership 01 its copy
right. The photogroph 01 Einatein in
school. <1>1971 World Publiahing Com
pony, i. from "Elnatein: TIM Lifo and
Tim..... by Ronald W, Clar,," The
photograph of Einatein and hie .uter
i. lrom Tho Blttmann Archive,

in a book entitled, "Einstein on Peace.'"
Miss oukas has worked with Dr.

Banesh Hot/mann or Queens College, a
former associate of EInstein, on a popu
lar book that draws, to some extent.
on the archives. It i. to be published
In August by Viking Press under the
title, "Albert Einstein - Creator and
Rebel."

Till New Vort T1mlSlWllUlllI Eo Sluro

Helen Dukas, Einstein'. secretary, with tho physlcilJt's papers In Prineeton

However, It is envisioned that "at least
a large selection" will also be translated
and published in English.

The ·history or the <olleation, which
Includes some of Einstein's student
notebook.!, lecture drafts, numerous sr·
tlele. (published and unpublished) and
voluminous correspondence, has at
times been dramatic. Its nucleus was
Jeft in Berlin when Einstein paid his
annual visit to the United States in the
fall of 1932. During his absence the
Nazis came to power and he never re
turned.

However, one ot his stepdaughters,
Ilse, and her husband were able to res·
cue his Berlin files, and the Fre!lch
Embassy secretly shipped them to Paris
via diplomatic pouch. From there
they were sent on to Einstein, who at
the time was living at Le Coq-sur-Mer
in Belgium.

Since Einsteln's death it has been hi.

1M .... Vort TtmKINMI ...1&

Dr. Otto Nathan, a cl..e friend of Ein.tein, Is a co-trustee of tho popon

and a Ruse

The plan ror publication or Dr. Albert
Einstein's papers, assembled through
years of search, negotiation-and, to
some degree, a diplomatic ruse-rep
resents one of the more ambitious pub
lishing ventures of the century.

If the necessary funds are forthcom
ing, it is assumed that the series wouJd
run to about 20 volumes. The editoria1
work of the project wilt take at least
flve years and cost substantially more
than a half million dollars. According to
Herbert S. Bailey Jr., head of Princeton
University Press, potentia'l donors are
being approached for funds.

The agreement on publication is be
tween the trustees of Einstein's literary
estate and Princeton University Press,
with the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton serving as host to the

f, roject. Einstein was associated with the
t'lstitute for many years and the collec

tion is housed there.
The trustees are Dr. Otto Nathan. a

long-time friend of Einstein, and Miss
Helen Dukas, who was the physicist's
secretary from 1928 until his death in
1955. When the trust terminates, upon
death of Miss oukas and Einstein's step
daughter, Margot, the collection will go
to Hebrew University in Israel. How
ever, it is expected that microfilm
copies will be retained 'in this country.

Dr. Martin J. Klein, professor of the
history of physics at Yale University,
has been invited to be general editor,
but final arrangemenls have not yet
been made.

The documents will be published in
the language used by Einstein and those
with whom he corresponded. In many
cases this was German. The reason,
according to the prospeclus for the
project. is that "papers of such signif
icance should be preserved in !print ex
actly as the author had prepared them."

lies an old corpse," and immediately
put her at her ease.

She now live. in tho white elapboard
house on Mercer Street in Princeton
where Einstein Uved for many years,
sharing it with Einstein's .tepdaughter.
MargoL .

Dr. Nathan, the other trustee at the
collection, knew Einstein slightly dur
ing the Berlin days and was on the
Princeton faculty as an economist when
Einstein came there in 1933. Within a
day or so of the amval, Dr. Nathan
says. he went to call on Einstein and
offer his help "as a fellow refugee."

Dr. Nathan became one of Einstein's
close friends, sharing passionately in
his pacifist and general political views.
When Einstein died, leaving him as his
sale executor, Dr. Nathan says. he con
sidered it one of hi! most important
responsibilities to make the literary
estate accessible through publication as
soon as possible. In the years that fol
lowed he undertook • variety of nego
tiations to that effect.

Furthermore, he and MLss Dukas were
able to acquire a considerable amount
of additional Einstein material, which
was added to the archive. Meanwhile,
Dr. Valentine Bargmann, professor of
mathematical physics at Princeton, as
sumed the task of editing Einstein's
published scientific papers for publica
tion in book form by Princeton Univer
sity Press. These will form part of the
projected series of volumes.

In his lifetime Einstein published 274
scientific papers and 333 papers ot gen
eral content; • part of this material has
not been easily accessible to the average
student.

Dr. Nathan himself drew from tho
Einstein archives tho.. letters and
other documenta relaling 10 tho phyoi
cisl'a peoco .rtorts and published them

TomorrOw: Einstein and relativity_

( con tinued)
Einstein Imagined himselr 10 be riding
through space, SO to speak, astride a
light wava and looking back ot tho
wave next to him.

What he should have seen, accord·
Ing to the Maxwell formulation. was
"s spatially oscillating electromagnetic
field at rest," he wrote later. Yet. he
said. "there seem!; to be no such thing,
whether on the basis of experience or
according to Maxwell's equations,"

Stubborn and prolonged pursuit of
a single problem was typical of Ein~

stein, he noted himself, and it was 10
years later, at the age of 26, that he
published his explanation of the para
dox-embedded in the first of his rela
tivity papers.

On his second attempt he was admita

ted to the "Poly" in Zurich, but his studa

ies there were clouded with dismtl!Y over
his father's misfortunes. For the third
time, despite advice to the contrary by
the elder Einstein's ·'sensible but still
young son" (as Maja put it) he had set
up an electric plant, only to have it tail.

Dlrtlcultlel In Switzerland
"What hits hardest, of course," wrote

the 19·year-old Einstein to his sister,
"is the misfortune of my poor parents,
who for so many years have not en
joyed one minute of good fortune.

"Furthermore it hurts me deeply that
I, as a grownup man, must look on
helplessly without being able to do the
least thing. In fact 1 am nothing but a
burden for my family.. , . It would be
• lot better if I were not alive at ",II."

After four years at the "Poly" he se.
cured a job at the Pltent Orrico in
Berne u technical specialist and moved
10 that city In 1902. A year later ho
married Milev. Marie, who bore him
two lonl. .

It was while at lha Patent Ornee that
Einstein, tn his spare time, generated •
sclentltlc ",volutlon. HI. papers pub
lished in a single yeor-I90~, when h.
was 26-not only set forth the spedal
theory or relativity but laid the rounda
tlons or quantum theory u well.

Fame was slow in coming. hoWever.
The correspondence at Princeton tells
of Einstein's efforts to obtain the equiv
alent or a high school teaching post,
which he thought would give him more
time for his theoretical work. This was
three years .fter the publication or his
first paper on relativity. He pointed out
modestly that he was "also" qUa:lified
to teach physics. He was turned down.

Arter he had obtained a post as un
paid lecturer-according to the aca
demic custom of those times-at the
University of Berne his sister came to
visit him. At that time, she wrote, many
poor, III-clothed-but often very intelli~

gent-Russian Jews were stUdying: in
Berne.

However, the Swiss, In their "peace
ful, clean, well-ordered" city. did not
think much of them, nor, apparently.
of Einstein, whose hair and cJothes
were somewhat disheveled. When his
sister inquired after Einstein of a uni~

versity attendant. he replied with a
scornrul epithet: "What, that .• , Rus
sian is your brotherl"
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The Einstein Papers: A Flash of Insight
Came After Long Reflection on Relativity

-,

By WALTER SULLIVAN
"At that point," wrote AI- vast energy stored In the

bert Einstein, "there came to atom, leading to the Btomic
me the happiest thought ot bomb and nuclear power
my life." It was a UlOught plants.
tl'41t was to rev~lutionize The second or Ugeneral"
concepts or gravity, space theory ot relativity, published
and timc, and lead to the so- in 1915, applied the prinei
called Hgeneral" theory of pies at the basis ot the spe-
relativity. cial theory to gravity. As

The step-by-step process noted in Einstein's essay, it
whereby Einstein came to was in 1907, when he was
this realization in 1907 is writing an account of' his
described in a comparatively initial discovery, that he real-
simple, non-mathematical es- ized its applicability to grav-
say written in Einstein's own ity.
meticulous hand about 12 1l was this, he recalled,
years later. This as yet un- that constituted Olthe happi-
published document is one est thought ot my life."
at many to be published un- The general view is that
dec an arrangement between Einstein was primarily moti-
the trustees of the Einstein vated to attack the problem
estate and Princeton Unlver- that he resolved with his rev-
sity Press. olutionary concept by the

Some Views Incorrect puzzling results ot certain
While scholars have only experiments with light ~on-

worked through a fraction of ducted by others. In p.articu-
tile collection, housed at the ~ar, there was one earned out
Institute for Advanced Study 10 Cleveland, Ohio, In 1881
in Princeton, it is already evi.- by Albert A. Michelson and
dent that prevailing views as E. W. Morley.
to the immediate origins at Doubted He Knew of Test
the theory of relativity are A 1965 publication of the
incorrect. American Optical Society,

The collection includes for example, says Michelson,
thousands of letters, seien- "f!rst American .scie.ntist to
tWc artides (both published ~m the Nobel Prize In Phys-
and unpUblished), notebooks JCS, ma~e the measureme~ts
and olher material document- on which are based Em-
ing the development of both s~e~n'~,special theory of rela-
of Einstein's relativity theo- tlVlty. . .,
ries and much other theoreti. H~wever, In the Emsteln
cal work. archives there are a number

The first or "special" the- of ,documents ~o the contrary_
ory of relativity, published in O~e o~ these IS a let~er fr~m
1905, dealt with light, time Emstem to an American hIS-
and the relationship between tory teacher named Daven-
mass and energy. It thus set port explaining that, while
the stage for release of the Continued on Page 32, Column 1

This is the second of three articles deoling with I
the life ,anli thought of Albert Einstein as revealed in
the cot/ection of his manuscripts, letters and other
papers to be published by his estate.

Continued From Page I, Col, 2

Michelson's result was u·an immortal
contribution to scientific knowledge,"
Einstein doubted that he had even been
aware at it when he devised his rela
tivity theory.

Michelson and Morley had demon~

strated with great precision a paradoxi
cal phenomenon. This was that the
;-;:peed of light, when measured by an
observer, is always the same, regardless
of the observer's motion relative to the
light source.

There was extensIve evidence that
light is a wave phenomenon (although
it was later shown that light can also
be regarded as a stream at particles).
It had therefore been assumed that light
waves must travel through some kind of
medium, just as water waves are propa
gated through water and sound waves
travel through air.

This led to the concept of a hypo
thetical mediu'm-the "ether"-fiJling
all of "space,"

It such a medium exists, it was rea
soned, the earth must be sailing
through the medium while in its various
motions-the daily spin of the earth,
the carth's !light about the sun, the
sun's motion about the center of the

Milky Way Galaxy and the movement
of the galaxy itself, relative to the
universe.

With the ether constantly flowing
past the earth, light waves traveling in
the direction of this flow would presum
ably be given a boost and travel faster
than light waves traveling in the oppo~

site direction. Testing this was difficult,
for the difference in speed would be
slight compared to the total speed of
light. .

The velocity of the earth around the
sun is 20 miles a second whereas the
speed of light is 186.284 miles a sec
ond. Thus, if there was an ether wind
blowing past the earth, light should
travel "downwind" at 186,304 miles a
seconq. and "upwind" at 186,264 miles
a second. Michelson and Morley de
vised an experiment capable of record
ing the speed to within a fraction of a
mile per second. To their surprise they
could detect no such difference.

What chiefly challenged Einstein,
however, was a related problem arising
from Maxwell's theory of electrical
phenomena and their relation to light
waves. It was a natural inlerest for the
young Einstein, for both his father,
Hennann, and his uncle, ·Jakob Ein·
stein, were in the business of electrical
engineering and manufacture.

From research carried out in the Ein·
stein archives Dr. Gerald Holton, pro·
lessor of physics at Harvard Univer
sity, has concluded that Einstein's for
mulation ot his original relativity
theory was strongly influenced by an
almost forgotten treatise on Maxwell's
theory.

The author of the treatise himself re·
membered today by on!:; a few older
physicists, was a German named Au
gust Fijppl. His text was cntitled "In
traduction to Maxwllt's Theory ot
Electricity" and it stated in straight
forward manner the dilemma that
gripped Einstein's imagi'nation.

James Clerk MaA"WeU, some 35 years
earlier, had laid the foundations of
modern electrical theory ·with a series
of mathematical formulations. He postu
lated an "ether" as the medium through
which electrical and magnetic phenom
ena are transmitted.

Under Maxwell's formulation, light
waves are an electromagnetic phenom
enon. as, it was discovered later, are
ali the related waves, such as those
at radio and X~ray, which also were
thought to be carried by the cther.

Einstein saw in the contemporary
interpretation of Maxwell's equations a
discordant note that ran counter to
his view of a basic symmetry and con
sistency in nature. The discordance con
cerned a phenomenon, discovered by
Michael Faraday, that is the basis
of the typical dynamo: When a magnet
moves, relative to wire Windings or
some other material capable of conducl~

ing electricity, an electric current is
generated in that material.

[n some dynamos It is the wire, in
the form of a rotating armature, that
moves within a slationary magnetic
field. In others it is the magnet that
rotates and the wire is fixed. In Max
well's theory, firmly rooted in the hypo~

thetical existence of an ether, the
mathematical treatment of the two
processes was tonnulated in two quite
dilferent ways.

A!J noted in Einstein's hitherto unpub
lished essay, one formulation applied
to the situation in which the concuctor
is in motion. Another covered. the re·
verse situation, where the magnet
moves and the conductor is "motionless."

What caught Einstein's eye, however,
was the fact that the amount of cur
rent produced was the same in both
cases, given the same relative speed

between wire and magnet.
"The thought," Einstein wrote in his

essay. "that one is dealing here with
two fundamentally different cases was,
for mc, unbearable. The difference be
tween these two cases could be only a
difference in the choice of reference
point."

What troubled him most was the
thought that perhaps one formulalior.
could be applied where two were now
used. In this he appears to have been
guided in part by Foppl's approach.
The latter had drawn attention to the
fact that kinemalics - the study of
motion - "usually rests on the axiom
that in the relationship or bodies to
one another only relative motion is of
importance."

In part Einstein was also influenced,
early in his work, by the Dutch physi
cist Hendrik A. Lorentz. He had spelled
out the mathematical transformations
needed to relate time and distance,
recorded in a moving frame of reter·
ence, to time and distance in a sta
tionary reference frame. Einstein recog
nized, however, that there is no such
thing as a "stationary" frame in an
absolut8 sense.

That is, r:rom the point of view of
formulating the laws of physics, any
observer has an equal right to regard
himself as at rest and the others in
motion.

While in our every day human ex
perience we have learned to believe
that time flows equally for all, Einstein
saw that this also was not so. For ex
ample, it would seem that two events
that occur simultaneously in one refer
ence frame should also be simultaneous
if seen from another reference frame
in motion with respect to the first.

In a fundamental sense, however,
Einstein recognized that the concept of
simultaneity does not have the same
meaning to observers in relative motion.

The argument is often stated in terms
of two observers, one in a rapidly pass·
ing train and one alongside the trade.
Assume that at just the moment
the man in the train is abreast of the
man alongside the track, two bolls of

. lightning strike the track, one a mile in
(rant of the train and the other a mile
behind the train.

If the bolts seem simultaneous to the
man alongside the track, they will not
seem so to the train rider, assuming
the train is moving fast enough. l'h~

reason the man on the track will give
i!" that. because of the train's malian,
light waves from the bolt ahead of the
lrain will reach the train rider before
light waves lhat are pursuing him from
behind.

Einstein produced a single formu
lation of electromagnetic phenomena
applicable to all situations of relative
motion. And in doing so he also re
solved the dilemma represented by lhe
Michelson-Morely experiment (even if
he was unaware of the experiment it
self).

His paper, entitled liOn the Electro
dynamics of Moving Bodies," was pUb
lished in a 1905 issue of Annalen der
Physik [Annals of Physics]. This formu
lation of his special theory specified
that the speed of light has the same
value when measured in all uniformly
moving systems. regardless of the rela
tive speed between the systems. 1t pro
vided, as well, that the laws of nature
are the same in all such s·ystems.

But as a result - and it was this
that seemed most incredible-his equa
tions stated that other measurable elf.;
ments - time intervals, distance and
mass-vary when observed from djf·
fercnt reference frmes, depending on
the relative motion.

Thus the speed of light looks tne

same to everyone in the universe, re·
gardless of their motion with respect to
one another, because their relative mo
tion modifies the calibration of their
clocks and yardsticks to make the Iig.ht
measurement always come out the
same.

In his original 1905_ work, Einstein
focused hi!" attention on rewriting the
equations of physics sp,that they would
not change if one moves from one co·
ordinate system to another. But his
equations spelled out the other effecls.
For example, they showed that as ob
jects acquire added energy, they also
increase in mass,

This was later stated in terms of the
(amous equation E=Me~, meaning that
energy released in the conversion of
matter to energy equals the original
mass multiplied by the speed of light
squared-an enormously. large amount.

As staled in Einstein's 1919 essay. it
was while preparing an account of his
discovery that he realized that the
same relativity principle could be applied
to situations where the reference. frames
were accelerating relative to one an4

other. In other words it could be applied
to situations involving gravity as well
as electromagnetism.

This thought de\'eloped into the "gen
eral" theory of relativity, published in
1915. which had deep cosmological as
weH as physical significance. It held
that in a universe pp.rrllcated wilh
gravity. space was, in effect. curvcd
that is. straight lines, on the grand
scale of the universe, become curved.
The theory also held that light and time
were subtly under gravitalional control.

The first. dramatic confirmation came
in the 1919 observations of a solar
eclipse. It was shown, as Einstein had
predicted, that a star, visible alongside
the sun during the eclipse, would seem
out at place because its light had been
bent by solar gravity. The theory also
predicted that light waves emilted from
within a stro·ng gravily field would
lose energy, becoming "redder" .:- an
effect that subsequently ,was observed.

Einstein's theoretical achievements
were not created full-blown. In the cor
respondence, says Dr. Martin J. Klein.
professor of the history of physics at
Yale. "You can see him picldng up idea~

and rejecting them." Even, sometimes
on a day-to-day basis, the evolution of
his theories can be followed. Dr. Klein
himself has sought Lo lrace the hisloric
debate between Einstein and his can·
temporaries concerning quantum theo'ry
-the manner in which atoms absorb
and emit packets of energy.

In the collection are 11 at Einstein',
notebooks-two of them from his SlU
dent days at the Federal Institute of
Technology in Zurich - several dozen
unpublished manuscripts, a few travel
diaries and several folder~ of published
articles, some of them in draft form. as
well as thousands of letters.

His leclure notes in statistical mc~

chanics, according to Dr. Klein, "show
his unifying grasp" in a way that is
lacking in the published papers.

With regard to the genesis of rela·
tivity theory, Dr. Holton has noted the
repeated remarks by Einstein that ma~

jor advances in science owe much to
intuition and to "being sympathetically
in touch with experience." Or, as Ein
stein put it another time, he came to it
by continuing to ask himselt questions
about space and time that only children
ask.

Tomorrow: Einstein the internationalist
and humanitarian,

o 1972, The New York
Times Company, ~e

printed by permission
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Quantum Theory Posed Enigma of Freedom in Causality

Excerpt From Essay by Einstein
On 'Happiest Thought' in His Life

f1ruhably nothillg In the sdcnliric
c1C'\ clupl1lC'nl.s of hi" lifetime so dis
Ill<lvrd I\lbrrl Einstein Mi thr cvi·
rlrl;ce that mdividual atoms can emil
parllcles. liAlll wa\'c~ or other (orms
of radialiol1 al 11l1predil:lable times, in
unpredictable dirccLions. and with no
disl:crniblc, immediate cause.

~tll'h radiation. who~e behavior can
hl' ddinrc.! only in term" of probabilities
IUl' in 111(' B\'rrage pcrform<lnce of large
nllmbrr~ uf aloms). i'i hasic LO thd1
ptlrt of mo<!rrn physics known as quan
111m I1lcl'hilllll'S. ACcol'din~ to quantum
lheory. atoms absarh or emit energy
in bundle's rather than In a steady
~lrt'alll,

While r.ill~l('in W,IS, to Il large extent,
lhr (oundrr or Cjll:l1ltlll11 theory, he was
nr\'('r :thle 10 .u.:cept 111M part or it
\\ llkh :.lluwcd for [he unprcdictabllity
IIr !'llcl1 C\'cfllS. For more than a third
(,r A !'Clltury he deb.ned Ihh. problcm
wnll hiS l'ontrmporarirs and. in the
\ Irw of some phYSICists, thr problem
rt"'m.lln., ullrcsolvrd.

Ihh debate. whkh helps illuminate
1':1flstcin's personal philosophy. runs
I!I(e It thread tllrou~h many INters in
Illc Einstcin collection at Princeton,
N..l. While some of these lellers hnve
.. ppcarrd in collection!' of his corre~

."nonden('l': with individual scientists,
HlP bulk of lhe- moterial is unpublished.

1'1) I Illstcin the dcbatt' "'os an en1O·
1I ••IIl,d (ltlC'. for hiS philo,t.,ophy was
... 1rUll~ly rooted in cuusality. It was
inconccl\'ulJlc to him Ihot the timing of
('\cnls in lHlturc, "xplainnble on the
;t\lcra~c. should be determined individ·
ually by whim. While most phy:-icists
now accept quantum theory more or
less fully, there are still those who
share Ein~lein's doubts.

Among those with whom Einstein
deb~ted this problem wa~ Niels Bohr,
the great Danish physicist. Dr. Martin
.I. Klein, professor of the history of
physic5 at Yale University, has said:
"The extraordinary personal and intel
lectual qualities of the two men and
the unprecedented difficulty and depth
or the issues they d"baled make these
dIscussions unique in the history of
physics,"

The I.lte phases of lhis discussion
h'tH bccn known to science historian.li,
Dr. Klein paims out, but the early purt.
ducumcnu:d in the letters - many or
Lhem lo scientists othcr than Bohr 
rClllalllS to a considerable degree un~

explored.
In a 1924 letler to Hedwig Born, wife

or the German physicist Max Born,
Einstein noted that "Bohr's views on
radiation interest me very much." How
ever, he continued. "I shouldn't let my
self be pushed into renouncing Slrict
causality before It has been delended
altogether differently from anything
done up to now."

"The idea that an electron ejected
by a light ray can choose of its own
frre \ViIl the m6ment and direction in
which it will fly orr, is intolerable to
me," he said. "If it comes to that, I
would rather be a shoemaker or even an
employe in a gambJlng casino than a
physicist."

His attempts lo explain such phenom·
(Ina, in a direct cause-and~e(fectmanner,
"have failed again and again/' he added.
"But I am far from giving up hope."

The phenomenon to which he referred
In this instance was one that had led
Einstein himself to help found the theory
whose implications so troubled him.

Tn J900 Max Planck In Germany had
been able to describe mathematically
tho relationship between the color and
temperature of hot. glowing objects.
Specifically, he had shown the relation
"hip between the wave length of "light
w<I\'es" and their energy. His formula~

lion secmed to depend on a peculiar new

.ls:-.umptioll that rllcrgy could not be
rmillcd continuously but only in packels
consisting of definite amounts.

Planck himself considered this as~

",umption to be only a mathematical
convenience. Then Einstein, in 1905.
argued that radiation itself really did
behave as though it consisted or par
ticles or energy or light "quanta," as
h. called them.

Although his relativity theory was
published in the same year, it was still
so controversial in 1922 that, when he
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for 1921, it was for his paper on
packets of radiation rather than his
revolutionary relativity concept.

In the radiation paper he explained
a recently discovered puzzle. When light
of a certain wave length or color falls
on a metal plate or other suitable sub·
.stance, electrons are dislodged from the
plate and fly ofr. However, as one in
crease. the intensity (brightness) of the
light, there is no change in the energy
of the ejected electrons as long as the
color, or wave-length or the light re.
mains the same. More of them fly off,
but always with the same energy.

Following is all excerpt entitled. "The
Fundamental (deo of General Relativity
III Its Original Form," from on unpub
lished essay written by Albert Einsrei'l
in long/land about 1919:

tn the developml:nt of speciat rela~

ti\'it)' theory. a thought-not previous
ly mentioned -concerning Faraday's
work on electromagnetic induction
played for me a leading rolc.

AccQl'ding to Faraday, when a mag
net is in relative motion with respect
to a ~onductillg circuit. an electric cur
rent is induced in Lhe laUer. It is all
the same whelhcr the magnet moves
or the conductor: only the relative mO·
tion counts, according to the Maxwell
Lorentz theory. HC;'Jcver, the theoret·
leal interpretation of the phenomenon
in these two cases is quile different:

If it is the magnet that moves, there
exists in space a magnetic field that
changes with time and which, accord·
ing to Maxwell, generates closed lines
of electric force-that is, a physically
real electric field; this electric field sets
in motion movable electric masses [that
is, electrons] within the conductor.

However, if the magnet is at rest llnd
the conducting circuit mO\'es, no elec~

tric field is generated; the current arises
in the conductor because the electric
bodies being carried along with the
conductor experience an electromotive
force, as established hypothetically by
Lorentz, on account of their (mechan
ically enforced) motion relative to the
magnetic field.

The thought that one is dealing ,here
with two fundamentally different cases
was. for me. unbearable. The difference
between these two cases could not be
a real difference, but rather. in my
conviction. could be only a difference
in the choice of reference point.
Judged from the magnet ther':! certain
ly were no electric fields; judged from
the conducting circuit there certainly
W(l~ one. The C'xistcnce of an electric
field was therefore a relntive one. de
I>cnding on the state or motion of tile
coordinate system being used. and a
kind of objecti\<C reatity could be grant
ed only to the electric and magnetiC
field together, quite apart from the
state of relative motion of the observer
or the coordinate system. The phenom
enon of the electromagnetic induction

The explanation proposed by Einstein
was that light "waves" are really par
ticles, or quanta, whose energy (related
to their color) is ~ransmitted to the
electrons. But, as noted in his agonized
letter to Hedwig Born, the fact that
the time and direction for each electron
emission could not be predicted from
known laws deeply troubled him.

In any case it was 17 years before
the experiments of others provided clear
proof that Einstein's description of
light "waves" as quanta was correct.
He fought a lonely ballie lor hi. thesi•.
Even feHow physicists who greatly ad
mired his work, such as Planck and
Hendrik A. Lorentz, found the idea un
acceptable.

The correspondence reflects Ein·
stein's deep affection and admiration
for Lorentz who, in 1911, invited him
to leclure at the University or Leiden
in Holland, where lorentz was teach~

ing.
While he was looking forward to the

lecture, Einstcin replied, his chief reason
for coming was "the discussion with
you about the radiation problem."

He said Lorentz had been misled, if
he regarded Einstein as an "orthodox"

forced me to postulate the (special)
relativity principle.

When, in Ule year 1907. I was work~

ing on a summary essay conccrning
the special theory of I'clativity for the
Yearbook for Radioactivity and Elec·
tronics l tried to modify Newton's
theory of gravitation in such a way
that it would fit into the theory. At
tempts in this direction showed the
possibility of carrying out this enter~

prise. but they did nol satisfy me be
cause they had to be supported by
hypotheses without physical basis. At
that point there came La me the hap
piest thought of my life, in the follow
ing form:

Just as in the case where an electric
field is produced by electromagnetic
induction, the gravitational field simi·
larly has only a relative exislence.
Thu.s, for an observer in free fall from
the roof of a house there exists, during
hi. fall, no gravitational field-at least
not in his immediate vicinity. If the
observer releases any objects. they
will remain, relative to him, in a state
of rest. or in a state of uniform illa
tion, independent of their particular
chemical and physical nature.· The
observer is therefore justified in con
sidering his state as one of "rclil."

The extraordinarily curious. empiri
cal law that all bodies in the same
gravitational field fall with the same
acceleration immediately took 011,

through this consideration, a deep
physical meaning. For if there is even
one thing which falls differently in a
gravitational field than do the others.
bhe observer would discern by means
of it that he is in a ~ravitationuJ field,
and that he is faIling in it. But If such.
thing does not exist-as experience has
con tinned with great precision-the ob
server lacks any objective ground to
consider himself as falling in a gravita
tional field. Rather, he has the right to
consider his state as that of rest. and
his surroundings (with respect to gravi
tation) as field·free.

The fact, known from e.... periencC'.
lhat acceleration in free fall is inde
pendenL of the material is thcrefore "
mighty argumcnt that the postulate or
relativity is to be cxtended to coordi·
nate systems that are moving non-uni.
formly relative to one another.

-In this considfrQlion Ort_ "Iud naturally
"calect oir re,istonce.

adherent of light quanta. Bue he said
he was "enormously curious" to hear
Lorentz's ~eaetions to some of his new
ideas on the subject. "In these unfin
ished things." ne added. people under
stand one another with difficulty unless
talking face ,to face.

The chief challenge to the concept 01
quanta lay in the evidence that light
does behave a~ though formed of waves.
For example, when light from a pinhole
source is split and then. by means of
mirrors, is brought together on a screen.
a banded pattern appears on the screen.
This, it was assumed. is because light
"waves" reinforce or interfere with one
another, producing bright and dark
bands.

In 1021 Einstein proposed a complex
experiment that he thought would set
LIe the matter. It, he said, the effect
predicted U It. consequence of the wave
theory or 'light was not observed, then
that theory would be disproved.

On Jan. I J, 1922, according to Pro
fessor Klein's reconstruction of the d'e
bate from published and unpublished
material. Einstein wrote to his close
friend, Paul Ehrcnfest, that the expel'·
iment had been perfonned by a Berlin
group and that the effect predicted
from the wave theory had not been
observed.

If this finding stood up, Ehrenfest
replied to Einstein. the latter would
have discovered "something completely
colossal."

Two days later Ehrenfest wrote sug
gesting an alternate explanation for
the result. However, he prefaced his
comment by saying: "Of course you are
suoh a devil or a fellow that naturally
you will turn out to be right in the
end."

In his letter or reply. Einstein noted
that all of his colleagues were against
him in this argument. He said that he
and Max von Laue had had a "regular
duel" over the matter, arguing the va~

Iidity of various aspects of the experi
ment. Ehrenfest continued to ex
press his doubts and finally Einstcin
capitulated.

"You were absolutely right," he wrote
to Ehrenfest on Jan. 30. He had re~

worked his calculations and discovered
an error that invalidated his argument.

Two years later Einstein was partie.
ularly upset by a proposal by Bohr and
two others that, in order to preserve
the wave concept of light, it was neces
sary to abandon causality and the class~

ical conservation ,laws of energy and
momentum. except in terms of statis~

tical averages. It was this that pro
voked Einstein's comment that, if this
were true, he would rather be a shoe
maker or casino employe.

However, Professor Klein does not
think Einstein ever considered that his
concept of light simply as particles or
quanta was the whole truth. As early
as 1909. Einstein wrote that lithe next
phase of the development of theoretical
physics will bring us a theory of light
that can be interpreted as a kind or
fusion or ,the wave and emission [par.
ticle] theories."

Such a fusion finally emerged in the
concept of light as quanta moving in
a wave~like manner. But Einstein never
relt the theory was adequate.

In 1937 he wrote to Ernst Cassirer at
the University or Goteberg in Sweden
that he considered the use of probabil.
ilies "an Incomplete description of the
·truth·...

It is a view still sharrd bv some of
his survivors. .

Excerpts from the Einstein manu
scripts are published with permis
sion from the estate of Albert Ein~

stein, which rctaiM all rights thereto.
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The Einstein Papers: A Man ofMany Parts
Thi. is the last of three articles deoling wilh the

life and thought of. Albert Einstein as revealed in the
collection of his manuscripts, letters and other papers
to be published by his estate.

teacher of strangers - and
each part is reflected in his
papers, which are to be pub
lished by the Einstein estate
and Princeton University
Press.

The papers tell of his long
efforts in behalf of the crea
tion of a Jewish national

state and of his sad refusal
when asked by the Israeli
government in 1952 to accept
nomination to the presidency
of that country as successor
to Chaim Weizmann.

In addition to correspond~

ence with a galaxy or lead
ing physicists as well as

By WALTER SULUVAN
On Feb. 27, J939. .Ix

months before the German
attack on Poland, the great
Gennan physicist Max von
Laue .ecretly wrote to Albert
Einstein In the United States
that certain German scien~

tists wanted to "cleanse" his
relativity theory of Its "Jew
ish taint."

Adolf Hitler was in his hey
day, and it was a time of in
tense anti-Semitism in Ger
many. Because Einstein was a'
Jew, German physicists who
supported his views were un
able to find employment and
German students were unable
to come to grips with a
theory tlult had already rev
olutionized physics and would
soon revolutionize warfare.

The efforts within the Nazi
state to misrepresent Ein
stein's role as father of Tela·
tivity and thus avoid having
to deny the truth of his think
Ing throw into sharp reliet
the harshly repressive impact
that totalitarian policies were
having on the German science
of that day.
Retused Israell Nomination
The von Laue letter is only

one of thousands of hitherto
unpublished documents on
Ille In the collection at Ein
stein papers at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Prince
ton, N. J., many of them fur
ther demonstrating Einstein's
long Involvement with poli
tics and world events.

For Einstein, in addition to
his scientific achievements,
was a man of many parts
amateur but serious violinist,
impassioned humanitarian and
internationalist, affectionate
husband, father, brother and
friend, kind adviser and

Continued From Page I, Col. 4

of the others he agitated for peace.
The letter from von Laue, who was
Einstein's closest friend among Gennan
physicists, was hand-carried to Eng
land and mailed ther•. It reported that
• p'hysicist named W. Lenz had sub
mitted an artkle to the journal "Natur·
wlssendhaften" (Natural Science) say
ing tihat Einstein was not the only one
responsible for the "special" relativity
theory.

This was Einstein's flnt relativity
theory, which, among other things, es
tablished the relationship between mass
and energy. [ronically. it was this theory
that lay behind the development of the
atomIc bomb. which Genna",Y ulti
mateiy decided not to buJld-reportedly
because tihe German physicists believed
Jt could not be done in time to figure
In the war.

Lenz contended In his articl. that the
French mathematician Henri Poincare
wu an "accomplice" in the development
of the theory. Von Laue said that in A
letter accompanying the copy of. the
artlcl. Lenz had told him ~is purpo••
was to counter the view that the theory
was only. product of the Jewish spirit.

ThUI, said von Laue with evident
disgus~ hi. colleagu. hoped "-how
.hall I put It7-to make it presentabl.
In the Third Reich."

The most unfortunate part ot the
whole sorry business, von Laue added,
wu that Lenz hoped thereby to win
"better treatment" for theo~tlcal phys
Ic. from the Nazi Party. Lenz had al·
~.dy mad. a deal volth an official of
Hamburg University that after the ap
pearance of his article a course In rela
tivity theory would be-as von Laue
causticalw put it-"graciously pennit·
ted,"

In particular. von Laue said, Len!
hoped that hi. strategy would enabl.
Werner Heisenberg to obtain a faculty
post in Munich. Seven years earlier
Hei••nberg had won a Nobel Prjze in
physics, but now he was being de
nounced as a "white Jew" because of
his support for relativity.

Von Laue uid that in a letter to Lenz
h. had quoted pa••ages from Polncar~

written several years after Einstein
publl.h.d hi. paper 00 .peclal ~Iatlvlty.n.... he .ald. .howed that while
Poincare! knew the mathematics of the
theory and had .ven contributed to It.
he had never gone on to take "the
~ally decl.lv••tep."

Von Laue said that his effort to have
the paper withdrawn had failed and so
h. was writing aomethlng h. hoped the
journal would run as a postscript to the
L.nz article. But If It was not published
he urged Einstein to see that a rebuttal
wu submitted to tho British journal
"Nature," which, he asserted, some
times spoke out "in delightfully vigCNr
OUi tones,"

Einstein was at liberty to use the in
formation in the letter, von Laue said,
"only my name should not be men~

tioned lest it happen to me, as in
Mozart's 'Abduction from the Seraglio':
'Erst gek6pft und dann gehangen
'Aufgespiesst auf glUh'nde Stangen...'''

Roughly translated, the lines .ay:
"Pirst beheaded and then hanged.

"Spitted on a fiery stake, .."
Von Laue ended his letter with a

wann reaffirmation of his good wishes
for Einstein's 60th birthday.

While Einstein is well known tor his
'intel'llationali.m and paclfl.m·ln litter
litet'he was no less opposed to national
Ism and wars of aggression as a young
er man. He spoke out with particular
bitterness while living In Berlin during
World War I. The episode is another of
those, previously unknown. that has
come to light through the 'collectlon of
the papers at Prlnceto~.

At tho 6~lght of the war Einstein
was uked by the Goethe Society of
lIerlln to write an essay. apparently for
Its publication. The resulting exchange
brought Einstein, the internationalist,
face to face with German n.ationaUsm.
and finally forced him to make deletion.
from his own article.

The request from the Gaeth. SocIety
had been sent on Oct. 23, 1915. and
EirtStein replied: "Of course. [ will not
be surprised, or even indignant, If you
do not make use 'ot my remarks, How·
ever, In that case, I 'ask you to send
the essay back to me."

"I ask you In particular," h. con
tinued, "~not to be angry at my words;

friends and family, the col
lection includes communica
tions with such. figures as
Sigmund Freud, Bertrand
Russell, Franklin D. Roose
velt, Albert Schweitzer,
Thomas Mann and George
Bernard Shaw. In the corre
spondence with Freud, Ein
stein discussed the possible
psychological roots of war
and aggression. With many

Continued on Page 20, Column 1

I assure you that what I say is my
conviction."

What he .ubmitted did, Indeed, di.
may the Ooethe Society, for Einstein
equated patriotism with the worst of
aggressive animal instincts. After some
correspondence he agreed to delete" one
passage and wrote, on Nov. 16, t·1 have
tried to meet your wishes without being
In any way dishonest and without
havin& to .ay anything dir.ct about
patriotism."

However, he said In conclusion.
"should you, with the more sensitive
feeling that you have from your con~

tact with the local populace, still find
the altered contents offensIve. please
let me know."

The essay that '0 upset the members
of the Goethe Society began with an
assessment of the aggressive instinct:

liThe psychological roots of war, in
my vi.w. Ile In a biologically ba.ed.
aggressive peculiarity of the human
being. We 'masters of creation' are not
the only ones who may claim the glory
of this gift; we are surpassed In thiJ
respect by many animals. such as the
bull or rooster."

"Whenever human beings confront
one another. tni! aggressive tendency
becomes manifest," he said. "In a
tightly constricted society it comes out
in quarrel. and Iven murder."

He said he would never forget "what
an open hatred" his classmates in
grade school had had for the students
of a neighboring school. Numerous
fights took place, with many a battered
head resulting.

"Who can doubt that blood revenge
and' dueling spring from this feeling?
I .ven think that the honor which w.
so carefuHy nurture receives Its chief
nourishment thence.

"The better philosopher. of all age.
were united in the belief that war is
the bitterest enemy of human develop
ment, that everythIng must be done
to prevent it. I am also convinced
that, despite the unspe.kably sad situa~

tlon at present, there will be formed,
In the not·so·distant future, a Euro
pean governmental organization to
prevent European wars, just as the
German Reich now baTS a war between
Bavaria and WUrttemberg."

It was, however, the next passage that
Einstein was asked to delete, for it de
graded tho concept of patrlotl.m that
was the chief prop for the morale of the
German troops who were bogged down
in trenches along the various fronts.
Einstein wrote:

"One may ask one.elf why I. It that
in peacetime, when the social system
suppresses almost all expressions of
vlrl1e pugnaciousness, the attriPutes
and drives that during wan gentrate
mass murders do not disappear? In that
respect it seems to me as follows:

"When I look Into the home of a
good, normal cItizen I see a softly
lighted room. In one comer sta.nds a
well-eared-for shrine, of which the man
of the house Is very prOUd and to which
the attention of every visitor is drawn
with a loud voice. On it, in large letters,
the word 'patriotism' is inscribed.

"However, opening this shrine is
normally forbidden. Yes, even the man
of the house knows hardly, or not at
all, that his shrine holds the moral
requisites of animal hatred and mass
murder that, In case of war, he abedi·
enlly takes out for his service.

''This shrine. dear reader, you will
not find in my room, and I would re
joice if you came to the viewpoint that
in that comer of your room a piano or
a small bookcase would be moTe ap
propriate than such a piece of furniture
which you only find tolerable because,
from your youth, you have become
used to il."

"It is beyond me to keep secret my
International orientation, to keep any
thing secret," Einstein continued. He
said that the state, to which he belonged
as a citizen, "does not play the least
role in my spiritual life; I regard alle
giance to a government as a business
matter, somewhat like the relationship
with a life insurance company."

Thus ended the passage that Einstein
flnally agreed to delete. He concluded
the essay, however, by saying: "But
why ~o many words, when I can say
everything In one sentence, and also in
a sentence that suits my being a Jew:
Honor your master, Jesus Christ. not
only with words and hymns. but above
all through your deed....

When the Nazis took power in Janu~

ary, 1933, Einstein was in the United
States on a lecture visit. Before he and
his wife left Gennany, he may have had
a premonition of what was to come. For
he urged his wife to take a good long
look at their home, and observed sadly
that they might never see it again. And
they did not. Indeed, they never again
set foot in their native land.

Einstein had already accepted a posl~

tion with the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, and once settled
there, in his later years, he became fixed
in the role of sage.

Although he fretted at the notoriety,
he carried on a heavy correspondence
covering a wide range of lubjects, sci~

entific, personal and political. He al
ways preferred to communicate in Ger.
man. but he spoke and wrote English
fluenUy.

While he exchanged views with the
great and the powerful, he often an
swered with special care letters from
ordinary citizens-an Army private, for
example, who wondered how the un!..
verse could be limited in size. WhAt
would happen if you poked a fingll'
through the edge?

In a letter glowing with paternal
humor Einstein responded to a very
young acquaintance who was com
plaining that she had never seen her
Uncle Albert. That h. had "a modeot
paunc'h" and an "awkward walk" but
no "crooked Jegs and warts" and so
was "quite handsome." Although some
what stooped, Einstein was taller than
average height.

His years in' Princeton were marked
by a number of sadnesses, His wife,
Elsa, died In 1936, her daughter (Ein
stein'••tepdaughter) lise having died
in Paris two yens earlier. His other
stepdaughter, Margot, has been living In
his Princeton home since 1934. (He pre
ferred to refer to both glrl. u hi. own
daughters.)

Elsa was Einstein's second wife. The
first, Mlleva, bore him two sons, Han,
Albert and Eduard. but the tnarrlaga
ended in divorce. In 1951 his fami!:"
circled dwindled funher when his sis·
Ler, Maja, passed away.

These were years when Einstein, In
addition to his voluminous correspond·
ence, was trying to unify into a single
comprehensive theory the laws govern
ing both. gravity and electroma~netism.

It was his deep conviction that such
a unity must exist In nature, but he was
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Einstein Urged Physicists
Help Bar Arms Race

(c on tinued)
never sure that he had it within his
grasp. and his frustration on this score
shines through his correspondence.

One of the most poignant exchongcs
in his role as a philosopher came when
he was 70, and living In Princeton.

An ordained rabbi had written ex·
plaining that he had sought In vain to
oomfort his 19·year·oJd daughter over
the death or her sister, lIa sinless, beau.
tilul, 16·year-old child."

"A human being," wrote Einstein In
reply, "is a part ot the whole, called
by us "Universe,' a part limited in time
and space. He experiences himself, his
thoughts and teelings as something
separated from the rest - a kind ot
optical delusion at his consciousness.
This delusion is a kind ot prison for
us, restricting us to our personal desires
and to affection (or a few persons near
est to us. Our task must be to free
ourselves from this prison by widening
our circle of compassion to embrace
all living creatures and the whole
nature in its beauty. Nobody Is able
to achieve this completely, but the striv·
Ing for such achievement is in Itself
a part at the liberation Ind I founda
tion for inner security.-

It was in Princeton that Einstein died
-on April 18, 1955, II the Ige ot 76.
To the end he was adamant against pub.
lic display, asking that he be cremated
without any ceremony. His ashes were
scattered at an undisclosed place.

In December. 1944, in the midst ot
World War II and only seven months
before the first atomic explosion, Albert
Einstein proposed that the world's leadw
ing physicists-including two Russians
-be mobilized to prevent a postwar
weapons race.

He did so In a letter to his old friend,
Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist who
.had himselt been seeking to persuade
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
President Franklin D. Roosevelt that a
nuclear weapons race between the
United States and Soviet Union would
be disastrous.

It was Bohr, In the winter ot 1938-39,
who brought to tho United Slates nows
that the ura nlum atom had been split
in a Gennan Jaboratory. This fission
had released vast amounts of energy
considering the tiny scale of the reac·
tlon-as predicted by Einstein's rela·
tlvity theory at 33 years earlier.

Now Bohr was hack in this country,
having escaped from Gennan-occupied
Denmark in a small boat.. and as soon
81 he received Einstein's letter he
hastened to call on him in Princeton.

Bohr had been much closer than
Einstein to the atomic bomb project
then under way and possibly briefed him
on lome of the behind4the-scenes ac
tivities - inclUding, presumably, those

relating to the post·war situation. He
persuaded Einstein to maintain secrecy

and not make any moves on his Own.
This little-known episode has come

to light through stUdy at documents in
the Einstein collection at Princeton. One
of them Is • letter from Einstein to
Bohr telling at visits by the physicist,
Otto Stem. a consultant to the bomb
project.

"A little while ago," Einstein wrote.
"Stem came to see me, greatly alarmed,
and said in effect that when the war
is over there will be in all countries the
pursuit of secret armaments with tech
ndlogical means that will inevitably
lead to preventive war ..."

The pOliticians, Einstein said, seemed
unaware or, the catastrophic Implica
tions of such an arms race. He therefore
proposed that scientists with political

influence be mobilized to prevent it.
Among those that he mentioned were
Peter Kapitza and A. F. Joffe, both In
the Soviet Union.

It is not clear, from the Jetter,
whether Einstein meant that this shQuld
be done before the war ended, but
in any case the idea of bringing the
Russians Into tho effort would hardly
have been welcome in Washington at
that time, and Einstein in any case was
persuaded by Bohr to remain silent.

Einstein had played a role in setting
the bomb project in motion with his
famous letter to President Roosevelt ot

Aug. 2, ·1939, In the leiter he drew tho
President's attention to some recent
developments tn physIcs related to his
own special theory of relativity. '"This
new phenomenon would also lead to
the construction of bombs," he said. He
pointed to the alarming news that Ger
many had suspended exports ot uranlw
um from the mines In Czechoslovakia.

In reply, the President wrote: "I found
this data ot such Import that I have con
vened a board consisting ot the head of
the Bureau of Standards and a chosen
representative of the Army and Navy to
thoroughly investigate the possibilities
at your suggestion .•."

It was not until the eve of the Japa
nese attack on Pearl Harbor that a
decision was made tor an all-out effort
to develop an atomic bomb. Many phy
sicists who were assMlated with the de
velopment of the bomb became con·
cerned that they would have no influ
ence on how it was used.

A tew months betore the Hlroshlml
blast Einstein wrote Mr. Roosevelt to
introduce Leo Szilard, who was seeking
a hearing tor tho scientists at the high
est level of government. Roosevelt died
before taking any action on the Jetter.
It was reterred to Harry S, Truman but
apparently had IitOe eftect on what fol·
lowed,

Stlll, Einstein never gave up. He de
voted much or his time after the war
to an effort to achieve a ban on the
use ot nuclear weapons. And he never
lost his sense or horror, his lriends re
call, at the prospect that the trults ot
his theoretical work should again be
used for mass destruction or human life.

Some of Einstein's Reflections, Aphorisms and Observations
(From CI leiter d(lled April 16, 1954.

to S. Flesel! of Viellna):
t do not visualize God at all lin a

fJersonl'l1 manner! but Ict it surrice for
me to admire the struclure of the uni
\'erse a~ far as it i~ revealed at all to
our weak powers of recognition.

•
(From a IeHer daled Feb, 12, 1945. to

n UnIted Starcs Army prh10te who had
asl~('d 1l0w tile universe could be of
fmite dimension):

Truth in physical matters can, of
,ourse. never be founded on mathe
matical and logical considerations alone.
This is, of course, also true concerning
the question: 1s physical space (more
accurately, the space-like section of the
four-dimensional spacc-time' continuum)
finite or not? The answer is still doubt
ful but there are good arguments in fa
vor of a finite space. However, the
answer can be given only on the, basis
of empirical facts (value of the mean
density of stellar matter in space). You
are asking further whether it is possible
to give a perceptual interpretation
(imagination) o( a finite space. This can
be easily done but t have not time to
give it in a letter. The method Is to
work out the three-dimensional anal
ot;on of the two-dimensional geometry
which holds on the surface of a sphere
of finite radius.

•
(From a Ictler dated Sept. 3D, 1920,

to all 8·yeur·old acquaintance):
t hear you are unhappy because you

did not get to see Uncle Einstein. There
fore, I will tell you what he looks like:
Pale face,long hair, and a modest paunch.
In addition, an awkward walk, and a

cigar between jaws-when he has one
-and a pen in pocket or in hand. How
ever, crooked legs and warls he does not
have. nad so he is quite handsome, also
no hair on the hands, as many ugly
men have. So it is a pity, after all, that
you did not see me.

•
(III response tv a request for 0 state

ment submitted by a Berlin society for
aid to the Jewish elderly, late 1926, or
corly 1927):

Through the lot of the eldcrly, one
can recognize the state of cultural de·
velopment of the young.

•
. (From a letler doted March 30, J950,

to an elderly cousin in which Einstein
discusses, among other things, his cf4
forts to merge his two relativity theo
ries. dealing with gravity and electro
magnetism, into a unified field theory):

It has been my fate that, for reasons
unknown, my achievements have been
immensely overrated. People need a
couple of romantic idols to serve as
spots of light in the colorless panorama
or their mortal lives. They have made
me into such a spot at light, but for me
their choice of the particular person is
inexplicable and irrelevant.

As a result of lhis, so many are ex
erting pressure on me lhat I must live
like a prisoner who cannot move at lib
erly lest he make the dust whirl, leading
to unpredictable complications, More·
over, I have acquired a guilty con
science, since 1 cannot read nor answer
the countless manuscripts and queries
that arc pelting me incessantly-an in
sufficiency that only grows as the years
go by.

As my endeavors go, they are not so

very bright. as you may imagine. But
just don't believe everything irrespol14
sible newspaper scribes say. After years
and years of incessant effort I per
fected the theory of relativity, but be
cause of the enormous mathematical
difficulties am unable myself to judge
whether the completion of the theory
hit the mark correctly.

The present generation of my col
leagues think not, so that 1 stand more
or less alone in my basic concepts, with
out being sure whether 1 have come
upon the right track or not. Neverthc
less my arguments arc good....

Enjoy your days in tranquillity and
don't be deluded by Ihe outward appear·
ances of things. Rejoice that only a few
people concern themselves with you, and
believe me, it has many advantages. Bet.
ter to be an appreciative spectator than
a flood·lit actor.

•
(From Einstein's last letter to his old

friend, Max von Laue, dated Feb. 3,
1955, declining all invitation from sci
entific societies in West Berlin and East
Germany to a joint celebration of the
50th anniversary of his first papers all
relativity and quantum theory):

Above all, t am glad that in this un
usual case I have been the causo
of brotherly cooperation and not or
controversies.

Age and illness make it impossible
for me to take any part in such
celebrations, and 1 must also confess

Excerpts from the Einstein manu
scripts are published with permission
from the estate of Albert Einstein,
which retains all rights thereto.

that this ordinance of providence has
something liberating for me. Because
everything connected somehow with the
cult of the person has always been
embarrassing to me. The more so in
this case because here a development
of thought is concerned in which many
'took an essential part, a development
which is tar from being completed. So
t decided not to take part in any way
in these commemorative celebrations,
several of which are planned at various
placcs.

1f I have learned one thing In ponder
ing throughout a long life it is this, that
we are much further from a deeper in4
sight into the elementary processes than
most of our contemporaries believe
(but you are not inclUded), so that
noisy celebrations are definitely not
very appropriate to the actual state ot
affairs.

•
(From a 1930 letter to Prof. Oswald

Veblen granting Princeton Univer"ity
permission to inscribe on a mantlepiece
his well-known saying, "God is subtle,
but He is not malicious"):

Nature hides her secrets through her
intrinsic grandeur, but not through de
ception.

•
(From a leller dated March 21, 1955,

less thall a month before his death, to
the Besso fam(ly on the death of his
lifelong friend. Michelangelo Besso):

With the departure from this strange
world, he now has gone a little ahead
of me. This Is of no significance. For
us believing physicists, the separation
between past, present and future has
only the meaning at an illusion, albeit
a tenacious one.

o 1972, The 11ew York 'rimes Company
Reprinted by Permission
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Pruid~nt. HAllOW w. Me CRAW. Jit. Trusu~s. Cl'llIL E. BLACK, JOHl'" n'l.u. BONNER,

Princeton niversity Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·,51·4900)

WlLLlAM G. BOWEN. ROBUT C. OAIlNTOl", ALFIl£D C. FISCHER, 1l0BEilT G. GILPIN,

ALVIN B. KERNAN, AARON LEMONICK. JUCAJU>O A. MESn.:ES, JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHARLES SCRIBNER. ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR'I THOMAS H. \\'RJGHT

August 25, 1980

TO: The Trustees of Princeton
University Press

The Editorial Advisory Board
John Stachel
Artbur S. Wightman
Arthur S. Link

COPY: Robert G. Sugarman

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

SUBJECT: The Papers of Albert Einstein

As you have already heard from Mr. Sugarman, while I was
on vacation, the decision of the arbitrator on the dispute
between the Einstein Estate and the Press was favorable to the
Press. With great relief we then expected to proceed in full
force, with Professor Stachel as editor, in accordance with
tbe decision.

I regret to report that the Estate is now attempting to
challenge the decision of the 2rbitrator in court, so we must
again have delays on account of legal proceedings. Parti
cularly on account of the arbitrator's decision, we feel con
fident of a favorable outcome. Nevertheless the delay is
frustrating. I shall keep you informed.

+ "BLISHEMS Of BOLLINCEN SERIES
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August 14, 1980

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey
Princeton University Press
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dear Herb:

Thank you very lIIUch for arranging to
have the information about the Arbitrator's
decision in favor of the Press, with regard to
the dispute with the Einstein Estate, forwarded
to me. Perhaps we can now look forward to the
quiet, scholarly task of getting on with the
job.

With warm regards, I am,

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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IRA M MILLSTEIN
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MICHAEL K STANTON
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IRVING SCHER
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STUART M ROSEN
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STUART 0 A.MES

.JOSEPH W. GELS
SAMUEL H. LAln4AN
MARTIN B. AMOUR
OENNIS ..s. BLOCK
MICHAEL L COOK
MARK A. ,JACOBY
PETER 0 STANDISH
ROBERT G. SUGARMAN
,JOEL B HARRIS
ALEX E WEINBERG
.JOHN R WING
BRUCE BODNER
KEVIN P HUGHES
ALAN A. lASCHER
LAWRENCE'" LIPSON
MARVIN E..JACOB
CARL O. BELLOWS
ALAN..s, WEINSCHEL
.JAMES W OUINN
DAVie P STONE
SALEM M KATSH
RICHARD P KRASNOW
CARLYN S. McCAFFREY
BRUCE R ZIRINSKY
.JOHN M LEWIS. P C

7&7 FIfTH AVENUE· NEW YORk. N Y.IOOU

TELECOPIER, CZ:IZ) 752-3Q7&

CABLE: WEGOMA

TELEX; .2..21111

"'231_

August 4, 1980

HOMC£ 5 ........G£5

GAllIlI£L IUtos\..ow

COU"SEL

...... ItTI.. D GINSBURG

T"'X COu"SEL

1101 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, N W

WASHINGTON,D C 2003&

TELEPHONE.: (2JZ) .31·&820

aoZ) 857'01.1

T'EUCOPIER: (2:02) 857'OI~

Dr. Harry Woolf
Institute for Advanced Studies
Princeton, NJ 08544

Dear Dr. Woolf:

At Herb Bailey's request, I am pleased to inform
you that the Arbitrator has found in favor of the Press
in its dispute with the Einstein Estate. As a result,
John Stachel will be the editor of the Einstein papers
and the Press and Estate have been directed to negotiate,
execute, deliver and perform a contract fixing the terms
and conditions of his employment.

Enclosed is a copy of Judge Tyler's decision. If
you have any questions about the decision or the probable
course of future events, please do not hesitate to call
me.

Very trUly yours,

Robert G.
RGS:ds
cc: Herbert S. Bailey
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AMERICAN ~~:T~~~:ON ASSOCIATION

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - x

In ehe Mateer of the Arbieration beeween

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS,

Claimane,

- and -

OTTO NA?HAN and EELEN D~~S, as Truseees
under ehe w~l of Dr. Albere Einsee1n,

Respondenes.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x

ARBITRATOR'S AWAaD-
INCORPORATING =INDINGS 0= FACT ~~

CONCLUSIONS OF FACT AND LAW

Case Number:
13 0 0333 79

~his arbi-~ation was hea~d on Ap~il 3, 4, 10, 14,

6, 21 and 22, and May 1, 2 and 980, in New York Ci~y.

Pre-hearing memoranda were submit-ed to the arbitracor by

counse for Princeton University Press (the "Press") and

counsel for the truseees under the will of Dr. Albert Einseein

on March 31, 1980, and a reply memorandum was submitted to

the arbitrator by counsel for the trustees on April 2, 1980.

Argumene was heard on May 13, 1980, in New York City. Al

proposed findings of face and conclusions of fact and law

were finally submieeed to ehe arbieraeor by counse for the

pareies by June 20, :980. Based on ehe eescimony and ocher
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evidence adduced a~ ~he hea~ing, and L~e arqumen~ and ~he

submlssions of the parties, the arbic~a~or ma~es the follow

ing Findings 0: Fac~ and Conclusions c: =ac~ and Law, and

~enders an award based ~~ereon.

1.

1. This arbi~ra~ion was ir~~ia~ed by a demand for

arbitration da~ed May 22, 1979 by the ?ress, as claimant,

allegedly pu~suan~ ~o paragraph _, of a W~l~~en con~rac~

dated Feb~ary 22, 97: between the ~e Press and ~e t=ust-

ees (t:he "Publishing Con~~act") ~egard':'ng l:he pub icat:ion of

an edl-ion of the complete wo~ks 0: Dr. Albe~t Einst:ein,

both sClen-cific and nonscler.;:ific (che "Elnstein Papers").

2. Thereaft:er the -crust:ees began ~wo sepa~at:e

proceedings in the cou~~s 0: New Jersey: (i) O~~o Naman,

Helen ukas, as Trus~ees of ~~e ~s~2te 0= Dr. Alber~ E~nstein

v. John Stachel, Princel:on nlversltv ?~ess and 2erbe~t S.

Bailey, Docket Number C-4676-78, and (ii) Otto Na~han, Helen

Dukas, as Trus~ees of the Es~ate 0= Dr. Alber~ Einstein v.

American Arbitration Association and P~ince~on Univers:-y

Press, Docket: No. C-1522-79E, Superlo~ Cour- of New Jersey,

Chancery Division, Mercer Coun~y.

3. In ~he second action the Es~ate sough~ ~o

enjoin the American Arbi~ra~ion Association and me Press

from holding an arbitrat:ion in New York Ci~y. By decision

rendered on January 11, 1980, Judge Greenberg of L~e Superior

Cour-c gran~ed summary judgmen~ for the defendants, applying
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New Jersey law and holding L~a~ the .~e=ican Arbi~ra~~on

Associa~ion had ju=~Sd~c~lon u~der ~he a=b~~ra~ion agreeme~t

be~ween ~he Press and ~~e ~rus~ees ~o decide the place 0:

arb~tra~ion, ~ha~ ~he Assoc~a~ion's decis~on to ho_d ~he

arbitration in New York City was not unreasonable. and tha~

the Associa~ion's decision was b~nding on the parties.

4. By s~ipula~ion da~ed Febr~ary 26, 980, ~he

?=ess and che ~=us-ees agreec ~o ~he d~s~issal wi~~ ?reJu-

dice of the :ir~t ac~ion pending ~n Ne~ .ersey (No. C-4676-78),

and that the trustees would ~e=rai~ ==orn bringing any ~urther

ac~ions ~o enjoin ~he arbl~ra~ion. cy ~~e same s~ipula~ion

the parties agreed to submit ~o che unde=slgned, as arb~tra-

tor I (a) the issues set: forth in the cierr.anc. for arbi tration

da~ed May 22, 1979 and (b) the issues raised in ~he act~on

cismissed by the stipula~~on.~ The par~ies :urL~er StlpU-

la~ed ~hat either par~y COll d raise (i) the issue of arbi-

trabili~y 0: any ~ssue and (i~) ~he issue 0: whether the

arbi~ra~ion should be governed by the law of New York or t~e

law of New Jersey.

5. Before ~he arbitrator the Press has contended

that (i) New York law applies; (~~) the arbitrator has

* It a?pears ~hat the only 1ssues raised 1n tha~ ac~~on

wh~ch were sti_l outstand~ng at the t~me 0= th~s a=~l

~ra~ion were questions of access ~o and con~rol 0: ~wO

documents referred ~o as the "dup~icate archive' a~d

~he "duplicate dup_ica~e archive'," wh~ch are photocopies
of the materials referred ~o as the "Einstein Archive"
in paragraph 19, below. By st~pulation on the record
on May 13, 1980 (~r. 1134-36), ~~e par~ies. ~hrough

their attorneys, resolved all ~he ou~standing issues
to their satisfaction. As a result, this award does
not address ~hose issues.
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jurlsdic~ion co decide wheeher or noe the February 22, 9 1

Pub_ishi~g Con~~ac~ remains in e=fect. tha- is, whe~her ~he

purported cance_lat~on = t~a~ agreerne~~ by the ~~ustees ~s

e=fective; (iii) the PUb_lshing Contrac~ does remain in

effect; (i'.') the arbi~raeor has Jurisdiction to decide

whe~her or not the trustees have breached their obligations

under the Publishlng Coneract co deal fairly and in good

=a~th 1n the ?er~ormance 0= tha~ agreement, beca'se they

have acted ar~itra=~ y and ca~=~clously with respect to ~e

appolntment of Dr. John J. Stachel as edi~or of -he Elnstein

Papers l and in purpor~ing to term:nate ~he Pub ishing Con

trace; (v) the trustee~ have breached ~heir obliga~lon under

the Publishing Con~ract to deal fairly and in good =aitr.

witr. the Press, because ~hey have in =act ac~ed as described

in (iv) above; (·.'i) me arbi~ra~or has urlsdiction co

decide whemer or no~ a board of three or more co-equa_

editors should be es~ablished co edi~ the Einstein Papers;

(vii) such a board of w~ree or more co-equal edi~ors should

noe be established; (viii) the arbitrator has jurisdlc~ion

to direct the trus~ees to perform the Publishing Con~ract in

good faith, by cooperating with the Press in appointing (or

re-appointing) Dr. Stachel as editor of ehe ~ins~eln ?apers;

and (ix) me arbitrator should direc~ the trustees to per=orm

me Pub ishing Agreement by coopera~ing with ~he Press in

appointing (or re-appointing) Dr. Seachel as editor.

6. Before the arbitraeor the trus~ees have con-

tended that: (i) New Jersey law applies, (ii) ehe arbi-
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trator has jurisdic~ion to declde whether or not tbe Pub

lishing Contract remains in effect; (iii) the PUblishing

Con~ract does not rema~n in ef=ect, tha~ is, ~he pu~po~ted

cancellation of that agreement by the trustees is effectivei

(iv) the arbitrator has jurisdiction to decide whether or

not a board of three or more co-equal edi~ors should be

established to edit the Einsteln Papers; (v) a board of

t~ree or more co-equal editors should be estab ished for

that purpose; (vi) the arc:trator does not have jurisdiction

to direct the appolntment of Dr. Stache: as the editor of

the Einstein Papers, because (a) ~he Press and the trus~ees,

which had a dispute under the Publishing Contract on that

point, se~tled that dispu~e by letter agreement dated Febru

ary 16, 1978 between the trustees, the Press and Dr. Stachel,

terminatin~ Dr. Stachel as editor, thus taklng the issue out

of arb:tration, and (b) the Publishing Contract requires

that both ~he Press and the trustees agree or. the appoir.~ment

of an editor, and, if the arbitrator directs the appoin~ment

or reappointment of Dr. Stachel over the objection of the

trustees, the arbitrator would be reforming the parties'

Publishing Contract, which the arbitrator has no jurisdic

tion to do; (Vii) the ~rustees have not breached their

obligation, under the Publishing Contract, to deal fairly

and in good faith with the Press in the performance of that

agreement, because the trustees have not acted arbitrarily

or capriciously; (viii) the arbitrator should not direct the
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appo~ntment (or re-appointmentl 0= Dr. Stachel as ec~~or of

~he ~ins~ein ?apers; (ix) ~he Publishing Cor.trac~ es~abl~shed

a 'o'::1t ver:ture -...,.h:'cr.., pu=sua::~ to ~~e".. Jersey law, snoL:lc. be

dissolved because ~he par~~es can no longe~ coopera~e ~n

harmony; and (x) the Publishing Con~ract is now impossib_e

to perform, given the alleged lack 0= harmony and coopera~ion

between the par~ies.

I I . ! SSUES ?R.~SE1"'!'ED

7. Whether New York or New Jersey aw appl~es.

8. Whe~her the ?ublish~ng Con~ract remains in

effect or has been properly cancellec by ~he trus~ees.

9. Whether ~he trus~ees ac~ed in good fai~h, or

ac~ed arbitrarily and cap~ic~ously, in purporting to ter

mina~e the Publishing Contract.

10. Whether the ~rus~ees acted in good =aith, or

acted arb~tra~ily and capr~c:ously, in insist~ng ~ha~ a

board of three or more co-equal edi~ors be es~ab~ished for

the Eins~ein Papers.

11. Whether a board of three or more co-equa

edi~ors for the Eins~ein Papers should be established.

12. Whether the trustees acted in good =aith, or

ac~ed arbi~rarily and capriciously, in refusing to agree

with the Press to ~he con~inua~ion 0= Dr. Stachel as edi~or

of the ~~nstein Papers.
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13. Whe~her the arbitra~or has jur~sdic~ion ~o

decide any of ~he issues stated in ~e paragraphs numbered 7

~rough 12 above, more ?ar~icu_a~ly, ~:~~ ~espect ~o ~~e

~ssue s~a~ed in paragraph 12:

(a) whe~her the le~~er ag=eemen~ da~ed

Feb~ary 16, 1978 be~.eer. ~he ~rus~ees,

the Press and Dr. S~a~~e:, se~~led ~he

dispu~e be~ween the Es~a~e and the Press
over ~he appoin~en~ o~ Dr. S~achel as
ed~~o~ 0: the Eins~ei= Papers, anc t~us

removed t~is ~ssue frc~ ~he jur:sdic~ion

of the a~t:~rator; a~=

(b) whether ~he a~bi~ra~or _acks ju~~sdiction

~o d:rec~ the ~~~s~ees and ~he Press to
con~:nue Dr. S~ache_ as edi~o~, because
to do so would be ~o '~e£orm" ~he Pub
lishing Con~rac~, wh~c:' is ~eyond ~he

jur~sdict~on of the a~:tra~or.

14. Whether, as a mat~er ~ law, the Publishing

Con~rac~ should be resc~nded, ei~her ~?on (i) the ~heory of

frus~~ation or impossibili~y of performance or (ii) the

ra~ionale ~ha~ the Cor.trac~ crea~ed a joint ven~u~e which

mus~ be dissolved, because of lack 0: harmony and ccope~a-

~ion between the part~es.

7

I I I . PRESIMINA~Y ST~~E~T

15. The arbi~rator has c~efully fo owed the

testimony in ~he hearing, extendi~g over nine days, and has

s~udied ~he more ~han 50 exhibi~s e~~ered in ~he record.

The arbi~=a~or has had the benef~t of ~he able arguments and

submissions of counsel for both sides. The arbitra~or has
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had an opportuni-y to observe the demeanor and conduc~ 0:

the w~~nesses, par~icu arly the three princ~pal ac~ors in

the his~ory rehearsed in this proceedl~g: Dr. Nathan, ~r.

Bailey and Dr. S~achel. In ~he v~ew 0: the undersigned, all

three men have been and are ~ruly devo~ed, in their own

ways, to ~he success of the great projec~ which lies at the

center 0: this con~roversey: the pub ica~~on of ~he com-

plete pape=s, both scienti=2c and nonsc:en~i=ic# 0= Dr.

Alber~ Eins~ein. A ~ ~hree men are in~e l~gen~, hardwork~ng,

able, honest and honorable; ~hroughou~ they have sough~ and

continue to seek the truth and to speak i~ as they ~iOW i~.

The essential ~ragedy of this l~~igat~on ~s that, ~n spi~e

0: all the talent and intelligence, ~he high goals and

shared purpose, and the time and ~he e:fort manifes~ed s~nce

197 , ~hese good men have fallen ~n~o a dispu~e requiring

arb1tration.

16. The arbi~ra~or emphasizes tha~, putting aside

legal formula~ions, his role and pUr?0se is ~o resolve the

differences 0: the parties under ~he broad arbi~ration

clause of the Publishing Contract. The arbitrator has, in

the course of this proceed~ng, caugh~ something 0: ~he sense

of high purpose which has motiva~ed the par~ies and wi~nesses.

The arbi~rator believes ~hat i~ wou d be a tragedy for

humanity if the pub ~ca~ion of the comple~e works of Dr.

Einstein were ~o be further de ayed by any con~inuation of

the dispute presen~ed here for decision. The arbi~ra~or has
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shaped an award ~o permit the pu~lica~ion of ~he E~~s~ein

Papers to go forward. The arbitra~or admonishes the par~ies

to make a clean break with the past a~~ ~o ~o~e forward, i~

good faith, to accomplish the goa ~ha~ a 1 seek.

17. Several issues have been raised in the course

of this arbitration, but the cen~ral issue underlying all is

the issue of "good faith" or, in the negative sense, whether

certain conduc~ has been "ar~itrary" or "capricious." These

terms are legal ones, wi~h ong his~ories of usage by awyers,

judges, scholars -- and arbi~ra~ors. 0= course, the terms

have ordinary meani~gs as wel , which are not dissimilar ~o

~heir legal ones. Bu~ for our purposes "good faith" and

"arbitrary and capricious" d~ffer ~n one crucial respec':

from their ordinary meani~gs. Legally, these terms refer ~o

objective standards of conduc~ recogn~zed by L~e courts ~n

the decision of d~spu~es which arise under con~rac~s; L~ese

terms do not refer to subjective sta~es of mind. Thus it is

possible for a party to a con~ract to act with comple~e

sincerity and the h~ghes~ and purest of motives, according

to his or her own value system, and s~ill be found to be in

"bad faith" under ~he law. Even duty ~o God will no~

justify, in the courts of law, conduc~ to avoid or prevent

the performance of a contrac~ once entered.

Contrac~s §65~D (Kauf~ann Supp. 1980).

See A. Corbin,
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IV. FINDINGS OF FACT

18. Dr. r.lbert ~inSLei:1 died on A9::-i1 18, :955, i::

Prince~on, New Jersey, while ~he lead~ng and mos~ celebra~ed

member of the Institute for Advanced Study. During "he

course of this arbi~ra~ion, the "wen"y-fifth anniversery of

his death passed.

19. By Article X-II of his will, Dr. Eins~ein

direc~ed that all his li~erary property, including manu-

scrip"s and copyrights, be held in trust during the life-

times of his secretary, Helen Dukas, and his s~ep-daugh"er,

Margo" Eins~ein, to be used for their suppor", and a=~er

their deaths, tha~ the trust termina~e and all of his lit-

erary property ~hen remain~ng be transferred to Hebrew Uni-

versity, in Israel. The trus~ees of tha~ trus~, appoin~ed

by Dr. Eins~ein's will, are Dr. O~~o Nathan and Miss Helen

Dukas.* Dr. Nathan resides in New York City and maintains

an office of the trust ~here. Miss Einstein and Miss Dukas

live in Princeton, New Jersey. In Prince"on Miss Dukas has

custody of the original documents and other materials consti-

tuting the tangible literary proper~y held in ~rust (the

"Eins~ein Archive") and acts as archivist therefor. The

Archive is located on the premises of the Ins·i"tute for

Advanced Study ~n Princeton.

* The parties throughout the course of this arbi~ration

and their prior dealings have referred to "he "rust of
literary property es~ablished under Ar~icle XIII of Dr.
Einstein's will as the "Estate" of Dr. Eins~ein.
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20. The comp e~e works 0= Dr. Eins~ein, bo~h

sc~entific and nonscien~~fic (as no~ed above, herein ca_led

+-' 11-- ~. ?_. a~.e,._s"), 'navp...._"1e ..:.::15 .... eJ..:l..... _ not been pu~_ishec.

s~ein Archive at ?rince~on holds ~he grea~ bulk 0= ~he

original documents and other ma~erials which would form the

basis for the pub ~ca~ion of the Eins~ein Papers, now approx-

ima~ely 33,000 items. Documentary ma~erial has been dis-

covered and added to the ~1nsteln Archive Slnce Dr.

death, in large par~ ~hrough the cont~nuing e==or~s 0= Dr.

Nathan as ~rus~ee. It ~s l~kely tha~ add~~~onal documen~ary

ma~eria will be added to ~he Arc~~ve in the fu~ure.

21. Dr. Nathan and Miss Dukas have consul~ed w~~h

each other regarding ~heir decisions as ~rus~ees for the

~rus~, bu~ Miss Dukas has principally devo~ed her time ~o

the docurnen~ary materla~ in the Elnstein Archive, a~d Dr.

Nathan has princlpa!ly devotee h~s time to questions 0=
rights and ob_igations wi-h respec~ ~o ~~erary proper~y and

has nego~ia~ed with the Prince~on Universi~y Press and

o~ers on behalf of ~he trustees. One of the pr~nc~pal

objectives, if no~ ~he single most ~mpor~ant objective, of

Dr. Na~han in his stewardship 0= the li~erary property of

Dr. Einstein has been to get the full body of Dr. Einstein's

work pub ished, so tha~ scholars and ~he public a~ arge may

have access ~o bo~h the scientif~c and ~e nonsc~en~i=~c

thought of Dr. Eins~ein. Dr. Na~han has pursued this goal,
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~imes, wi~ vigorous devo-:on. Dr. Na~han is 87 years of

age; Miss Dukas is o~ly a fe~ yea=s you~ger.

22. The Prince~on Un~versity Press is loca~ed in

Prince"on, New Jersey; i" has close "ies wi~h Princeton

University and the Institu"e for Advanced Study, both, of

course, also loca"ed in Prince"on. ~he Press ?ubllshed

edi~ions of the Mean~ng 0: Re:a~ivitv, by Dr. El~ste2n, bot~

be=ore and af~er his dea~h. and has caken an inte=est l~ ~he

?ubl~ca~ion 0= Dr. Elnstei~'s works ~n a complete edit~on

since some time shortly after his death.

23. The Press, represented by Herber" S. Bailey,

Jr., Dlrec~or 0= the Press, and the ~rus"ees, represented by

Dr. Nathan, negotiated ~he ?ubl~shing Contract and execu"ed

it on or about February 22, 97 :n add~t~on to agreeing

on terms :or ~e publication 0: the Si~s~ein Papers, the

par~ies i~ that contrac~ ag=eed on p=ovlslons to govern the

preparation of the Pape=s for pub lcatlon. The par"ies

agreed that "[t]he work [would] be performed wi~h the

editorial cooperation of the Institute for Advanced Study"

(paragraph 2), and that the parties would Jo~ntly appoint,

"in consulation with the Ins~itute for Advanced S~udy," an

Editor~al Advisory Board of not less ~han seven persons

(parag:raph 3). The par-:.ies agreed chat, "(oln the aavlce 0:

~e Edi~orial Advisory Board," ~hey would "joint yappoint

the Edi"or, who will have the p:rimary respons~bility 0=
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orgar.izing and preparing ~he ma~erial :or pub:ica~ion." T~e

partles agreed ~hat ~~e ~ditor could appoint, with ~he

par~ies' consent, I'assoc~ate ed~~o=s 0= aSslsta~t ed:=o=s

for individual volumes or series of volumes."

4. )

(Paragraph

24. In addition, the par~ies agreed -cha~ the

Publishing Contract cou d not be changed or ~erminated

ora_ly (paragraph 18) and provided fer ~he reso:ution of

dlspu~es as fo_lows (paragraph 17):

"In case 0: dlsagreemen~s be~ween Proprie~or

[i.e., the trustees ~n thei= flduciary capa
ci~YI and Publisher [i.e .. the Press] for
which ~hey cannot find a Solu~lon ~hemse_ves,

the con~roverslal ma~ter will be submit~ed ~o

the American Arbl~ra~ior. Assoclation whose
decision will be blndlng upon both par~ies."

25. Both the Press and the ~rustees ac~ed ~r.rough-

ou~ ~he nego~latior. and exeCU~lon of ~he Publishlng Con~rac~

wi~~ou~ ~he advice of 'egal cou~sel.

25. ~his a=bitra~ion is the =irst that e~the=

party has brough~ under paragraph 1 of the Publishlng

Contract.

27. The Editorial Advisory Board was appoin~ed by

the par~ies pursuant to the Publishing Con~rac~ and held its

first mee~ing on April 3, 1971. The pr~nclpal subject at

tha~ mee~ing was the appoin~men~ of an editor for the Eins-cein

Papers.

28. The Edi-corial Advisory Soard a-c ~ha-c mee~lng

recommended one of its own members, Professor Martin J. Klein,
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an historian of science at Yale Universi~y, as the first

choice for editor. The ~rus~ees and the Press agreed ~hat

Pro~essor Klein was the lead~ng candidate, and he rema~~ed

so un~il he declined an of~er of the edi~orship early in

1973. Thereafter, the Press and the trus~ees, wi~h the

advice of members of the Editorial Advisory Board but without

consulting a formal meeting of the Board, considered several

addi~ional candidates, none of whom was appo~n~ed editor.

Although the Press and the ~rus~ees were able ~o identify

several candidates or poten~ial candidates with scholarly

qualifica~ions sa~isfac~ory ~o them in physics or mathema~ics

or ~he history of science, ~he chief dif=icul~y was finding

a scholar who was willing ~o move ~o Prince~on, ~he location

of the Eins~ein Archive, and devote wha~ was an~icipa~ed ~o

be subs~antially the remainder of his or her scholarly

career ~o the editing of the Eins~ein Papers.

29. In the fall of 1975, the trustees and the

Press appoin~ed three members of the Edi~orial Advisory

Board, Professors Arthur Wigh~man, Pe~er Bergmalli~ and Martin

Klein, as a commit~ee to assist them in identifying candi

dates to serve as editor of the Einstein Papers. This

search committee submitted its final report to the Press and

the trustees on June 16, 1976. Prior there~o, Dr. Na~han

and Mr. Bailey interviewed ~hree persons identified by ~hat

committee as principal candidates: Professor Allen Janis, a

physicist, Professor Russell McCormmach, an historian of
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science, and ?rofessor John Stachel, a phys1cist. Mr.

Bai ey and Dr. Nathan ag~eed L~ac wr. Scachel was ~he best

of ~hese ch~ee :o~ ~he j b.

se eCcion of Dr. S~ache were h1S w~ l1ngness to move ~o

Princecon to undercake the ed1c~ng 0: ~he ~~nscein Papers,

and the fact that he could do so beginning in January 0:
19 7, when he was scheduled to begin an 18 monch _eave from

his pose as professor ac Boscon Universi~y.

30. The crustees and the ?ress arranged fo~ Dr.

Scachel cO meec with members of the Editorial Advisory Board

in Princecon in June of 1976 and so ~c~ced the comments of

the 30ard on che seleccion 0: Dr. Stachel, witho~c consulcing

a formal meeting of che Boa~d. ~hose members of the Boa~d

who conveyed their views to the cruscees and che Press

suppo~ced the ch01ce 0: Dr. Scachel as edicor.

31. 30th in a prellrnlnary d=af~ and in their =inal

report, subm~~~ed a=ter the trustees and the Press had

decided to of:e~ the pose of edito~ cO Dr. Stachel, che

search comm~tcee suggesced alternacive ways cO organize

the edicorial scaff for the ~inscein ?apers, includ~ng (a)

one edicor-in-ch1ef, (b) multiple independenc ed~cors for

di::erent categories of documencs, and (c) a board 0: co

equal edicors. In its :inal reporc che comm~~cee concluded

thac "~ sacisfactorv choice [0: "a~~angements among edi~orial

personnel"] would very likely deoend on che oersons involved

and ought to be made 2Y the Truscees and the Press 2£lY
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candida~es" (emphasis or':'ginal). However, ~~roughou~ che:r

for ~he ~ins~e~n Papers, bo~h ~~e ~rus~ees and ~he Press

sought to appoin~ one person as editor in overa:: cha~ge of

the Eins~ein Papers proJec~, althougr- both ~he ~rus~ees and

the Press recognized the necessity for ~ha~ edi~or to have

associa~e anc assis~an~ editors (and o~her s~aff) ~o ass~s~

h~m or her.

32. The ~rustees and ~he Press o~fered the pos~ 0=
edi~or of the E~ns~eir. Papers to Dr. S~achel on or abou~

June 9, 1976, and Dr. S~achel acce?~ed ~he offe~ on or about

June 22, 1976. They all antic:pa~ed ~ha~ Dr. S~ache_ and

the trustees and the Press would en~er a writte~ contract.

33. Some~~me in June Mr. Bailey and ~he Press

furnished ~o Dr. S~achel a copy of ~~e ?~blishing Con~~act

and a draft of a le~ter of agreernen~ appo~n~ing Dr. Stache

as editor of the Papers. By e~~er da~ed June 24, Dr.

S~achel sta~ed tha~ he was "willing to accep~ appointmer.~ as

Editor of ~he Papers of Albe~~ Eins~ein, subJec~ ~o working

out the de~ails of such appointment." In tha~ le';~er Dr.

Stachel cornmen~ed on several of the provlsions of the draf~

le~~er of appoln~men~. Thereafter, on July 2, 1976, Mr.

Ba~ley sen~ D~. S~achel a draf~ of ~he etter agreemen~

revised to reflect Dr. Stachel's June 24 cornmen~s, and Dr.

Nathan, Mr. Bailey and Dr. Stachel met on July 13, 1976 in
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Prince~on to discuss L~e july 2nd dra=t e~~er ag~eemen~1

among othe~ matters.

aga~n by ~r. Bailey in :ig~~ c: ~he :~ly :J~~ m~e~:~g. anc

he sene chis 1ecter (che "July 13th Dra!t Agreemenc") co Dr.

Nathan and Dr. Stachei shor~ly thereafcer.

34. The July 13ch Draft Agreemenc was ne er execu

ted by any of the parcies chereco. Dr. Stachel began co

work as edicor on J~,ua~y 14, 197 wichou~ ha·~ng execuced a

wri~ten co~tract. About tha~ ~lrne ~e ~rustees were ~=epar-

ing some !u~~~e~ rev~sions to ~he Ju y 13th Drafc Agreement.

On March 7 and 8, 197 , Dr. Scache: and M~. Bailey exc~anged

let~ers under which chey a~reed, a~ leas~ becween che Press

and Dr. Stachel, to be bound by the July 13ch Draf~ Agreemen~

until a def~nitive aq~eemen~ cou·d be drafced and exec~ced.

While the t=ustees were not parties to this exchange 0:

leccers, ~~ey were g~ven nocice o! che le~ce~s, and ~here

after they i~ fact expected cha- -he rela~ions between the

~ruscees and the Press on one side and Dr. S~achel on che

ocher side would be governed by the July 13ch Dra!t Agreernen~.

35. Notwithstanding their common consenc to be

governed by the July 13th Draft Agreement, however, che

Press, the trustees and Dr. Stache_ a_l treaced the July

3th ura!~ Agreemen~ as subjec~ to negotiacion and change up

~~rough the m~dcle 0= Septembe~, 19 7, when e==orts to =each

a definitive agreemenc halced. Alchough the cruscees !rom
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May, 1977 onward (tha~ 1S, after ~he fi_1ng of ~he Na~10nal

Science Founda~ion gran~ app11ca~ion, see pa~agraph 36,

below) expressed co~cer~ tha~ no defi~~~lve agreemen~ had

been ~eached, and all pa~~~es recog~~zed cha~ -he1r arrar.ge-

men~ was not satis:ac~o~y. a_ pa=~ies pu=sled ~he~r common

goa of a defini ~ive cO..~rac~ 1n, at bes~, a desl:l ~ory

fashion. Only the trustees and Dr. S~achel sough~ legal

counsel, but both did so only af~er the p~oposed ag~eemen~

had been ~hrough several draf~s, and ne1~her asked counse_

no ~ime af~er July 3, 1976 and pr10~ to Sep~e~er 12, 197 ,

did ~he par~ies s~t down -oge~her, eveu wltho~~ legal counsel,

to a~tempt to hammer out thei= di=:erences.

36. Upon h1S arriva 1r. ?~1nce~on in January,

•1977, Dr. Stachel :ounc ~ha~ ~is first d~~y would be to

~ra=t a proposal ~c be submitted tc ~he Na~lonal Sc:ence

Founda~ion ("NSF") for funding for the E:1.nstein Papers

project; he had unders~ood ~ha~. under ~he July 13th Draft

Agreemen~, ~he trus~ees and the Press would be respons~ble

for obta1ning such funding.

submit~ed on May 16, 1977.

This proposa was f1.nally

On June 4, 1977 a panel of

scientists from NSF interviewed Mr. Bailey, Miss Dukas, Dr.

Stachel and perhaps others at Princeton regarding the appli-

ca-:.ion. By letter dated July 20, _977, the NSF adrninis~rator

responsib_e for ~e applica~ion repor~ed the pre iminary

response of NSF and the panel. The trustees, the P=ess and
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Dr. Scachel were all displeased and dismayed by che response,

which stated NSF would requlre ~hac the application be

resubmi~~ea, ~~cr- s~gni=icanc changes ~o~h as c che su~

s~antive plan 0= work and the arrangements for adm~nis~er~ng

che projec1:.

37. Beginning jus~ a=1:er che submission of 1:he NSF

app ica1:ion, Dr. Na1:han on behalf of L~e C~US1:ees began to

voice dissatisfact~on wlth D~. Stache_'5 performance as

edicor, ini1:ial y co Mr. 3ai ey and ~hen acer to Dr. Stacne

The intensiey of Dr. Nathan's reaceion increased after the

trus1:ees, the Press and Dr. Stachel received the July 20,

1977 le':1:er of COmmencs =rom 'S<.

38. The trus1:ees, Mr. Bailey of the Press ana Dr.

S1:achel met in Prince1:on on Sepeember 12ch co aisc~ss, among

ocher matcers, che response to be made 1:0 NSF and the

preparation 0= a new dra=~ de:~nit2ve agreement to replace

1:he July 13L~ Draft Agreement. Eowever, as of September

21st, these e=forts ha 1:ed, because chat day Dr. Nathan co d

Miss Dukas and Mr. Bailey ln Prlncecon chat he could noe

Slgn an employment agreemene des~gnating Dr. Stacne_, or any

other individual, as sole edi1:or. Instead, he said -hat the

Eins1:ein Papers should be edi1:ec by a panel of chree or more

co-equal edicors, one 0= whom might be Dr. Stachel. Dr.

Na~han a1: chat mee~ing and cherea=1:er (down to his 1:eS~lmony

in che present arbi1:ratlon) maintained chat he had changed

his mind regarding the edicorship of 1:he Eins1:ein Papers and
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that a panel of three or more co-equal editors was much

superior to any single editor. As to Dr. S~achel, Dr.

Nathan :ound he la::ked the requis2-:e "l:1teg:-:. ty " to ser-Je as

~he sole edi~or, but that he could serve as one of a panel.

39. Dr. Nathan con~ended. and con~inues to con

~end, that Dr. Stachel lacked ·in~egri~y'l because he had

failed to sign the July 13th Dra=t Agreement (o~ any of the

versions ~hereof developed a=ter July 13, 1975) up ~hrough

Sep~ernber 0= 19~7, that Dr. S~achel had failed to ive up to

the July 13~h Draft Agreement ln several respec~s, and that

Dr. S~achel had fa~led ~o heed D~. Na~han's advice properly

ln preparing the NSF proposal and fa~led ~o give Dr. Na~han

adequate opport~nity to revie~ the f:na: dr~ft of the pro

posal before submit~lng it ~o NS=. Th~ ~espec~s ~n ~~~ch

Dr. S~achel allegedly failed ~o Ilve uF ~o ~he uly 13th

Draft Aqreemen~ were ~ha~ (1) he had failed ~o supply a plan

of work to the' trustees and the Press as that Dra=t Agreement

calls for, (2) he had submi~ted a flve year budget to NSF

(attached to the proposal) WhlCh had neither been approved

nor seen by the trustees, contrary to the requ~rement of the

Draft Agreement that Dr. S~achel prepare an annual budget

for the approval of the Press and trustees, and (3) he had

given his two editorial assistants access to the original

documents in the Einstein Archive, con~rary to what Dr.

Nathan said were the express terms of the July 13th Draft

Agreement.
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40. Be~ween September, 1977, and ~ebruary 16,

978, the Press and the trus~ees a~tempted to resolve ~he~r

dispu~e wiL~ respect ~o ~he ed~torsh~? Dr. S~ache~ had

been appoin~ed and was func~ioning as ~he single edi~or bu~

no de=initive writ~e~ agreement had been reac~ed W1t~ respec~

to the terms of his employment. The Press took the pos~~~on

that there should be one edi~or and Dr. S~achel should be

~he one; the trustees, least D~. Na~har-, ~ook the posi-

~10n tha~ there sho~ld be three or more edi~ors, 0: which

Dr. S~achel could be one. The Press wantec to seek the

advice 0: the Editorial Advisory Soard or- ~hese issues; Dr.

Nathan, for the trus~ees, ~ook the pos~tion ~ha~ ~he Ed:torial

Advisory Board need not be cons~lted, s~nce the decis~on on

an edi~or was to be made by the Press and ~he ~rus~ees under

~he ~erms 0: the Publishing Con~rac~.

?ress were ~hus in a s~alema-e.

T~e ~=ustees and the

41. Toward ~he end of January, _978, the s~alema~e

to some exten~ was broken. The P~ess ag~eed to call a halt

to Dr. Stachel's performance of many of his dut1es, Dr.

Stachel could comple~e cer~ain computer indexing work he had

begun, which the Press be ieved would be los~ if no~ com-

ple~ed. The trustees agreed to ask ~he Editorial Advisory

Board to meet to advise the Press and the trustees on the

ma~n issue which divided them: whether there should be a

board of co-equal ed:tors or a single editor. The t~us~ees

also agreed to al ow Dr. Stachel to be called "editor pro
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tern" and to complete the computer indexing work he had

begun. Dr. Nathan made it clear throughout the nego~iations

of this agreemen~, executed as 0: :ebcuary 16, 1978 (the

"February 16 Letter Agreement"), that he was willing to

accept Dr. Stachel as one of ~he co-equal editors but no~ as

the sole editor. Mr. Bailey made it clear that he wished

Dr. Stachel to be the sole editor. (Nathan Note to the

Files, June 25, 1978, t::x. 110). Indeed, immediately fol

lowing the execution of the February 16 Letter Agreement,

Dr. Nathan continued to indicate to Mr. Bailey that the

trustees opposed the appointment of Dr. Stachel as single

editor but did not cite the February 16 Letter Agreement

itself as having decided ~hat issue. (Letter, Nathan to

Bailey, March 17, 1978, Ex. 36; letter, Nathan to Bailey,

June 17, 1978, Ex. 133.)

42. At its May 6, 1978 meeting, the Editorial

Advisory Board voted unanimously in favor 0: the existing

editorial structure, one editor, and against a board of

co-equal editors. The Board also voted unanimously that Dr.

Stachel should be retained as editor. Dr. Nathan had been

invited to attend the meeting but declined to do so, because

Dr. Stachel, while he had agreed not to attend the mee~ing

at Dr. Nathan's request, had made himself available to meet

individually with the members of the Board, if they wished.

Dr. Nathan desired the Board to discuss only the choice

between a board and a single editor and not Dr. Stachel's
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to develop between himself and Dr. S~achel and Mr. Bailey

before the Board. Dr. Nathan die se~d a letter discussing

his reasons for believing an edi~orial board should be

established, which was read and carefully considered by the

meeting. Miss Dukas did attend and did participate in the

Board meeting.

43. Dr. Nathan did not accep~ the adv~ce of ~he

Editorial Advisory Board as represented in its actions a~

the May 6 meeting.

V. CONCLUSIONS Of FACT ~ID LAW

44. A court sitting in New York and hearing this

dispute would follow New York's choice of law rules, see

Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Electric Manufacturing Co., Inc., 313

U.S. 487 (1941). A New York court, applying those rules,

would apply the local law of New Jersey to decide the sub

stantive legal questions regarding performance of the 1971

Publishing Contract. Index Fund, Inc. v. Insurance Co. of

North ~~erica, 580 F.2d 1158, 1162 (2d Cir. 1978), cert.

denied, 440 U.S. 912 (1979); Intercontinen~al ?lanning, Ltd.

v. Daystrom, Inc., 24 N.Y.2d 372,382, 248 N.E.2d 576, 300

N.Y.S.2d 817, 825-26 (1969); Auten v. Auten, 308 N.Y. 155,

124 N.E.2d 99 (1954). Similarly, a New York or New Jersey

court, when asked to enforce an arbitrator's award, would

23

follow the law of its own s~ate. 1.5. JoseDh Co. v. Toufic
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Ar~s & fils, 54 A.D.2d 665, 388 N.Y.S.2d 1 (:s~ Dep't 1976);

Sono~one Corn. v. Haves, ~ N.J. Super. 326, 67 A.2d 184, 185

(App. Div. '9 AO )- ~~ ; see general y Res~a~ement (Seco~d) 0: Co~=l~c~

0: Laws § 220 (1971). However, under ~he law 0: ei~her

state, an arbitrator need no~ follow the law of the state in

which he or she sits, bu~ is charged with the du~y of reaching

an e~itable resul~. SCM CorD. v. fisher Park Lane Co., 40

N.Y.2d 788, 358 N.E.2d 1024, 390 N.Y.S.2d 398, 402 (1976);

Rais er Corn. v. New York C~~v Hous~ng Au~~o=i~(, 32 N.Y.2d

274, 298 N.E.2d 91, 95, 344 N.Y.S.2d 917 (1973); Ukrainian

Na~10nal Urban Renewal Corn. v. J. ~. Muscarella, .nc.,

151 N.J. Super. 386, 376 A.2d .299, 1303-06 (App. Div. 1977);

Collingswood Hosierv Mills v. American federa~10n of Hos1ery,

31 N.J. Super. 466, 107 A.2d 43, 45 (App. D1v. 1954). rne arbi-

tra~or will re:er, as appropriate, ~o "he decisions of both

New Jersey and New York cour~s, because ~he law in both

states, to che ex~en~ relevant to the issues decided here,

is substantia.ly ~he same. However, ~he arbi~ra~or here

specifically s~a~es ~ha~ he has decided this disp~te on ~he

equities.

45. The arbitration clause in paragraph 17 of the

Publishing Contract is extraordinarily broad; it does no~

even limit the parties' agreement to arbitrate to 1ssues

related to the Pub11shing Contract, al~hough a 1 the 1ssues

here presen~ed do relate ~o ~he Publishing Contract. New

Jersey decisions indica~e that such a broad arbitration
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clause would encompass the issues raised in ~hi5 dispute.

See, ~, Harsen v. Board of Education of West Milford, 132

N.J. Super 365, 333 A.2d 580, 585-85 ILaw Di~. 1975); W~l~lan

J. Burns International Detec~i.e AgencY, Inc. Y. New Jersey

Guards Union, 64 N.J. Super. 3o_, 165 A.2d 844, 848 lApp.

D1V. 1960). Moreover, by the stlpulation dated February 26,

1980, the parties further agreed to the a~bltration of a_l

the issues here presented. Before the arbitra~or, the

trustees have argued that certain issues are not arbi-rable,

as described above at paragraph 6Ivi), but ~he ~rus~ees have

submitted ~~e issue of the arbitrability of L~ese issues to

the arbitrator for decision, both by the February 26 stipu

la~ion and by their arguments here before ~he arbitrator.

Clearly, if the arbitrator decides that those issues are

arbitrable, contrary to the trustees' contention, then the

~rustees would be bound by ~hat decision, as both paragraph

17 of the Publishing Contract and the February 26 stipulation

recite. Thereafter the trustees would be bound by the

arbi~rator's decisions on those specific issues.

46. The arbi~rator has jurisdiction to decide all

the issues presented in this arbltratlon.

47. The Publishing Contract requires joint action

of the Press and trus~ees to appoint an editor; i~ a:so

requires joint action by the Press and trustees to terminate

the appointment of an editor once appointed.
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48. In June 19 6 ~he trus~ees and the Press

appointed Dr. S~achel as edi~or o~ ~he ~~ns~e~n Papers, and,

althoug~ the July 23 Jra:t Ag~eeme~t p=ovlced a mec~a~~sl

for the terrn~na~ion of th~s appoi~~~en~ a:te= an 16 mo~th

initial term (paragraph 5), -his appol~~men~ was no~, in

fac~ or in law, a probatlonary one.

49. From Sep~ember, 977, ~o the presen~ ~he main

~ssue between ~he ~rus~ees and the Press has no~ been Dr.

S~achel's appoin~men~ or conduc~ bu~ whether ~here should be

a multi-member board of co-equal ed~~ors or one edicor.

50. The d~spute over ~he co~~~nuation of Dr.

Stachel as sole editor only arose because Dr. Nathan uni

laterally declared, on Sep~ember 21, 1977, ~hat he believed

there had to be a board of chree or more co-equal edi~ors,

and tha~ he therefore would not sign a con~ract w~~h Dr.

S~ache_ for Dr. Stachel to serve as ~he sole edi~or, a 

~hough he would accep~ Dr. S~achel as o~e of the board

members. Dr. Na~han con~inued in this posi~ion a~ least

through the execu~ion of ~he February 15 Le~~er Agreemen~.

51. Under the law o~ New York and ~he law o~ New

Jersey, every contrac~ has the uns~a~ed requiremen~ tha~ ~~

be performed in good faith; e.g., Niagara Mohawk Power Core. v.

Graver Tank & Manufac~uring Co., 470 F.Supp. 1308, 1316

(N.D.N.Y. 1979); Palisades Properties, _nco V. Brune~~i,

44 N.J. 117, 207 A.2d 522, 531 (1965). The unilateral ac~ion

by Dr. Nathan in Sep~ember, 1977, which has led in the end to
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arbitrary and capricious. Dr. athan si~cerely believed

chat what he was d01ng was ~~ cne bes~ ~~~e~es~s 0: t~e

publica~ion 0= the comp:ete E~ns~ein ?apers. 3u~ wha~ he

effected was a breach of ~he Pub ~sh~ng Con~ract, and a

deliberate one. He kne~, and he has tes~if~ed, ~ha~ he

entered the Publishing Con~rac~ in 1971 in~ending ~ha~ there

be one edi~or. He kne~, and he has ~es-i=ied, ~ha~ he con

tinued to hole this b~:le= up ~~til some tlme in August,

1977. He kne~, and he has ~es~ified, that when he came to

believe in a board of co-equal edi~ors some ~ime in ~ugus~

of 19-7, he changed his mind on ~his issue. He knew, and ~e

has ~estified, ~ha~ he could have attemp~ed to amend ~he

Publ~shing Contract to provide fer a board of three or more

co-equal editors ins~ead 0= one, but he did no~ a~~emp~ ~o

do so. 3e did not discuss ame~ding ~he Pu~lis~lng Con~~act

wi~ Miss Dukas, h~s fellow ~rus~ee, or wi~~ Mr. Ba~ley, ~e

representative of ~he P~ess. I~s~ead, he announced tha~ Dr.

Scachel could not be the sole edi~or, but there had to be a~

leas~ ~wo more co-equa: edicors. The Press never agreed to

chis position of Dr. Nachan. It is not c ear from the

record when Miss Dukas came to agree with Dr. Nathan; in

September, 1977, clearly she did not agree.

52. The February 16 Letter Agreement must be

interpreted in light of all the evidence subm~tted, and in

light of the fact that it was only execu~ed because of Dr.
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Nathan's breach of the Pub11shing Con~ract. The first

sentence of the February 16 Le~ter Agreemen~, whic~ 0= a_l

the tex~ of tha~ Agreeme~t most c~ea~_y sta~es its p~~~ose,

is ambiguous at best.* The Febr~ary 16 Le~~er Agreemen~ d_d

not, in fact or in law, cancel Dr. S~achel's 1976 appoin~-

ment by the Press and trustees as edi~or of the Eins~ein

Papers. The February 16 Le~ter Agreemen~ merely ended the

exis~ing uncertain~y wi~h respec~ to Dr. Stachel's dU~1es

28

for ~e period fol owing that Agreement. 80~h ~e ~rus~ees

and the Press en~ered the February 16 Le~~er Agreement for

the purpose of ending the s~alemate under ~he 1971 Publish-

ing Contract with respect to ~he issue of the multi-member

board. Both anticipated that, once that issue was resolved,

Dr. Stachel could continue his ecitorial duties. The trus-

~ees expected that he could continue as one of three or more

edi~ors; ~e Press expec~ed that he could con~inue as ~he

sale editor. Each side expec~ed, or a~ eas~ hoped, to

persuade the other of w~e correctness of its views. Neither

expectation was realized. But this does not change the

fact that when on February 16, 1978 they agreed wi~h each

o~her and with Dr. Stachel that his employment as "editor"

* "This letter termina~es, as of July 14, 1978, all
presen~ arrangemen~s between us and cons~itu~es a new
agreement =or your work as Edi~or pro ~em of ~he Papers
0= Alber~ Eins~ein, ~aking ef=ect on Ju y 15, 1978, and
terminating on July 14, 1979."
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would "terminate" on July 14, 1978 and his subsequen-= employ-

ment as "editor pro tern" would "termina't.e" on July 4,

-=he Press and the -=rustees bc-=h expec-=ed Dr. Stacnel to

979,

continue to edit the Einstein Papers :or a fixed term, and

that Dr. S-=achel could, or would, cont~nue -=0 edit the

papers, alone or wi~h others, af~er the end of that -=erm.*

53. The =ebruary 16 Le~-=er Agreement, thus, did

se-=-=le one dispu-=e be~ween ~h= par~ies, bu~ i-= d~d no~

se~tle whether or not Dr. S~achel would con~inue to edi-= ~he

E~nstein Papers. Although from -=ime ~o ~ime ~hereafter the

Press and trustees have re':e:-red 'Co the prospective "appo int-

ment", "reappoin-=ment" or "con-=inuation" 0: Dr. Stachel as

edi-=or, the Press and the trustees never agreed, on February

16, 1978 or at any other time, in fac~ or in law, ~o cancel

Dr. Stachel's appointmen-= as editor of the Eins-=ein Papers.

54. Having breached his du-=y ~o the Press ~o

perform the 1971 Publish~ng Contrac-= in good fai-=h, Dr.

Nathan has extended ~hat breach ~o the present time.

A 1 0: his acts since Sep~ember, 1977, -=0 induce the Press

* Whether his ti~le was "editor" or "editor oro tern" or
"editor-in-chief," Dr. S-=achel performed s~s-=antial
duties, all of which, as a ma-=-=er of fact, were appro
priate for an editor. The -=rustees' con-=en-=ion tha-=
his duties as 'leditor pro tem'l were not suf~icient y
dignified is unfounded. In an age when nearly every
scholarly projec-= requires the assis-=ance of compu~ers,

supervising the prepara~ion of a compu~er index of
documents in the Archive is the job of an edi~or.
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~o accede ~o his posi~ion have been con~inua~ions of ~ha~

breach. Sis a-temp~s to term~~aLe the Pub~~s~i~g Con~~ac~

and ~o co~s~rUE the Februa~y 6 ~e~~er Ag=eemen~ as a ~e=-

m~na~~on of ~e Publishing Con~rac~ have mere y con~inued

~he or~gina breach. The Pub_ish~ng Con~ract remains in

effec~ and has no~ been cancelled.

55. Damages would no~ be an adequate remedy ~or

breach of ~e ?ublishing Cor-tract, as the ~rus~ees, i= not

~he Press, have conceded on the record.

56. The arb~~rator need no~ dec~de whether ~here

should be a board o~ three or more co-equal edi~ors for ~he

Einstein Papers. It ~s clear on ~is record tha~ ~he ?ub-

lish~ng Con~ract provides that ~ere be one editor (wi~h

associate and assistant editors, to be sure), ~hat the

par~ies in~ended ~hat ~o be their agreemen~, ~ha~ ~he par-

ties have never amended ~e ?uC~~shlng Con~ract, tha~ the

par~ies have never agreed on any board of co-equa edi-ors,

and ~hat the Edi~orial Advisory Board, in May, 1978, endorsed

the single editorship cal ed for by the ?ubl~shing Con~rac~.

57. Simi arly, ~he arbi~ra~or need no~ decide

whe~er Dr. S~achel ~s qualified to be edi~or of ~e Eins~ein

Papers.* He is the only person who has ever been appoin~ed

* However, ~here is ample ev~cence in ~his record ~a~

Dr. Stachel is qualified ~o be editor of ~he Eins~ein

Papers.
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as editor by che Press and truscees, and his appoincmenc has

never been cancelled, in fact or in law, by both Press and

"t:-ustees. ~e ?ress and cruscees have had a ong d~3pu~e

over whether there shou d be other editors co-equal to Dr.

Scachel and over what he shou"c do in ehe incerim, while

chey decide cheir primary dispuee. That dispuce, over a

board or a single edieor, is here fina_ly resolved, as in

dicaeed in paragraph 56, above.

58. The ar~itracor cone udes chac the a leged

breaches by Dr. Scachel c: the July 13 Draft Agreemen~ and

the other specific acts and omissions enumerated ir- para

graph 39, above, wh~ch allegedly demcnserate Dr. Scache 's

lack of "integri~y," while cereainly of great imporcance to

Dr. Nathan, are noe maceria , ir- face or ir. law, and in no

way justify any aeeempt to term~nate the Publishing Coneract

or to cancel Dr. Stachel's appo~~tmene as editor.

59. The ar~itraeor concludes chat the alleged

breaches by the Press 0: the Publishing Contrace, as staeed

at pages 49-52 0: the trustees' Jane 9, 1980 submission,

wh~le certainly of great importance to Dr. Nathan, are not

material, in fact or in law, and in no way juse1fy any

actempt to terminaee the Publ~sh1ng Contract.

60. The contention of the trustees chac che

Publishing Contract estab_ishes a joint venture under che

law of New Jersey (or, for chac maceer, under the law of New
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York) is unpersuasive. A plain reading of the Publishing

Contract indicates, inter alia, that che parties do not

in~end ~o share ~he pro:lts, i: any, f~om ~he publ:shed

papers, nor do they agree to share the losses.

Wittner v. Metzger, 72 N.J. Super. 438, 178 A.2d 671

(1963). The Publishing Contract clearly provides that the

?ress will underwrite the expenses 0= the prcject and pay

the trustees st~pulated royalties from the proceeds of the

publication and distribut~on of the Eir.stein ?apers. C=.

Steinbeck v. Gerosa, 4 N.Y.2d 302, 151 N.E.2d 170, 175

N.Y.S.2d 1, appeal dismissed. 358 U.S. 39 (1958). The

Publishing Contract neither estaclishes, ncr suggests that

the parties have established, a joint ven~ure as a creature

of law.

61. The trustees also argue, albeit not very

strenuously, that the doctrine of impossibi1~ty or frustra

tion of performance applies ~n this case, thereby requiring

that the Publishing Contract be rescinded by the arbitrator.

More specifically, the trustees appear to con~end that

because there are already disagreements, which would allegedly

only be exacerbated should the arbitrator direct "reinstatement"

of Dr. Stachel, it follows that the intentions of the parties

would be frustrated, requiring resc~ssion. The New Jersey

authorities cited by the trustees for this argument do not

support it. New Jersey, as do most jurisdictions, adheres to

the rule of law that difficulty of performance is ordinarily
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no excuse for failure ~o per=orm a con~rac~. A. ~eet Leasi~g

CorD. v. Kingshead Corp., 150 N.J. Super. 384, 3 5 A.2d

1208, :2_4 (App. D1v. _977); Adams v. Cer.~=al Jersev ?o~e=

& S1ght Co., 36 N.J. Super. 53, 70, ll~ A.2d 776 (La~ Div.

1955), aff'd, 21 N.J. 8, 120 A.2c 737 (1956); Edwards v.

Leopoldi, 20 N.J. Super. 43, 89 A.2d 264 (App. Div.), cer~.

denied, 10 N.J. 347, 91 A.2d 671 (_952); see generallY 18

S. W~'liston, Law 0= Co~~rac~s §_932 (3d ed. 19 8). New Jersey

cour~s do ~ot al ow a de=ense 0: =~s~raticn un ess it can

be shown ~at the desired object of ~o~h par~:es has become

impossible to attain or has ceased tc ~e desirable to ei~her;

~, Edwards v. LeoDoldi, 20 N.J. Super. 43, 89 A.2d a~

270-71. Here, if the 2rbi~rator were to direc~ the I'resin-

s~atemen~" of Dr. Stachel, only the ~rus~ees would compla~n.

Dr. S~achel's "re~ns~a~emen~" would, ir. fac~, effectua~e the

con~ract as written, since he is the edi~or whom ~he Press

and the ~rus~ees have jointly appoin~ed.

62. The Press in its fina submissions has reques~ed

tha~ the arbitrator rule that he will cont1nue to be available

under paragraph 17 of the Publishing Contract to resolve any

fu~ure disputes under tha~ agreement. The arbitrator declines

to gran~ this request for the reason, among others, that

paragraph 17 by its terms c early requires tha~ the par~ies

-ur~ to the American Arbi~ration Association =or the appoin~

ment of an arbi~rator. The arbi~=a~or doub~s whether he has

the power to designa~e himself as a "continuing" arbitrator
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desire to resort to arbitration, and if, further, the American

A=bitra~ion Association and ~he partles or ~heir counsel

request the undersigned to act in such a role, he will

consider such a request under the circumstances then and

there obtaining.

63. Hereafter the parties are in the same position

they occupied prior to Dr. Nathan's unilateral announcement

on September 21, 1977. The remaining issue, then, for the

Press and the trustees to resolve ~ith respect to Dr. Stachel

is not whether he should be editor, but what should be the

terms of the defin~tive contract the Press and the trustees

were attempting to draft with Dr. Stachel prior to September

21, 1977.*

64. In sum, the claimant, the Press, has demon-

strated that Dr. Nathan has acted in objective bad faith in

* Dr. Stachel is not formally a party ~o this arbitration.
If he were and if he were claiming he had been prevented
from carrying out his editorial duties by the action of
the Press and trustees, there is no doubt that an
arbitrator could order the Press and trustees to permit
him to continue. Cf. Staklinski v. Pyramid Elec. Co.,
6 N.Y.2d 159, 160 N.E.2d 78, 188 N.Y.S.2d 541 (1959).
When law or equity so requires, courts have been willing
to invade even the sacred region of academic tenure to
secure for an individual a position to which he or she
is entitled. ~,Kunda v. Muhlenberg College, 22
Emol. Prac. Dec. ~30,674 at 14,569-70, 22 FEP Cases 62
(3d Cir. 1980); American Ass'n of University Professors
v. Bloomfield College, 129 N.J. Super. 249, 322 A.2d
846, 858-59 (Ch. Div. 1974) aff'd, 136 N.J. Super. 442,
346 A.2d 615 (App. Div. 1975).
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refusing to perform the Publishing Con~ract and a~tempting

to termina~e it. The responden~s, the trus~ees, have not

demons~ra~ed ~ha~ ~he February 16 Se~~e~ Agreemen~ e~ded a

dispu~e be~ween the Press and the ~rus~ees w1~h respec~ ~o

Dr. Stachel's appointmen~ as editor. As Dr. Stachel's

appointment has never been cance led, there is no need ~o

"reform" the Publishing Cont:ract to allow only one pa~t:y to

appoint: an editor. The ~wo part1es have appcint:ed Dr.

Stachel.

65. Since ~he two par~ies are in ~he position

~~ey occupied before this dispu~e began, they have ~he

obligation, with all deliberat:e speed. ~o nego~iate a con

tract with Dr. Stachel. The par~ies are hereby directed to

negotiate, execute, deliver and pe~forrn a contract fixing

the terms and cond_~10ns 0= Dr. S~achel's emp oyment: as

editor-in-chief, or sole edi~or, of the Eins~ein Papers.

The arbitra~or hea~tily recommends that ~he parties do so

with the advice of, and th~ough, legal counse_. The pa~t:ies

are also d~rec~ed, once that contrac~ has been execu~ed and

delivered, to do nothing which would hinder, obstruc~ or

prevent the performance of that contrac~ by Dr. St:achel.

The par~ies are rem1nded tha~ their righ~s are de~ermined by

the Publishing Cont:ract, and tha~ the arbit~ator has found

that the Publishing Contract does not create a join~ vent:ure.

Nei~her party has license, under the PUblishi~g Contract, to

intervene in or direct the performance of ed1toria du~ies

by the edi~orial staff, whoever may comprise that staff.
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claiman~, ?rince~on University Press. Pursua~~ ~o Sec~ion

50 of ~he Comme~clal Arbi~ra~lO~ Ra:es 0: ~r.e fu~e=~can

Arbi~ratlon Associa~ion, al_ expenses 0: ~his arbi~ra~lon,

othe= than the expenses of ~he ~=us~ees' ~l~nesses and the

cos~ of the s~enographic record, shall be assessed agains~

Prince~on Unive~si~y Press.

Da~ed: New York, New <ork
July 18, ~980
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JOHN STACHEL
c/o INSTITUTE fOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. NEW .JEIlSEY 08540

(609) 924-<!400, EXT. 22)

12 August 1980

Dr. Harry Woolf
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry:

This is a belated thanks for your note of July 17; I just
returned from a month abroad to find a pile of mail. In the meantime,
as you know, the arbitrator has reached a decision 100% favorable to
the Press. The Estate is challenging the decision--a sad but not
unexpected development, which will delay things a bit more.

I hope you and Pat are having a good summer.

With best wishes,

Yours,

John Stache1

JS/ac
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.ruly 17. 1980

Dr. John J. Stachel
Einst..in Papers
lnatituee for Advance"1 Studv

Dear John:

A belated but not the less sincere note
to thank you for the copy of the Guide to the
Duplicate Einstein Archive.

I am pleased to have it. and I recognize
what an enormous unt of "WOrk it represents.

Sincerely yours.

Barry Woolf
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL 609-452-4900)

Pruid~nt. HAROLD W. Me GItAW, JIL Trustees, CYK.IL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER BONN'ER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DAIlNTON, ALFIl£D C. FISCHER, ROBaT c. GILPIN,

ALVIN B. K.El.NAN, AAJlON LEMONICK. IUCAJU>O A. M.ESTJ.ES, JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHA~ SClUBNE.R, AIlTHUI. H. THOIlNUtLL, JR., THOMAS H. WllIGRT

~Iay 6, 1980

for

j

'1'\ -AP,U.Aiu .l </ ,J, f ~
Jdt' " 3'~u t If:

;trJ I '1; ()C'
It was good to ta~k to you on the telephone about your letter ~'

of May 2. You are correct that, under our contract with the {0
Estate dated February 22, 1971, and with the approval of the arbi-
trator (assuming we win), we want to arrange for the Institute and ~
the Editorial Advisory Board to take scholarly responsibility for
the Einstein project. We are hopeful that the arbitrator will give
us an order that will enable us to work things out along this line.
John Stachel would be reappointed to the position of Editor-in-Chief
and would be responsible in a scholarly sense to the Institute and
the Editorial Advisory Board. As you know, the Estate has asked
for the 1971 contract to be canceled, but we are hoping that the
arbitrator will reaffirm it in such a way that we can go ahead
under that contract free from unreasonable interference by the
Estate. In other words, on the 1971 contract we want to build a
stable edifice that includes a role for the Estate and the Editorial
Advisory Board as the responsible authorities in a scholarly sense.
This will take some working out, but as you suggest in your letter,
I am confident that it can be done once our dispute with the Estate
is settled favorably. The last day of hearings (I hope!) is
scheduled for next Friday, May 9, and I think it is reasonable to
expect a decision by the end of June. I shall certainly let you
know as soon as I hear anything.

Dear Harry,

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director, The Institute

Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Meanwhile thanks for your continuing interest.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Iba

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINCf,N SERIES
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y 2, 1980

rr. Harbert S. Bailey
Director
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dear Herb:

I have been looking over the three pages. dated April 28, 1980,
that you sent to us concerning the po sible arrangements between the
Institute and the Press vith regard to the Einste:1n Papers. Of course,
I am anrlous to see th" project go well and as rapidly aa is commensurate
vith quality. With equal ferver and concern, I am a deep believer in
good contracts. Th:1s brings me to focus upon the sentence in which you
refer to the Institute and responsibility for housing the project, assist
ing in fund-raising, and providing for scholarly oversight. These are
things we have tslked about and for the sake of good underatanding let
me share vith you my v:1ew of these items. I have always believed that
the scholarly responsibility should fall under the aeg:1s of the Editorial
Adv:1aory Board and the Institute for Advanced Study. I believe this is
what you meant by a .. recogn:1zed scholarly institution." The Institute
then, through the Ed:1torial Advisory Board, could prov:1de for the
appropriate reviews of the manuscript of each volume. Additionally, I
believe the quality of the Editor and the Associate Editors should be
th" responsibil:1ty of the Editorial Adv:1sory Board and the Institute.
Item 7 on page 2 divides that responsibil:1ty into two catagories for one
of which the Institute and the Board are disqualified, to vit, the appoint
ment of the Senior Editor and the overseeing of hia task. The Board and
the Institute are given that role vith regard to Associate Editors and
other staff in the project. Th:is seems to me to create a cond:1tion for
continuous difficulty. Going back to paragraph 2 on the first page, I
am really saying that the power of scholarly responsibility should be
genuinely given to the Board and the Institute snd not partially or with
binding restrictions that prevent scholarly judgment from functioning
effectively.

I be1:1eve we can reach such an understanding rapidly for it is
implicit in all we have said to each ether and needs now only to be made
explicit in the language of texts and contrscts.

Cordially yours,

Harry lioolf
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April 28, 1980

If the Arbitrator decides in favor of Princeton University Press, as

we hope, there must be a workable way to continue the project in spite of

the aftermath of feelings engendered by the dispute.

gestions,

We offer some sug
<If ....., f

1. The February 22, 1971, contract (the basic contract) should of

course be held intact, and both parties should abide by it, both in letter

and in spiri t.

2. Under the basic contract, a further agreement should be made

between the Press and the Institute for Advanced Study, with the Press in

its capacity as Administrator. The Estate should cosign the agreement as

an indication of its approval. The Institute should then assume responsi-

bilities to house the project, to assist in fund-raising, and to provide

for scholarly oversight. For this purpose the Editorial Advisory Board

should be asked to advise the Institute as well as the Press and the

Estate. This arrangement would place the scholarly responsibility away

from the Press and the Estate, in the hands of a recognized scholarly

institution. It should relieve the Estate's concern about Professor

Stachel's or the Press I s "integrity." The Institute should be asked to

provide for appropriate reviews of the manuscript of each volume of the

Einstein Papers as it is completed. The Institute has expressed a

willingness to assume such responsibilities. This possibility was being

explored when it was interrupted by the dispute.

3. A long-term contract (the editor contract), very like the pro-

posed contract of February 10, 1977, should be made with Professor

Stachel by the Press and the Estate jointly. A few changes will be
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necessary as suggested by Professor Stachel's lawyer.

4. It should be the responsibility of the Press, with the help of

the Institute, to offer a suitable arrangement to Professor Stachel so that

he can hold a tenured position while working as editor-in-chief of the

Einstein Papers. This is essential to protect his editorial independence

and also his financial future. This could be a long-term leave from Boston

University, a professorship at Princeton, or some other arrangement.

5. The Press and the Institute should assume primary responsibility

for fund raising. Help in this regard from the Estate would be gratefully

accepted, but the Estate has supplied the Archive, and it should not be

expected to bear financial responsibility. No Einstein papers should be

sold to provide funds for the project.

6. It should be understood that an important function of the editor

in-chief will be to collect documents related to Einstein, including docu

ments that may later be declared by the Estate to be private and unpublish

able. Private documents need not be placed in the archive that is open to

scholars generally. It is known that a number of documents exist (besides

those of Elizabeth Reboz Einstein) that should be obtained for the archive.

One cannot know what is in these documents until they are obtained. Pro

fessor Stachel's testimony on this subject is, we think, convincing.

7. Under the agreement between the Press and the Institute it should

be the responsibility of the Institute, with the advice of Professor

Stachel and with the consent of the Estate and the Press, to appoint

associate editors and other staff of the project. Neither the Estate nor

the Press should unreasonably withhold consent for such appointments.
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We ask the Arbitrator to decide both issues under arbitration in

favor of the Press. We ask that the decision incorporate a set of state

ments, such as the above, that will enable the project to go forward. We

ask that the Arbitrator retain jurisdiction to prevent any effort by the

Estate to frustrate the intent of the decision.
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I· THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

May 14, 1980

Memorandum

To:

From:

Subject:

Harry Woolf

John Hunt ~

Conversation with Herb Bailey

Herb called today to say that he and his lawyer are
cautiously optimistic about PUP's chances of winning its case
against the Estate. He also pointed out that the agreement
with the NSF calls for one duplicate copy of the contents
of the archive to be placed under lock and seal until the project
can get started again. Otto Nathan has apparently insisted that
this sealed copy be located at the Princeton University Library.
Therefore, the Press will be removing the duplicate copy tomorrow
and placing it in the University Library, where special precautions
will be taken for its safekeeping. An additional copy is already
at the Library where it is available for use by the scholarly
community. Meantime, Herb has raised the question with Otto
Nathan of preparing a certain number of copies of the computer
index and guide. One of these would go to the archives here,
two others would become part of the two copies located at the
Princeton University Library, and a dozen others would be placed
on file at appropriate university libraries for use by interested
scholars.

If there is anything in all this which bothers you, you
should contact Herb first thing Thursday morning.

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452·4900)

Pusidnrt, KAJ.OLD w. Me GaAW. rl.. Trustees, CYlUI. E. BUCK, JOHN TYLD. BONNEJl,

WILLIAM G. BOW!..N. ROBUT C. DAaNTON. ALFllED G. FiSCHER, ROBUT G. ClLPlN.

ALVIN B. KllNAN. AAJlON LEMONtCK, I.ICAJU)O A. MESTJ.E.S, JOHN F. PE.CKHAM.

CHA.J.LU SCUBNU., Al.THta fL THoaNllIL.L, JL. THOMAS H. W1ICHT

May 6, 1980

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director, The Institute for

Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

It was good to talk to you on the telephone about your letter
of May 2. You are correct that, under our contract with the
Estate dated February 22, 1971, and with the approval of the arbi
trator (assuming we win), we want to arrange for the Institute and
the Editorial Advisory Board to take scholarly responsibility for
the Einstein project. We are hopeful that the arbitrator will give
us an order that will enable us to work things out along this line.
John Stachel would be reappointed to the position of Editor-in-Chief
and would be responsible in a scholarly sense to the Institute and
the Editorial Advisory Board. As you know, the Estate has asked
for the 1971 contract to be canceled, but we are hoping that the
arbitrator will reaffirm it in such a way that we can go ahead
under that contract free from unreasonable interference by the
Estate. In other words, on the 1971 contract we want to build a
stable edifice that includes a role for the Estate and the Editorial
Advisory "Board as the responsible authorities in a scholarly sense.
This will take some working out, but as you suggest in your letter,
I am confident that it can be done once our dispute with the Estate
is settled favorably. The last day of hearings (I hope!) is
scheduled for next Friday, May 9, and I think it is reasonable to
expect a decision by the end of June. I shall certainly let you
know as soon as I hear anything.

Meanwhile thanks for your continuing interest.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Iba

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLISGEN SERIES
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Prujd~tf flAll.OLD w. Me GUW. Jll.. Truste~!, CYlUL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER SONNEJ..

WIllIAM G. BOWEN', ROBUT C. DAJlNTON. ALFB.ED G. PISCHEl., ROBERT G. GILPIN,

ALVIN B. KERNAN, AARON L.E:."f.ON'ICK., RlCAJ.DO A. MESTllES, JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CH.U.LES SCIlIBNEa., A.J.THU1l H. THO"NH~ JR., THOMAS H. WJUGHT

TO:

FROM:

The Editorial Advisory Board of
the Einstein Papers

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: March 20, 1980

COPIES: Dr. Otto Nathan
Miss Helen Dukas
Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Professor John Stachel

SUBJECT: Duplicates of the Einstein Archive

As part of his preliminary work on the Einstein Papers, Professor
Stachel prepared a complete duplicate of the original Einstein Archive,
carefully conformed to the originals (Duplicate No.1). By agreement
between the Einstein Estate and Princeton University Press, with sup
port from the National Science Foundation, a second duplicate (Dupli
cate No.2) has been prepared and deposited in the Princeton University
Library. It will shortly be open to scholars.

Professor Stachel has also prepared a computer-based control
index to the Archive, now virtually completed. He has also prepared a
draft of a Guide, a copy of which is enclosed. The Guide, as you will
see, gives a brief history of the project and provides information so
that scholars can use the control index and the Duplicate Archive. A
copy of a printout of the control index and of the Guide will be placed
with the second duplicate in the Princeton University Library.

My purpose now is to inform you of the situation and also to send
the enclosed draft of the Guide. Professor Stachel would like very
much to have your comments and suggestions with respect to the Guide
before putting it in its final form. Please write directly to Professor
Stachel at the Institute for Advanced Study with any suggestions you may
have.

We continue to be grateful for your interest and help.

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGEN SERIES
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DRAFT - NOT FOR QUOTATION

GUIDE TO THE

DUPLICATE EINSTEIN ARCHIVE AND CONTROL INDEX

by John Stachel

Introduction

Before describing the duplicate Archive and the Index to it, I shall

give a brief account of earlier work on the Einstein Archive, and of my

work on editing of the Einstein papers, which resulted in the production

of the duplicate Archive and Index. This provides an opportunity to

acknowledge the contributions made by many others; and to give some idea

of the difficulties under which this Index and Guide were completed, in

the hope that this information will incline the user to be more charitable

in evaluating any faults that he or she may find.

- 1 -
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The Einstein Archive is housed at the Institute for Advanced Study. At

the center of work on the Archive has always been--and hopefully will

remain for a long time--Miss Helen Dukas. Starting in 1928 as Prof.

Einstein's secretary, she remained with him until his death, and was

personally involved in the preparation and handling of most of the

documents in the Archive after that date. Her excellent memory constitutes

the single most important resource of the Archive; her amiable and helpful

manner provide one of the great pleasures of working with it.

After Prof. Einstein's death, as one of the two Trustees of his Estate

(the other is Dr. Otto Nathan), she set about the enormous task of annotating,

cataloguing, copying and making available to the scholarly community the vast

riches of the Einstein Nachlass.

Among those who contributed to these efforts over the intervening years

one name stands out: that of Prof. Gerald Holton of Harvard University.

Over the years since Einstein's death, but especially during the decade of

the 60's, he played a crucial role in the task of ordering, cataloguing,

abstracting, and microfilming a major portion of the documents in the

Archive, as well as searching for additional documents. I hope that some

day he will tell this story himself, but I must here record at least his

successful efforts to secure funding, twice from the Rockefeller Foundation

and later from the Sources for the History of Quantum Mechanics Project

of the American Institute for Physics, to support various aspects of the

work of the Archive. Prof. John Wheeler, then at the Princeton Physics
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Department, encouraged and supported these efforts from the start. His

interest to make the Einstein papers available to the scholarly community

has continued down to the present. He not only helped find funding, but

also candidates from Princeton graduate students for work on the cataloguing

and description of a large part of the collection under the supervision of

Miss Dukas and Prof. Holton. Among the products of these efforts were a

catalogue of a large part of the scientific correspondence and manuscripts,

with a brief description of each item; and an eight-reel microfilm of a

portion of the collection. Prof. Martin Klein of Yale later prepared a

chronological copy of this catalogue.

In 1971, the Estate of Albert Einstein and the Princeton University

Press reached an agreement to publish the Complete Writings of Albert

Einstein. Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr .. the Director of the Press, had long

wanted such an edition as a fitting continuation of Einstein's association

with Princeton during the last two decades of his life. His enthusiasm for

and devotion to this project have served to move it forward over the decade

since and keep it alive through many difficult moments.

A complete microfilm of the Archive was made under the auspices of

the Trustees of the Estate, with the cooperation of the Institute for

Advanced Study and the Princeton University Library. The work was carried

out by the Princeton Microfilm Corporation at the Institute for Advanced

Study under the supervision of Miss Dukas, and resulted in 61 reels of

microfilm.

Three copies of the microfilm were made: one was deposited in the
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Firestone Library of Princeton University; one in the Library of the

Institute for Advanced Study; and one was reserved for the Editor of

the Einstein Papers.

The Estate and the Press secured a planning grant from the Division

of History and Philosophy of Science of the National Science Foundation

to enable work to begin on the planning of a complete edition of the

writings of Albert Einstein. Work since then has been financed by

this grant and its various renewals, from contributions provided by the

Estate and the Press, and by a grant from the Sloan Foundation.

I started work on the Project in January 1977. Office space and

all its other facilities were made available by the Institute for Advanced

Study. I should like to acknowledge warmly the hospitality and help

provided by the Institute and its Director, Dr. Harry Woolf, during the

three years I have worked here. It became clear that a duplicate of the

Archive would have to be made, in order to respect the legitimate desire

of the Estate that the original documents be handled as little as necessary

in the course of the editorial work. It was decided to make a copyflo from

the microfilm negative, and then to conform each page of the copyflo to

the corresponding page (or pages) of the original document, noting any

peculiarities of the original on the copy, and directly copying illegible

pages, missing pages, or documents added to the Archive since the micro

filming was done. The aim was to construct as exact a duplicate of the

Archive as possible, with each document filed in a folder corresponding to

the folder in the Archive to facilitate access to the original,should
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the particular copy prove inadequate for any later editorial purpose.

The copyflo was made and I started to work on it in mid-1977,

with the help of my assistant at that time, Ms. Franny Blasky, and--

during the summer of that year--of Mr. Peter Galison, then just graduating

from the Harvard University History of Science program. At first all three

of us worked on conforming the copies to the originals. I had direct access

to most of the Archive (there was one file kept under combination lock to

which I had access only through Miss Dukas). Ms. Blasky and Mr. Galison

received original documents from and returned them to Miss Dukas. However,

Dr. Nathan raised objection to this procedure, and insisted that only the

Editor have access to the originals. From August 1977, I had to carry

out all conforming of copies to the originals personally.

While I was doing this, Ms. Blasky, and after her departure my new and

most capable assistant, Mrs. Alice Calaprice, took the conformed copies,

gave each page control numbers, and prepared preliminary descriptions for

our computerized control index. A description of the control numbering

system and indexing procedure will be found in the sections: Control

Numbers and Control Index on pp. 12-14 .

It ws originally estimated, on the basis of the number of documents in

the early years, as well as a "guesstimate" of the total number of frames

in the microfilm, that there were about 10,000 documents in the Archive.

Much of the early planning was based on this estimate, which proved to be

off by a factor of four. We originally had ambitious plans to develop
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a content as well as a control index, and early decided that the

index should be computerized. A visit to Dr. Nathan Reingold at

the Joseph Henry papers in the Smithsonian Institution, who very

kindly showed me his system and provided material for describing

it, helped to shape this decision. With the help of Mr. Robert

Stachel, my son and then a student at Brandeis University, we worked

out a preliminary plan for coding the information for the computer in

a very flexible form, which would enable us to employ a relatively

large number of untrained people to do the indexing work. However,'

we were never able to realize these plans; but the decisions

made then influenced the course of the later work.

As it turned out, under the constraints that will be explained

in the following paragraphs, it was possible to provide only a control

index, not an index of contents. If and when the work can be continued,

a content index should be prepared. Moreover, it developed that there

were some 42,000 rather than 10,000 documents. This put an unexpected

strain on our efforts to complete the work in the designated time.

By September 1977 it had become clear that there was a sharp difference

of opinion between the Press and the Estate as to whether I should continue

as Editor of the Einstein papers. In order to allow preliminary work to

proceed under grants from the National Science Foundation, it was finally
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agreed that I should be appointed Editor pro tern for a term to end in

July 1979.

In the autumn of 1978, as the much larger number of documents in

the Archive than was first estimated became clear, it was decided that

additional help was needed; Mrs. Edith Laznovsky started work on the

indexing, assisting Mrs. Calaprice. By then it had also become clear

that, with the expiration of my term as Editor pro tern in mid-July 1979,

access to the original documents might be denied (as indeed proved to be

the case). Thus, my first priority became completion of the conforming.

Originally, I had hoped to be able to check preliminary descriptions of

all documents made in the control index by Ms. Blasky and later by Mrs.

Calaprice and Mrs. Laznovsky, while continuing to conform the copies.

And indeed, this was done for the first few reels. Now I had to drop that

aspect of the work, to assure completion of the conforming by July 14, 1979;

and the checking of the control index was put off until afterwards. The

duplicate Archive was completely conformed by this deadline, and I was able

to start work on checking the index entries. At this point, the Estate

sued the Press, Mr. Bailey and myself to stop all work, including work on

the duplicate Archive. On this account, with the advice of our lawyers,

the Press and I agreed on a deadline of March 1, 1980 for completion.

of the index and finding guide. By this time. Mrs. Calaprice

and Mrs. Laznovsky had completed the preliminary indexing, and we decided
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to share the rechecking of the entries; I did the first thirty reels,

and they divided up the other thirty-one, each checking the other's work.

We finished early in January 1980.

The National Science Foundation, in accordance with an agreement

between the Press and the Estate, provided funding for a copy of a

second duplicate Archive to be made, and this work was proceeding under

the able supervision of Mr. John Leypoldt of the Princeton University

Library. The work on the copy of the Archive now in the Mudd Library

was done by Liliana Margarita Costanza, Chin Hyo Kahng, Sung Ja Kim,

Paul Miller, and Jong Oak Kyung. It seemed important to have the control

index available for use with this copy of the Archive, which will soon be

available to scholars.

As will be evident from this history, the control index was originally

conceived for use as part of the editorial work of the Einstein Project.

Although we have tried to make it as useful as we could to outside scholars,

it still bears traces of its original purpose. I am very happy that a

copy is now available to all interested scholars, together with the index

and thi s Guide.

In any undertaking involving the indexing of some 42,000 items, there

are bound to be errors. In particular, because of the constraints of time

and access to the original Archive, we have not been able to do all the

checkinQ we would like to have done, or to prepare a content index. We shall

be grateful to any users who discover errors if they will (after cussinQ_ us

out for wasting more of their time) fill out one of the "ERROR REPORT FORMS"

available from the Librarian. You have our thanks in advance, and the

thanks of the users who follow you.

* * * * * *
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It remai ns only to thank the many peopl e who have worked on the

Archive, its dup1 icates and the index: the help provided to me by

Herbert S. Bai1ey,-JI:'. and Alice Ca1aprice stands out especially in my

mind; and gratefully to a:knowledge the cooperation and support of the

Division of History and Philosophy of Science of the National Science

Foundation, and later the Sloan Foundation, which have provided funding

for this project since 1977. Dr. Ronald Overman, Assistant Program

Director for History and Philosophy of Science, and Mrs. Betsy Clark, of the

National Science Foundation, and Mr. Steven White of the Sloan Foundation

played especially helpful roles.

Grateful achnow1edgment is also due to the Princeton University

Cyclotron staff, particularly Prof. Frank Ca1aprice, Dr. Richard Kouzes,

and the many physics graduate students who have been willing to share the

facility's computer system at virtually no cost to the Einstein Project.

Dr. Kouzes has also provided us with the final program for the control

index, as well as much valuable "on-the-job training" in use of the

computer and its editing system for Mrs. Ca1aprice.
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THE DUPLICATE ARCHIVE

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are about 42,000 documents in

the Archive. However, this does not mean that there are 42,000 distinct

documents. In a number of cases, copies of one single document have been

filed in various folders where relevant.

It must also be borne in mind that the Archive itself is a changing

thing. Documents are added and sometimes transferred from one place to

another. Annotations may be added, changed or removed. The duplicate

Archive in the Mudd Library is an attempt to faithfully reproduce the

Einstein Archive as it was about the middle of 1979. Hopefully, it will

be updated from time to time by the inclusion of later additions to the

Einstein Archive.

The materials in the Archive have been divided into the following

categories: Scientific Papers, which are included in Reels 1 - 27;

and ~n-Scientific Papers, included in Reels 28 - 61. The Scientific

Papers are further subdivided into Scientific Manuscripts and Notebooks,

in Reels 1 - 5; and Scientific Correspondence, in Reels 6 - 27. Similarly,

the Non-Scientific Papers have been subdivided into Manuscripts on Subjects

Other Than Science, Travel Diaries, and Personal Documents, in Reels 28 and

29; and General Correspondence, in Reels 30 - 61.

The aim in preparing the duplicate Archive has been to reproduce the

organization of the material just as it is in the original Archive.
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CONTROL NUMBERS

Each document is the duplicate Archive has been given a control number,

based on its position in the Archive. Since the 61 reels of the microfilm

of the Archive follow this order, and to facilitate reference to the microfilm

should that be needed, we adopted the microfilm reel number as the first part

of the control number. The documents within the portion of the Archive

included in each microfilm reel were then numbered sequentially. Thus,

document 39-243 represents the two-hundred and forty-third document in the

material covered by Reel 39. Note, however, that there are documents in the

duplicate Archive (as in the original, of course) that are not included in

the microfilm (because of error, illegibility, inability to reproduce on

microfilm, or addition to the Archive after .it was microfilmed). Therefore,

this does not necessarily mean that it is the two-hundred and forty-third

document on microfilm Reel 39. To allow for decisions to subdivide documents,

later additions to tne Archive, etc., we adopted the decimal system. Thus,

document 39-243.1 would follow document 39-243 and precede document 39-244,

for example. (In just a few places--due to inadvertant numbering errors--

we have had to go beyond once decimal point.) Thus, if the numbers in the

material corresponding to Reel 39 go from 1 to 733 (as they do), this does

not mean that there are only 733 documents--although it probably means that

there are not many more. On the other hand, due to numbering errors, some

control numbers have resulted in "Blanks"--i.e., there is no document for that

number. This is indicated by the code "BLANK" preceding the control number

in the Index.
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THE CONTROL INOEX

Each document in the duplicate Archive is entered in the control

index, a computerized index to the collection, stored on magnetic tape at the

Princeton University Computer Center~ Several print-outs of

the data stored in the index are available. Before discussing the various

print-outs, the user must familiarize himself/herself with the format used

in the individual entries.

We shall consider a couple of typical entries for this purpose:

TLSX; 16-106; DA 25/08/34; FROM BERG, ~ * MANCHESTER, ENG; TO EINSTEIN,
ALBERT * PRINCETO~;.NOTE 16-107, 108 ENC; PP 1;.

The entry is subdivided by semicolons into a series of fields, or categories.

The first field is a code, identifying the nature of the document. In this

case, "TLS" means "Typed Letter, 'Signed" and the "X" means that the Archive

item is a Xerox or other type of duplicate.

The major categories (followed by the symbol used) into which the items

have been divided are:(l) letters (L), post cards (PC), and Telegrams (TLGM);

these are all treated by the same general format, illustrated in the above

example;(2) documents, autograph or typed, other than letters (D); (3) Notebooks

(N); (4) printed documents (REPT, PL, or PD and their variations); (5) photo

graphs (PHOT); (6) calculations by Einstein (CALC). In addition, there are

various abbreviations used to modify these basic descriptions: autograph (A);

typed (T); draft (F); Xerox or other photocopy (X); file carbon copy (C);

signed (S). We have also used the codes TR, TTRL, TTRP and TTRT to identify

transcriptions of documents -letters, postcards and telegrams, respectively-

made for purposes of the Archive; as opposed to a typescript (which would be

a TD) made shortly after an autograph for submission to a publisher, for
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example, although it was sometimes difficult to be sure of the distinction.

With these hints, it should not be difficult to decipher any of the code

descriptions, but a complete list is included in Appendix B.

The control number of the document is entered as the second field. Thus,

the document in the above example is item one hundred and six in the material

covered by the 16th Reel. The third field is the date of the document, pre

ceded by the letters DA. The letter listed above is thus dated August 25, 1934.

The date is given in Arabic numerals in the sequence day/month/year. If any

of these are unknown, a 00 is entered. For years in this century (which covers

most items) only the last two digits of the year are given. Thus 12/01/43

means January 12, 1943; 00/01/43 means sometime in January 1943; 00/00/43 means

sometime in 1943; 03/07/1896 means July 3, 1896, etc. A question mark means

there is doubt about the date (sometimes further information will then be .

found in the note field). For a printed document, the date usually refers

to the date of publication; otherwise there will be an indication to the

contrary in the note field. If the item is a letter, as in the above case,

there follows the field with name and place of origin (preceded by FROM)

and destination (preceded by TO); a star separates the name and the place.

We have not been consistent, I fear, in assiging names of institutions to the

name or the place: examples of both will be found.

Next follows the Note field, if needed. It is marked "NOTE" and includes

any other information deemed necessary or helpful in describing the document.

In the present case, it is noted that items 16-105 and 16-107 were enclosed

with this letter. Peculiarities of dating, that the document itself was an
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enclosure, or descriptive phrases such as lOre AE-Levi-Civita correspondence"

are other examp1~of material that may be found in the note field.

Finally, there follows the field giving the number of pages in the

document. In the present case we note that it is a one-page letter.

Now we shall discuss a couple of typical non-letter entries:

ADF; 5-152; DA 30/01/55; NOTE DRAFT OF MESSAGE TO GANDHI MEMORIAL SERVICE,
WASH DC, DATE GIVEN OF SERVICE; PP 1;.

ADSFX; 5-088; DA DO/DO/DO?; "RELATIVITAETSTHEORI E"; NOTE NO DATE GIVEN;
ORIG HEBREW UNIV~ JERUSALEM; PP 2;.

The first three fields are just the same as for the case of letters (and

telegrams and post cards, we might add): The code for the nature of the

documents--autograph drafts in both the above cases, signed in the second case,

of which only a duplicate is in the Archive; then the control number, followed

by the date--unknown in the second case. Then follows the title of the manu

script, if it has one, in quotation marks. Thus, the first item bears no

title, while the second is titled "Re1ativitaetstheorie." Then follows the

note field: in the first case it describes the item as a message to a Gandhi

Memorial in Washington, D.C., and notes that the date given refers to the date

of the meeting. If no comment on the date occurs in the note field, it may

be assumed that the date given refers to the date of publication of the document.

Thus, in the case of the second item, it was never published and there is no

evidence as to its date, nor has any been suggested in the Archive by Miss Dukas.

It is also noted that the original of the document is owned by the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem. Again, the entry ends with the number of pages in

the item.
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One important peculiarity of our indexing code is indicated by the

next example:

ADF; 1-065; DA 06/01/27; READEX 171; NOTE PART 1, DATE GIVEN OF ACADEMY
SESSION WHEN PAPER WAS PRESENTED; PP 16;.

This is an autograph draft manuscript, and a control number and date are

given as usual; but in the title field the entry''Readex 171"appears. In

order to save space and time, we have used "A Bibliographical Checklist and

Index to the Writings of Albert Einstein (Readex Microprint Edition)",

(Readex Microprint Corporation, New York, 1960), compiled by Nell Boni,

Monique Ross and Dan H. Laurence, as a way to refer to published papers and

other writings of Einstein. This is the most complete of the bibliographies

available, and while a number of additional items have turned up which are

not listed, it has proved very helpful. (This is perhaps the place to note

that a complete file of the published writings of Albert Einstein is not

included in the duplicate Archive--indeed, one is not included in the original

Archive, although there is a partial one -- but all items with Readex numbers

may be consulted in the Microprint Edition.) Thus, to decipher"Readex 171"

one turns to the Readex Bibliography and finds that item 171 is listed thus:

171. Allgemeine Re1ativit~tstheorie und Bewegungsgesetz [First part with
J. GrOlTTl1er).

Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phys.-math. K1asse,
Sitzungsberichte, 1927, 2-13, 235-245.

The manuscript is thus of Part I of "Allgemeine Re1ativitHstheorie und

Sewegungsgesetz" (the note field tells us it is Part I only), and the

date given is the date on which the paper was presented to the Academy-

always short for the Prussian Academy of Sciences in the Index--rather than

the date on which it was published. When it could be established, we have
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always preferred to give the earliest date associated with a manuscript

rather than its final date of publication.

If a document is a manuscript of a Readex item, or if it relates to

that Readex item, it will be 1isted in the Index entry as "READEX".

However, actual copies of the printed, published item itself are referred

to as "INDEX." Thus, "INDEX 171" would refer to a copy of the printed

article by Einstein and Grommer in the Sitzungsberichte.

Where a printed item is not listed in the Readex bibliography, the

entry will be given with full title and bibliographic references.

A few other explanations may be helpful. When an item, other than a

letter, is not by Einstein--nor a copy or translation of something by him-

the entry will contain the notation "THIRD", and an indication of its

authorship, if known, will be found in the note field.

Occasionally, reference will be found to "SHIELDS". This refers to

the "Bibliography of the Writings of Albert Einstein to May 1951" by

Margaret Shields, with "Addenda" and "Supplement to Addenda" in the Third

Edition of Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, ed. by P. A. Schilpp

(Open Court, La Salle, Ill., 1970).

It has not been possible yet to cross-reference all of the instances

in which copies of the same document appear at different places in the

Archive. However, a start has been made and it is hoped that work on this

will be possible in the future. In the meantime, further indication of

duplication of documents can be gotten by consulting the chronol09ical

index, and the index to the correspondence.
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INDEX PRINT-OUTS

Now that the user presumably understands how to decipher the individual

Index entries, it only remains to discuss the various print-outs of the

entries that have been made.

One print-out is a listing of the items in the order of their control

numbers, which is of course the same as their order in the duplicate Archive.

This may be used to find out the contents of any folder, for example, without

actually going to the folder. One need merely consult the list of folders

in Appendix A, find the control numbers contained in that folder, and then

turn to the entries on this list for those numbers.

The Index to the Correspondence lists all letters, postcards and

telegrams, alphabetically by correspondent, and then chronologically. For

example, to find out what letters Paul Ehrenfest sent to Einstein in 1921,

one would turn to this list.

A third Index is chronological. To find out what items bearing on

Einstein are in the Archive for the year 1913, one would consult all entries

for that year on the list.
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SAMPLE PAGE ONLY

A P PEN D I X A

CONTENTS OF DUPLICATE EINSTEIN ARCHIVE

SCIENTIFIC MANUSCRIPTS AND NOTEBOOKS

Reel No ..

1

Folder No.

Ha)

1(b)

2

3

4

5(a)

5(b)

Control Nos. Titl e

001-026 ~ls . published 1914-22

027-045 Ms. published 1923-24

046-096 r·1s. published 1925-30

097-132 11s. published 1931-36

133-154 r1s. published 1938-48

155-184 t1s. pub1i shed 1950-53

185-206 Ms. pub1i shed 1954-55

2 1 001 Ms. published - Stafford Lectures 1921
(Meaning of Relativity)

2 002-003 Ms. published - "Zum Kosmologischen Problem"
Appendix I for 2nd Edition, P.U.P.
(Meaning of Relativity)

3(a) 004-011 Ms. published - Notes, Appendix II .-
Princeton Lectures

(Meaning of Relativity)

3(b) 012-019 Ms. published - Notes, Appendix II -
Princeton Lectures

(Meaning of Relativity)

4(a) 020-024 Ms. for Schilpp volume
(Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist)

4(b) 025-068 Ms. for Schi1pp volume
(Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist)

5(a) 069-090 Ms. unpublished, ca. 1919-21

5(b) 091-121 Ms. unpublished, ca. 1922-38

6 122-148 Ms. unpub1i shed, cll .1940-50

7 149-161 Jubilee articles: Bohr, Lorentz

- 1 -
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KEY TO DESCRIPTIVE CODES - COMPUTER INDEX

Letter Items

AL - Autograph Letter
ALS - Autograph Letter Signed
ALF - Autograph Letter, Draft
ALSF - Autograph Letter, Signed Draft
ATRL - Autograph Transcription of a Letter

TL - Typed Letter
TLS - Typed Letter Signed
TLF - Typed Letter, Draft
TLSF - Typed Letter, Signed Draft
TLC - Typed Letter (file) Copy
TLSC - Typed Letter Signed Copy
TLCF - Typed Letter (file) Copy, Draft
TTRL - Typed Transcript Letter

PL - Printed Letter (as in newspaper)
PLS - Printed Letter Signed (typed letter reproduced with signature)
PAL - Printed Autograph Letter
PALS - Printed Autograph Letter Signed

APC - Autograph Postcard
APCS - Autograph Postcard Signed
TPC - Typed Postcard
TPCS - Typed Postcard Signed
TTRP - Typed Transcript of Postcard
PPC - Printed Postcard

TLGM - Telegram
TTRT - Typed Transcript of Telegram
ATRT - Autograph Transcript of Telegram

Non-Letter Items

AN - Autograph Notebook
ANS - Autograph Notebook Signed

AD - Autograph Document
ADS - Autograph Document Signed
ADF - Autograph Document, Draft
ADSF - Autograph Document, Signed Draft
ATR - Autograph Transcription of a Document

TD - Typed Document
TDS - Typed Document Signed
TDC - Typed Document (file) Copy
TDF - Typed Document, Draft
TDCF - Typed Document (file) Copy for Draft
TR - Typed Transcript of a Document
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Appendix B, cont.

PO - Printed Document
PDS - Printed Document Signed
PADS - Printed Autograph Document Signed

Miscellaneous

PHOT - Photograph (not necessarily original)
REPT - Printed item (generally a published item, as opposed to a PO)
CALC - Calculations made by Einstein
BLANK - No document, due to misnumbering

Notes

Some codes were used only rarely (e.g., PPC).
Some codes may have further explanatory material in the note field to

more fully describe the item.
It was often difficult to distinguish between a TO and a TDC (for example, if

someone sent Einstein his/her vita or a paper, we were not sure if it was
the original or a carbon copy).

It was also often difficult to distinguish between a TDC and a TR, and a TLC
and a TTRL.

Any code, except a REPT, may have an X after it, indicating it is a Xerox (or
other photostatic) copy.

A - Autograph
T - Typed
o - Document
L - Letter
F - Draft
S - Signed
C - Copy (file or carbon)

P - Printed
X - Xeroxed
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September 17, 1979

Memorandum

To:

Fro

Subject:

Harry Woolf

John Hunt

Conversation with Herb Bailey
on Friday, September 14, 1979

Herb called to inform us that the Estate of Albert Einstein
bas brought suit against the Press, Herb, and John Stachel. Herb
does not believe the suit will hold up, but wanted us to know
of this latest development. Meantt.e, arbitration proceedings
are going forward. We will probably know more about all tlis
so etime in the next two weeks.
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February 6, 1979

lIlOrandu

T. :

From:

Subject:

I1arry Woolf

Jobn Hunt

Minutes of December 1, 1978, leeting with Herb Bailey

Harry Woolf opened the meeting b proposin~ the establishIDent of
an Einstein Center or Pro ram in Einstein Studies at tBe Institute.
Among the various purposes of auch an initiative would be to further
the publication of the Einatein Papers and to maintain the II'OmentUlll
of tbis long-te publishin effort.

A primary condition of the Frog would be the acquisition of
outside funds. One source of funds would be tbe inco e fro endowment
presently pledged to cover the editor's salary. Other funds would come
from private foundations and government aFencies as the result of a
special fund raisinF effort for this purpose.

At the present moment. endowment funds are atill available as part
of a pledge to the Princeton University Press. Additionally, the SLoan
Foundation has contributed $150,000 and the National Science Foundation
has maintained its interest in the publishin project, subject to an
appropriate determination about the editor.

It was agreed that since Jobn Stacbel is now negotiatin another
's leave of absence, and since bis performance was dee ed satisfactory

by the Editorial Committee, it would be appro riste to seek Stachel's
services as Director of the Center and to secure for h a Ion -term
appointment.

By the terms of the application to NSF, Otto sthan has now opened
access to the papers botb scientific and non-scientific. Herb Bsiley
believes that the copy of the Einstein papers now destined Eo the
Princeton University Librar could be transferred or loaned to the
Institute's Einstein Center.
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Memorandum to Harry Woolf -2- February 6, 1979

In sum, the lo.titute would supply the loeation, the Press vould
supply the Director's salary, and outside funds would be sought for
salaries, overheads, and other costs.

The folloving action items emerged from the meeting"

a) HW viII ~xpl)re the idea of an Einstein Center
with the Faculty of the Institute;

b) HB will explore possible funding arran e ents for
Stachel's salary with the present donor to the publishin
project. If both o~ these factors are positive, consid
eration vill t~n be iven to:

cl Securin a Ion -term appointment for Stachel·

d) Announcing the creation of a Program of Einstein Studies
at the Symposium; and.

e) Informing the President of Hebrew University of the steps
bein taken.
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THE PENTAGON
IS GAINING

EDITORIAL

ROBERT C. ALDRIDGE

The past year has seen the Pentagon's first·strike
weaponry grow steadily ahead toward maturity.
The American public has only a vague inkling of
what this portends. In my previous anicles' I
have outlined the variety of technologies which,
when they become operational, will give the
United States an overwhelming, unanswerable
nuclear advantage over the Soviet Union. If
development of these weapons 5j"stems continues
unchecked, their potential for destabilizing the
strategic equilibrium between the United States
and the Soviet Union will be a reality in the mid-
I980s. .

With the so-called death of detente, the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, President Caner's re
quest that the SALT II treaty beshelved, increased
defense spending, the stationing of a new
generation of nuclear missiles on European soil
and the appointment of a Marine "general to
command a "Rapid Deployment Force" pre
pared to intervene with 100,000 troops anywhere
in the world, the acquisition of a first-strike
capability by the United States becomes all the
more frightening. The technological imperatives
and momentum of strategic nuclear weaponry
increase the risks to us all in ways that tend to be
underestimated.

Given this revival of a confrontational foreign
policy and a cold-war national consensus, what
does a first-strike advantage mean? A pre
emptive first strike would most likely happen
during a period of international crisis when emo
tions and national pride are soaring high. It
could commence with the destruction of the op
ponent's early~waming, communications and
navigation satellites. That would seriously im
pede the enemy from gelling the fire command

(Continued on Page 49)

FIRST STRIKE

G.O.l? CLICKS
STICKS

r show-biz reporter writes: A new epublican
e-show pilot hit the home scree n January
alled "Who Can You Trust?" e new offer'

ing sed the venerable minstrel- ow format,
with . terlocutors tossing strai t lines to six
G.O.P. personalities on the nel, who per
formed white face. Interest n the show was
heightene by the recent cane ation of the rival
Democrati sitcom uThree' a Crowd," after
star Jimmy "er sent wo he was being held
hostage in th White Hou by Iran. "

The panelis scored th relaxed deliveries,
and the absenoe of th only Hollywood star
name, Ronald Reagan shouldn't hun ratings
(Reagan's agent nixe is boy's appearance on
grounds he didn't n the exposure, works best
as a single and had ost his ad-lib file).

Clever questio eluded what would panel-
ists do about the sta es in Iran? End-man Phil
Crane quipped at wh n the hostages were free
he would ans er the q estion. Nashville idol
Howie Baker awled tha the way to handle the
situation w to prevent it rom happening.

A uniqu feature of the 'Iot was the "isola
tionist b th." Panelists re tossed a hot
potato- e grain embargo- d told to run
with it a a voting booth ed with Iowa
farme . Five candidates fell over emselves in a
Keys ne Kops scramble to cond n the boy
cott which won them points wit the home
fol . Baker may have lost the ani aI lovers'
v e by saying grain embargoes "a1 ys starve

e wrong people," forgetting that it's he Rus-
an cows and chickens that will be get g it in
e neck. John Anderson was disqualified or his

offbeat answer, "It seems passing strang that
those who are critical of our foreign policy as ...
weak, when the first real test comes ... are u 
willing to accept any measure of sacrifice." Th
pilot was a winner that should play in Keokuk.

L
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January 19, 1980 The :'\ation.
and pile up profits by selling their lelluce for $5 to $6 a car
ton. The heat and strikes and the knowledge of the wages
being paid by Sun Harvest and other vegetable companies,
plus the added threat of Chavez's boycoll, combined to
force more growers to the bargaining table. By mid·
September twelve more lettuce companies had agreed to
eontraelS. And on December 16 a tentative agreement with
lhe Admiral Packing Company was announced. This leaves
a dozen of the toughest, most intransigent leuuce growers
unsigned.

Now Chavez is riding the crest of victory-a victory
that many newspapers and journals are calling the most
significant in the U.F. W.'s brief and tumultuous e;istence.
The union leadership is confident that with half of the Ie,
tuce industry under contract, it will be easier to deal with 'he
other growers. Perhaps. A more realistic view would be this:
that when the lelluce season shifts south to the Imperial
Valley in January, February and March, the union will
once again find ilself locked in a tough fight.

W!Jat is the price of victory? One U.F.W. member dead
from an assassin's bullet; several hundred campesinos ar
rested; the tradition of nonviolence undermined; arson and
sabotage of farm equipment throughout the rural districts;
hundreds of U.F.W. members who have gone without
employmel1l since the strike began January 19, 1979; dozens
of union pickets who have been beaten by armed squads.

Chavez consistently denounces 'he violence and the erfes
for retaliation. His position has never wavered. He con
tinues to urge militancy, activism and pacifism. He points
out, again and again, that the force of law and gun bUllS has
always come down on the heads of the farm workers, tha' it
is the U.F.W. members who get killed and stabbed with let
luce knives, not the growers and their agents. Yet it is also
true that his union now has more than 40,000 members.
many of them militant young Chicanos and Chicanas. These
people refuse to be pushed around as in the past.

The strike and the spontaneous walkouts will not bring
contracts with the remaining hard core of lettuce growers.
Chavez knows this. He knows that in the enlire history of
American farm labor, no harvest strike has ever had more
than marginal sueccss. The industry is too big, the work
force too mobile and spread out, 'he employment '00 short,
the rural power structure too one-sided to sustain conven
tional trade union tactics. It has been the boycoll and the
threat of the boyeoll, used in conjunction with such un·
conventional tactics as marches, faslS, masscs and hit·
and-run walkoulS, that have turned the tables on the
growers.

Now, as the U.E W. struggles to grow and transform
itself from a movement. from "La Causa." into a viable.
bread·and·butter union, it faces the challenge of once again
shifting the scene of conflict outside the rural districts and
into the urban areas where it enjoys wide support. The key is
the boycott of Bruce Church and ilS "Red Coach" label.
"That's the only way to do it," Chavez has said. "Go to 'he
court of last resort-that is the American people-and 'ell
them what's happening and get them to support us just like
they did with the grapes." 0

Pelltagon
(Continued From Front Cover)

10 its missile commanders before those weapons arc de
stroyed, and any 'ha' did survive to retaliate would be Ie s
accurate. \\'ithin minutes would come the 10lai destruction
of enemy military 'argelS 011 land by a eombina'ion of silo·
based and submarine·launehed ballistic missiles, cruise mis·
siles and penetrating bombers. These targets would include
missile silos, submarines in port. bomber bases. nuclear
stockpiles, communication cenlers and all commatid posts.
Most of 'hese installations are "hard"; that is, 'hey are
buried underground and encasec;t with concrete and sleei.
Accuracy would be a prime criterjon~

leanwhile, hostile submarines carrying ballistic missiles
would be instantly sent to the ocean bOllom by a 'cam of an
tisubmarine warrare forces. But even with the most careful
planning and the best of luck, there is no certainty that the
allaek "ould be 100 percent successful. Some enemy
missiles arc certain to escape destruction and would. of
course, have 10 be inlercepted before they complete their
retaliatory mission. That task will fall to Ihe Army's
Ballistic Missile Defense Command.

This combination of first·strike technologies must func·
tion in what is called "real time"-meaning instantaneous
and synchronized. l\h:ticulous coordination must be 3CC0I11

pli~hed by an intricate network of command, control ami
communication. The real key to first strike is "machine in
telligence"; that is, vast quantities and many kinds of
sen!)ors operating by ....ompulcrized aUiomalion to aim and
fire weapons ~ystcm", of almost incomprehensible dcstrUl.>
tivencs!).

Let u~ start our updale with the weapon~ thai would be
u\ed to annihilate Soviet mili,ary land targets. The Ielhal
Trident·2 submarine-launched ballis'ic missile (SLBMJ con·
tinuc~ in the advanccd de\c1opmcnt stage \\ith a steep ri!'le in
funding predicted. The first Trident submarine was launched
on April 7, 1979, in what was essentially a public relations
exercise to cover up missed schedules and profit-maximizing
cost ovcrrun~ by General Dynamics' Eleclronic Boal Divi
sion. cvcrthelcs",. sea rrial~ will begin this year "ilh Ihe
operational date set in 1981. Trident will be the ultimate
"rst-strike weapon becausc the twenty.four 1riden,·2 mis·
~iles on each submarine will have the aCl:uracy to ueMroy
408 Russian missile silos; the submarine can sneak c1oo,e

·Set Aldridge, The Nation: "The Ultimate First-Slrike Weapon."
February 4, 1978: ··Who Will Shoot Firsl in Space?" March 2S, 1978:
·'The Missile Shell Game," May 13. 1978: "Navstar's First-Strike
Capability." Octo~r 21, 1978; "Diana Moon's Deadly DUSl," February
10. 1979; "The Cruisc-SALT·Frcc and Deadly," April 14, 1979; "The
Underground Trigger Finger," June 16. 1979.

Robert C. A Idridge is an aerospace engineer who designed
submarine-launched ballistic missiles and MIRVsfor Posei·
don and Polaris submarines. He is the author ofThe Coun
terforce Syndrome: A Guide to U.S. Nuclear Weapons and
Strategic Doctrine (The Institute for Policy Studies) and a
forthcoming book ell/itled First Strike.
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more futuristic concept will use solid ramjet fuel,
and the development of "hard hydrogen"-a
sort of hydrogen coal-seems 10 be Ihe opening
wedge. The weight saved by eiiminating fuel

tanks, lines, valves and metering devices witl increc1.Sc the
missile. effecti\'eness and range. Air Force planners are
already talking abou' hypersonic cruise missiles tha' will l1y
six limes 'he speed of sound a' altitudes between 150,000
and 200,000 feel. Tha' is "ell above the reach of Sovie,
antiaircraft missiles and interceptor aircraft.

Nor does that exhau t the ambitions for the crui e missile.
Pe11lagon think tanks have arso come up with plans for an
intercontinental cruise missile that \\-ill drop off stages as
fuel is consumed. Mili'ary officials have already determincd
that a huge intercontinental cruise missile force could deci
sively answa a Soviet nuclear attack.

In the category of manned aircraf', the penetrating

numbers. and the USSR continues 10 maintain a nOllmobilt:
ICB~I force of comparable ~izc 10 I)-at it has currently. the
United States will ha\c al:quired an apparent capability to
destroy much or the So... icl"lCI3M fon.:e in a first slri"c . ..
under extreme cri5>is l:ondition • Savit'. I~dcrs. concerncd·q
that war was imminellt, and fearing for (he survivability of #

their ICBMs if the Unitcd Stales struck first, nonetheless
might percci ... e prc~urc:t to strike first themseh·cs. Suc:h a
situation, of course, would be unstable. _ ...

Those words have a chilling effect. But 'hey are buried so
deep in technical jargon as to be oliscure '0 the public eye.
Nevertheless, 'he warning is there and in the President's o"n
report.

Complemen'ing Triden'-2 and the MX are new guidance
systems. The Navstar sa'elli,e navigation program is now
demonstra'ing a prolOtype system. By 1985. 'he full constel
lation of twenty-four satellites will provide precise three:
dimensional posi,ioning plus direction and speed to allow a
missile to correct its course during night. Likewise, develop
ment of targe'-homing maneuvering warheads (MARVs)
continues under Air Force managemen'. Navslar and
MARVs will enable ballistic missiles '0 make in-night course
corrections and final adjustments while bearing down on the
'arget, and to demolish wi'h precision 'he hardes' and
deepest missile silos and underground command posts.

The cruise missile situation is the proverbial can of worms
-a squirming and confu ing mass of activity. Along wilh
development of air-launched, sea-launched and ground
launched cruise missiles, there is now a supersonk version
called 'he advanced stra'egic air-launched missiie
(ASALM). Tha' is an Air Force projec' but 'he avy is
countering in the bureaucratic arena with a tactical version
'hat confus~s 'he dividing line between stra'egic and tactical
even more. -ASALM will tra\el so fas' that i' will no' need
wings to remain airborne and outmaneuver interceptor
missiles. I,s development has been accelera'ed by t"o years
and the first one will be opera'ional in 1985. It would use an
in,egral rocke'/ramje' engine, which has a rocket mOlor
thaI accelera'es 'he missile '0 ramjet speed a' which point
the rocket nozzle liner falls ou', leaving a larger ramjet noz
zle and 'he empty motor case, which becomes 'he combus
tion chamber for 'he ramjet engine.

ffiough to the Soviet Union so that this can be accomplished
.. ,thin fifteen minutes after the missiles are launched.

The Fiscal Year 1979 Arms Control Impact Statements,
""hicb the President is required to submit to Congress with
tne Pentagon budget, have !his to say about Trident-2 mis
511=

.. . the potential impact of the Tridenl-2 missile is less
dear and could be negative, due to the significant hard tar
g...~ kill capability it may have ... this hard target capabil
ity could stimulate negative effects on Soviet reactions,
'olPhich. in turn. could lead to instability in the strategic
balance and complicate future strategic arms limitation
efforts.

... 'he Trident-2 SLBM (and o'her U.S. hard 'arget kill
capabilities) also could be. perceived as a first strike weapon
~jth a significant hard target kill potential against time-
urgent targets. . . . .

The statement goes on to say 'ha' Leonid Brezhnev has
-/)!Idemned Trident as a contribution to the strategic arms
' ..ce and has threatened to deploy the Typhoon submarine
~;.-stem if the United S,ates continues with Trident.

The MX missile is also forging ahead and is now in full
",.;ale development. Moreover. the po'ential methods of bas
,.<1& these macabre weapons go beyond the proposed rail
;.<Juttle among numerous semihard shelters (the so-called
: ..ce track system) to include mulliple hard underground
;..los and even airplanes. (See Gordon Adams and David
r-,?ld, "Derail the MX," The Na/ion, November 10, 1979.)
f'?'Jr years ago I predicted that launching intercontinental
,/.dlistic missiles from large aircraf' would be the preferred
:!.r-thod. Citizen opposi,ion to fencing off massive areas of
l:.Jld for MX bases may well force the Carter Administration
(,,,.. its successor) to keep the air-mobility option open. The
I':esident's arms-control impact statements also have some
""ng to say abou' Missile-X:

If MX as currently envisioned is deployed in substantial
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bomber has nOI been abandoned, despite the "defeat" of
the B-1. Defense Under Secretary for Research and Engi
,neering William J. Perry awarded contracts to several aero
space lirms in 1978 to sludy the future role of bombers in
the U.S. stralegic triad. The study was compieled in August
1978, but Dr. Perry requested another S10 million for lasl
year 10 make detailed 'Inalyses of the specific approaches
recommended in the 1978 study. Rockwell International
provided five new bomber concepts and Boeing supplied six.
They vary from the "nying wing" idea to an aircraft Ihat
will fold its wings away completely and blast along rocket
style. Contracts for further proposals are expected to be
issued soon. The anti-B-l coalition forces must regroup for
anolher round. (See Fred Kaplan, "The B-1's Back," The
Nation, December 22, 1979.)

Meanwhile, in early 1978, the Air Force compleled a
sludy of its own called SABER PENETRATOR VI! which
was aimed at stralegic-bomber a1lernatives for the mid
1980s. Strategic Air Commander Gen. Richard H. Ellis says
lhal lhe SIO million requested by Dr. Perry is only Ihe first
phase of a penetrating-bomber sludy which will cover a
completely new technology and will be many steps beyond
the B-1. A SI5 million request is anticipated for 198t and the
funding curve will turn up sharply after that. Air Force pro
jeclions call for completion of a design by 198. and full
scale development by' 1985.

The Nation~ Aeronautics and Space Administration is
also in the act. It awarded Lockheed Corporation a contracl
to study a hypersonic jet transport that will burn liquid hy
drogen fuel and zip along'll 4,000 miles per hour. 'II an
altitude of 120,000 feet. Ostensibly, the Lockheed study is a
civilian program, but the Air Force has shown a keen inter
est in this concept for several years. The trend now seems to
be away from low-level penetrators like the B-1 and
toward very high and very fast strategic aircraft.

In addition to these land-attack weapons, there is also
antisubmarine warfare (ASW). The U.S. Navy spends
billions a year devising a medley of weapons, sensors and
carrier vehicles that will pinpoint and sink any hoslile sub
marine anywhere in the oceans. Financed to the tune of S6.5
billion annually, U.S. antisubmarine efforts should reach
their ultimate capability by about 1982.

... he Prcsident's Fiscal Year /979 Arms Comrolllll-
pact Statements evaluate each antisubmarine war
fare system independently and lhen minimize
lhe isolaled effect on arms-control negotiations.

The benign results of these disjointed studies have been re
futed by a January 1979 report prepared by the Congres·
sional Research Service of the Library of Congress. Where
as each individual ASW program may have little effect by
itself, collectively they become extremely dcstabilizing. The
report states:

The United Slates engages in a wide range of ASW 3C,;'

tivities. NOl only are the various components being up
graded, but they are being coherently and sY~lcmalkally in
tegrated. Indeed it is the achicvcmcm of mutually rein
forced relationships among the individual c1cmcnlli. ratha
Ih"," Ihp in('r"'""'nt~1 inlnrnvr>n, ..nl In n~rl;r"b.. " ..n{)r~lnlll:
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that a~~ountl'> for lh~ r:tI'IJ l\\.:r,tll in\.,,:.I,\.· III \,\\ dk"
li\,,:ncss.

In contrast. the rcp....'1rt says, "Today anti i1~ th~ near
imure the Russians ar~r~ntly have no efreeli\lc \:apability
for open-ocean ASW. rco£ardkss of the scenario l:l1visaged.··
.... t Ihis point it is well 10 rc-callthat it is the alleg«1 threal of
Soviet ASW advances thai justific..'S the entire Trident sys
tem. FUllhermore, as the report stales, oceanwide ASW is
offensive-and that is precisely the cap<lbilily II'e Uniled
S,a,es is seeking.

The Library of Congress report more or less parallels in
formation 1obtained Gnu publi:'\hcrl two years ago in Ihat it
firs all of lhe many ASW aClivities together. to show an of
fensive pattern. It slatc..~ that: "If tht: Unitl-d Stai~~ achh:\'cs
a disarming firsl-strike capability againsl SO\ iet 'IC~Ms,
and also develops an ASW capabiliry that together with
attacks on naval facilitks could pral,,;ti~ally nt:gat~ thl: So,,.ict
[ballislie missile submarine] force, then the strategic balance
as it has come to be broadly deli ned and acccpl«1 \\ould no
longer be stable." Tht::n follo\\s this cogent \\arning that
"current trends in U.S. ASW progrllll'S should lallunder
close scrutiny" (emphasis added). To neglecllhal warning is
to in,,;te disaster.

The final two weapons area associated with a first-strike
strategy are space \\arfare and defense against balli tic
missiles. They are similar because knocking a satellite out of
orbit is almost the same' as shooling do",n a missile flying
through space in a ballistk arc. The :-.cnsors and \veapons
are practically identical.

Mosaic infrared s,nsors in satellites "ill be the ultimate
d~tection and targeting instruments against hostile missiles
and s;>aeecraft. The usc of a computer chip with thousands
of small detectors per square inch of surfac~ area will give
extreme sensitivity because each detector will stare con
tinuously at the same spot. All or lhem together will cover a
large panoramic view. A preliminary experimem with a
mosaic infrared sensor was tcsted in December 1978 at the
~wajalein Atoll-terminal end or the Pacific Missile,Range.
It was rocketed imo space where it tracked a Minuteman
ICBM launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in Cali
fornia.

After being detceted, however, these hostile bodies must
be destroyed. One means of doing that is wilh homing inter
eeplor technology (H.l.T.). This involves a nonnuclear war
head fired from lhe ground by rocket which will seek and
destroy its target with impact energy. The proposed ~oIlision
device is a screen of depleted uranium rods which because
of their density. will have tremendous penetralin'g po\\er.
Although H.l.T. warheads have been considered for inter
cepts abo"e the atmosphere since the early 19605, and cur
rent development programs along that line are bein. accder
aled, the Anny Ballistic Missile Defense Comma~d is now
interested in using H.l.T. vehicles against approaching war
heads that have already come down inlo the earth's almos
phere. A S70,OOO contract to study low-alIi tude intercepts
was awarded last February.

The other exotic family of antimissile/antisatellite
\\(;<lDOnS is called Udir~c.Ii"·c1 f'n ......n .. •• ,,,-:_ :_1.. ...1_ 1.::1__
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lasers, which are moving ahead in development, but in 1978
the concept of subatomic-particle beams gained notoriety.
The Army is working on a ground-based proton beam to

. zap out enemy warheads as they approach. Beams of posi
tively charged protons, however. would not serve the pur-
pose over long distances in space because they would be bent
by the earth's electromagnetic field. That is why both the
Army and Air Force are enchanted with Sipapu.

Sipapu (an American ~ndian word meaning usacred
fire") is a beam of subatomic neutral particles that will be
directed from a space station against unfriendly sateUites
and missiles. Since the particles in this beam are not elec
trically charged, they will not be defiected by the earth's
polarity but they will require a nuclear reactor in space to
get them staned. In spite of the uproar about the Soviet
Cosmos 954 crash that scattered radioactive fuel over the
face of Canada, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New
Mexico is developing just such a power plant. Sipapu is
scheduled for demonstration in 1983 with a production con
tract expected to follow immediately.

Because killer lasers and Sipapu have such fine beams,
their aiming device must be very exact in order for them to
hit one small object after another over vast distances. For
that reason the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, has been called in. The Draper lab is
spearheading the design of a highly precise pointing mech
anism for the civilian space-based astronomy telescope.
Satellite stargazing is not benign. Those same parameters
are needed to aim directed-energy weapons. As the January
1979 Library of Congress report points out: "Advanced
weapons systems, such as high-energy lasers and charged
particle beams in the long term and nonnuclear homing
intercept technology in the near term, could pose significant
arms control problems...."

This has been a very hasty summary of recent first-strike
activity and it is by no means a comprehensive review. As I
pointed out earlier, there are many so-called "tactical" and
"theater" weapons in Europe and other places that have
strategic significance and that fit into the preparation for
aggressive nuclear war. Foreign arms Sflles are another as
pect which provide a burgeoning business market closely
paralleling Pentagon contracts as a source of casy profits.
These sales are fueling the kind of unrest in smaller coun
tries that leads to the international crises that can spark a
nuclear first strike by one superpower or another.

Nevertheless, this short overview of how 'the first-strike
machinery is rolling along illustrates thai the Pentagon is
losing no time. The closer that capability comes. the morc
precarious OUT relationship [0 the Soviet Union becomes.
Besides the.holocaust that might erupt in times of crisis,
there is also the upset to arms-control negotiations. It is pure
hypocrisy to talk about curtailing weapons while plunging
madly ahead with the development of still more formidable
ones. And wilh the postponement of Senate debale on
SALT II, hope fades for further, and more comprehensive,
arms-control talks under SALT 111, which might arrest the
development of new weapons.

Behind the development of these unthinkable weapons

systems lies another crucial element of military strategy_
the systematic deluding of an already uninformed public.
Most prominent here is the Russian scare. To prevent mean
ingful reductions in weapons during treaty talks (with a col'
responding reduction in business profits), the American
public is told about all the devices the U.S.S.R. could be or
might be building. The Russians are achieving a hard-target
kill capability, it is said. Yet this rhetoric fails to make a
quantitative comparison with U.S. arms research. A careful
analysis of the entire picture, which can be extracted from
official documents, if one has the technical knowledge and
patience to do it, reveals that the United States is leading in
every aspect of weapons development. We have at least a
five-year lead and in some cases an advantage of eight or
more years. For the most part, Soviet production is strug
gling to offset U.S. quality. Wide recognition of the delusion
that is taking place is a prerequisite to reversing the arms
race.

This is not to say that Russian weapons pose no threat.
They could annihilate us. But we cannot afford to become
paranoid; a level-headed approach is required to counter
first-strike ambitions among the U.S. military and damp
down the sense of urgency that is impelling the rush to build
these y,eapons.

-,..-__ utting the brakes to Trident and Missile-X would
be a good first step. That will effectively scuttle
any potential for a disarming first strike and could
be used to lever tbe Russians into abandoning their

potentially mobile SS-16 missile and not deploying the
Typhoon submarine. Halting the U.S. cruise missile would
open the door for more serious negotiations on arms reduc
tion. And the beauty of the whole situation is that these pro
grams can be abandoned without endangering our own se
curity. In turn, their demise will buy us more time to stan
addressing other weapons and for negotiating bilateral and
multilateral agreements such as a comprehensive test ban
(which was close to being signed) and a ban on all fiight test
ing. These are treaties that can be easily verified against
cheating. Then we can move to removing lhe Itaim pointsU

-the missiles in silos-which are the most critical military
targets in both countries. A scientific symposium on disarm
ament in 1975 revealed that the Russians would be interested
in bilateral agreements to this effect. These would be mean
ingful steps.

But lime is running out. Aggressive weapons systems can
only be SlOpped while they are being developed. In a scant
four years, most of the first-strike technologies will be in or
nearing production. By then, there will be so much invested
that it will be economically impossible to stop them. If we
don't halt those programs in the next few years, a first-strike
capability will assuredly be attained-and once it is attained,
historic precedents have shown that it will be used at some·
time in some place. As Defense Secretary Harold Brown
warned, it is not "at all clear that an initial use of nuclear
weapons-however selectively they might be targeted
could be kept from escalating to a full-scale nuclear
exchange. " 0
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712

Drpllrlnunl of PhJsus

Dictated by Prof.
Wheeler but typed
and signed in his
absence.

July 6, 1979 until Aug. 20:
High Island
South Bristol
Maine 04568

Professor Banesh Hoffmann
43-17 l69th Street
Flushing, New York 11358

Dear Banesh:

Thanks so much for your phone call of June 29 and for
the chance to clear up what I meant and didn't mean by sending
to you and our other colleagues Whitfield Bell's March 27, 1979,
observations upon projects of this kind made, as Whitfield Bell
himself said, without immediate contact with the Einstein Project
but with much contact with scholarly publishing enterprises of
a similar character. What I believed everybody would take
seriously was his imphasis on the importance of having a single
editor-in-chief. What I assumed everybody would overlook was
his concern that there might be attempts to prevent publication
of this or that Einstein item as not approved by the Estate.
Never have you, never have I and never has anyone I ever talked
to suggested such a possibility; so I trust that part of the letter
was passed over by all our colleagues.

Granted this clarification--as I understand it--you no
longer f~~l there is any reason to send, as you had first recom
mended, a copy of the correspondence to the Estate. So I won't.
I am happy not to have to. It is so tragic having to arbitrate
as we are doing now--and have to do--that I do not wish to do
anything whatsoever that m1ght grate on the sensibilities of
the Estate.

Warm good wishes!

Sincerely,

JAW:rb
xc: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Charles Gillispie
V. Bargmann
Peter G. Bergmann
Marshall Clagett
J:-rpp,..,?T" nvc:nl1

John Archibald

Gerald Holton----~
Res Jost
Martin Klein
Schmuel Sambursky
Charles Scribner
1-1 ....... __ • 11' ... ,..1 r
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452-4900)

PreS'ide"t~ HAROLD W. Me GIlAW. JR. TrUS1«S. CYJUL E. BLACK, JOliN TYLER BONNER.

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. Ot\Rt'TON. ALfRED G. FlSCHER. ROBERT G. GILPIN,

AAIlON LEMONICK. RICARDO A. MESTRES, EARL MINER, JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CfL\RLES SCRIBl'oLll., JR-) ARTHUk H. THORNHiLL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

June 8, 1979

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of the Einstein Papers

COPIES: Otto Nathan
Helen Dukas
John Stachel
The National Science Foundation
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

FROH: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

SUBJECT: The Einstein Papers

Probably many of you have been wondering what has happened with
respect to the Einstein Papers since your meeting in Princeton on May
6 last year. You have received the minutes of that meeting, your
recommendations were clear, and you might have expected to receive fur
ther word from the Estate and the Press before now. However the Estate
and the Press have continued to disagree about the future of the project,
and a resolution has not been found. After long consideration and with
considerable reluctance, because of our long and pleasant association
with the Trustees of the Estate, the Press has decided to ask for formal
arbitration, which is provided for under the terms of our agreement with
the Es tate. He are proposing that Professor Stachel, whose terms as
editor is now scheduled to end on July 14, be appointed to a new inde
finite term as editor-in-chief. He are doing this on the basis of the
advice from the Editorial Advisory Board and from the evidence of the
excellent progress Professor Stachel has made on the work. The Estate,
in turn, has proposed that the contract between the Estate and the Press
be cancelled. The Press opposes the cancellation of the contract; we
do not believe there is a basis for such a cancellation and we consider
that we have a long-term commitment to the project.

As for the project itself, I am glad to report that Professor Stachel
has almost completed the conforming of the duplicate archive to the
originals. He originally made an estimate of the number of documents
from examination of a couple of reels of the microfilm, but it has turned
out that the average document is much shorter that we expected, and so
there are many more documents altogether. Thus the computer control
index is taking longer than anticipated, and that will run on for a while.
Arrangements have been made to complete that, however. I think this is a
good place for me to express my personal admiration for Professor Stachel's
diligence and dedication to this project during this difficult time.

I shall of course let you know of any future developments, and I con
tinue to be grateful for your advice and help.

+ prBLISHERS OF BOLLISCES SERIES
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Pres;d~t. HAROLD W. Me GIlAW. JR.. Trustees, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLEJl BONNER,

WIll-lAM" G. BOWEN. ROBERT C. DARNTON, ALFRED G. FISCHER, ROBERT G. GILPIN,

AARON LEMONICR. RICARDO A. MESTRES, EARL MINER, JOHN F. PECKHAM.

CHARLES SCRIBNER, TII.., ARTHUR H. THORNHILL. JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

}lay 29, 1979

Dr. Harry Woolf
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I have talked to John Hunt from time to time about
progress on the Einstein matter, which has been slow lately.
However we hav~ now filed a formal statement of complaint
with the ~ArbitrationAssociation, and I am enclos
ing a copy herewith for your information. I am also
enclosing a copy of a letter that I wrote to Dr. Nathan not
long ago, to which I have had no reply. With the matter now
before the New York Arbitration Association, I imagine we
shall have more activity soon. I shall certainly keep you
informed. Meanwhile thanks for your continuing interest.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

Enclosures

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGES" SERIES
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bcc: Mr. Howard S. Tuthill
Mr. Hcrbert S. lla dey, jr. ,I'
Mr. Thomas H. Wright
Mr. Charles Scribner, jr.
Dean Aaron Lemonick
Mr. Michael K. Stanton

May 23, 1979

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue, No. 815
New York, New York 10011

Dear Dr. Nathan:

I have received your letter of March 31, and I am disappointed
that you will not discuss with us or with the Editorial Advisory
Board our conclusion that Professor Stachel be appointed to a
new term as editor-in-chief of the Einstein Papers beginning
on July 15, 1979.

In view of the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board and
of Professor Stachel's performance, we continue in our beUef
that he should be 80 appointed. We also beUeve that, under
our contract of February 22, 1971, with the Estate, we assumed
an important responsibility to the world of science and schol
arship which -we now cannot avoid. Therefore, we intend to
take our proposal to give Professor Stachel a new appointment
before the American Arbitration Association, as specified in our
agreement. We are filing a Demand for Arbitration with the
Association, and a copy is enclosed for your information.

Your letter also purports to cancel the basic contract be
tween the Press and the Estate. We do not think this is
necessary, we oppose such a cancellation, and there is no
prOVision for such a unilateral cancellation in our agreement.
It is our intent, when the question of the appointment of the
editor-in-chief has been resolved, to continue to work with
the Estate and ultimately with its successor to carry out the
editing and publication of the Einstein Papers.
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In your letter of March 31 you made several statements
regarding your understandings with Mr. Bailey. We do not
think these statements are correct, and I understand that
Mr. Bailey has \vritten to you separately about them.

Sincerely,

Harold W. McGraw, Jr.

HWM/ldb
Enclosure
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May 3, 1979

Dr. Otto :lathan
24 Fifth Avenue, 0815
New York, NY 10011

Dear Otto,

I have seen your letter of March 31 to :·Ir. McGraw, and while I
shall of course leave it to 'Ir. lIcGraw to reply on matters of Press
policy, I want here to correct and comment on several statenents in
your letter •

. First, you say that I have taken the matter of our difference to
the n~.spapers. That is not true. It was not to be eA~ected that the
Einstein Centennial would take place witllOut the knowledge of our dif
ficulties becoming public, since so many people (including the Edi
torial Advisory Boa~d) know about it. ~o articles have appeared--in
Nature and in the Washington Post. Both reporters phoned me after
having discovered almost the entire story; in both cases I gave them
very little intornation and referred them to you. 1~e reporter from
Nature, although he had been into the public docunents in the National
Science Foundation, never discovered that our difference was over
Professor Stachel's appointment. The reporter from the Washington
Post asserted that the delay uas caused by the Estate; I told him that
this was not the case up to now, but he printed it anyway. I suspect
that his article was already 'nritten at the time he called me.

Second, you say that I have changed my "'ind about Professor
Stachel's appointwent. This is not correct. I have consistently main
tained that Professor Stachel is the best editor we can get, and
despite the fact that Professor Stachel was originally your first
choice among the candidates, since September 1977 you have consistently
maintained the opposite. I agreed only to a definite end to his
present term on July 14 so that the Editorial Advisorl Board could be
called, hoping that they could give us some advice that would resolve
the difficulty, It has always been my hope that Professor Stachel
could have a new appointment after July 14.

Third, you say that I agreed that the Editorial Advisory Board
should not discuss Professor Stachel's appointment. This is also not
correct. I agreed only that th" specific question should not be on
the agenda because you said that you would not attend if it were. But
of course it wo'uld be impossible for the Hoard to advise on the future
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Page 2
Nay 3, 1979

of the project,· or on one editor versus three, without reviewing
Professor Stachel's perfo~~nce. Apparently you recognized that
fact also, since you refused to attend the Board meeting in order to
avoid taking advice on that subject, thus frustrating my purpose in
askiug for a Board meeting, Yhich was the quid pro quo for my agree
ment to end Professor Stachel's term on July 14.

-This is just to set these points straight. You will be hearing
from Hr. McGral' in due course.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. TIailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: narold W. McGraw, Jr.

bc: Einstein Committee
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AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION

DEMAND FOR ARBITRATION

Date: May 22, 1979

TO: Otto Nathan and Helena Dukas
as Trustees of the Estate of
Dr. Albert Einstein

ADDRESS: 24 Fifth Avenue
Apartment 815
New York, New York 10011

Princeton University Press, Claimant, a party to an

arbitration agreement contained in a written contract dated

February 22, 1971 providing for arbitration hereby demands

arbitration thereunder pursuant to Paragraph 17 of said agree-

ment which provides;

"In case of disagreements between Propri
etor and Publishers for which they
cannot find a solution themselves, the
controversial matter will be submitted
to the American Arbitration Association
whose decision will be binding upon both
parties."

The attached "Statement of Dispute" sets forth in

outline form the nature of the dispute between the parties and

the relief sought by the Claimant.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that unless within twenty (20)

days after service of this Notice of Intention to Arbitrate, you

apply to stay the arbitration herein, you shall thereafter be

precluded from objecting that a valid agreement was not made or

has not been compiled with and from asserting in court the bar of

a limitation of time.

HEARING LOCALE REQUESTED: New York, New York
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You are hereby notified that copies of our arbitration

agreement and of this demand are being filed with the American

Arbitration Association at its New York

Regional Office, with the request that it commence the administration

of the arbitration. Under Section 7 of the Commercial Arbitration

Rules, you may file an answering statement within seven (7) days

after notice from the Administrator.

Signed

WEI~, GOTSHAL & MANGES

By d!z(U&uJ d;;~:ifru
Michael K. Stanto

Name of Claimant Princeton University Press

c/o Weil, Gotshal & Manges
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 758-7800

2
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\\\8RICl\N l\RDITRl\TION ASSOCIATION__________________________________________x

.1\ the Matter'of the Arbitration Between

:sINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS,

Claimant,

-and-

,'rTO NATHl\N and HELENA DUKAS, as Trustees
:: the Estate of Dr. Albert Einstein,

Respondents.
___________________________________________x

STATEMENT OF DISPUTE

1. Pursuant to the last will and testament of

D=. Albert Einstein, respondents, as the trustees of Dr.

Einstein's estate, are entrusted with the authority to pUblish,

sell, license or otherwise dispose of all of Dr. Einstein's

manuscripts, copyrights, pUblication rights and all other

F literary property and rights. Dr. Einstein died in 1955,

r and respondents have acted as trustees since that time.

I 2. By agreement dated February 22, 1971 (the

"Agreement"), respondents, as trustees of Dr. Einstein's estate,

I,:
I,
I
I

I

I
I
!

~!

Iii

granted claimant the right to collect, edit and pUblish the

complete writings of Dr. Einstein, both published and unpublished,

scientific and nonscientific. Paragraph 17 of that Agreement

provides that:

"[i]n case of disagreement between
Proprietor [the Estate] and Publishers
for which they cannot find a solution
themselves, the controversial matter
will be submitted to the American
Arbitration Association whose decision
will be binding upon both parties."
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3. Paragraph 3 of the Agreement provides that

claimant and respondents will jointly appoint an Editorial

Advisory Board of not less than seven persons to "assure the

scientific and scholarly quality of the editorial work." This

Board has been appointed. Paragraph 4 of the Agreement provides

that:

"[o]n the advice of the Editorial Advisory
Board, the Proprietor and the Publishers
will jointly appoint the Editor, who will
have the primary responsibility of organizing
and preparing the material for publication .... "

4. Upon the advice of the Board, in 1976 claimant and

respondent agreed to appoint Professor John Stachel as editor.

Professor Stachel started work as editor in January, 1977.

However, as of that time the terms of Professor Stachel's

contract had not been completely worked out, and discussions

about these terms continued until February, 1978, when an

agreement was reached appointing Professor Stachel as editor

for the period ending July 14, 1979.

5. Since he assumed the position of editor, Professor

Stachel has worked diligently and with great success in pre-

paring the Einstein papers for publication, and in assisting

claimant and respondents in obtaining the necessary funding

for the project. Because of the quality of his work,

Princeton University Press and the Editorial Advisory Board

desire to reappoint Professor Stachel as editor when his present

term expires on July 14, 1979. l-loreover, failure to reappoint

Dr. Stachel would seriously impair the project, because of the

2
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great difficulty and inevitable delay in finding another editor

of Professor Stachel's qualifications and reputation who would

be willing to work full time on this project. The termination

of Professor Stachel without just cause would undoubtedly multiply

the difficulties of recruiting a qualified replacement.

6. Nevertheless, respondents, and in particular Dr.

Otto Nathan, have arbitrarily, capriciously and unreasonably

refused to agree to reappoint Professor Stachel. The purported

reasons for respondents' decision are groundless and immaterial

to his fitness as editor. Because of respondents' improper

conduct, the parties are unable to agree upon the appointment

of Professor Stachel as editor.

7. By letter of March 31, 1979, respondents purported

to cancel the Agreement as of July 14, 1979. The reason given

for the cancellation was the parties' inability to agree upon

the appointment of an editor.

8. Princeton University Press has fully performed all

of its obligations under the Agreement, and respondents' attempt

to cancel the Agreement is therefore wrongful and without

justification.

WHEREFORE claimant Princeton University Press requests
--

that the American Arbitration Association issue an Award adjudging

that the Agreement of February 22, 1971 remains in full force

I and effect, setting aside respondents' purported cancellation
•

I'

~,
~ 3
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of that Agreement, and directing that Professor Stachel be

reappointed as editor of the Einstein papers.

Dated: New York, New York
May 1 Y, 1979.

~~,!:!~f1I?:f"
Attorneys for Claimant

Princeton University Press
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212)758-7800

4
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project, which Is anywhere from IS to 20
years.

The $1 million has been harder to get
than the Princeton University Press thought
it would be. Most of the people approached
by the press had other financial commit· ,
ments. but sources now sayan anonymous ~:
donor has agreed to put up th~ money, pro-
vided the projcct doesn't get stalled.

U the project is stalled, as now seems - ~
likely, the chance is high thaI the $1 million ~- . .:
endovnnent to pay the editor's salary and eI~' ~.:

penses for the next 2D years will not be roftb. ::..- ..
coming. That means looking ror a new donor. -- .:
when the project is restarted, a task the ,. .~

Princeton University Press already has _......
found to be quite difficult. • '.

EVEN IF the project is stalled only a ". ~,
short lime, It means rurther delays in pul>- . .
lishlng the rirst or the planned 20 volumes.
The earliest publication date is now 1982,
""blcb puts !ina! publication almost to the
end of the century.

The""s also the mailer 01 a mo", perma.
nent grant from the National Science Foun-' •
dation to pay for clerical work and the sal-,
aries and travel of the secretaries and':'1l:
associate c'<!itors who will have to be hired.

So far the NSF has put up Sll4,l31 to sus
tain the project the last two years. The
PrincelDn Press figures it needs an NSF
grant or $175,000 a year for the next five
years to keep the project sustained. ..~.

-----

THE DffiECfORS of the Princeton Press
say they are delighted "ith the job Stachel
has done. The Edilorial Advisory Board,
which includes physicists who knew Einstein
5UCh as John A. Wheeler, Martin lOein and
Freeman Dyson, has given Stachel Its unani
mous approval and wants him to continue in
the job he started two years ago. They ...orry
that If Ms. Dukas and Nathan succeed In
forcing Staehel out, they ..ill succeed in
scaring away anybody "'ith the credentials
to fill the job,

At stake Is ino'" than Stachel's job.
The'" Is the mailer of a S1 million endo...•
ment to pay the salary, travel and expenses
of the editor for the remaining life of the

-- - '-

• ~. « ...

ton and ...as named in Einstein's will as c()o
executor 01 his estate,

It Is not clear "'hy Ms. Dukas and Na·
than. both octogenarians, want to fire Stach·
el Princeton· sources say the reasons are
"too persoDa! to discuss in the press." Ms.
Dukas does not give interviews. Nathan u.ill
say only that he wants to replace Stachel
with a board or three people to edit the Ein
stein papers.

''The legacy 01 Einstein is so huge that
we don't want his papers edited by one man,
na matler ...ho he Is," Nathan said by tele
phone the other day lrom his Fifth Avenue
apartment in New York.,

'.

1m with the estate to publish the Einstein
papers. Six years later the press hired 1he
first editor, Jobo Stachel, a Boston Univt'rS!·
ty physicist and philosopher or science.

He was apparently the first editor the
trustees of the esta te could agree on. He was
also the flrst edilDr who would agree to gh"
at least 15 years of his life to edit the Ein
stein papers.

One or the rirst things Stacbel did "'as to
organize Einstein's letters. which number
ma... than 10,000. They include correspond·
ence with the most brilliant physicists asnd
mathematicians of the 20th century, includ
Ing . Claus WeyL Max Born, Max Planck,
Wolfgang Pauli and Niels Bohr. Fewer than
SOO 01 the lellers bave ever been published.

STACHEL WON a grantlrom the Natlor>
al Science Foundation to dupUcate the letters
so that he and the secretaries he hired would
not have to handle the origtnaIs. some 01
..1lich .", as fragile as they.", valuable. At
the same lime Stachel began co"""POnding
'With those of Einstein's correspondents still
alive to clarify hard-to-understand parts or
their COlTeSpondence..

The trustees 01 the estate now want
Stachel out as editor. The trustees .", Helen
Dukas, who was Einstein's secretary lrom
1921 until his death, and Otto Nathan. an
economist who befriended EinstA!lD at I'riDce-

..[.

TO HEAR Pr!DcetoIl rourt:<!S teU It, the
biggest ",ason has been lbe battles between
1he press aDd 1he estate ...,.. how the papers
are to be edited, and by whom. The papers
number 10,000 dacwnents; they'", kept In 28
fireproof We drawers atllle PriDceton IastI
lUte for Advanced Stu'y, where EinstA!in
worked until his death lit B55.

The PriDceton P.ress signed a contract in

one Wubill'" Post

WASHINGTON- The Princeton Univt'rS!.
ty Press aDd 1he trIISU!t'S of the Albert Ein
steill estate are ill the .- of an academic
row that pl'OI!lises to hdiI up pubUcatioo of
EIDs1eiD'. ]etten and porsoDa! papers for
years.

The fight has already llleant that 1he first
of the 20 EinstA!in volurnea planned for pubU·
calion by 1he Princeton Press will not come'
out this year, the cenlDlnial of Einstein's
birth. So serious is the "pute between the
press aDd the estate thII tbe edit~ or the
press DOW fi~ that the first volume will be
published DO earlier lhaa J!III%.

"When ~ began this project in 1m, ~
thought it ...auld take _ years to get the
first volume out," said lIorbet S. Bailey Jr.,
director of the Prlnceta University Press.
"We proved to be VIt'1JI&, for a variety at

. reasona."

~ .... _.....

1

1

I
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Einstein Estate Battling

Princeton Over Papers

'l'he legacy of Ein
stein is so IlUge
lllUl we dOIl't want

·his papers edited
by one man, no
matter wlro Ire is.'

By THOMAS O'TOOLE
W••hln,'on POll Servin

WASHINGTON - The Princeton
University Press and the trustees of
the Albert Einstein estate are In the
midst of an academic row that
promises to hold up publication of
Einstein's letters and personal pa
pers for years.

The fight has already meant that
the first of the 20 Einstein volumes
planned for publication by the
Princeton Press will not come out
this year, the centennial of Ein
stein's birth, So serious is the dis·
pute between the press and the es·
tate that the editors of the press fig.
ure that lhe first volume will be
published no earlier than 1982.

"When we began this project in
. 1971, we thought It would take five
years to get the first volume out,"
said Herbet S. Bailey Jr.. director of
the Princeton University Press.
"We proved wrong, for a variety of
reasons,"

~

agree on. He was also the first edi·
tor who would agree to give at least
15 years 01 his life to edit the Eln·
stein papers.

ONE OF THE first things Stachel
did was to organize Einstein's let·
ters, which number more than
10,000. They Include correspond·
ence with the most brilliant physi·
cists asod mathemat.icians of the
20th century,lncluding Claus Weyl,
Max Born, Max Planck, Wolfgang
Paull and Niels Bohr. Fewer than
500 of the letters have been pUb
lished.

Stachel won a grant from the Na
tional Science Foundation to dupli
cate the letters so lhat he and the
secretaries he hired would not have
to handle the originals. some of
which are as fragile as they are val
uable.

At the same time Staehel began
corresponding with those Of Ein
stein's correspondents still alive to
clarify hard·to·undcrstalld r,lrlS of
their correspondencl,

at from the Princeton Press to con· says It cannot afford to wait to re
tinue or increase the support. The solve dirrerences with the Elstein
NSF's Dr. ]tonald G. Overmann trustees. Besides the money to sup·
undersumus tnat the ballie between port the project, there are the aging

PRINCETON SOURCES say the the press and the estate is the rea- colleagues and friends of Einstein to .
biggest reason has been the battles son there is no new proposal in consider. If they are to be consult..

. between the press and the estate hand. ed, now Is the time to consult them.
over how the papers are to be edit· "But any qew pro~osal musl g~ "The time to do it is now," sald
ed, and by whom. The papers num· through our ieer revIew process, Bailey the director 01 The Prince.
be! 70,000 documents; they're kept O~ermann safl. "So even If every· ton P;ess. "before all the people
In 28 flreprool file drawers at the thlOg were rt ,oived tomorrow, we who knew Elnseln are dead."
Princeton Institute for Advanced couldn't act on It before Jan. I."
Study where Einstein worked until There Is a clause In the contract
~~th In 1955. THE Princeton University Press between tbe press and the eSlllleJ I!

The Princeton Press signed a con· i
tract in 1971 with the estate to pub·
lish the Einstein papers. Six years
later the press hired the first editor.
John Stachel, a Boston University
physicist and philosopher of sci·
ence.

~. w,
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At-the same time Stachel began
corresponding with those 01 Ein·
stein's correspondents still alive to
clarify hard·to-understalld 1"'.11'(5 of
their correspondenci

THE TRUSTEES or the estate
now wanl Stachel out as editor.
They are !lelen Oukas, who was
Einstein's secretary Irom 1927 until
his death, and Olto Nathan, an
economist who befriended Einstem
at Princeton and was namt'd in Ein
stein's will as co-executor of his es
tate.

1l is oot clear why Oukas and No·
than. both octogenarians, want to
fire Stachel. Princeton sources say
the reasons are "too personal to dis
cuss in the press." Dukas does nol
give Interviews. Nathan will say
only that he wants to replace Sta·
chel with a board 01 three people to
edit the Einstein papers.

"The legacy 01 Einstein Is so huge
that we dQl1't want his papers edit·
ed by one man, no matter who he
is," Nathan said by telephone the
other day Irom his Fifth Avenue
apartment In New York.

THE DIRECTORS 01 the Prince·
ton Press say they are delighted
with the job Stachel has done. The
Editorial Advisory Board, which in
cludes physicists who knew Ein
stein such as John A. Wheeler, Mar
lin Klein and Freeman Dyson, has
given SIBehel its unanimous ap
proval and wanls him to continue in
the job he started Iwo years ago.
They worry that II Oukas and Na
than succeed In forcing Stachcl out.
they will succeed in scaring away
anybody with the credentials to 11I1
the job.

At stake is more than Stache!'s
job. There is the matter of a $1 mil
lion endowment to pay the salary,
travel and expenses of Ihe t.>ditor
for the remail1il1l1 Ufo of tho project,
which Is anywhere from 15 to 20
years.

The $1 million has been harder to
get than the Princ{'ton University
Press expected. Most 01 the people
approached had other IInanclal
commitments, but sources now say
an anonymous donor has agreed to
put up the money, provided the
project doesn't get stalled.

IF THE PROJECT Is stalled, as
now seems likely, the chance is
high that the SI million endowment
to pay the editor's salary and ex
penses for the next 20 years will
not be forthcoming. That means
looking for 0. new donor when thr
project is restarted, a task lhe
Princeton Uni\'ersity Press already
has round difficult.

Even II the project is stalled only
a short time, II means lurther de
lays in publl,hlng the first 01 t~c

planned 20 volumes. The earliest
publication date Is now 1982, which
puts Iinal publication almost to the
end of the century.

There's also the matter of a more
permanent grant Irom the National
Science Foundation 10 pay lor cleri
cal work and the salaries and travel
of the secretaries and associate edi
tors who will have to be hired.

SO FAR the NSF has put up
$114,131 to sustain the project the
last two years. The Princeton Press
ligures It needs an NSF grant 01
$175,000 a year for the next live
years to keep the project sustained.

The contract under which the
NSF haa been supporting the Ein
stein papers expires In july. The
NSF says It has received no propos-
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CHRONIClE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D. C.
W.49,523

Feud Delays Publication
of Einstein's Complete Works

either Princeton University Press nor trustees of physicist's estate will
comment on their disagreement; first of20 volumes to appear in 1982

un

A/bert Einstein and Iris secretary. He/en Dukas,
in Trenton. N. J., in /940, take tire oatlr
of allegiance to become U. S. citizens.

"f9NCETON
A dispute between PrincclOn

University Press and rh trustees
of the Albert Einstein estate is
apparently holding up p blication
of the first complele edition of the
great physicisl's writing

According to official of the
press. the first volume of a 20
volume l)et were origin' Iy \ched·
uled to be released sh rtly after
the centennial of Einsl in's birth
this year. Now. however, press
officials say the first ~ooks will
not be finished before 1982. thus
pushing ofT final publication al··
most to the end of Ihe century.

Dispute with the Editor
Although it is not clear what

caused the dispule. reports indi
cate that a personal row may have
erupted between the editor of the
Einstein series-John Stachel
and the executors of the estate
Otto Nathan. Einstein's long-time
friend and colleague, and Helen
Dukas. his secretary for more
than 20 years.

Mr. Stachel was a physici'it and
philosopher of scien're at Ifoston
University when he was hired by
the Princeton press in 1976. His
monumental assignment was to
spend the next 15 to 20 years
organizing and editing the 70.000
documents in the Einstein estate.

Einstein's lellers. essays. and
other papers are now stored in 28
fireproof file drawers at the Insti·
tule for Advanced Study. where-

he worked from 1933 until his
death in 1955.

According 10 Mr. StacheJ.
many of the papers have never
been seen by the public. For ex·
ample. he said in an intervie\lo
earlier this year. only about 5 per
cent of the Einstein correspon
dence has ever been published.

Severe Restrictions
While no one will say just what

the dispute over the publication of
the papers is about. some observ·
ers here have speculated that the
controversy began when the ex
ecutors placed ~evcre restrictions
on the way Mr. Stachel could
handle the documents.

For example. the executors re
portedly demanded that only one
person was to come into contact
with the actual papers. thus mak
ing it necessary for the editor to
do much of the work that might
otherwise have been done by re·
search assislants.·

The requirement forced Prince
ton to seek support from the Na
tional Science Foundation to pho
tocopy the entire archive and
index it.

In a telephone interview last
week. Mr. achan said he could
not comment on the controversy.

.. For reasons I cannot give you
at this moment, I cannot talk to
you about this issue. I cannot
discuss it:' he said.

Mr. Nathan had reportedly said
earlier lhat he wanted to replace

Mr. Slachel with a board of three
editors. on the grounds thai the
task of editing Einstein .... as too
large for anyone person.

Whatever the source of the dis
pute. observers agree that it can
be settled by arbitration if neces
sary. A clause in the contract
betv.een the press and the estate
provides that disputes arc to be
submitted to a board of arbiters.
As of last lale week. however. no
one involved in the dispute would
confirm that any such action had
been taken.

More Is at Stake
What troubles many experts is

that a good deal more may be at
stake in the Princeton dispute
than the job of the editor.

According (0 the reports. the
press has had trouble gelling sup
port for the voluminous Einstein
project. An anonymous donor.
however. has apparently agreed
to put up SI-million for the life of
the project-on the condition that
the work not be stalled along the
way.

Press officials have insisted
Ihal the delay is only temporary.
But in the meantime. money may
be running short.

The S114.131 grant from the
N.S.F. to ustain the project over
the past two years is scheduled to
expire in July. with no prospecis
for additional federal support any
time in the near future.

-AI'o1 E Co ROARK
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Princeton L'nin:rsit) Prc~s PRINCETON, NE\V JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452·4900)

Pr~sid~nt, HAROLD w. Me C;J.AW, Tit. Truscus, CYR.IL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLEJl IlOSNEI,

WILLIAM C. BOWES, ROBERT C. DAIlN"TON, ALFRED G. FISCUU. ROBUT C. CILPIN,

""aON LE~IOSICK. IlICAI.OO A. MESTI.ES, EARL MINEI., JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHARLES SCRIBNER, JIl., .U.THUI. H. THORNHILL, J.... THOllot.-\S H. \\~ICHT

March 2, 1979
(dictated }Urrch 1)

Dear Harry and John,

I thought we had a useful discussion yesterday, and I am enclosing
a memorandum of the discussion which I trust you will find satisfactory.
I have already discussed it on the telephone with John.

Because Item 6 in the memorandum concerns the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, I am planning to telephone Professor Sambursky who is, as you
knuw t the representative of the Hebrew University on our Editorial
Advisory Board. The fact that you, Harry, will be iu Jerusalem later
this month should give you a good opportunity to discuss the project
with Professor Sambursky and othe$at the Hebrew University.

We have had the greatest problems with this project, but I am still
hopeful.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

Enclosure

cc: Dean Aaron Lemonick

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Nr. John Hunt, Associate Director
for Public Affairs

The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

+ rl8llSllEn~ 01' BuLll:,\c;E.S SERIES
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February 28, 1979

Memorandum of a Discussion

A Possible Plan for the Einstein Papers

1. The Press and the Einstein Estate will continue to have general
responsibility for the project, as required under their contract of
February 22, 1971. The Institute will, however, be named as a coopera
ting institution in public releases and on the page facing the title
page of the volumes with the words: "Published with the cooperation of
The Institute for Advanced Study."

2. The Institute will establish a program of Einstein Studies (or
similar name) within which the editing of the Einstein Papers will be
accomplished. The program will invite scholars to work on matters related
to Einstein, using the facilities at the Institute, including the dupli
cate archives and, as permitted by the Estate, the originals when neces
sary. This work will enhance and enrich the editorial work on the Papers.
The Institute will provide working space for the Einstein Papers project
as the principal effort of the program.

3. The Editor of the Einstein Papers will be attached to the pro
gram of Einstein Studies, where his primary responsibility will be to edit
the Papers. He will have long-term appointment to The Institute for
Advanced Study, related to the life of the editorial project, but his
salary as Editor will be paid by Princeton University Press from a special
fund which will be made available to it for this purpose. The donor of
this fund will be appropriately recognized in the published volumes.

4. The Editor of the Einstein Papers is expected to be on long-term
leave from another university. His appointment as Editor shall be, as
required, by the Estate and the Press. He shall serve as long as his
work is satisfactory or until retirement.

5. The Institute will join the Press and the Estate in seeking
funds to support editorial work on the Papers. With the consent of the
Estate, the administration of the editorial work shall be delegated by
the Press to the Institute. Neither the Institute nor the Press nor the
Estate has a financial obligation to support the research beyond those
monies made available from outside sources.

6. Although the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has no legal stand
ing in arrangements for the Einstein Papers now, since it is the remainder
man in Einstein's will it will ultimately have a strong interest and will
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take the place of the Estate in the agreement of February 22, 1971
between the Estate and the Press. Therefore every effort will be made
to inform the Hebrew University of plans and to be sure, as far as
possible, that planned arrangements meet with its approval.

7. The Press will publish the Einstein Papers at its own expense,
as specified in the agreement between the Estate and the Press. Nothing
in this memorandum is intended to contradict or interfere with the basic
agreement of February 22, 1971 between the Estate and the Press.
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609·452-4900)

President, K.UOLD W. Me GllAW, JR. Trustees, CYJ.IL £. BUCK, JOHN TYLE.I. BONNER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN. ),OBERT C. DARNTON, A1.F&£D G. FISCHDl, ROBERT G. GILPIN,

AAJ.ON LEMONICK, RICAltDO ...... MEST1lES. EAJlL MINE". JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHAaLES SCI.lBNU, J.... ARTHU1. H. THORNHlLL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT

•

February 13, 1979

Mr. John Hunt
Associate Director for

Public Affairs
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear John,

I am looking forward to meeting with you and Harry in
Harry's office on Thursday, February 22 at 1:30 p.m. to dis
cuss plans for the Einstein project. Dean Aaron Lemonick,
who is vice president of the Trustees of the Press, will be
with me. I think that this will be a time when we can go
over our plans together, to make sure we are all going in the
same direction. I believe these matters should be settled
before we pursue the question further with the Estate. I am
enclosing a draft memorandum for discussion, and I want to
emphasize again here that nothing in the discussion is
intended to be contrary to the basic agreement between the
Estate and the Press.

I'll be glad to hear from you if you have any comments
in advance, but essentially I think we should cover these
points in our discussion on February 22.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

Enclosure

cc: Aaron Lemonick

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGEN SERIES
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609.152·4900)

PreriJmt, HA.l.OLD W. Me CJ.AW. JR. Trust«s. cna. E. BLACK, JOHN TYLE.I. BONNER,

W1Ll.1AM G. BOWEN. aOBEI,T c. DUNTON, ALFUD G. FlSCHE&, ROBUT G. GILPIN.

AA.l.ON LEMONICK, Rrc.-uoo A. MESTllES, LUI. MlNEJ., JOHN f. PECKHAl.f,

CHA&L£S SCIJ.BN'D, TL. oUTHUt H. THOIlNHlLI., fa., THOMAS H. WUGHT

February 12, 1979

Memorandum for Discussion

A Possible Plan for the Einstein Papers

1. The Press and the Einstein Estate will continue to have general
responsibility for the project, as required under their contract of
February 22, 1971. The Institute will, however, be named as a coopera
ting institution in public releases and on the page facing the title
page of the volumes with the words: "Published with the cooperation of
the Institute for Advanced Study."

2. The Institute will establish a Center of Einstein Studies (or
similar name) within which the editing of the Einstein Papers will be
accomplished. The Center will invite scholars to work on matters related
to Einstein, using the facilities of the Center, including the duplicate
archives and, as permitted by the Estate, the originals when necessary.
This work will enhance and enrich the editorial work on the Papers. The
Institute will provide working space for the Einstein Papers project at
the Center.

3. The Editor of the Einstein Papers will be the Director of the
Center of Einstein Studies, where his primary responsibility will be to
edit the Papers. He will have permanent appointment to the Institute for
Advanced Study, but his salary as Editor will be paid by Princeton
University Press from a special fund which will be made available to it
for this purpose. The donor of this fund will be appropriately recognized
in the published volumes.

4. The Editor of the Einstein Papers, who is also the Director of
the Center of Einstein Studies, will be on long-term leave from another
university. His appointment as Editor shall be, as required, by the
Estate and the Press; his appointment as Director of the Center shall be
by the Institute. He shall serve as long as his work is satisfactory or
until retirement. It is our mutual hope that the Estate may still be per
suaded to join the Press in appointing Professor John Stachel of Boston
University to serve as Editor of the Einstein Papers, and thus also to
serve as Director of the Center.

5. The Institute will join the Press and the Estate in seeking
funds to support editorial work on the Papers. With the consent of the

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGEN SERIES
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Estate, the administration of the editorial work shall be delegated by the
Press to the Institute. Neither the Institute nor the Press nor the
Estate has a financial obligation to support the research beyond those
monies made available from outside sources.

6. Although the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has no legal
standing in arrangements for the Einstein Papers now, since it is the
remainderman in Einstein's will it will ultimately have a strong interest
and will take the place of the Estate in the agreement of February 22,
1971 between the Estate and the Press. Therefore every effort will be
made to informtthe Hebrew University of plans and to be sure, as far as
possible, that planned arrangements meet with its approval.

7. The Press will publish the Einstein Papers at its own expense,
as specified in the agreement between the Estate and the Press. Nothing
in this memorandum is intended to contradict or interfere with the basic
agreement of February 22, 1971 between the Estate and the Press.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

Telepbone--609-924-4400

February 6, 1979

Memorandum

To:

From:

Subject:

Harry Woolf

John Hunt~

Minutes of December 1, 1978, Meeting with Herb Bailey

Harry Woolf opened the meeting by proposing the establishment of
an Einstein Center or Program in Einstein Studies at the Institute.
Among the various purposes of such an initiative would be to further
the publication of the Einstein Papers and to maintain the momentum
of this long-term publishing effort.

A primary condition of the Program would be the acquisition of
outside funds. One source of funds would be the income from endowment
presently pledged to cover the editor's salary. Other funds would come
from private foundations and government agencies as the result of a
special fund raising effort for this purpose.

At the present moment, endowment funds are still available as part
of a pledge to the Princeton University Press. Additionally, the Sloan
Foundation has contributed $150,000 and the National Science Foundation
has maintained its interest in the publishing project, subject to an
appropriate determination about the editor.

It was agreed that since John Stachel is now negotiating another
year's leave of absence, and since his performance was deemed satisfactory
by the Editorial Committee, it would be appropriate to seek Stachel's
services as Director of the Center and to secure for him a long-term
appointment.

By the terms of the application to NSF, Otto Nathan has now opened
access to the papers, both scientific and non-scientific. Herb Bailey
believes that the copy of the Einstein papers now destined for the
princeton University Library could be transferred or loaned to the
Institute's Einstein Center,
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Memorandum to Harry Woolf -2- February 6, 1979

In sum, the Institute would supply the location, the Press would
supply the Director's salary, and outside funds would be sought for
salaries, overheads, and other costs.

The following action items emerged from the meeting:

a) HW will explore the idea of an Einstein Center
with the Faculty of the Institute;

b) HE will explore possible funding arrangements for
Stachel's salary with the present donor to the publishing
project. If both of these factors are positive, consid
eration will then be given to:

c) Securing a long-term appointment for Stachel;

d) Announcing the creation of a Program of Einstein Studies
at the Symposium; and,

e) Informing the President of Hebrew University of the steps
being taken.
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ArlNUAL REPORT TO
THE EINSTEIN ESTATE, AND

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

In this brief report on progress and problems during my first year

of work, which started on January 15, 1977, I shall begin by outlining the

progress I think has been achieved during the year. Then I shall discuss

the outstanding problems that I feel confront the Project now. Finally, I

shall outline how I propose to proceed in the coming year given the current

difficulties.

OUTLINE OF PROGRESS

1) First of all, the preparation and submission of the grant proposals

to the National Science Foundation and National Endowment for the Humanities

had put the Einstein Project on the threshold of substantial, long-term finan

cial support.

2) As part of the grant proposals, a preliminary plan of editorial work

had been developed for discussion with the Estate, Press, Editorial Committee

that was to be formed, and Editorial Advisory Board. This plan was tentative,

and no doubt would have been subject to both immediate revisions on the basis

of further discussions, as well as longer range change based on further experi-

ence and enlarged staff. But it did provide a basis for such discussion and

further work on the Project in the coming period.

3) Work on the full-sized copies of the Archive, to conform them with

the originals and organize them into a basis for the editorial work, is well
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January 1978
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under way. Work began during the summer ~Ihen the Editor and two assistants

were involved; but since the fall has had to proceed at a slower pace, since

only the Editor has been allowed access to the original documents. At this

point, about one-fourth of the work has been done; and it is estimated that

it will take somewhat over one year more to complete the job. When it is com

pleted, it will enable the editing of the Einstein Papers to take place with

minimal need to consult the originals.

4) Work on preparing a computerized index to the entire Archive, based

on the full-sized copies, is also well under way. The computer programs have

been written and tested, and several hundred items already indexed using this

system. When this index is completed, it will constitute the first complete

index to the Einstein Archive, enabling scholars to obtain quick access to in-

formation about documents in the Archive, names, places and subjects mentioned,

ett.

5) Substantial progress had been made on a project to locate and contact

all living correspondents of Einstein. With their consent, copies of their cor-

respondence are then sent to the correspondents, together with a list of specific

questions about obscure points in the correspondence as well as a general request

for any further information they would care to supply.

6) Work on compiling an extensive bibliography of books and articles about

Einstein, his work, and related areas in the history and philosophy of science,

social and political history, etc. is continuing. The first results of this work

are contained in the bibliography of the National Science Foundation proposal,

but several hundred more items have since been added. The ultimate hope is to

publish this bibliography.
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7) The assembling of a working collection of the most important and

useful such items to aid the work of the Project is also continuing.

8) The Editor attended the 1977 Institute for the Editing of Historical

Documents. This is a two-week summer institute held annually by the National

Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC) to give training to

prospective historical editors in the basic techniques developed for the col-

lection, transcription, editing and publication of historical documents.

OUTSTANDING PROBL84S

It seems to me at this time (and has so seemed since I assumed the posi

tion) that the only realistic source for the large initial funding needed for

the Einstein Project is the United States government, through such agencies as

the National Science Foundation, National Endowment for the Humanities and NHPRC.

Therefore, I made it my number one priority during the first nine months of

work to try to secure that funding under conditions that would be honorable and

acceptable on the one hand to the Editor, the Estate and the Press, and to the

relevant government agencies on the other. This task was made initially diffi

cult by a number of factors, of which the following are clear to me:

1) the rejection of the original proposal prepared by the Estate and

Press and submitted to the National Science Foundation and National Endowment

for the Humanities; we began working with only a small planning grant from the

National Science Foundation due to expire in mid-1977.

2) the difficulties which these agencies had recently experienced with

the funding of the Darwin Papers, which meant that any large-scale editorial

project being submitted at this moment would be subject to the most careful

scrutiny.
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3) my lack of background in history of science and lack of experience

in any major editorial project made me largely an unknown quantity in the

eyes of the people who had to decide on funding such a project.

Therefore, the first half-year of work was spent primarily in giving

myself a crash course in historical editing practices, becoming familiar with

the Einstein Archive, establishing a relationship with the agencies in question,

and developing a preliminary plan of work for the editing of the Einstein Papers.

All of this activity culminated in the preparation and submission of the grant

proposal to the National Science Foundation and National Endowment for the
'\ "'1

Humanities in ~ne of last year, and the meeting with the National Science Founda-

tion History and Philosophy of Science Review Panel in JU~Q.

By last fall, I think that the conditions existed for reaching an acceptable

agreement for funding with the National Science Foundation: it seems that the

basic decision to fund our project for the next five years had been taken by

the Panel, and confirmed up to the level of the National Science Board. While

negotiations over the exact terms proposed would be necessary, and some of the

terms originally suggested by the National Science Foundation were clearly un

acceptable to the Estate and Press--as well as the Editor--a definite impression

was gained (and confirmed in subsequent conversations with personnel of the

National Science Foundation) that if an agreement on basic outlines was reached,

there were no rigid conditions that would be obstacles to a final Grant award.

An extension of the original planning grant \~as given in order to allow consul-

tation with the Editorial Committee, which was to be formed, on possible revisions

of some features of the original plan of work.

Close collaboration with such an Editorial Committee was one of the fea-

tures of the original plan of work, as well as necessary to make progress with
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the revised Grant application. However, in the fall of last year I was asked

not to proceed ~Iith the negotiations I'lith the National Science Foundation and

National Endo~~ent for the Humanities, and not to call together the Editorial

Committee. Since that time, all further action on the tlational Science Founda-

tion and National Endol'~ent for the Humanities Grant Applications has been

suspended. It is my understandi ng, based on i nforma1 contacts l'/ith flati ona1

Science Foundation personnel, that the funding set aside for our project can

be held perhaps for six months or so; but that if no resolution of the issue

is reached by then it is very unlikely that it can be held any longer.

I still feel that this is the only realistic source of the large funding

needed to get started; that an entirely honorable agreement could be reached,

and that at any rate the negotiations should have been carried on until it be-

came obvious \'Ihether this \1aS or ~Ias not possible. I also have been given the

impression (and this is quite independent of any merits or defects that I may

have as Editor) that if the present negotiations collapse by default that the

chances of reviving them in the near future--under my Editorship or anyone

else's--are slight indeed. At any rate, the present proposal must either be

pursued to the end or withdrawn, and some decision must be made fairly soon.

If the project is to continue in any form, some decision must also be

reached about whether to proceed with one Editor, or to change the editorial

set-up as outlined in the Contract between the Estate and the Press. In addition,

some final decision must be made, by both sides, as to whether I will continue

as Editor. As of the moment, I am planning to stay only until mid-1979, sub-

ject to reachin9 an agreement with the Estate and Press.
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PROPOSED WORK FOR COMING YEAR

Since these difficulties arose which prevented proceeding with my plan

of work, and since becoming aware that Dr. Nathan was unsatisfied with my ~rork

as Editor, I have tried to develop and work on a plan of activities for the

near future which would be of some use, as the first phase of the editorial

work, no matter what the resolution of the current difficulties. It has seemed

to me that no matter I~ho does it or when and how the editorial 110rk is done,

a fully conformed copy of the Einstein Archive will be needed, as well as a

complete control index to all the documents in the Archive. It is also obviously

of priority to continue to contact all living correspondents. Therefore I pro

pose the following plan of work for the coming year and a half, assuming that

our current problems are not resolved by either going ahead as originally planned,

or by my immediate dismissal.

1) I shall continue to personally conform the copyflo made from the micro

film of the Einstein Archive to the original documents. The duplicates must

also be organized and filed, which work can be done with the help of the Secre

tary. As stated above, I estimate that this will take something over one year

to complete.

2) The programs for the computer indexing of the Archive have been "Iorked

out. The indexing problem can be divided into two rather distinct portions:

1) Development of a control index, ~Ihich I·lill contain a description of the

nature of each document, its date, place of origin, sender and receiver if it

is a letter, etc. In short, the information about the document needed to have

full control over such a large collection of material (perhaps 10,000 documents).

2) A name and subject index, which would give access to the contents of the
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document. I believe it will be possible to carry out the first or control

indexing of the material in the period envisioned; once this is done, one

will easily be able to get such useful items as a complete chronological list

of all documents, or ali st of all correspondents, etc. HOI'lever, I think it

neither possible nor advisable to do the content indexing in this period.

First of all the job is too vast for one or two persons, since it will require

the actual scanni ng-readi ng of each document. Secondl y, the exact I'lay in \-Ihi ch

it is done should be a decision of the actual editorial staff that will use it.

Therefore, I propose to continue developing and testing the computer program

for this portion of tile index, but not to index more than a small sample of

documents needed to test it. The Secretary will be able to help with all this

work--indeed, it will be impossible to do without such help.

3) l~e shall also continue the ~/Ork of identifying and contacting 1iving

correspondents, and getting their comments and reminiscences about their con-

tacts with Einstein.

4) Time will be given to the search for additional documents, and keep

ing up and enlarging the bibliography and working collection, to the extent

that the above higher priorities permit.
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ALBERT EINSTEIN: FROM SPECIAL TO GENERAL RELATIVITY AND BEYOND (1907-1917)

John Stachel: Einstein Project, Institute for Advanced Study

After formulatin9 the special theory of relativity (1905), Einstein

turned to the task of recastin9 various branches of physics in conformity

with the relativity principle. His effort to so reconcile the theory of

9ravitation soon convinced him this could not be done without further ex

tension of that principle (1907). After various such attempts, he realized

that he would have to introduce a non-flat space-time structure to account

for 9ravitation (1912). Three years of partial successes and false starts

finally led to the construction of a satisfactory general-relativistic theory

of 9ravitation (1915). The search radically altered his philosophical out

look as well as his approach to physical theory. Even at the moment of his

9reatest triumph he was aware of its partial and problematic nature, and soon

set out on the quest for a unified theory of 9ravitation and matter whfch was

to occupy him for the rest of his life. (Invited Paper, 45 minutes)
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Lieber lierr Einstein,

c-utt.ingCIl
I..crkcl<it:/3

'3<..
e. 22.Juni 1)12-3"

.
Abrahan Flexner hat nil' VOl' kurzcn aIlbetragl'n, an deo von ilu:l

neu errichteten (ocicr neu zu erriehtendcn) Institute for Advanced Study eine

Stelle zu tibernehmen•• Die Bcdill{;ungen sind sehr bilnstig, Cie poEtischen

Verh.!l.ltnisse we!'Cen in Deutschl<:nd zusehenda unerfl'eulicher (ich gell!!re ja nach

dern Viillen eel' tlational"ozialisten ..egen "Rassenschancie" ins Zuehthausn. 1iit

Veblen bin ich herzL.ch befreundet, in Princeton ftihle ich cC.cn ",ohl, und dort

wird, wenn fleXIleI' eine eini.germassen gltic3liche Hand hat, dur:±. die ZusaDlCen-

arbeit del' Universitl1t und des Instituts ein j:).Unzendes Z"ntrun fUr !,;athenatik

une thcoretische Physik entstehen. Ich bin also sehr b<.neigt, sein Anerbicten

anzunehmen. Nur ko=t es fllr mich, gerade illr CeIl lUJf'anr;, sehr darauf an,~

die Mllnner 3ind, die in Institut zusar..l::enwirkcn .,erocn. Flexner hat I:lir erzl1hlt
n

(natUrlich sage ieh e3 ni=andcn weitel' ~), dass '1' illlch Sic aufgefo::'C!ert habe unci

Aussicht bestehe, Sic zu gev:innen. Er hat nieh iiuch ercacht.igt, r:dt Ihnen ver-

traulieh darUber zu korrespondi.eren. Dilrf ich Sic fragen, :;ie 5ie zu eel' Ange-

legenheit stchen? ,icnn nl1nlieh Sie hingehen, dann ist die Suche aueh fUr t::ich

i.I:l bleichen Sinne so ,,-ut viie entschieCcn~ UebrigcIl3 habe ich bisher tiber das

Flexnersche Angebot r:dt ccinen Freuncien hier noch nicht gesprochen. Nur Z-Ulgger

habe ieh neulieh darUber gesehriebcn, VieD. iell gerne seinen Rat als Arzt una

auch sonst in Ylieht.i{;en Lcb!.[lScntschcidunf:en habe. -

lhren F<.rnparallelisl.JUs habe ich gar nieht bern gehabt. Ihr neuer

Ansatz seheint Illr viel aussichtsreicher und ist neineo D,,-thecatisehen Hcrzen

v:'el sympathischer. Er ist ..ohl in Viescntlichen cit Veblens "projektiver acla-

tivitlit" idcntisch. V"bl<.n lic~t jetzt hier ein paar ..oehen lang darUber.

Viellcicht reizt ~ich da5 dazu, aueh cinmal wieder tiber die universelle TIeltgeo~etrie
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nachzudenkcn. llir 5cheint as doeh ab501ut nil til;, das Schrlldinger-Dirac'sche '?
mit hineinzunehrwn. Und die "F.ichvarian~", >cic ich sia jet::t aUl'i'a5sa, ul5 "'

etwa5, cas y (una nicht ds) cit cen clcl:tror:agncti5chcn Potcntialen ver

bindet, deutet ja wohl an, in welcher Richtung das zu bcs~hehen hat.

l.:it herzl:'::hao Gru55
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CONFOR/1AL TIIO-STRUCTURE AS TIlE GRAVITATIONAL DEGREES

OF FREEDOM IN GENERAL RELATIVITY

by

R.A. d'Inverno
Department of ~jathematics, The Universi ty, Southampton, S09 5NH, England

and

John Stachel*
Joseph Henry Laboratories, Princeton University and Einstein Project, Institute

for Advanced Study, Princeton, Nev Jersey 08540

*On leave from Department of Physics, Boston University, Boston, Mass. 02215
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The Daily PriocetonUlO, Wednesday, April 11, 1979

Puh,lication of Einstein papers might staU

"
By LEWIS KNOX

A dispute between the Princeton
University Press and the trustees of
Alben Einstein's literary estate
may delay the publication of
Einstein's private papers, ac
cording to Herbert S. Bailey Jr.
'42. director of the University
Press.

The dispute involves the possible
replacement of Boston University

physics professor John J. Stachel,
the current editOr of the papers.
The trustees of the estate want to
replace Stachel with a three-person
editorial board.

To replace Stachel would
necessitate an immediate search
for members of the new editorial
board; Stachel's appointment runs
out on July 14.

Otto Nathan, one of the
trustees, refused Monday to say
why or if he waoted Stachel
replaced as head of the 20-year
project. However, late last month,
The Washington Post quoted him
as saying, liThe legacy of Einstein
is so huge that we don't want his
papers edited by ooe man, no
matter who he is."

'A fin. job'
But Bailey said Monday that

"We believe (Staehel) is doing a
very tine job."

Contacted yesterday at the
Institute for Advanced Study
where he has a visiting research
fellowship from the Princeton
pbysics department, Stacbel
declined to comment on the
dispute.

Bailey said the Princeton
University Press bas bad some
difficulty rmding a SI-million
grant to pay the salary and ex
penses for tbe editor of tbe Ein
stein papers during the next 20
years.

Stacbel's firing would likely
delay tbe project and perbaps
make it difficult to get funding

from outside donors.
Publication of the first of tbe 20

700-page volumes is already
beltind schedule. Bailey has said
that the first volume was expected
to have been finished about five
years after work was begun in
1971, bUI Stachel said yesterday
that he now has no idea when it
will be published.

The contract between the
University Press and the Einstein
estate provides for the settlement
of such disputes through ar
bitration. The Washington Post
said in its story last month that
there were "signs" that the dispute
had been submitted to an ar
bitration organization in New
York, but Bailey denied tbis
Monday.

It is still possible that the
disagreement will be submitted to
arbitration, Bailey said. He ex
plained tbat be did nol expect a
dispute to arise when the ar
bitration clause was included in the
contract.

Einstein's papers, which number
some 30,000 documents, include
5,000 publisbed scientific writings,
writings on peace, and
correspondence with almost all of
the prominent physicists of his
day, Bailey said.

Stacbel's duties include
clarifying bard-lo-understand
passages in Einstein's
correspondence, which requires
contacting Einstein's aging
friends and colleagues soon.
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The Washington Post,

March 26, 1979

Dispute Delays
Publication of

Einstein Papers
By Thomas O'Toole

WuhiullWn Poll 8ta!! Wn"'"

The Princeton University Pr and
the trustees of the Albert Einstein es
tate are in the midst of an academic
row that promises to bold up publica
tion of Einsfein's letters and personal
papers for years.

The right has already meant hat
the first of the 20 Einstein volumes
planned for publication by the Prince
ton press will not come out tbls year.
the centennial of Einstein's birth. So
serious is the dispute between the
pre 5 and the estate that the editors
of the press now figure that the first
volume will be published no earlier
han 1982.

"When we began this project in
1971, we thought it would take fi\~e

)'ears La get the fir t ,'olume out,"
said Herbert S. Bailey Jr., director of
the Princeton University Press. "'We
proved to be wrong, for a variety of
reasons ..

To hear Princeton sources tell it..
the bl~gest reason has been the bat·
tles between the press and the estate
o\"er how the papers are to be edited
and by whom. The papen number 70.-

documents; theY're kept in 2ts fire
proof file drawers at the Princeton In
stitute for Advanced Study, where
Einstein worked until his death in
1955.

The Princeton press signed a con·
tract in 1971 with the estate to publish
the Einstein papers. SiX years later,
the press hired the firs editor.-;John

See EINSTEIN, 6, CoL 1

«!l PbWpPe Rala.c1an

Zinstein, In 1947, with Olio Nalhllll, no......exe<:ulor of his eslate.

<
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Publication of Einstein Papers Delayed
EI 'STEI:-; , From AI

~tachel, a Boston Unh"enity ph,"cicisl
and philosopher of science. He was ap
parently the first editor the lrus(eeS
of the estate could agree on. He was
also the first editor who would agree
to give at least 15 years of his life to
editing the Einstein papers.

One of the first thing Stachel did
was to organize Einstein's letters.
which number more than 10.000. They
include correspondence with the most
hrilliant physicists and mathemati
dans of the 20th century. including
C:lauc; Weyl. :.\1~x Born, Max Planck.
\rolfl.!ant: Pauli and 1\iels Bohr.
rc-wcr than .:;00 of the lellers have
('\"f'r he('n Dubli"hNL

Sl<!('hrl \Yon a t!ranl from lhe t\a
IlfIIlal ~('I{"H'(' f"uundation to dupli
l'i11(' IhC' Ictt{'T'-' .." that he and the "ec·
rPlanc< he hin'd would not have to
h;m(lIp thE' orj~lnals. some oC which
are 3e fn::!ile as th('~ are \·aluable. At
lhp came lIme. tachel began carre
cpondin~ with tho!'e of EinsteinlO cor
T('~nnndcnts ~ilI 2 1i\'e to da!"ify hard
I n·undcrstand parts of their carre.
lopondence.

The trustees of the estate now want
Stachel out 35 edtlor. The trustees are
Helen Dukas. \\ ho \\as Einstein s sec·
retary from 1927 until his death. and
Otto Nathan. an economi..!:t wbo be
Criended Einstein at Princeton and
was named in Einstein's will as the c0

executor of bis estate.
It is not clear why Oukas and Na

than. both octo~enarians.want to fire
• tachel. Princeton sources hint the
reasons are ··too personal to discuss in
I he press." Dukas does not give inter·
views. at han will say only that he
wants to replace Stachel with a board
oC three people to edil the Einstein
11apers.

"The legacy oC Einstein is SO huge
that we don't want his papers edited
by one man, no maller who he is," Na
Ihan said by telephone the other day
from his Fifth .,\.\"('nue apartment in
i\rv.· York.

Th(" directors o{ the Princeton press

ALBERT EL'o;STEL'\'

say they are delighted with the job
Stachel has done. The Editorial Advi·
sory Board. which includes physicists
such as John A. Wheeler. Martin
Klein and Freeman Dyson who knew
Einstein. has given Staehel its unani·
mous approval and wants him to can·
tinue in the job he started two years
81!O. They worry that if Dukas and Na
than succeed in forcing Staehel out,
they will succeed in scaring away any
body with the credentials to fill the
job.

Al .stakE' is more than Staehel's
job. There is the malter of a 81 mil·
lion endowment to pay the saJarJ.
travel and e-xpenses o{ the editor for
the remaining life of the project.
which is anywhere from 15 to 20
years.

"Wben we began this

project in 1971, we

thougbt it would lake five

years to gellhc fi.·sl

volUIIlf' out. ~rf' pro,",',1

to h.. wrong, Cor a nu'i ..ly

of rea,ou8.-'

The $1 million has been harder to
get than the Princeton University
Press thought it would be. Most of
the people approached by the press
had other financial commitments. but
sources now sayan anonymous donor
has agreed to put up the money, pro
vided the project doesn't get stalled.

1f the. vroject is stalled, as now
seems likely, the chance is high that
the SI million endowment to pay the
editor's salary and expenses for the
next 20 years will Dot 'be forthcoming.
That me3ns loking for a new donor
when the project is restarted. a task
the Princeton University Press al
ready has found to be quite diffi
cult.

Even if the project is stalled only a
short time, it means further delays in

public;hinz the first of the planned 20
\·olumes. The earHest publication date
is now 1982, which puts orr final publica·
tion almost to the end of the century.

There's also the matter oC a more
permanent grant (rom the National

denre Foundation to pay for' cleri
cal work and the salaries and travel
oC the secretaries and ali ociate edi
tors who will have to be hired. So
far. the /(SF has put up 5114.,13J to
sustain the project the last two years.
The Princeton Press fiEUres it needs
an i'SF grant of 5175.000 a }eaT for
the next {i\'e years to keep the project
sustained.

The contract under which the NSF
has been supporting the Ein«tein pa·
pen, expires in July. The ~SP says it
has reeeh'ed no proposal from the
Princeton press to continu~ or in
<'r(>ac;;e the support. The SSF's Dr.
Ronald G. O\'ermann understands
that the batlle between the pre and
the estate IS the reason there is no
new proposal in hand.

"But any new proposal must go
through our peer re\-iew process."
Overmann said. "50 even if every
thing were resolved tomorrow, we
couldn't act on it before Jan. 1:'

The Princeton University Press says
it cannot afford to wait any longer to
resolve its differences with the Ein
stein trustees. Besides the money to
support the project. there are the ag
ing colleagues and friends of Einstein
to consider. If they are to be con
sulted. now is the time to consult
them.

"'The time to do it is DOW," said Bai
ley. the director of the PrmC'eton
pl·ess. "before aU the people who
knew Einstein are dead:'

There is a claus€' in the contract be
tween the press and the estate that al·
lows disputes such as this to be set
tled by arbitration. While nobody in
voh'ed in the dispute would ronfirm
it. there were signs last week that the
"disaereement" had been submitted to
an arbitrati,on organiz3110n in ?\"e\\
York.
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NEW YORK,MONDAY,MARCH 27,1972

The Einstein Papers: Childhood
Showed a Gift for the Abstract

Th,. ,. the first of three arttclao dealing with the life
and thought of Albert Einstein,," revealed in the coliee
tlon of hi' manuscriptl, lett.... and other pope" to be
published by his estate.

tha Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, N. J.. and
• few scholars have had ac
eess to the papers. the great
bulk of the material has
never been published.

It is evident from an exam..
anation of representative doc·
uments by this writer and
interviews with those who
haw studied the whole col
lection at length that tile pa
pera provide new Inslghtl
Into one of the great con
ceptual revolutions of all
t1me-the development of rel
ativity lI1eory.

They Include a vivid ac
taunt of Einstein', childhood,
u well u materlsl document
Ing .ome of the factors C9n
tributing to tha development
of a genius. There are hun
dredl of letlail exchanged
with world leadera In politic..,
8Cience, mU5tc Ind phiioso..
phy, u well u far more

© 1972, The New York ~imes C~mpany

Reprinted by permission

any role in my mechanism or thought."
He said that he fonnulate<! his ideas in
"physical entities ... certain signs and
more or less clear Images which can be
"voluntarily' reproduced and combined."

This, he continued, "seems to be the
essential feature in productive thought
-before there Is any connection with
logical construction In words or other
kinds of signs which can be communi..
cated to others."

Would Repeat Words
''The above-mentioned elements are,

In my case, of visual and some of
muscular type," he said. "Conventional
words or other signs have to be sought
for laboriously only in a secondary
stage when the mentioned associative
play Is sufficiently established and can
be reproduced at will."

Such laborious searching tor warda
was anticipated In his early use of
speech, as recounted by his lister. After
each spoken sentence-"no matter how
commonplace," she laid - the young
Einstein would sllently repeat the worda
with his lips, a praotice that he finally
gave up when he was 7.

Thl' curious habit might havo been a
mark of his thoroughness and precisIon
-characteristics aJso reflected in his
construction of extraordinary playing"
card houses, some of them 14 Itoriea
high.

Furthermore, his proclivity for com
posing German limericks in later tife
showed that he was-at least after
childhood-not seriously handicapped
in the use of words.

The schoal in Munich where he did
hll early studies during the eighteen..
nineties was word~orienled. The teach·
Ing was largely by rote and, according
to his sister, his room teacher reported
that "nothing good" would ever come
of the young Einstein.

Furthermore, the achoal was nm ""
very strict lines, in part. to pNtpare
the youngsters for the militaJ;y service
that confronted them. Under Gennan
law. Einstein would have had to submit
to snch service - or be dfldla.reo.' an
evader-unless he emigrated oefore the
end of his 16th year.

Hence, his sister said, he obtained a
medical excuse from his doctor and ,left
tor Milan, where his father was em
barked on another ill-fated artef'nt)t to
establish a solvent electrical pr.ant. At\er
spending about a year in MUan, th"
young Einstein sought admission to the
Federal Institute of Technology, the
Swiss counterpart of the Massachuse~

Institute of Technology-but he failed
the entrance examination.

To prepare for a second attempt at
entrance he went to the cantonal school
in Aarau and found himself in a liberal
teaching environment that allowed his
capabilitits to flourish. It was there, at
the age of 16, that he perlonned a
"thought experiment" symptomatic· of
his grawing interest in the nature of
light. .

In 1864 James Clerk Maxwell In En!"
land had proposed a series of equation.
to explain light waves in tenns Ilf
rspldly moving, oscmating magnetic
fields. In his "thought experlmen~"

Articles from the ~ew York ~imes,

March 27, 28, 29, 1972
announcing the plans for pUblication

of the Einstein papers
by Princeton University Press.

started school. He did not thrive in
the regimented educational system or
nlneteenth.century Gennany. The mul
tiplication table, his lister reported,
was taught by raps on the knuckles
and this did not inspire young Einstein
to become an arithmetic whiz.

In fact, she said, at this stage there
was no sign of any special ability in
mathematics. He had little facility at
sums, even though he was careful and
persevering. Ha found particularly diffi
cult those problems that were "dressed
up" in complex situations and otten,
when he reached the final calculation,
he made mistakes.

It was not until his uncle, Jakob Eln
steln, began challenging him with
mathematical puzzles, she said, that
,he blossomed. Jakob Einstein, an en·
glneer, was adept at mathematics and,
on one occasion, showed the boy the
Pythagorean Theorem-that the sum of
the squares on the two sides of a right
triangle equals the square on the hypot
enuse.

Einstein then set about proving the
theorem by a method of bois awn, quite
different tram t"te orthodox proof.

Another uncle, C:isar .Kooh, a grain
mer<::hant, also played a role in stimu
lating the development of the young
Einstein. On his return from a trip to
Russia, he presented the lad with a
working model of a steam engine. Its
ohugging operation made such a deep
Impression on the boy that 30 years
,later, in writing a nostalgic letter to his
Uncle Qlsar, he drew a remarkably pre
cise diagram of t1he little engine.

This letter is one of the less technical
Items in t1he massive collection at the
Einstein papers. Another is one of the
two objects that, Einstein said in later
years, played a special in~irational

role in his life. This was a geometry
book rtlhat sent his 'mind racing off in
new directions as a boy.

The book, with hi' marginal scrib
bles, is in the filing cabinets at Pr;nce
~on, but the other inspirational object
-a compass given Einstein by his fa~

ther when he was 4: or 5-has vanished.
The mysterious, all~pervading "field"
ot magnetic force that controlled the
compass needle fascinated the Httle
boy.

It was a fascination dlat ultimately
led him to challenge contemporary con~

cepts of magnetic fields and to develop
an entirely new fonnulation of gravi~

tational fields. Dr. Hatton, whose stud
ies. of the roots of relativity theory
,have been collected for publication by
Harvard University Press this fall, be
lieves Einstein's habit, from infancy, of
thinking In concepts rather than words
played a key role.

He cites a comment by Einstein to
a friend when they were discUJsing the
genesis of his ideas. 'fOJ'hese thoughts,"
he said, IOdid not come in any verbal
fonnulation. I rarely think in word, at
all. A thought comes, and I may try to
express it in words afterward."

Elsewhere Einstein put it thus: ''The
words or the language, IS they are
written or spoken, do not seem to play

hwnbla citizens. Some let
ters are humoroUJ and some
poignant,

The documents spell out
Einstein's role in scientific
debates of the first half of
this century and his contri
bution to the founding of ls
rael and they bear witness
to his vehement dissent
against World War 1 while a
resident in Berlin, IS well II

bis pacltiat elfON In latar
yearo.

Above all, the papers tell
of a child wl>oaa lnebUlty
or unwUllngne_to lpeal<
until the age of 3 led him
to develop an extraordinary
capacity for nonverbal con
ceptualization. In the view
of Dr. Gerald Holton, profes
sor at pbylics at Harvard
University, who bas worked
with the papers for aevaraJ

Continued on Page 26, CoIUIDD 1

mote themselves in the public eye, and
he may therefore have discouraged his
sister from publishing 'the account dur
ing his lifetime.

Einstein's father, Hermann, operated
a small electrical and engineering plant
while the family lived In Munich. It
was a time when home use of electricity
had begun its meteoric rise. However,
Jike virtually aU of Hennann's enter·
prises. this one was doomed to conuner·
cial failure.

Einstein's mother, Pauline Koch by
birth, was an accomplished pianist and,
according to his sister, was responsible
tor his taking up the violin.

While young Albert grew up to be
an adult of remarkable gentleness and
sensitivity, a, a small boy, his sister
said, he displayed a quick temper,
perhaps inherited from his maternal
grandfather, Julius Koch. The Kochs,
like the Einsteins, had' long been resi
dents of the WUrttemberg region of
Germany.

The young Einstein, as described by
his sister, turned yellow in the face
when enraged - except for the tip of
his nose, which turned white - and
he lost control of himself.

Once, after he had begun home tutor
Ing and violin lessons at the age of
5, he became so furious at his teacher
(for reasons that Maja did not explain)
that he threw a chair at her. 111e
teacher, according to the account, "re·
ceived such a fright that she ned in
terror and never aUowed herself to be
seen, again."

Hurl' Bowling Ball at Sister
In another childhood quarrel he

threw a heavy bowling ball at his sister
and once, she reported, he tried with
a toy trowel to "knock a hole in her
head." From this, she added, ',1ft is
doubtless evident that a healthy skull
is a necessity tor the sister of a
thinker."

However. she added. his hot temper
vanished when, at the age of 7, he

Continued From Page I, Col. S

yean, auah use of .bstract concepts,
rather 1frIan words, persisted into Ein..
stein's adult Ufe.

This no doubt made It easier for
I':lnstein to break free from the methods
of thought that prevented his con
temporaries 'from recognizing the lim
itations of those concepts of space,
time, light, mass and energy that are
roated in 1Iha limited caPabilitie, of di
rect human experience.

Otl1er scientists at lI1e turn at 1Ihe
century, 'udl as Hendrik A. Lorentz
and Henri Poincare, with roughly the
same data In front of them, accordlog
to Dr. Holton, "simply could not make
tha jump, although their own work
prepared tha labors of Einstein and
others."

WIly was Ein'tein able to maka the
jump, whereas others could not? The
answer is one of importance to all who
seek to break new ground in science
or to prepare others for doing so.

The controlling factors, as Dr. Holton
has polnted out, include early training,
·family influences, personality, philo
sophical outlook and placement among
colieagues. Seeking such clues to Ein
stein'l development w1li, It Is elqleCted,
keep generatloo, of scholan busy, once
tlhe material has been pubilohed.

Unpublished MlDlIICfIpt
Probably the most revaalinc docu

ment concernlng Einstein', early child
hood is an unpublished manuscript by
his sister, Dr. Maja Wlnteler-Elnsteln.
It was written In 192-4 when, as she put
it, she was the only person alive who
had direct knowledge of his early years.
Maja had been born two years after
her brother, when the family had moved
to Munich.

Why Maja's biography has never been
published is uncertain, but may be re
lated to Eins~in's dislike of pUblicity.
There is a tendency among scientists
to look with scorn on those who pro·

By WALTER SULLIVAN
When a boy was born in

Ulm, Gennany, 00 March 14,
1879, his head was so larga
and angular that his mother
feared her child wa, de
fanned until she was reas
sured by her doctor that It
,would grow normally. The
baby was given the name
Albert Einstein.

As recounted later by his
sister, "When Grandmama,
after some time, first saw
him she clapped her hands
over his head in astonish
tJ1ent and cried: 'Much too
fat! Much too fat!'"

This account of the birth
of the man who became one
ot the world's .&reatest sclen~

tists fonns part of a collec
tiQn of thousands of private
papers, letters, notebooks and
scientific manuscripts that
the Princeton University Press
plans to publish uoder an
agreement with the Einstein
estate.

.While some of the letters
have appeared in various col
lections which are 'housed at
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To Gather Material, It Took Patience

Df. Klein. who It is hoped wiD be
come generai editor of tbe project, ha,
studied the collection lD an eflol't!'to
document the debate between Ein_
and Niels Bohr concerning quantum
theory. This argument, ot fundamental
importance in the history of phyllCIl,
continued for more than a third of ,_
century. He has also drawn on the Ein·
stein archive in preparing a book on
Paul Ehrenfest, a close friend and scien M

tific colleague of Einstein.
Hnwever, the bulk 01 the collected

Einstein material has never been
studied and its publication will open
it to all scholars.

According to the prospectus' Einstein
made it clear that, upon hill death, there
should be no funeral, memorial service,'
or marked grave, and that hIs name
should not be Improperly exploited. It,
has the",fore been proposed by those(
responsible lor the publication projec'
that his writings would b. the mol(
fitting monument lor him. .-

Inrmer sec"'lary. Miss Dukas. who hu
been chiefly responsibl. for the day-to
day work at collecting, organizing and
cataloguing the papers. They now fill
28 file drawers at the Institute for Ad~

vanced Study.
In 1961 Dr. Gerald Holton, protessor

of physics at Harvard, obtained an in
itiat grant from the Rockefeller Faun.
dation to cover the cost of this cata
loguing, and he provided general super·
vision of the project.

Miss Dukas was taken on as Einstein's
secretary while he lay recovering from
a heart attack in 1928. A rather self
effacing young woman then (she still
abhors pUblicity), she was overcome
with misgivings, she recalls, as she was
brought into the great scientist's bed
room for an interview. Her misgivings
were partly the result at her ignorance
of physics but, as she tells it now,
Einstein held out a hand, saying "here

Excerpts from the Einstein manu·
scripts are pUblished with permission
from the estate of Albert Einstein,
which retains aU rights thereto. Ex
cerpt. from the biography by Mala
Winteler-Einstein are publi&hed with
the permission of Mrs. Lydie Buso,
who shares in ownership ot its copy
right. Tho photograph 01 Einstein in
school. "'1971 World Publishing Com'
pony. i. tram "Einstein: Th. Lito and
Tim..... by RonaId W. Clan.. Tho
photograph 01 Einstein and his sister
i. from Tho Beltmann Archiv••

in a book entitled, HEinstein on Peace"·
Miss Dukas ha, worked with Dr.

Banesh Hoffmann 01 Queen, College. a
former associate of Einstein, on a popu.
lar book that draws. to some extent,
on the archives. It Is to be published
lD August by Viking Press under the
title. "Albert Einstein - Creator and
Rebel,'·

However, It is envisioned that "at least
a large selection" will also be translated
and published in English.

The -history 01 the collection. which
includes some of Einstein's student
notebooks, lecture drafts, numerous ar
ticles (published and unpublished) and
voluminous correspondence, has at
times been dramatic. Its nucleus was
left in Berlin when Einstein paid his
annual visit to the United States in the
fan of 1932. During his absence the
Nazis came to power and he never re
turned.

However, one of his stepdaughters,
lise, and her husband were able to res
cue his Berlin files, and the Fre!1ch
Embassy secretly shipped them to Paris
via diplomatic pouch. From there
they were sent on to Einstein, who at
the time was Hving at Le Coq·sur-Mer
in Belgium.

Since Einstein's death it has been his

n. .... Yort TlIMllNNI ...11

Dr. Otto Nathan, a clo.. friend of ElDsteln, I, a co-trustee of the papers

ThI N.... Yolt TIm.sIWlIII... E. Slur.

HeleD Dukaa, E1ostelD', secretary, wIth the physlclllt', papers In Pr1DcetnD

and a Ruse

The plan for publication of Dr. Albert
Einstein's papers, assembled through
years of search, negotiation-and, to
some degree, a diplomatic ruse-rep
resents one of the more ambitious pub-
Jishing ventures of the century.

If the necessary funds are forthcom
ing, it is assumed that the series wouJd
run to about 20 volumes. The editoria1
work of the project will take at least
fIve years and cost substantially more
than a half million dollars. According to
Herbert S. Bailey Jr., head of Princeton
University Press, potentia'} donors are
being approached for funds.

The agreement on publication is be
tween the trustees of Einstein's literary
estate and Princeton University Press,
with the Institute lor Advanced Study
in Princeton serving as host to the
project. Einstein was associated with the
tl'lstitute for many years and the collec
tion is housed there.

The trustees are Dr. Otto Nathan, a
long-time friend of Einstein, and Miss
Helen Dukas, who was the physicist's
secretary from 1928 until his death in
1955. When the trust terminates, upon
death of Miss Dukas and Einstein's step
daughter, Margot, the collection will go
to Hebrew University in Israel. How·
ever, it is expected that microfilm
copie& will be retained 'in this country,

Dr. Martin J. Klein, professor of the
history of physics at Yale University,
has been invited to be general editor.
but final arrangements have not yet
been made.

The documents will be published in
the language used by Einstein and those
with whom he corresponded. In many
cases this was German. The reason,
according to the prospectus for the
project, is that "papers of such signif
icance should be preserved in 1Jrint ex
actly as the author had prepared them."

lies an old corpse." and Immediately
put her at her ease.

She nOw lives in the white clapboard
house on Mercer Street in Princeton
where Einstein Uved for many years.
sharing it with ElnstelD·. stepdaughter,
Margot .

Dr. Nathan. tha other trustee 01 the
collection, knew Einstein slightly dur·
lng the BerHn days and was on the
Princeton faculty 8S an economist when
Einstein came there in 1933. Within a
day or so of the arrival, Dr. Nathan
says, he went to caB on Einstein and
offer his help flas a fellow refugee."

Dr. Nathan became one at Einstein',
close friends, sharing passionately in
his pacifist and general political views.
When Einstein died, leaving him as his
sale executor, Dr. Nathan says, he con
sidered it one of his most important
responsibilities to make the literary
estate accessible through publication as
soon as possible. In Ute years that fol
lowed he undertook a variety 01 nege>
tiation5 to that effect.

Furthermore, he and Miss Dukas were
able to acquire a considerable amount
of additional Einstein material, which
was added to the archive. Meanwhile,
Dr. Valentine Bargmann, professor of
mathematical physics at Princeton, as
sumed the task of editing Einstein's
published scientific papers for publica
tion in book form by Princeton Univer
sity Press. These will tonn part of the
projected series at volumes.

In his lifetime Einstein published 274
scientific papers and 333 papers ot gen
eral content; a part ot this material has
not been easily accessible to the average
student

Dr. Nathan himself drew from the
Ein,telD archives those letters and
other documenlSl relatlDg to the physi.
cist', peaco ellorts and published them

Tomorrow: Einstein and relativity.

(continued)
Einstein imagined himsell to be riding
through space. so to speak. astride a
light wave and looking back at tha
wave next to him.

What he should have seen, accord~

Ing to the Maxwell formulation, was
"a spatially oscillating electromagnetic
field at rest." he wrote later. Yet. he
said. "there seem~ to be no such thing,
whether on the basis or experience or
according to Maxwell's equations."

Stubborn and prolonged pursuit of
a single problem was typical of Ein~

stein, he noted himself, and it was 10
years later. at the age of 26. that he
published his explanation of the para
dox--embedded. in the first of his rela
tivity papers.

On his second attempt he was admit~

ted to the "Poly" in Zurich, but his stud..
ies there were clouded with dlsm~ over
his father's misfortunes. For the third
time, despite advice to the contrary by
the elder Einstein's "sensible but stili
young son" (as Maja put it) he had set
up an electric plant, only to have it tail.

Dlfflcultie, In Switzerland
"What hits hardest, of course," wrote

the 19·year-old Einstein to his sister,
"is the misfortune of my poor parents,
who for so many years have not. en~

joyed one minute of good fortune.
"Furthermore it hurts me deeply that

T, as a grownup man, must look ora
helplessly without being able to do the
least thing. In fact T am nothing but 8
burden for my family.... It would be
• lot better if I were not alive at 1\11."

After four years at the "Poly" he se.
cured a Job at the Patent Offica in
Berne u technical specialist and moved
to that city in 1902. A year later he
married Milev. Marie, who bore him
two sonl. '

It was while at the Patent Ollke that
Einstein. In his spare time. generated a
scientific revolution. His papers pub
lished in a single year-1905. when h.
was 26---not only ~et forth the special
theory 01 ",Iativity but laid the lounda
tions of quantum theory as well.

Fame was slow in coming, however.
The correspondence at Princeton tells
at Einstein's efforts to obtain the equiv.
alent 01 a high school teaching post,
which he thought would give him more
time for his theoretical work. This was
three years after the publication ot his
first paper on relativity. He pointed out
modestly that he was "also" qualified
to teach physics. He was turned down.

Alter he had obtained a post as un·
paid lecturer-according to the .ca~

demic custom of those times-at the
University of Berne his sister came to
visit him. At that time, she wrote, many
poor, III-clothed-but often very intelli·
gent-Russian Jews were studying in
Berne.

However, the Swiss, in their "peac~

ful, clean, well-ordered" city, did not
think much at them, nor, apparently.
of Einstein, whose hair and clothes
were somewhat disheveled. When his
sister inquired after Einstein of • uni
versity attendant, he replied with •
scornful epithet: "What, that ••• Rus
sian is your brother'"
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Quantum Theory Posed Enigma of Freedom in Causality

Excerpt From Essay by Einstein
On 'Happiest Thought' in His Life

Pruhably nothing in the sdcntific
<1('\ clopmenls or hi__ lirclimc so dis·
llwvrd Albe'rl Einstein ,Hi thr cvi
c!rlil;c thal lIldividuul aLOm" can emil
parllclcs, light waves or other form:'i
of radialion at unpredictable tlmes. In
unprclliclablc directions. and with no
di~H..crnjblc, immediate cause.

SUl'h radiation. whose behavior can
11(' drfillrd only in termc; of probabilities
lor in tile a\'('ra~e performance of large
nllmhrr:<> of (ltom~), i'i hasic to that
part of mod"rn physics known as quan
111m l1lerhtllllCs. Ac(~ording 10 quantum
theor). atom ... absorh or emit energy
;n bundles rillhcr thun In a steady
~trE'nm.

While Lit1~t(,ln W:lii. In it. lorge extent,
l!1r fOLinder of Cjll:lllllllll theory. he wus
1\('\('1' ahle 10 ~('cept lhnt Pilrt of it
\\ hkh <I11uwcd fur the unpredictability
Ilf I\lllh evellt .. , For more tl111n a Ihird
.,f it j'el1tury he debnted Ihh Im>blem
\\ illl hi .. fontrmporilriC's and. In the
\ trw or !-OIllC physlci"ts. thr problem
n·m.lln .. unresolvrd.

rllI~ debate. wlurh helps Illuminate
hn!-tcln's per:-.onal philosophy, runs
like it thread through many letters in
I he Ein!Jtein COllection at PrinceLOn,
N,J. While some of these letters have
appcarl"d in collection~ or his carre·
... ponden<:c wilh individual scientists,
lhp bulk of Ih(' material is unpublished.

ru 11Ilstcin the debate was an ellw
tltlll.d (illC'. for IllS philo~ophy wao;
.. I run~l~ rooted il) l'uusality. Il was
in('onceh'uble to him Ihat the Liming of
('\('111.5 in IHltUl'e, i'xplaillable 011 the
jjvcra~e. should be determined indlvid
lInlly by whim. WhiJ~ most phy~icists

now accept quantum theory more or
less fully, there are still those who
share I:.in~tein's doubts,

Among those with whom Einstein
debated this prohlem wa~ Niel!'i Bohr,
the great Danish physicist. Dr. Martin
J. Klein, profel)sor or the history or
physics at Yale University, Jl85 said:
"The cJCtraordinnry personal and in lei·
Icctual qua lilies of lhe two men and
the unprecedenled dirrieulty and deplh
or the issues they debated nlake these
discussions unique in the hislory of
physics."

The latc plla::tcs of this discussion
have been known to scicnce historians,
Dr. Klein points out, but the early parl.
ducumcilted in the lellers - milny or
thrl1l to scientists olher than Dollr 
remains to a considerable degree un
explored.

In a 1924 letler to Hedwig Born, wife
of the German physicist Max Born,
Einstein noted that "Bohr's views on
radiallon interest me very much." How·
ever, he continued, lOr shouldn't let my·
self be pushed into renouncing strict
causalily before It has been defended
altogether differently from anything
done up to now."

"The idea that an electron ejected
by a light ray can choose of its own
jrce will the m6ment and direction 111
which It will fly off, is intolerable to
me." he said. "If it comes to thal, J
would ralher be a shoemaker or even an
employe in a gambling casino than a
physicist."

His attempts to explain such phenom.
("na, in a direct cause-and-effect manner,
"have failed again and again." he added,
·'But I am far from giving up hope."

The phenomenon to which he referred
In this instance was one that had led
Einstein himself to help found the theory
whose implications so troubled him.

111 1900 Max Planck In Germany had
been able to describe mathematically
the relationship between the color and
temperature of hot. glowing objects.
Specifically. he had shown the relation·
..hip between lhe wave length of "light
W3\'es" and their energy. His formula.
tiol1 seemed to depend on a peculiar new

,l~:-:\lmplion lhal (,Ilcrgy could not be
('millcd continuously but only in packets
conSisting of definite amounts.

Planck himself considered this as
~umption to be only a mathematical
convenience. Then Einstein, in 1905,
argued that radiation itself really did
behave as though it consisted or par·
ticles of energy or light "quanta," as
he called them.

Although his relativity theory was
published in the same year, it was still
so controversial in 1922 that, when he
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for 192 I, it was for his paper on
packets of radiation rather than his
revolutionary relativity concept.

In the radialion paper he explained
a recently discovered puzzle. When light
or a certain wave length or color falls
on a metal plate or other suitable sub·
.stance, electrons are dislodged from the
plate and fly off. However, as one in
creases the intensity (brightness) of the
light, there is no change in the energy
of the ejected electrons as long as the
color, or wave·length of the light re.
mains the same. More of them fly off,
but always with the same energy_

Following is all ex.cerpt en tiL/ed, "The
Fllndamental tdea of General Relativity
III Its Origlllol Form." from 0/1 unpub
lished essay written hy Albert Einstein
ill long/land about 1919:

In the development of special rei a
tidly theory, a thought-not previous·
ly mentioned - concerning Faraday'S
work on electromagnetic induction
played for me a leading role.

Accol'ding to Faraday, when a mag
net is in relative motion with respect
lo a ~onductillg circuit, an electric cur
rent is induced ill the laueI'. It is all
the same whether the magnet moves
or the conductor: only the relalive mo
tion counts, according to the Maxwell·
Lorentz theory. He"'ever, the theoret
ical inlerpretation of the phenomenon
In thcse two cases is quite different:

If it is the magnet that moves, there
cxists in space a magnetic field that
changes with time and which, accord
ing to Maxwell, generates closed lines
of electric force-that is, a physically
real electric field; this electric field sets
in motion movable electric masses [that
is, electrons] within Lhe conductor.

However. if the magnet is at rest and
the conducting circuit moves, no elec
tric field is generated: the current arises
in the conductor because the electric
bodies being carried along with the
conductor experience an electromotive
forcc, as established hypothetically by
Lorentz, on account of their (mechan
ically enforced) mOlion relative to the
magnetic field.

The thought that one is dealing here
with two fundamentally different cases
was, for me, unbearable. The difference
between these two cases could not be
a real difference, but rather, in my
conviction. could be only a difference
ill lhe choice of reference point.
.J udged from the magnet ther!~ certain
ly were 110 electric fields: judged from
the conducting circuit there certainly
was onc. The C'xistence of an electric
field was therefore a relntive one, de
pending on the state of mOlion of the
coordinate system being used. and a
kind of objective reality could be grant
ed only to the electric and magnetic
field together, quite apart from the
state of relative motion of the observer
or the coordinate system. The phenom
enon of the electromagnetic induction

The explanation proposed by Einstein
was that light "waves" are really par
ticles, or quanta, whose energy (related
to their color) is transmitted to the
electrons. But, as noted in his agonized
letter to Hedwig Born, the fact that
the time and direction for each electron
emission could not be predicted from
known laws deeply troubled him.

In any case it was 17 years before
the experiments of others provided clear
proof that Einstein's description of
light uwaves" as quanta was correct.
He fought a lonely battle tor hi. thesi•.
Even Cellow physicists who greatly ad·
mired his work, such as Planck and
Hendrik A. Lorentz, found the idea un·
acceptable.

The correspondence rertects Eln·
stein's deep affection and admiration
for Lorentz who, in 19]], invited him
to lecture at the University of Leiden
in Holland, where Lorentz was teach.
ing.

While he was looking forward to the
lecture. Einstein replied, his chief reason
for coming was "the discussion with
you about the radiation problem. It

He said Lorentz had been misled, ir
he regarded Einstein as an uorthodox"

forced me to postulate lhe (spetial)
relatiVity principle.

When, in Ole year 1907, I waS work
ing all a summary essay concerning
the special theory of relativity for the
Yearbook for Radioactivity and £lec·
tronies I tried to modify Newton's
theory of gravitalion in such a way
that it would fit into the theory. At
tempts in this direction showed the
possibilily of carrying oul this enter
prise, but they did not satisfy me be
cause they had lo be supported bv
hypotheses without physical basis. At
that point there came to me the hap·
piest thought of my life, in the follow·
ing form:

Just as ill the case where all eleclric
field i~ produced by electromaglletic
induction, the graVitational field :simi
larly has only a relative existence.
Thus. for an observer in free fall from
the roof of a house there exists, du.ring
his fall, no gravitational field-at least
not in his immediate vicinity. If the
observer releases any objects, UH'y
will remain, relative to him, in a state
of rest. or in a state of uniform mo
tion, independent of their particular
chemical and physical nature." The
observer is therefore justified in con
sidering his state as one of "rest."

The extraordinarily curious. empiri
cal law that all bodies in the same
gravilational field fall with the same
acceleration immedialely took all.
through this eonsideralion. a deep
physical meaning. For if there is even
one thing which falls differently in a
gravitational field than do the others,
tlhe observer would discern by means
of it that he is in a gravitational field,
and that he is falling in it. But It such.
thing does not exist-as experience has
confirmed with great precision-the oh
server lacks any objective ground to
consider himself as falling in a gravita
tional field. Rather, he has the right to
consider his state as that of rest. and
his surroundings (with respect to gravi.
tatian) as field-free.

The fact, known from experience.
thal acceleration in free fatl is inde
pendent of the malerial is therefore a
mighty argument that the postulate or
relativity is to be extended to coordi
nate systems that are moving non-uni.
formly relative to one another.

.", this consld.,ation 0". mwt naturally
nealect air resiatance.

adherent of light quanta. 8u, he said
he was "enormously curious" to hear
Lorentz's !reactions to some of his new
ideas on the subject. "In these unfin·
ished things," he added, people under
stand one another with difficulty unless
talking race to face.

The chief challenge to the concept of
quanta lay in the evidence that light
docs behave a:l though formed of waves.
For example, when light from a pinhole
source is split and then, by means of
mirrors. is brought together on a screen,
a banded pattern appears on the screen.
This, it was assumed, is because light
"waves" reinforce or interfere with one
anotllcr, producing brighl and dark
band:;.

In 1921 Einstein proposed a complex
experiment that he thought would set
lie the matter. If, he said. the effect
predicted as a consequence or the wave
theory of llight was not observed, then
that theory would be disproved.

On Jan. II, 1922, according to Pro·
fessor Klein's reconstruction of the de
bate from published and unpublished
material. Einstein wrote to his close
friend, Paul Ehrenfest, that the exper
iment had been performed by a Berlin
group and that the effect predicted
from the wave theory iJ1ad not been
observed.

If this finding slood up. Ehrenf..t
replied to Einstein, the latter would
have discovered ·'something completely
colossal."

Two days later Ehrenfest wrote sug
gesting an alternate explanation for
the result. However, he prefaced his
comment by saying: "Of course you are
such a devil of a fellow that naturally
you will turn out to be right in the
end."

In his letter of reply, Einstein noted
that all of his colleagues were against
him in this argument. He said that he
and Max von Laue had had a "regular
duel" over the matter, arguing the va
lidity of various aspects of the experi
ment. Ehrenfest continued to ex
press his doubts and finally Einstein
capitula led.

"You were abSOlutely right," he wrote
to Ehrenfest on Jan. 30. He had reo
worked his calculations and discovered
an error that invalidated his argument.

Two years later Einstein was parlic.
ularly upset by a proposal by Bohr and
two others that, in order to preserve
the wave concept of light, it was neces
sary to abandon causality and the class·
ical conservation laws of energy and
momentum, except in terms of statis
tical averages. It was this that pro
voked Einstein's comment that, if this
were true. he would rather be a shoe
maker or casino employe.

However, Professor Klein does not
think Einstein ever considered that his
concept of light simply as particles or
quanta was the whole troth. As early
as 1909, Einstein wrote that "the next
phase or the development of theoretical
physics will bring us a theory or light
that can be interpreted as a kind of
Cusion or the wave and emission [par
ticle] theories."

Such a fusion finally emerged in the
concept of light as quanta moving in
a wave·like manner. But Einstein never
felt the 'theory was adequate.

In 1937 he wrote to Ernst Cassirer at
the University of Goteberg in Sweden
that he considered the use of probabil
ities "an incomplete description of the
'truth'."

It is a view still sharrd by sOllle of
his survivors.

Excerpts from tile Einstein manu
scripts are published with permis
sion from the estate of Albert Ein
&tein, which retains all rights thereto.
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The Einstein Papers: A Flash of Insight
Came After Long Reflection on Relativity

By WALTER SULLIVAN

This is the second of three articles dealing with
tlie lile and thought of Albert Einstein as revealed in
the collect'ion of his manuscripts, letters and other
papers to be published by his estate.
~

Continued From Page 1, Col. 2

Michelson's result was lOan immortal
contribution to scientific knowledge,"
Einstein doubted that he had even been
aware of it when he devised his rela
tivity theory.

Michelson and Morley had demon·
sLrated with great precision a paradoxi
cal phenomenon. This was that the
speed of light, when measured by an
observer. is always the same, regardless
of the observer's motion relative to the
light source.

There was exLenstve evidence that
light is a wave phenomenon (although
it was later shown that light can also
be regarded as a stream at particles).
It had therefore been assumed that light
waves must travel through some kind of
medium, just as water waves are propa
gated through water and sound waves
travel through air.

This ied to the concept of a hypo
thetical mediu'm-the "ether"-filling
all of "space."

It such a medium exists, it was rea~

Boned, the earth must be sailing
through the medium while in its various
motions-the daily spin of the earth,
the earth's t1ight about the sun, the
sun's motion about the ceriter of the

"At that point,"' wrote Al
bert Einstein, "there came to
me the happiest thought 01
my life." It was a thought
lhflt was to revolutionize
concepts or gravity, space
and time, and lead to the 50
called "general" theory ot
relativity.

The step·by-step 'process
whereby Einstein came to
this realization in 1907 is
described in a comparatively
simple, non-mathematical es
say written in Einstein's own
meticulous hand about 12
years later. This as yet un
published document is one
at many to be published un
der an arrangement between
the trustees of the Einstein
estate and Princeton Univer
sity Press.

Some Views Inc.orrect
While scholars have only

worked through a fraction of
the ·collection, housed at the
Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton, it is already evi·
dent that prevailing views as
to the immediate origins of
the theory at relativity are
incorrect.

The collection includes
thousands of letters, scien
tific articles (both published
and unpUblished), notebooks
and other material document
ing the development 01 both
of Einstein's relativity theo
ries and much other theor-eti~

cal work.
The first or "special" the

ory of relalivity, published in
1905, dealt with light, time
and the relationship between
mass and energy. It thus set
the stage for release of the

vast energy stored in the
atom, leading to the atomic
bomb and nuclear power
plants.

The second or "generar'
theory 01 relativity, published
in 1915,' applied the princi
ples at the basis of the spe·
cial theory to gravity. As
noted in Einstein's essay, it
was in 1907, when he was
writing an account of his
initial discovery, that he real·
ized its applicability to grav
ity,

It was this, he recaned,
that constituted uthe happi
est thought 01 my life,"
The general view is that

Einstein was primarily moti
vated to attack the problem
that he resolved with his rev
olutionary concept by the
puzzling results of certain
experiments with light con
ducted by other•. In particu
lar, there was one carried out
in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1881
by 'Albert A, Michelson and
E. W. Morley,
Doubted He Kriew 01 Test

A 1965 publlcation 01 the
American Optical Society,
for example, says Michelson,
"first American scientist to
win the Nobel Prize in Phys
ics, made the measurements
on which are based Ein
stein's special theory at rela
tivity."

However, in the Einstein
archives there are a number
of documents to the contrary.
One of these is a letter from
Einstein to an American his
tory teacher named Daven
port explaining that, while

Continued on Page 32, Column 1

Milky Way Galaxy and the movement
of the galaxy itselt, relative to the
universe.

With the ether constantly flowing
past the earth, light waves traveling in
the direction at this flow would presum
ably be given a boost and travel faster
than light waves traveling in the oppo
site direction. Testing this was difficult,
for the difference in speed would be
slight compar~d to the total speed of
light.

The velocity of the earth around the
sun is 20 miles a second whereas the
speed of light is 186.284 miles a sec
ond. Thus, if there was an ether wind
blowing past the earth, light should
travel "downwind" at 186,304 miles a
second and "upwind" at 186,264 miles
a second. Michelson and Morley de·
vised all experiment capable of record
ing the speed to within a fraction at a
mile per second. To their surprise they
could detect no such difference.

What chiefly challenged Einstein.
however, was a related problem arising
Irom Maxwell's theory of electrical
phenomena and their relation to light
waves. It was a natural interest for the
young Einstein, for both his father,
Hermann, and his uncle, ·Jakob Ein
stein, were in the husiness of electrical
engineering and manufacture.

From researc'h carried out in the Ein·
stein archives Dr. Gerald Holton, pro
fessor of physics at Harvard Univer.
sity, has concluded that Einstein's for
mulation at his original relativity
theory was strongly influenced by an
almost forgotten treatise on Maxwell's
theory.

The author of the treatise himself re·
membered today by on!}- a few older
physicists, was a Gennan named Au
gust Foppl. His text was entitled "in
troduction to Maxw!II's Theory at
Electricity" and it stated in straight
forward manner the dilemma that
gripped Einstein's Imagination.

James Clerk Mu."well, some 35 years
earlier, had laid the foundations of
modern electrical theory 'with a series
of mathematical formulations, He postu
lated an "ether" as the medium through
which electrical and magnetic phenom·
ena are transmitted.

Under Maxwell's formulation, light
waves are an electromagnetic phenom·
enon. as, it was discovered later, are
all the related waves, such as those
of radio and X-raYI which also were
thought to be carried by the ether.

Einstein saw in the contemporary
interpretation of Maxwell's equations a
discordant note that ran counter to
his view of a basic symmetry and con
sistency in nature. The discordance con
cerned a phenomenon, discovered by
Michael Faraday, that is the basis
of the typical dynamo: When a magnet
moves, relative to wire windings or
some other material capable of conduct
ing electricity, an electric current is
generated in that material.

In some dynamos tt is the wire, in
the form of a rotating armature, that
moves within a stationary magnetic
field. In others it is the magnet that
rotates and the wire is fixed. In Max~

well's theory, lirmly rooted in the hypo
thetical existence of an ether, the
mathematical treatment of the two
processes was tormulated in two quite
dillerent ways.

A3 noted in Einstein's hitherto unpub.
lished essay, one formulation applied
to the situation in which the concuctor'
is in motion. Another covered, the re 4

verse situation, wher~ the magnet
moves and the conductor is "motionless."

What caught Einstein's eye, however,
was the fact that the amount of cur
Tent produced was the same in both
cases, given the same relative speed

between wire and magnet.
"The thuught," Einstein wrote in his

essay. "that one is dealing here with
two fundamentally different cases was,
for me, unbearable. The difference be
tween these two cases could be only a
difference in the choice of reference
point."

What troubled him most was the
thought that perhaps one formulatior.
could be applied where LwO were now
used. In this he appears to have been
guided in part by Foppl's approach.
The latter had drawn attention to the
fact that kinematics - the study of
motion - "usual1y rests on the axiom
that in the relationship ot bodies to
one another only relative motion is of
importance."

In part Einstein was also influenced,
early in his work, by the Dutch physi
cist Hendrik A. Lorentz. He had spelled
out the mathematical transformations
needed to relate time and distance,
recorded in a moving frame of refer~

ence, to time and distance in a sta
tionary reference frame. Einstein recog~

nized, however, that there is no such
thing as a "stationary" frame in an
absolute sense.

That is, r:rom the point of view of
formulating tile laws of physics, any
observer has an equal right to regard
himself as at rest and the others in
motion.

While in our every day human eX 4

perience we have learned to believe
that time flows equally for all, Einstein
saw tilat this also was not so. For ex
ample, it would seem that two events
that occur simultaneously in one refer
ence frame should also be simultaneous
if seen from another reference frame
in motion with respect to the first.

In a fundamental sense, however,
Einstein recognized that the concept of
simultaneity does not have the same
meaning to observers in relative motion.

The argument is often stated in terms
of two observers, one in a rapidly pass
ing train and one alongside the track.
Assume that at just the moment
the man in the train is abreast of the
man alongside the track, two bolts of
lightning strike the track, one a mile in
front of the train and the other a mile
behind the train.

If the bolts seem simultaneous to the
man alongside the track, they will not
seem so to the train rider, assuming
the train is moving fast enough. Th~

reason the man on the track will give
i!> that. because of the train's motion.
light waves from the bolt ahead of the
train will reach the train rider before
light waves that are pursuing him (rom
behind,

Einstein produced a single formu
lation of electromagnetic phenomena
applicable to all situations of relative
motion. And in doing so he also re
solved the dilemma represented by lhe
Michelson-Morely experiment (even if
he was unaware of the experiment it
self).

His paper, entitled "On the Electro
dynamics of Moving Bodies," was pub
lished in a 1905 issue of Annalen der
Physik [Annals of Physics]. This formu
lation of his special theory specified
that the speed of light has the same
value when measured in all uniformly
moving systems. regardless of the rela
tive speed between the systems. It pro
vided, as well, that the laws of nature
are the same in all such systems.

But as a result - and it was this
that seemed most incredible-his CQua·
tions stated that other measurable cle
ments - time intervals, distance and
mass-vary when observed from dif4

ferent reference frames, depending on
the relative motion.

Thus the speed of light looks tl1e

same to everyone in the universe, re
gardless of their motion with respect to
one another, because their relative mo·
tion modifies the calibration of their
clocks and yardsticks to make the light
measurement always corne out the
same.

In his original 1905_ work, EinsLein
focused hi!> attention on rewriting the
equations of physics sp'that they would
not change if one moves from one co·
ordinate system to another. But his
equations spelled out the other effecL~.

For example, they showed that as 01)
jects acquire added energy, they also
increase in mass,

This was later stated in terms of Lhe
famous equation E=Mc::, meaning that
energy released in the conversion of
maLter to energy equals the original
mass multiplied by the speed of light
squared-an enormously. large amount.

As stated in Einstein's 1919 essay. it
was while preparing an account of his
discovery that he realized that the
same relativity principle could be applied
to situations where the rderence, frames
were accelerating relative to one an
other. In other words it could be applied
to situations involving gravity as well
as electromagnetism.

This thought deveioped into the "gen
eral" theory of relativity, published in
1915, which had deep cosmological a5
well as physical significance, It held
that in a universe pp.rmeaLed with
gravity, space was, in effect, curvcd
that is. straight lines. on lhe grand
scale of the universe. become curved,
The theory also held that light and time
were subtly under gravitational control.

The first. dramatic confirmation came
in the 1919 observations of a solar
eclipse. It was shown, as Einstein had
predicted, that a star, visible alongside
the sun during the eclipse, would seem
out of place because its light had been
bent by solar gravity. The theory also
predicted that light waves emitted from
within a strong gravity field would
lose energy, becoming "redder" ~ an
effect that subsequently.was observed.

Einstein's theoretical achievements
were not created full-blown. In the cor
respondence. says Dr. Martin J. Klein.
professor of the history of physics aL
Yale. "You can see him picking up ideas
and rejecting them." Even. sometimes
on a day-to-day basis, Lhe evolution of
his theories can be followed. Dr. Klein
himself has sought to trace Lhe historic
debate between Einstein and his con
temporaries concerning quantum lheo'r.v
-the manner in which atoms absorb
and emit packets of energy.

In the collection are 11 at Einstein's
notebooks-two of them from his stu
dent days at the Federal InstilUte of
Technology in Zurich -several dozen
unpublished manuscripLs, a few Lravel
diaries and several folders of published
articles, some of them in draft form, as
well as thousands of letters.

His lecture noles in sLatistical me
chanics. according to Dr. Klein, "show
his unifying grasp" in a way that is
lacking in the published papers.

With regard to the genesis of rela 4

tivity theory, Dr. Holton has noted the
repeated remarks by Einstein that ma
jor advances in science owe much to
intuition and to "being sympathetically
in touch with experience." Or. as Ein
stein put it another time, he came to it
by continuing to ask himself qc.estions:
about space and time that only children
ask.

TomorfOw: Einstein the internationalist
and humanitarian.

o 1972, The New York
Times Company, Re
printed by permission
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NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29, 1972

The Einstein Papers: A Man ofMany Parts
This is the last of three articles dealing with the

life and thought of Albert Einstein as revealed in the
collection at his manuscripts, letters and other papers
to be published by his estate.

teacher of strangers - and
each part is reflected in his
papers, which arc to be pub·
Iished by the Einstein estate
and Princeton University
Press.

The papers tell 01 his long
efforts in behalf of the crea~

tlon at a Jewish national

state and of his sad refusal
when asked by the Israeli
government in 1952 to accept
nomination to the presidency
of that country as successor
to Chaim Weizmann.

In .addition to correspond·
ence with a galaxy at lead·
ing physicists as well as

By WALTER SULUVAN
On Feb. 27, 1939, six

months before the Gennan
attack on Poland, the great
German physicist Max von
Lau. secretly wrote to Albert
Einstein in the United States
that certain German scien~

tists wanted to "cleanse" his
relativity theory of its "Jew
ish taint."

Adolf Hitler was in his hey~

day, and it was a lime of in~

tense anti-Semitism in Ger·
many. Because Einstein was a
Jew, German physicists who
supported his views were un~

able to find employment and
German students were unable
to come to grips with a
theory that had already rev
olutionized physics and would
loon revolutionize warfare.

The efforts within the Nazi
state to misrepresent Etn·
stein's role as father of rela~

tlvity and thus avoid having
to deny the truth of his think
ing throw into sharp relief
the harshly repressive impact
that totalitarian policies were
having on the German science
of that day.
Refused Israeli Nomination

The von Laue letter Is only
one of thousands of hitherto
unpublished documents on
fil. in the collection 01 Ein
stein papers at the Institute
for Advsnced Study in Prince·
ton, N. J., many of them fur·
ther demonstrating Einstein's
long involvement with poll·
tics and world events.

For Einstein, in addition to
his scientific achievements,
was a man of many parts
amateur but serious violinist,
impassioned humanitarian and
internationalist, affectionate
husband, father, brother and
friend, kind adviser and

Continued From Page I, Col, 4

or the others he agitated for peace.
The Jetter from von Laue, who was
Einstein's closest friend among Gennan
physicists, was hand·carried to Eng·
land and mailed there. It reported that
a physicist named W. Lenz had sub·
mitted an article to t!le journal "Natur
wissendhaften" (Natural Science) say·
ing that Einstein was not the only one
responslbie for tha "special" relativity
theory.

Thil was Einstein's flnt relativity
theory, which, a.mong other things, es·
tabllshed the relationship between mass
and energy. Ironically, it was this theory
that lay behind the development of the
atomic bomb, which Germa,,>, ultl·
mateiy decided not to bulld-reportediy
because tlha Germsn physicists believed
It cou'ld not be done in time to figure
in the war.

Lenz contended in his article that the
French mathematician Henri Polncar6
wu an t'accompJice" in the development
of the theory. Von Laue said that in a
letter accompanying the copy ot. the
article Lenz had told him his purpose
was to counter the view that the theory
was only. product of the Jewish spirit.

ThUI, said von Laue with evident
disgust, his colleague hoped "-hnw
shall t put It?-to make It presentable
in tho Third Reich."

The most unfortunate part of the
whole sorry business, von Laue added,
was that Lenz hoped thereby to win
"better treatment" for theoretical phys
ks from the Nazi Party. Lenz had ai
ready made a deal with an official of
Hamburg University that after the ap·
pearance of his article a course in rela
tivity theory would be-as von Laue
caustically put it-"graciously permit·
ted."

In partIcular, von Laue said, Lenz
hoped that his ,trategy wouid enable
Werner Heisenberg to obtain a faculty
post in Munich. Seven 'Years earlier
Heisenberg hsd won a Nobei Prjze In
physics, but now he was being de
nounced as a "white Jew" because of
his support for relativity.

Von Laue said that in a letter to Lenz
he had quoted passages from Poincare
written several yeaf!l after Einstein
published his paper on special relativity,
These, he said, .howed that while
Poincar~ knew the mathematics of the
theory and had even contributed to It,
he had never gone on to take "the
really decisive step."

Von Laue said that his effort: to have
the paper wi€hdrawn had failed and so
he was writing aomething he hoped the
journal would run as a postscript to the
Lenz article. But if it was not published
he urged Einstein to see that a rebuttal
was Jubmitted to the British journal
"Nature," which, he asserted, some
times spoke out "in delightfully vigor
OUi tones."

Einstein was at liberty to use the In·
formation in the letter, von Laue said,
"only my name should not be men
tioned lest It happen to me, as in
Mozart's 'Abduction from the Seraglio':
'Erst gek~pft und dann gehangen
'Aufgespiesst aut glOh'nde StangeD.... "

Roughly translated, the lines say:
"Pirst bebeaded snd then hanged,

"Spitted on a fiery stake ..."
Von Laue ended his letter with a

wann reaffinnation of his good wishes
for Einstein's 60th birthday.

While Einstein is well known for his
'Internationalism and pacifism' in later
life, he was no less opposed to national
Ism and wars of aggression as a young~

er man. He spoke out with particUlar
bitterness while living in Berlin during
World War I. The episode is another of
those, previously unknown, that has
come to light through the ·collectlon of
the papers at Princeto!),

At the ti~lght at the war Einstein
was ssked ~y the Goethe Society of
Berlin to writ~ an essay, apparently for
its publication. The resulting exchange
brought Einstein, the internationalist"
face to face with -Gennan nationalism,
and, finally forced him to make deletions
from his own article.

The request from the Goethe SocIety
hsd been sent on Oct. 23, 1915, and
Eh\stein replied: "or course, J will not
be surpriSed, or even indignant, it you
do not mike use 'of my remarks. How
ever, In that case, I ....k you to send
the essay back to me."

"I uk you In particular,· h. con
tinued, ':not to be angry at my words;

friends and family, the col·
lection includes communica
tions with such. figures as
Sigmund Freud, Bertrand
Russell, Franklin D. Roose·
velt, Albert Schweitzer,
Thomas Mann and George
Bernard Shaw. In the corre
spondence with Freud, Ein·
stein discussed the possible
psychological roots of war
and aggression. With many

Continued on Page 20, Column 1

I assure you that what I say Is my
conviction."

What he submitted did, indeed, dis
may the Goethe Society, for Einstein
equated patriotism with the worst of
aggressive animal Instincts. After some
correspondence he agreed to delete one
passage and wrote. on Nov. 16, "1 have
tried to meet your wishes without being
in any way di.honest and without
havine to say anything direct about
patriotism.1I

However, he said In conclusion,
"should you, with the more sensitive
feeling that you have from your can·
tact with the local populace, still find
the altered contents offensive. please
Jet me know."

The essay that so upset the members
of the Goethe Society begsn with sn
assessment of the aggressive instinct:

''The psychological roots of war, tn
my view, lie in a biologically bssed.
aggressive peculiarity of the human
being. We 'masters of creation' Ife not
the only ones who msy cialm tbe glory
of this gift;· we are surpassed in thl.
respect by many animals, such as the
bull or rooster."

"Whenever human beings confront
one anotlher, t!1is aggressive tendency
becomes manifest," he said. "In I
tightly constricted society it comes out
in quarrel. and even murder."

He said he would never forget "what
an open hatred" his classmates in
grade schooi had had lor the students
of a neighboring school. Numerou~

fights took place, with many a battered
head resulting.

"Who can doubt that blood revenge
and- dueling spring from this feeling?
I even think that the honor which we
so carefully nurture receives Jts chief
nourishment thence.

"The better phllosopbers or all ages
were united in the belief that war is
the bitterest enemy of human develop
ment, that everything must be done
to prevent it. I am also convinced
that, despite the unspe~kably ssd situa
tion at present. there will be fanned,
in the not-so·dlstant future, a Euro·
pean governmental organization to
prevent European wars, just as the
German Reich now bars a war between
Bavaria and WOrttemberg,"

It was, however, the next passage that
Einstein was asked to delete, for It de·
grsded the concept of patriotism that
was the chief prop for the morate of the
German troops who were bogged down
in trenches along the various fronts.
Einstein wrote:

"One may ask oneseil why is It that
in peacetime, when the social system
suppresses almost all expressions of
virile pugnaciousness, the attrtbutes
and drives that during wars gen'trate
mass murde... do not dlsappeer? In that
respect it seems to me as tallows:

"When I look into the home of a
good, nonnal citizen I see a softly
lighted room. In one comer stands a
well·cared.tor shrine, of which the man
of the house is very proud and to which
the attention of every visitor is drawn
with a loud voice. On it, In large letters,
the word 'patriotism' is inscribed.

"However, opening this shrine is
normally forbidden. Yes, even the man
or the house knows hardly, or not at
all, that his shrine holds the moral
requisites of animal halred and mass
murder that, in case of war, he obedi
ently takes out for his service.

''This shrine, dear reader, you will
not find in my room, and 1 would re
joice if you came to the viewpoint that
in that comer at your room a piano or
a small bookcase would be more ap·
propriate than such a piece of furniture
which you only find tolerable because.
trom your youth, you have become
used to it'"

"It Is beyond me to keep secret my
International orientation, to keep any·
thing secret," Einstein continued. He
ssld that the state, to which he belonged
as a citizen, "does not play the least
role In my spiritual life; 1 regard alle
giance to a government as a business
matter, somewhat like the relationship
with a life insurance company."

Thus ended the passage that Einstein
finally agreed to delete. He concluded
the essay, however, by saying: WBut
why $0 many words, when I can say
everything In one sentence, and also in
a sentence that suits my being a Jew:
Honor your master. Jesus Christ. not
only with words and hymns, but above
all through your deeds."

When the Nazis took power in Janu
ary, 1933, Einstein was in the United
States on a lecture visit. Before he and
his wife left Germany, he may have had
a premonition of what was to come. For
he urged his wife to take a good long
look at their home, and observed sadly
that they might never see It again. And
they did not. Indeed, they never again
set foot in their native land.

Einstein had already accepted a posi·
tion with the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, and once settled
there, in his later years, he became fixed
in the role of sage.

Although be lrelled at the notoriety,
he carried on a heavy correspondence
covering a wide range of lubjects, sci·
entiflc, personal and political. He al·
ways preferred to communicate in Ger·
man, but he spoke and wrote English
!Iuently.

While he exchanged views with the
great and the powerful, he often an·
swered with special care letters from
ordinary citizens-an Army private, for
example, who wondered how the uni..
verse could be limited in size. Whl.t
would happen if you poked a fingu
through the edge?

In a letter glowing with pstemal
humor Einstein responded to a very
young acquaintance who was com"
plalning that she had never seen her
Uncle Albert. That he had "s modest
paunch" and an "awkward waJk" but
no "crooked legs and warts" and so
was "quite handsome." Although some
what stooped, Einstein was taller than
average height.

His years in Princeton were marked
by a number of sadnesses. His wife,
Elsa, died in 1936, her daughter (Ein
stein's stepdaughter) lise having died
in Paris two years earlier. His other
stepdaughter, Margot, has been Hving In
his Princeton home since 1934. (He pr~

ferred to refer to both girls as his own
daughters.)

Elsa was Einstein's second wife. The
first, Mlleva, bore ,him two sons, Hans
Albert and Eduard, but the tnarTiag.
ended in divorce. In 1951 his famil!,
circled dwindled further when his sis,
ter, Maja, passed away.

These were years when Einstein, In
addition to his voluminous correspond~

ence, was trying to unify into a single
comprehensive theory the laws govern
ing both. gravity and electroma~netism.

It was his deep conviction that such
a unity must exist in nature. but he was
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Einstein Urged Physicists
Help Bar Arms Race

(continued)
never sure that he had it within his
grasp, and his frustration on this score
shines through his correspondence.

One of the most poignant exchanges:
in his role IS a philosopher came when
he was 70, and living In Princeton.

An ordained rabbi had written ex·
plaining that he had sought In vain to
comfort his 19·year·old daughter over
the death or her sister. ". sinless, beau.
tiful, 16-year·old child."

l'A human being," wrote Einstein In
reply, "is a part at the whole. called
by us "Universe,' a part limited In time
and space. He experiences himself, his
thoughts and feelings as something
separated from the rest - a kind or
optical delusion of his consciousness.
This delusion 15 a kind at prison tor
us, restricting us to our personal desires
and to affection for a few persons near
est to us. Our task must be to free
ourselves from this prison by widening
our circle of compassion to embrace
all living creatures and the whole
nature in its beauty. Nobody i. able
to achieve this completely, but the striv~

lng for such achievement is in Itsetf
a part of the liberation Ind I founda
tion for Inner security.-

It was In Princeton that Einstein died
-on April 18. 1955. at the age of 76.
To the end he was adamant against pub
lic display, asking that he be cremated
without any ceremony. His ashes were
scattered at an undisclosed place.

In December. 1944, in the midst of
World War II and only seven months
before the first atomic explosion, Albert
Einstein proposed that the world's lead
Jng physicists-including two Russian.
-be mobilized to prevent a postwar
weapons race.

He did so in I letter to his old friend.
Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist who
had himself been seeking to persuade
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
President Franklin D. Roosevelt that a
nuclear weapons race between the
United States and Soviet Union would
be disastrous.

It was Bohr, In the winter of 1938-39.
who brought to tha United State. news
that the uranium atom had been split
in a German Jaboratory. This tission
had released vast amounts ot energy
considering the tiny scale of the reae
tion-as predicted by Einstein's rela
tivity theory of 33 years earlier.

Now Bohr was back in this country.
having escaped from German-occupied
Denmark in a small boat, and as soon
81 he received Einstein's letter he
hastened to calion him in Princeton.

Bohr had been much closer than
Einstein to the atomic bomb project
then under way a.nd possibly briefed him
on some at the behind-the-scenes ac
tivities - including, presumably, those
relating to the post-war situation. He
persuaded Einstein to maintain secrecy

and not make any moves on his own.
This Jittle-.known eprsode has come

to light through stUdy of documents In
the Einstein collection at PrInceton. One
at them is • letter from Einstein to
Bohr telJing of visits by the physicist,
Otto Stem, a consulttmt to the bomb
project.

"A little while ago," Einstein wrOle,
"Stern came to see me, greatly alamed,
and said In effect that when the war
Js over there will be In all countries the
pursuit ot secret armaments with tech
ndlogical means that wilJ inevitably
lead to preventive war ...tt

The pOliticians, Einstein said, seemed
unaware of' the catastrophic implica
tions of such an arms fuce. He therefore
proposed that scientists with political

influence be mobilized to prevent it.
Among those that he mentioned were
Peter Kapitza and A. F. Joffe. both in
the Soviet Union.

It Is not clear. tram the letter,
whether Einstein meant that this should
be done before the war ended, but
in any case the idea of bringing the
Russians into the effort would hardly
have been welcome in Washington at
that time. and Einstein In any case was
persuaded by Bohr to remain silent.

Einstein had played a role in setting
the bomb project In motion with his
famous letter to President Roosevelt of

Aug. 2, ·1939. In the letter he drew the
President's attention to some recent
developments in physics related to his
own special theory of relativity. f'This
new phenomenon would also lead to
the construction of bombs," he safd. He
pointed to the alarming news that Ger~

many had suspended exports of urani
um from the mines In Czechoslovakia.

In reply. the President wrote: ". found
this data ot such import that I have con
vened a board consisting at the head at
the Bureau at Standards Bnd a chosen
representative of the Amy and Navy to
thoroughly investigate the possibilities
of your suggestion .•.It

It was not until the eve of the Japa
nese attack on Pearl Harbor that a
decision was made for an all-out effort
to develop an atomic bomb. Many phy..
slcists who were assoelated with the de
velopment ot the bomb became con
cerned that they would have no influ
ence on how It was used.

A few months before the Hiroshima
blast Einstein wrote Mr. Roosevelt to
introduce Leo Szilard, who was seeking
a hearing for the scientists It the high
est level ot government. Roosevelt died
before taking any action on the letter.
It was reterred to Hany S. Truman but
apparently had little effect on what fol
lowed.

Stili. Einstein never gave up. He de
voted much ot his time arter the war
to an effort to achieve a ban on the
use of nuclear weapons. And he never
tost his sense at horror, his .friends re
cali, at the prospect that the fruits of
his theoretical work should again be
used for mass destruction of human life.

Some of Einstein's Reflections, Aphorisms and Observations
(FrtJm n leiter clclled Aprtl 16, 1954,

to S. Flesch of Vieuna):
1 do not visualize God at all lin a

TJcrsonal manncrJ but let it suffice for
me to admirc the structure or the uni·
verse as far as it i.~ revealed at all to
our weak powers of recognition.

•
(From a leLler dalcd Fe/). 12, J945. to

n Unitcd Statcs Army private who had
asl~f!d how Ihe universe could be of
finite dimension):

Truth in physical mattcrs can, of
course, never be founded on mathe
matical and logical considerations alone.
This is, of course, also true concerninG
the question: is physical space (more
accurately, the space·like section of the
fOI,lr·dimensional space-time continuum)
finite or not? The answer is still doubt·
ful but there are good ar~uments in fa
vor of a finite space. However. the
answer can be given only on the basis
of empirical facts (value of the mean
density of stellar matter in space). You
are asking further whether it is possible
to give a perceptual interpretation
(imagination) of a finite space. This can
be easily done but I have not time to
give it in a letter. The method is to
work out the three·dimensional anal.
ol;on of the two·dimensional geometry
which holds on the surface of a sphere
of finite radius.

•
(From a letter dated Sept. 30. 1920,

to all 8-yea"-0Id acquaintance):
I hear you arc unhappy because you

did not get to see Uncle Einstein. There·
fore, I will tell you what he looks like:
Pale face, long hair, and a modest paunch.
In addition, an awkward walk, and a

cigar between jaws-when he has one
-find a pcn in pocket or in hand. How.
ever, crooked leg') and warts he does not
have. nad so he is quite handsome, also
no hair on the hands, as many ugly
men have. So it is a pity. after all, that
you did not see me.

•
(In rcsponse tv a request for a state

ment stlbmitted by a Berlin society for
aid to the Jewish elderly, late 1926, or
early J927):

Through Ihe lot of the elderly. one
call recognize the state of cultural de·
velopment of the young.

•
(From a letter doted Morclt 30, 1950.

to an elderly cousin in which Einstein
discusses, muong other things, his ef
forts to merge his two relativity thea..
ries, dealing with gravity and electro·
magnetism, into a unified field theory):

It has been my fate that, for reasons
unknown, my achievements have been
immensely overrated. People need a
couple of romantic idols to serve as
spots of light in the colorless panorama
of their mortal lives. They have made
me into such a spot of light, but for me
their choice of the particular person is
Inexplicable and irrelevant.

As a result of this, so many are ex·
crting pressure on me that 1 must live
like a prisoner who cannot move at lib
erty lest he make the dust whirl, leading
to unpredictable complications. More
over, I have acquired a guilty con
science, since I cannot read nor answer
the countless manuscripts and queries
that are pelting me incessantly-an in·
sufficiency that only grows as the years
go by.

As my endeavors go, they are not so

very bright, as you may imagine. But
just don't believe everything irrespon·
sible newspaper scribes say. After years
and years of incessant effort I per
fected the theory of relativity. but be
cause of the enormous mathematical
difficulties am unable myself to judge
whether the completion of the theory
hit the mark correctly.

The present generation of my col·
leagues think not. so that J stand more
or less alone in my basic concepts, wilh
out being sure whether I have Come
upon the right track or not. Neverthe
less my arguments are good....

Enjoy your days in tranquillity and
don't be deluded by the outwnrd appear
ances of things. Rejoice that only a few
people concern themselves with you, and
believe me, it has many advantages. Bet·
ter to be an appreciative spectator than
a flood-lit actor.

•
(From Einstein's last letter to his old

friend, Max von Laue, dated Feb. 3,
1955, declining an invitation from sci
ellti/ic societies in West Berlin and East
Germany to a joint celebration of the
50th anniversary 0/ his first papers on
relativity and quantum theory):

Above all, 1 am glad that in this un.
usual case I have been the cause
of brotherly cooperation and not ot
controversies.

Age and illness mnke it Impossible
for me to take any part in such
celebrations, and 1 must also confess

Excerpts from tile Einstein manu
scripts are published with permission
from the estate or A/bert Einstein,
which retains all rights thereto.

that this ordinance of providence has
somcthing liberating for me. Because
everything connected somehow with the
cult of the person has always been
embarrassing to me. The more so in
this case because here a development
of thought is concerned in which many
'took an essential pan, a development
which is far from being completed. So
1 decided not to take part in any way
in these commemorative celebrations.
several of which are planned at various
places.

If I have learned one thing in ponder
ing throughout a long life it is this, that
we are much further from a deeper in•
sight into the elementary processes than
most of our contemporaries believe
(but you are not included), so that
noisy celebrations are definitely not
very appropriate to the actual state at
affairs.

•
(From a 1930 letter to Prof. Oswald

Veblen granting Princeton University
permission to inscribe on a mantlepiece
his well·known saying, "God i.s subtle,
but He is not malicious"):

Nature hides her secrets through her
intrinsic grandeur, but not through de
ception.

•
(From a letter doted March 21. 1955,

less tha/1 a month before his death, to
tlte Besso family on the death Of his
lifelong friend, Michelangelo Besso):

With the departure from this strange
world, he now has gone a little ahead
of mc. This is of no significance. For
us believing physicists, the separation
between past, present and future has
only the meaning at an illusion, albeit
a tenacious one.

o 1972, The New York Times Company
Reprinted by Permission
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MaTch 2, 1979
(dictated March 1)

Dear Harry and John,

I thought we had a useful discussion yesterday, and I am enclosing
a memorandum of the discussion which I trust you will find satisfactory.
I have already discussed it on the telephone with John.

Because Item 6 in the memorandum concerns the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, I am planning to telephone Professor Sambursky who is, as you
know, the representative of the Hebrew University on our Editorial
Advisory Board. The fact that you, Harry, will be iu Jerusalem later
this month should give you a good opportunity to discuss the project
with Professor Sambursky and othe~at the Hebrew University.

We have had the greatest problems with this project, but I am still
hopeful.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

Enclosure

cc: Dean Aaron Lemonick

p.~- ~k.<- co., ).--., f..r~ U<f

~

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Mr. John Hunt, Associate Director
for Public Affairs

The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540
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February 28, 1979

Memorandum of a Discussion

A Possible Plan for tbe Einstein Papers

1. The Press and the Einstein Estate will continue to have general
responsibility for the project, as required under their contract of
February 22, 1971. The Institute will, however, be named as a coopera
ting institution in public releases and on the page facing the title
page of the volumes with the words: "Published with the cooperation of
The Institute for Advanced Study."

2. The Institute will establish a program of Einstein Studies (or
similar name) within which the editing of the Einstein Papers will be
accomplished. The program will invite scholars to work on matters related
to Einstein, using the facilities at the Institute, including the dupli
cate archives and, as permitted by the Estate, the originals when neces
sary. This work will enhance and enrich the editorial work on the Papers.
The Institute will provide working space for the Einstein Papers project
as the principal effort of the program.

3. The Editor of the Einstein Papers will be attached to the pro
gram of Einstein Studies, where his primary responsibility will be to edit
the Papers. He will have long-term appointment to The Institute for
Advanced Study, related to the life of the editorial project, but his
salary as Editor will be paid by Princeton University Press from a special
fund which will be made available to it for this purpose. The donor of
this fund will be appropriately recognized in the published volumes.

4. The Editor of the Einstein Papers is expected to be on long-term
leave from another university. His appointment as Editor shall be, as
required, by the Estate and the Press. He shall serve as long as his
work is satisfactory or until retirement.

5. The Institute will join the Press and the Estate in seeking
funds to support editorial work on the Papers. With the consent of the
Estate, the administration of the editorial work shall be delegated by
the Press to the Institute. Neither the Institute nor the Press nor the
Estate has a financial obligation to support the research beyond those
monies made available from outside sources.

6. Although the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has no legal stand
ing in arrangements for the Einstein Papers now, since it is the remainder
man in Einstein's will it will ultimately have a strong interest and will
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take the place of the Estate in the agreement of February 22, 1971
between the Estate and the Press. Therefore every effort will be made
to inform the Hebrew University of plans and to be sure, as far as
possible, that planned arrangements meet with its approval.

7. The Press will publish the Einstein Papers at its own expense,
as specified in the agreement between the Estate and the Press. Nothing
in this memorandum is intended to contradict or interfere with the basic
agreement of February 22, 1971 between the Estate and the Press.
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08510 (TEL. 609-152-HOO)

Presid~ntJ HAJl.OLD W. Me GllAW, JIl.. TrUSI«S, CYRIL E. BUCK. JOHN TYLEJl BONNER.

WlLL)A."l G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. DARN'TON, ALFJtED G. FISCHU, ROBERT G. GlLPIN,

AAJlON LEMOSICK. alCAkDO A. MESTJ.ES. EARL MINE", JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHARLES SCUINEJ.. JR., AaTHOR H. THO~1Ll.. Til., THO!loUS H. WRIGHT

February 13, 1979

~Ir. John Hunt
Associate Director for

Public Affairs
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear John,

I am looking forward to meeting with you and Harry in
Harry's office on Thursday, February 22 at 1:30 p.m. to dis
cuss plans for the Einstein project. Dean Aaron Lemonick,
who is vice president of the Trustees of the Press, will be
with me. I think that this will be a time when we can go
over our plans together, to make sure we are all going in the
same direction. I believe these matters should be settled
before we pursue the question further with the Estate. I am
enclosing a draft memorandum for discussion, and I want to
emphasize again here that nothing in the discussion is
intended to be contrary to the basic agreement between the
Estate and the Press.

I'll be glad to hear from you if you have any comments
in advance, but essentially I think we should cover these
points in our discussion on February 22.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

{ba

Enclosure

cc: Aaron Lemonick

PlBl.lSJlERS lIF 801.LI:"'C;£ SERIES
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Pnnceton DJverslt) Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

President, HAROLD W. Me ClAW. JR. Trusteu, cnu. E. BLACK, JOHN TYLEJI. BONNE.J..

\VlLLIAM G. BO\\."EN. ROBUT C. DARNTOS, ALFa.ED C. FISCHER, ROBUT G. GILPIN,

AARON LL'fOSICK, ),ICAROO A. ME..5TR.E..S, EARL 1oUNE., JOHN F. PECKHAM,

CHARLES SCJl.IBSER, JR., ARTHUIl H. THORSHlLl., JR., THOMAS H. WJlIGHT

February 12, 1979

/
Memorandum~ Discussion

A Possible Plan for the Einstein Papers

1. The Press and the Einstein Estate will continue to have general
responsibility for the project, as required under their contract of
February 22, 1971. The Institute will, however, be named as a coopera
ting institution in public releases and on the page facing the title
page of the volwnes with the words: "Published with the cooperation of
the Institute for Advanced Study."

2. The Institute will establish a Center of Einstein Studies (or
similar name) within which the editing of the Einstein Papers will be
accomplished. The Center will invite scholars to work on matters related
to Einstein, using the facilities of the Center, including the duplicate
archives and, as permitted by the Estate, the originals when necessary.
This work will enhance and enrich the editorial work on the Papers. The
Institute will provide working space for the Einstein Papers project at
the Center.

3. The Editor of the Einstein Papers will be the Director of the
Center of Einstein Studies, where his primary responsibility will be to
edit the Papers. He will have permanent appointment to the Institute for
Advanced Study, but his salary as Editor will be paid by Princeton
University Press from a special fund which will be made available to it
for this purpose. The donor of this fund will be appropriately recognized
in the published volumes.

4. The Editor of the Einstein Papers, who is also the Director of
the Center of Einstein Studies, will be on long-term leave from another
university. His appointment as Editor shall be, as required, by the
Estate and the Press; his appointment as Director of the Center shall be
by the Institute. He shall serve as long as his work is satisfactory or
until retirement. It is our mutual hope that the Estate may still be per
suaded to join the Press in appointing Professor John Stachel of Boston
University to serve as Editor of the Einstein Papers, and thus also to
serve as Director of the Center.

5.
funds to

The Institute will join the Press and the Estate in seeking
support editorial work on the Papers. With the consent of the

PLBLISHERS Of BOLLI."GE E R I E S
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Estate, the administration of the editorial work shall be delegated by the
Press to the Institute. Neither the Institute nor the Press nor the
Estate has a financial obligation to support the research beyond those
monies made available from outside sources.

6. Although the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has no legal
standing in arrangements for the Einstein Papers now, since it is the
remainderman in Einstein's will it will ultimately have a strong interest
and will take the place of the Estate in the agreement of February 22,
1971 between the Estate and the Press. Therefore every effort will be
made to informtthe Hebrew University of plans and to be sure, as far as
possible, that planned arrangements meet with its approval.

7. The Press will publish the Einstein Papers at its own expense,
as specified in the agreement between the Estate and the Press. Nothing
in this memorandum is intended to contradict or interfere with the basic
agreement of February 22, 1971 between the Estate and the Press.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone-609·924-«OO

EINSTEIN PROJECT

24 October 1978

To: Harry Woolf

From: John Stache1

Enclosed are:

1) Copies of the Stache1-Roboz-Einstein correspondence
I showed you yesterday. I will write to her, saying that she
may expect to hear from you in the future on the meeting.

2) Copies (of copies) of the earliest Einstein-F1exner
exchanges in the files. The first F1exner letter is not in the
file here, only what must have been the enclosed memorandum of
terms (copy enclosed). Einstein's reply contains a nice closing
paragraph you might want to use (marked in red in enclosed copy
and typescript). Those who know the true story will be amused by
the "Ich ... bin Uberzeugt, dass wir Freude an einander haben werden."
The letter of the reply (only a photocopy of this is in the file,
which presumably comes from the Flexner archive, and so it is not
signed) also contains a nicc paragraph which I have marked in the
copy.

I hope these will provide you with what you need. If not,
come up and we can go fi shi ng together.
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EINSTEI~ PROJECT

2 October. 1978

.. - ..... - ... -- .... - ... ---

. ~........ - ........

Prof. El izabeth Roboz Einstein_ •. __ ••__ •. _'" ._. •. _
Institute of Human Development • ._ .•__••.•.••. •• _
Univ2rsity of California '. ... __ ._ .. __. •
1203 Edward Chace Tolman Hall_. •• .• •
Berkeley. Calif. 94720 _. • • I

Dear Dr. Einstein: '" ..~-~~~--~---------

._-- .... - ...- .. -

Recently I have received·a.cQP~.oLa_lette.l:_WhidLS.eems .toJ~e • __ ••• I,

from Albert Einstein to your·.late_hus.band~._El:om.the_refer.el)c.e.to•. _..... __ •. __.
:~oszkowski's book. I should think.it.¢ated.ftom_about.19~O~_.1be. ~._ •• __ • _
original is in the possessioll.oLtile.Alber.LEtns.tei.n)JQs.gitaLin ..• _•. '_.'•• _
Sao Ilaulo, Brazil. I don't knQILbQ\ll.we,y, ..gQLit. or_i.t"y'OlLi~lready. •..•..•••
have a copy of the letter; b~t_l.tbou9nt.tbat_i.f.,y.QU._dtd lJot • ..YOl4. I _ •• _

might like to have one for youl:$elf.aud.Ot~_Ei~t~in's..tw~i1..Y.__•• ' __ •• _ ••_. __ .>

Hay I take this occasio~'tQ.s.~.th(j,t..l.1lav.lu:ead_the.t:ecent_(lgs.t_ ••_•. >_.
year) correspondenc~ between ~QU_CUld.P.1l;.J~ilil~_ot: tbe..£ctnc;e.ton •• _•• _ '"
University Press, and was apalled.at.tbe.sad.state.of.the.r.elatiQnshtR • •__ , _
between your side of the Ei nstein_fami 1..Y..aolLtI.le J;s.tate ... ..Regar.dless •.•• __ ._•• _.
of the current rights and wrongs .o.t:.·~e.s.i.tl!atiQn .._LhQpe. that it will .. ..
ultimately be possible for cOp'ies.o.LClU.Eil'.lstet!Lletter.s_w.ce depQs1.te4 •• _.
in the Einstein Archive, eitbet.hete.aLtbe_Ins.titute..ol:.Wbeo tLtioqlly •.__•__ •
is Qoved to Jerusalem.

As you probably know, I ha'te.been .IllQr:ki.ug.QD _edtti.llg _tbe_Einstei 0.__ •• __ ._
papers for the last year and .a.ba1f.. __lt31o't.(_s.eemS_c.er.~i.n that.u~in • • __ ..
be returning to my post at Bostoo_Uutv.ecs.it.ll..neltt..)(ear .. ..buLLs.houlll_ •••• ••.
like to talk to you about the_~ues.ttQn_ot_the.letter.s..at.s.Qme_ttme.. _ •••••• •
hhether before or after I lea~e.bete.._.lf~ou.are_plannilJgrto be-aQYWbere._ ., .
in the eastern United States tn.tbe..next....l£ear ...tbi.s llligbt_lll;ovide an __ •• ._.
occasion. Otherwise, I shall.ha'te.to..wait_until.~ .take.a.trlR.to_the ._ .__ ._ • _
west coast.

Ilith best wishes. I remain .. _ _.__._•._._.

JS/ac
Encl.

' ..

. ~ .. - --'"

Yours,

John Stache1

-.-«. ....... .. _ ....

- ._.. -- -- ..........
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ELIZADETH RODOZ EINSTEIN

tODO CRESTON ROAD

DERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 04700

whether I could come after or before March 4-9, time of
the Princeton~eleDration. I have not made any decision
as to whether I shall attend.

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Sincerely, ~

~~ R. '&v';~(~
Eli/'beth ROboz Einstein

~ ---
j. 71Q ~ ~?-'<CJUNo/~lJ-l'{ (). {..(o-v,~

f~ c.u....7(}v,.

/

ELIZABETH "oooz EINSTEIN

1000 CReSTON ROAD

BeRKELEY, CALIFORNIA "4708

October 9, 1978

Dr. John Stachel
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton NJ 08540

Dear Doctor Stachel:

Thank you for your letter of October 1. I just returned
from Europe, where I went for two reasons: one, to take
the thermal bath in my native country, Hungary, in order
to help heal a slight back injury; and two, to attend the
NATO Advanced Study Institute on Humoral Immunity in Neuro
logical Diseases, in Antwerp.

It waa kind of you to send me a copy of the letter written
by Albert Einstein to my husband. I should like to object
to the sad state of the relationship between the Einstein
family and the Estate, mentioned in your letter. It was
more than sad -- it must have been humiJl1ating to my husband
for the letters written to him and to his mother to be
published through Hr. Nathan, even if the process legally as
"executor" was correct. I realize that 1979, year of the
Einstein Centennial Celebration, would be the appropriate
time to publish the book. After all, Einstein's work and
his contribution to science will be adequately covered by
you and others. His divorce from H. Albert's mother and
his devotion to his sons has never been revealed.

I receive many telephone calls and some letters inviting
me to the Einstein Centennial Celebration. One asked
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1932.summer. a.letter AE june 8,1932

Wemorllndum

I '

1) $ 10.000 per annUlll free of A<sa:1CAn income tax

plus trbLSportatlon ~o~ self r-nd ~lfe.

2) =:11.;ibl" !" or ret i r,,:::rnt "t 65 •

The af~8 c~n be l:ontronC'd bl outWll cor.!l~n~.

}) Iietlrln:: nllo>'enee • ,500. per ann....

,) I'enolon for "ife In eLse s~e ourvlve. her husband ~ ~()()().

per ann...

free from the neer-eeity of Ou"side enrn1~.

nil Le rlxed Ilt .. hl,;b level in order that the f"'ult)' may be

6)

7)

'l'er:o uluU.l MUI from approxl_tely the be~lnDlng or ::nober

to aplroximately tLe middle or ~pr11.

The obj&C~ of tbe lnstitute is to be tbe prcmotion~f rcseare_

nod tbe tr..inlng or .. few tbOTOU<.h1y eCftp<"tent 1ro~rs to b.

cbosen by tbe YroreGsor at his O?n discretion. ~L~rle.. "ill

(I
Dr. Wayer ahrUl reeelve an npl'olntCl..nt .... :'1l.1t;~,t • Bie

ealary nball begin ..octOber 1.19}2. at the rate f i 100.

pe:- conti•• ::bould he coc:e to J.me:"ic", :.ls sala.. 00U14 b.

$ 4000. l"fOr nD.:.UJI fJ-,"e of 1.>.erlcan inoCDe t.x.

I
-I

J
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/
copiec fr. h ~.S.
original in I.f.A.S.

~le fl, 19J2(fr.Caputh]

Lieber Herr t~exnerl

rch da.nkc -flllen £uer Ihren lieben Drief unc iuer

die rasche lorouliErUn.& der Vorschlaege fuel" unsere il..b:aachuIiCen, ueber

die roil" uns ja in del" r.aupT...sache schon &eeinigt Ildben. Sehr grossherzie

von 4men 1st die rlEzahlung del" St.euem und WlSerer neisekosten.-

ZU ,j) und L) Ueoerke ieb, dass uiese Jt.nsaetze fuel"

f!iein Gefueh1 zu hOell sino • .reh ::.chlCi{;e VOl"

J) 6000

L) JSOO
Zu 5) ooechte fch ~le biLt.en, oi.ch Iuer (;}:tober nicht zu verpl"l.ichten;

dit:s waere n.ler cich unbequen unci bedeut.et. weni.c fuel" die Fruchtbo.rkeit

meines dortigen \"iiJicens. f'unkt. 6) saUte so abtefasst wen!en, dass ieb

offiziell ni.cht frei sein saUte in del" Wahl von -1tarbeitern. Denn wenn

dies bekannt It"Uerde, wuerde iell in eopfindlicher W~se von i:ollegen

bestuerct. werden.(l>1es Cilt. nicht our :.uer cich). lu 7) waere es mil"

recht, nem oW irgendeine Weise zum MlsCrucl< kaeme,dass Herro ~ers

Anstellung von meinea Ableben irGenchtie unabhaengi.e "aere. Sonst hat er

das Getueh1, dass ~r bei. neinec 'rode stellenlos lrUerde.

L
~ Iell fr~ue rUel 1firklic.l-t. mit ]hnen %U einem.

50 "l'lWlderbaren Z",eek vereinigt. zu ""erden und bin ueberzeugt. da.s:s wir

Freude an einander haben werden.

&!it berzli.ehen uruessen von cir und oeiner 1'rau

herm li.a;yer wurde eer Wephonitiche ibJ.f leicier nicht iiusGerichtet.

J:.r bedaue:rte es un&~e1n. daes er sicb J.hnen ni.cht vorst.elien konnte.

~---------~~._~~----------

!
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15 tlovember 1978

~randtJlll

To: Ilarry Weolf

Fro.: John Runt

Subject: Einatein Papera

Barb Balley reports that legal counsel reeo-ds that no legal
action of any Id.nd be taken with regard to the Einstein papara. and
that the Pre.. baa DOW accepted tMs poaitlon.

At the s_ tUe. it hes been ",co mded to Herb that tbe Preas
continue to work at the editing of the papers in ODe way or another
in order if IlOtbing elae to prevent a biatua in the carrydn out of
the project. In this connection. Barb hopes to get the present donor
to ..u an announcement that lunda are st111 aveilable for edi coate.

Finally. the Einstein estate has ~tted
cate copy of the papera pub11c as of next year.
ter.a of tha l' grant.

iteeU to make the dupl1
This is requind by the

In the circ~tancea. let _ pass OIl a suggestion for your consideration.
If you are intere.ted. it should thea be presenta to Rerb as a suggestion

bin fro. the lnetituu.

The idea would be to establish a Progr.. or Center of Einstein Studies
at tho Institute. Tbou&h the NSF grant referred to above calle for a copy
of the papers to be ave11able at the Princeton University Library for the
qualified public. it IIight be possible to substitute tba Institute in this
regard. If the In.tHute should express to nerb its intention to create
aucll a Center. Herb waul'; be asked to help with the n~C8ssary substituU"n
of the Institute for tbs University Library, and to secure from the donor
_ agr_t to let the fUDds froal tbis end· .....t he uaed to support the
Center for Einate:ln Studies until an Editor is foraally n-.i. at ich
t:Wa the fwds would for the support of the Editor and other funde
would have to be rata fOT the Center (perhaps froa the .... donor). If
such a project could be put together. .John Stachel could play • role in
the Center by continutna to work on the papers. though not as !ditor.
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The announ~nt of the creation of the Center could be _de on
the occasion of the Sympoei..... It would in effect be another contri
bution to the Einstein Centennial Celebration. You will recall that
aucb a euggestion was noted in the original plan for the overall
Celebretion.

If the suggestion intereste you, I v:UI be glad to follow up
with Herb unle.. you would prefer to deal with h1IIl youreelf.

lAt'. diecuse.
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28 October 1978

Kr. Iobert P. DoIIosh
Vice President
~raus-~nOrgaa1aat1on Limited
Route 100,
Milvood, NY 10S46

Ki.s UIlderwood has brought to ., attention your latter to ber of
te.bar 14.

The 1d.crofibdDg of Albert Einstein's papers baa been carried out
for archival pUrpOllU OD1y.

Thank }'OU for }'Our expression of interest.

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf

H1l:GS

bee: Caroltae Underwood
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Kraus-Thomson Organization Limited
Route 1DO,
Millwood, New York 10546 Telephone: 914-762-2200/212-823-5940

TWX: 710-573-2328
Cable: KTOL, Millwood, New York

II

September 14, 1978

Institute for Advanced Studies
Olden Lane
Princeton, New Jersey

Attention: Miss Caroline Underwood
Secretary

Dear Miss Underwood:

It has come to our attention that the Institute for Advanced Studies has
placed on to microfilm the Papers of Albert Einstein, including specific
correspondence, manuscripts, and other materials both scientific and
personal.

The purpose of this letter is to ascertain whether or not the microfilm
ing of Albert Einstein's Papers were strictly for Archival purposes or if
the Institute for Advanced Studies is interested in making duplicate films
of these Papers available to the academic and research communities through
a marketing and distribution arrangement.

If the latter is the case, Kraus-Thomson would be most interested in dis
cussing further the possibil ity of our becoming the distributor of these films.
We have long been one of the leading publishers and micro-publishers of
scholarly and research works whose primary audience is public, private
and university libraries as well as scholars and researchers in both the
sciences and social sciences. We feel that the filmed papers of Albert
Einstein will make an excellent addition to the holdings of any and all
libraries and that these Papers should, if possible, be made more readily
available to the academic and research community.

Frankly, I do not know if this possibility comes under your responsibility,
and if not I would appreciate your forwarding this letter to the appropriate
person. If the Institute is interested in making these films available on

./.
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KRAUS-THOMSON ORGANIZATION LIMITED

Institute for Advanced Studies
Olden Lane
Princeton, New Jersey
Attention: Miss Caroline Underwood,

-2-

Route 100, Millwood, N. Y. 10546

September 14, 1978
Secretary

a broader basis, I do hope that you, or the appropriate person, will contact
me.

Very sincerely yours,

RFD/dz Robert F. Dom
Vice President
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June 9, 1978

Professor C. L. Pekeris
Department of Applied Mathematics
The Weinumn Institute of Scienca
Rebovot, Israel

Dear Professor Pekaris:

Thank you for your letter of April 10.

Nothing would give me more satisfaction than to
be able to assure you that the firs t vol.... of Einstein' s
Collected Works would have appeared by March 14 of next
year. Though considerable progress has been lIl8de, and
though I remain optt.1stic about the successful
carrying out of this great undertaking, it would be
inappropriate for me to prom:lse anything at this juncture.
I join you in hoping for the best.

With best regards, I am

Cordially yours,

Harry Iloolf
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mE WElZMANN INsrmrr€ Of SCIENce
REHOVOT· ISRAEL

DEPAtrMENT Of APPliED MATHEMATICS

10th April 1978

Prof. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
PRINCETON, New Jersey 08540
U. S. A.

Dear Professor Woolf,

I was glad to hear from your last letter about
the preparations for the celebration at the
Institute of the centenary of Einstein's birth.

The joy of this celebration would be much heightened
if, at that time, the first volume of Einstein's
Collected Works will have appeared.

Sincerely yours,

Professor C. L. Pekeris

CAllE ADDRESS, WElllNST rl.roell 'C'?'::ID" 1Y:: PHONE 951721 y1!l7C TELEX 1'91" Oi'~t:l
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D R AFT

Memorandum of Agreement

Lsr;r"fe DAAFT

iAn'" COl( i&d1tJtts i5 r
/lw (OI-!DW"f e-Ri&Nd
w,~ lJell.8 8 PIL-r

made at Princeton, New Jersey, this

BETWEEN

day of 1977

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Institute)

Princeton University ¥ress, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)

The Estate of P~bert Einstein (hereinafter called the Estate)
relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

1. This agreement represents a modification of the original agreement

between the Press and the Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called

the Estate), dated February 22, 1971, relating to THE PAPERS OF ALBERT

EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to establish a working

arragement betwee n the Institute, the Press and the Estate, enabling

the three parties to carry out jointly various functions in accordance

with the original contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint

effort is consonant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the

original contract, a copy of which is attached to this agreement. It is
.'{

intended that this agreement will provide a basis for mutual efforts, in

editorial, fund-raising and admin~strative matters, while remaining

faithful to the provisions of the original contract.

2. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will work together to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will jointly review the

annual budget for the project.
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4. In accordance with the agreed-upon budget, the Institute will

administer all grants received from foundations and other donors for

the project.

5. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will d~~e jointly with

respect to appointments to the Editorial Advisory Board or to the

Editorial Committee.

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, the Press, the Estate, and

Princeton University, will he jointly recognized in the published

volumes of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility

for the cost of the project beyond the total of the funds raised for

carrying out the project. This paragraph does not prevent contributions

to the project in money or services hy either the Institute or the Press,

as both have made in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by any of the parties upon six

months' written notice, except that any commitment under this agreement

for the administration of funds raised from outside sources must be

continued until the termination of the grant period or periods from

such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement between the Institute, the Press and

the Estate, the issue shall be arbitrated y a panel consjstin~of the

members of the Edirorial C9mmittee of ~HE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN,

except that members of the Editorial Committee who are also members of the

Institute or faculty members of Princeton University or in any way

connected with the Estate may not take part in such arbitration. •
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10. This agreement may not be assigned by either party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

for The Institute for Advanced Study

for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this modified agreement

between The Institute for Advanced Study, the Princeton University Press

and the Estate, and has no objection to it.

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

There will be changes in and additions to the above draft. There
~Y

should probably also be corresponding changes in the contract between

the Editor and the Estate-and-Pre~s. In particular, the Editor's contract

should state that the Editor will consult the Institute, the Press and the

Estate about appointment~ to the Editorial Committee. Then this modified

agreement will provide that the Institute, the Press and the Estate will

be so consulted. It also occurs to me that the Editorial Committee, with-

out members of the Institute or of the Princeton faculty, might serve as

arbitrators in any dispute between the Editor and the Estate-and-Press.
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SECTION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

March 17, 1978 Friday 8:00 P.M.

THE EINSTEIN PAPERS
John J. Stachel

Department of Physics
Boston University

Boston, Massachusetts 02215

The Einstein Archive at the Institute for
Advanced Study is a rich source for the history of
20th century physics as well as for the life and
scientific, social and political thought and
influence of Albert Einstein. A description of the
collection, with some reflections on Einstein's
style of work, based on documents in it, will be
glven.

(Illustrated with slides)

PLACE: Admission: FREE

The New York Academy of Sciences
2 East 63rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10021
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone·609·924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

Y~~~/IJ)
STUDY r

November 9, 1977

Professor John A. Wheeler
Department of Physics
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Dear John:

Thank you for your letter, and for the concern for the Einstein Project
and the willingness to help with it that the letter clearly expresses.
I agree with you entirely about the importance of getting Helen Dukas'
reminiscences on record while we can. 1979 will not only be the hundredth
anniversary of Einstein's birth; it will also be the fiftieth anniversary
of her association with Einstein.

I have already contacted Joan Warnow of the AlP History of Physics Pro-
ject, and found out that they have a grant for oral history which could
cover the expenses of recording interviews. We agreed that tne main prob
lem is to find someone both conversant with Einstein's life and in whom
Miss Dukas would have complete confidence. Joan suggested Banesh Hoffmann,
which seemed like an excellent idea to me. I contacted him, and he agreed
to do the interviewing, provided Miss Dukas will consent to such interviews.
He very properly did not want to himself raise the question with her, so it
now remains for others to persuade her. I shall try to do this; but previous
attempts on the part of others and myself lead me to think this may take some
time. I shall keep you informed of progress, and may want to call on your
help at some point.

As for the editing of the Einstein correspondence, I still favor a chrono
logical publication. This is a large issue, clearly, and I agree that it
needs further discussion. However, I believe the narrower issue of the
De Sitter correspondence can be handled quite apart from the larger one.
First of all, publication of that correspondence would not, of course, coin
cide with the thematic publication of the cosmological material. On the one
hand, the De Sitter letters include much material on other topics, and on
the other, there are many letters to other people referring to cosmology.
This by no means implies that it is not worthwhile to work on the De Sitter
letters as a separate project, just as was done with the Sommerfeld letters,
for example, ranging as they do over many topics of interest. You will per
haps remember that in my NSF proposal I discussed the possibility of having
someone interested in a particular topic work on the section of the papers
related to that topic, with the possibility of eventual separate publication
of the results of such work; as well as making a contribution through such
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Professor John A. Wheeler
November 9, 1977

Page 2

an effort toward the editing of the Collected Writings. Of course, as the
NSF has made clear, this would involve a separate request for funding, as
they will not grant the Project the ri ght to "subcontract" any fundi ng
granted. It will also involve getting the permission of the Estate· for
work on the material in question, and for any resulting publication of
Einstein documents. If Dr. van Hoerner were interested, this matter could
be pursued at a suitable time. However, I feel that it might be better to
wait a while until our present troubles (about which Herb Bailey has written
you) are settled before going any further.

Looking forward to hearing from you or, even better, seeing you soon, I remain,
with best wishes to Mrs. Wheeler and to you,

Yours,

~
JS:fsb
cc: Herbert Bailey

Ha rry Woolf'/ "'.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712

Dictated by Prof. Wheeler
but signed and typed in
his absence

Dr. Harry Woolf
Dr. John Stachel
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Mr. Herbert Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry, Herb and John,

"Every hour of lost time is a potential source of disaster".
That's the way Prof. Harry van der Laan of Leiden and I found
ourselves talking to each other recently about Miss Dukas and
her priceless recollections of Einstein and his way of work.

If she is carried away in the coming year, as Niels Bohr was
so unexpectedly snatched the day after only the fourth interview
of the Quantum History Project, think what the world will never
know about:

--what Einstein really thought about so-and-so and so-and
so;

--the priorities he gave to the different sides of his life;
--the enthusiasm he gave to his latest idea and how long

would he stay with a losing bet when it really turned out
to be losing;

--his attitudes on the seventeen homely questions that most
people have to worry about in their lives.

If she with her marvelous memory doesn't tell us nobody will.

The great happiness that all of us feel that the Einstein
Project is launched could not clear our conscience if we were to
fail to urge as a matter of absolutely # I priority the prompt
interviewing of Miss Dukas by somebody with the competence of
the best people in the Columbia University Oral History Project.

All of us are impressed by the urgency of a historically com
petent analysis and publication of Einstein's correspondence and
work. However, we also all know that a unique and indispensible
element is the personal side that Helen Dukas alone can provide.
Ideally one would dig into all Einstein's papers, systematize them,
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get an overview of them and then become familiar enough with Helen
Dukas to conduct a series of interviews, tape recording them one by
one. But it would take ten years to do that kind of a program and,
the chances are overwhelming that Helen Dukas will not be alive
even five years down the road.

Harry van der Laan is back in the Netherlands.
solicit your reactions to this proposal on behalf of
phone call some time later in the Fall?

But could I
us both by a

Archibald Wheeler

Quite a separate point came up in our conversation. Harry van
der Laan suggests that the Einstein correspondence might be
published to better advantage thematically than chronologically.
Specifically, he notes that one fascinating theme is cosmology.
He proposes the to me attractive idea that one volume under this
heading might be entitled "The Einstein-DeSitter Correspondence
and Cosmology". He notes that under this head would belong about
30 items and letters and post cards. The editor of this volume
would need to work his way through these items and familiarize
himself with them. The result would be a 200-300 page book.

Supplementing the overall historical and scientific guidance
of the project as a whole such a thematic volume would call for an
editor, not himself necessarily a professional historian, but one
above all competent in cosmology. Such a person is Sebastian von
Hoerner. He is a former student of C.F. von Weizsacker. He has
the German background that would be so valuable. He is already at
the National Radio Observatory at Green Bank so no visa problems
or expensive trans-Atlantic travel would be required. He could
to best advantage be invited to the Institute for Advanced Study
for half a year for this assignment. Harry van der Laan says
Hoerner is competent and widely read. He never felt he had a
mandate to talk to Hoerner directly about such an Einstein venture;
but from tangential and fleeting soundings he forms the impression
that Hoerner would be very interested indeed. We owe thanks to
these colleages for bringing the wonderful Einstein-DeSitter cor
respondence to Princeton. I believe this proposal is a simple,
practical one that can accomplish an important step forward in a
finite time with a very limited budget requirement.

Regardless of the precise way that the correspondence and
papers are finally published--chronologically or thematically--it
seems to me that it might be important to capitalize on the com
bination of talent, special abilities and interest that Hoerner
would represent. Maybe you will have some thoughts also on this
proposal when I ring a little later in the Fall.

Warm good wishes to three key promoters of a great project!

JAW:rb
cc: Prof. Harry van der Laan

Sterrewacht
Leiden
The Netherlands
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ovember 3, 1977

Dear Herb:

TMs is just a brief note to thank you for
your courtesy in sendin e the copies of your
letter of 27 October to Otto Nathan and t',st of
31 October to Ronald Overmann.

I know that we will be talking about these
matters soon.

Sincerely yours,

lIarry Woolf

Mr. Rerbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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EUW.\RIJ II.. Tt'FTE, THOMU H. \\RIGHT

October 31, 1977

Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Assistant Program Director for

History and Philosophy of Science
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, NW.
Washington, D. c. 20550

Dear Ron,

When you telephoned me last week to ask how we were coming with
the revision of the application for support for the Einstein Papers,
I told you that we had an "internal problem." That is very much the
case, and as the situation stands now we cannot proceed further along
the lines we had intended until some serious difficulties are straight
ened out. Until two days ago I had what I believed a reasonable hope
that we could solve our internal problem expeditiously and then get on
with the work. Actually the problem has grown over a period of time
but has only been acute during the last month. It has now come to a
head. Here is the story in outline. I am preparing a fuller account
which will be available in due course.

After a long search, Professor John Stachel was appointed the
editor with a good deal of enthusiasm from all concerned. Indeed he
was Dr. Otto Nathan's first choice among the several candidates, and I
myself was very impressed with him. My own confidence in Professor
Stachel has increased as I have seen him work over the past nine months,
and I think the NSF Panel, our advisers, the people at the Institute,
and others have all been impressed by him. The one exception is Dr.
Nathan. When Professor Stachel was appointed and began work last
January, we did not have the editor's contract in final form for him to
sign, since the Estate lawyers were reviewing it. The lawyers com
pleted their review and the contract was sent to Professor Stachel in
February, but then Professor Stachel wanted his lawyer to review the
contract before signing it. This review was delayed for several reasons:
first Professor Stachel himself was preoccupied with writing the NSF
application, a very time-consuming job; and second he had to find a
lawyer who was expert in literary matters and then have the lawyer do
the review. The delay in Professor Stachel's signing annoyed Dr. Nathan,
and in March we agreed to put the existing draft of the contract into
effect on a temporary basis, pending the review by Professor Stachel's
lawyer and assigning of a final contract. Professor Stachel's lawyer
completed his review in July, but the fial contract is still not signed
because Dr. Nathan refuses to sign it. Dr. Nathan now wants either to

1 b L t I , " f) t= B I l I ([ '\ f. R I r:
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Dr. Ronald J. Overmann
Page 2
October 31, 1977

replace Professor Stachel or to make him part of a three-man board of
editors (full time, representing various disciplines) which I consider
entirely impractical. Dr. Nathan now says that he does not want to
entrust the Einstein Papers to one man in any case, and in particular
he does not want Professor Stachel.

Dr. Nathan gives a number of reasons for his present position.
The fundamental reason, I believe, is that Professor Stachel has not
kept in close enough touch with him during the past nine months. He
alleges that Professor Stachel has broken his contract (the unsigned
contract that we adopted temporarily in March) in various ways, which
I regard as either trivial or simply not true. A considerable contrib
uting factor, I must say, was your letter in response to our NSF appli
cation, which may not seem connected to this issue, but which greatly
exacerbated our difficulties by deeply offending Dr. Nathan and making
him very angry.

Professor Stachel continues to be anxious to edit the Einstein
Papers, and I and others believe that he will make an excellent editor.
Because the final editor's contract is not signed, Dr. Nathan stands as
a barrier, at least temporarily. After consulting our lawyers and
advisers here, we propose to pursue the matter energetically, protecting
the Press's rights and pushing the project forward. We plan to call a
meeting of the Editorial Advisory Board, which under the contract between
the Estate and the Press exists to advise us jointly, anf if Dr. Nathan
resists that, or if he refuses to accept advice, we plan to take the mat
ter to arbitration, as provided in our agreement. I cannot help but
think that we would win in arbitration, though it is sad to think that
that might be necessary. Another possibility that I have discussed with
Dr. Nathan is that he may resign as a Trustee. This would perhaps be
the simplest outcome, though it would entail some time, since the matter
would then have to go into the courts to appoint a new Trustee or to
transfer responsibility to the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Our con
tract is binding on any Trustees and also on the Hebrew University.
Thus we expect eventually to go ahead, no matter what.

Meanwhile we are in difficulty. We cannot make a new application
to NSF, and we now see that we are unable to carry out the specific pur
poses of the planning grant, which runs to January 1. I would like to
ask permission, via this letter, to use the planning grant to call a meet
ing of the Editorial Advisory Board, instead of the Advisory Committee as
originally contemplated. I also hope that you will permit the grant to
run to the end of this year, since our expenses will continue and we will
be continuing to work on the project. As you know, Princeton University
Press has paid Professor Stachel's salary and fringe benefits since last
July, and we are committed to pay him through next June, when his leave
from Boston University ends. We had hoped that his salary would be
covered by an endowment gift, but under the present circumstances we
cannot ask the donor to make his gift, and there is even a chance that
the gift will be lost entirely because of changes in the tax laws next
year.
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Nevertheless the project itself is continuing and good progress
is being made. Professor Stachel is sending out copies of Einstein
letters to living correspondents with specific questions and asking
for comments, interpretation, and background inforJllation. Some inter
esting replies are already being received. Obviously this is a process
that should be completed as soon as possible and it will continue
through the spring. Also Professor Stachel is continuing to conform
the full-size photoduplicates to the originals, producing a duplicate
archive that can be used as a working tool whenever and however the
editing of the Einstein Papers is carried out. The work that has
been and is being done on computer-indexing of the archive will not
have been in vain, no matter what happens. Thus I hope we may have
your continued assistance, at least through the present grant. When
you have had a chance to think about this, you may want to telephone
me. I would be glad to come to Washington to discuss this problem
with you if you think that would be helpful.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: Professor John Stathel
Dr. Harry Woolf
Mr. Thomas Wright

•
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Dr. Otto Nathan
#815, 24 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011

Dear Otto,

October 27, 1977

o

After consulting with advisers here, I am writing to reply to your
letter of October 20 in response to my appeal to deal with the problem
of the editorship in human rather than legal or technical terms. As I
am sure you realize, I was greatly disappointed in your reply, and at
last I reluctantly concede that we have reached an impasse over a mat
terbat Ihoped we could resolve together. I shall not here deal with
the legal questions which I explored and wrote you about recently. You
say that you are willing to discuss those questions, but I think it is
more a question whether you yourself want to take any of the steps out
lined. If you do, I would obviously be very happy to discuss the matter
further.

In view of the present impasse, it seems to me that there are three
possible steps that could be taken consecutively. I shall discuss them
in order.

1. You have suggested that instead of a single editor there should
be a three-member board of co-equal editors, full time, presumably work
ing in Princeton. You propose this on two grounds; first, that the problem
of editing Einstein should not be entrusted to one man; second, that no
single scholar has the range of knowledge necessary to encompass Einstein's
work. With respect to your first objection, I should point out that many
other editions Of the writings of great men have been entrusted to single
editors, often with outstanding success. Secondly, we have never looked
upon this project as a one-man job; we have always supposed that there
would be associate and assistant editors with special fields of knowledge,
and we have provided an advisory committe and an Editorial Advisory Board
which would span the range of Einstein's interests. Moreover I have pro
posed to you recently, and I now repeat, that we form a special three-man
review board to read the manuscript of each volume before it is published
in order to assure editorial quality. This board could be chosen for each
volume so as to encompass the intellectual interests represented in that
volume, and it would, I think, ensure that no aspect of Einstein's life
was slighted or misinterpreted. I propose that such a board be established,
and that the establishment of such a board would open the way to confirma
tion of John Stachel as editor.

2. If this proposal is not satisfactory, I propose that the Editorial
Advisory Board be convened to advise the Press and the Estate on the reso
lution of this impasse. According to our contract, it is the purpose of
the Editorial Advisory Board to provide such advice, especially in.the

~LI') IER't .t- tJULLI't..E' 'tERIE~
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Dr. Otto Nathan
Page 2
October 27, 1977

matter of the choice of an editor. Although I realize that the chance
that the Editorial Advisory Board will be able to settle our problem is
slight, I believe that since our contract provides for advice from them
we really must call them together. I'll phone in a few days to try to
find convenient times for you that we can propose to the members of the
Board.

3. If neither of the above procedures resolves the problem, it
seems to me that we must go to arbitration, as provided in our agreement.
I hope it will not come to this, but it seems to be the final alterna
tive.

The above three paragraphs are the main burden of this letter, but
there are a few other points on which I would like to comment.

First, in view of your letter of October 20 I find it necessary to
inform the National Science Foundation that we have reached an impasse
and that we cannot proceed further under the planning grant until the
question of the editorship is resolved. I suppose the NSF may want the
unspent part of the grant returned. I should also point out that since
July 1 Princeton University Press has been paying Professor Stachel's
salary and fringe benefits from the Press's own funds, and we feel com
mitted to continue that salary through the period of his leave, since
he took the leave at our joint invitation. I believe that the Estate
has some responsibility in this regard. I have been ready, as you know,
to absorb as much of this cost as necessary pending the securing of
grants, but your opposition to Professor Stachel has prevented our seek
ing further grants and leaves us with a heavy financial burden and no
prospect of publishable output. Although I am not clear whether there
is a legal liability here, I think there is surely some real responsi
bility.

Also, for the record, I do not agree with your statement that Pro
fessor Stachel's NSF application does not constitute a sufficient state
ment of a plan for the work as required under our agreement with him,
now in effect pending the execution of a final agreement. Unfortunately
this matter, like some others that are in contention, was conducted mainly
verbally. Professor Stachel said in a letter to you that he hoped the
application would constitute the plan as required, and we both recall
that in a meeting with you early in the summer you agreed to that. We
are relying on our memories, but we both agree, though it is barely pos
sible that your assent was by silence. Even so, it seems to me that the
NSF application is obviously mainly devoted to outlining a plan for the
work.

I will not here attempt to deal with all the other allegations of
breaches of contract that you have made. Both Professor Stachel and I
have in the past attempted to answer these statements, as appropriate,
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and this does not seem the proper place to review them all again. If
necessary, of course, each of us is prepared to do so.

It is with the greatest regret that I concede at last that we are
at an impasse. In recent weeks I have tried very hard to find a way
through our difficulties, and I know that you have too. My personal
respect and friendship for you stands undiminished, but this has now
become a formal matter between the Estate and the Press, in which each
of us must take his role of responsibility. I do not know how this
impasse can be resolved, but I am hoping for a favorable outcome.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba
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August 25, 1977

Dear Herb:

Upon Illy return to the office the other day
I found your letter of 7 July 1977, inviting me
to s dinner at 6:15 p.lII. at the assau Club on
7 October. I bllieve I may have replied orally
when we met briefly during the SUIIlIIler, but in the
event I did not, I regret that I cannot come.

ch as I would like to it coincides with the
night on which Pat and I entertain the Board of
Trustees of the Inst.J.tute on the eve of the
Board meeting here.

Thank you very 1llUch.

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf

• Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ALfREl) G. FISCHER, .... ARON I.EMONIC". RICARUO /I. MESTRES, E,.\RL MINER,

JOHN f. PECKHAM, CARL E. SCHORSKE. CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR.,

Praidt'lIt, !iI\ROl.U W. MCGRAW, JR.

(TEL. 6U~·452·4900)

Trustees, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER BONl"ER,

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY U8540Princeton University Press

EDWARfl R. TUFTE, THOMAS H. WRIGHT

July 7, 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry,

I am writing to invite you to attend the dinner of the
Trustees of Princeton University Press, following our regular
meeting on Friday, October 7, 1977. The dinner will be at
6:15 at the Nassau Club. You should know that I am also inviting
Otto Nathan, Helen Dukas, and John Stachel. We intend it to be
an occasion in which we celebrate the progress we have made
together on the Einstein Papers, and I particularly want to
emphasize the roles that Otto and Helen have played.

I am looking forward to getting together with you in the
near future to work out more explicitly the roles and respon
sibilities of the Institute and the Press under the general
agreement between the Press and the Estate. You already have my
earlier memo on this. I hope we can do this soon, since I am
sure NSF will want to know more about it, and I plan to be away
after the 6th of August. Meanwhile, I hope you had a good trip
abroad, and I look forward to hearing from you at your conveni
ence.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI"'GE~ SERIES
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August 15, 1977

MEM01WlDUM

TO: Harry Woolf

FROH: John Hunt

StrBJECT: Heeting with Herb Ratley and Otto Nathan re Einstein Papers

On August 2, I met with Herb Bailey and Otto Nathan to discuu
various matters relat6i to the Einstein Papers project. Helen Dukas
could hot be present because she waa slightly indisposed. Parenthetically,
Nathan indicated that sbe bad not been well recently and urged us to keep
in close touch with her.

Nathan came to tbe meeting prepared to discuss the application to
the NSF and Ron Overman's reply which he found offensive in the extreme.
Indeed the first half hour of the meeting was spent in persuading Dr. Nathan
that we should in fact submit a aecond application in accordance with
Overman's request. In this connection Herb reported at leagth on his most
recent tallta with Overman and indicated that our second application would
be very mach like the first with a few minor additions. On tbe basis
of this reassurance Dr. Nathan agrud to the submission of a second
application provided that there would be ample time for him to go over it
before it was actually sabmitted.

Dr. Nathan expressed his unhappiness over tbe fact that Stachel was
not present and indicated that everythi.na ... not as it should be between
them. Once again, Herb waa very concH litO"" explaining that Stachel
felt that the three interested parties should meet first to work out
policy and Stachel would then be informed accordingly.

On the question of the draft agreement between the Institute, the Preas
and the Estate, Dr. Nathan felt that the present draft might requira the
lawyers to draw up a new document. This he wants to svoid in part it would
appear because of the delicacy of his relationships with Hebrew University.
He has therefore taken the draft and will rewrite it again. We "ould have
a copy ready for your perusal be the time you get cit.

I attach the memo of Bailey's conversations in Washington as well as a
copy of his letter to the Deputy Director of the Division of Grants and
Contracts for the NSF.
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D R AFT

Memorandum of Agreement

made at Princeton, New Jersey, this 27th

BETI~EEN

day of July 1977

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Institute)

Princeton University J.'ress, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)

The Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called the Estate)
relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

1. This agreement represents a modification of the original agreement

between the Press and the Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called

the Estate), dated February 22, 1971, relating to THE PAPERS OF ALBERT

EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to establish a working

arragement ben-'ee n the Institute, the Press and the Estate, enabling

the three parties to carry out jointly various functions in accordance

with the original contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint

effort is consonant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the

original contract, a copy of which is attached to this agreement. It is

intended that this agreement will provide a basis for mutual efforts, in

editorial) fund-raising and admin~strative matters, while remaining

faithful to the provisions of the original contract.

2. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will work together to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute, the Press and the Estate "'ill jointly review the

annual budget for the project.
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4. In accordance with the agreed-upon budget, the Institute or the Press will

administer all grants received from foundations and other donors for the

project.

5. The Institute, the Press, and the Estate will agree jointly with respect

to appointments to the Editorial Advisory Board or to any other committee

established by the project.

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, the Press, the Estate, and Princeton

University, will be jointly recognized in the published volumes of THE PAPERS

OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility

for the cost of the project beyond the total of the funds raised for carrying

out the project. This paragraph does not prevent contributions to the project

in money or services by either the Institute or the Press, as both have made

in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by any of the parties upon six months'

written notice, except that any commitment under this agreement for the

administration of funds raised from outside sources must be continued until the

termination of the grant period or periods from such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement between the Institute, the Press, and the

Estate, the issue shall be arbitrated by a panel appointed by the presidents

and drawn from the membership of the three following organizations: (insert institutions)

10. This agreement may not be assigned by either party

IN I.JITNESS IffiEREOF

... ~ .
for The Institute for Advanced Study for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this modified agreement between
The Institute for Advanced Study, the Princeton University Press, and the Estate,
and has no objection to it.

for the Estate of Albert Einstein for the Estate of Albert Einstein
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July 27, 1977

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fil th Avenue
New York, New York 10011

Dear Otto,

It was good to talk with you on the telephone, and the first pur
pose of this letter is to confirm our appointment for next Tuesday,
August 2, at 3:15 p.m. in my office. Mr. John Hunt of the Institute
for Advanced Study, who has been appointed as Harry Woolf's delegate,
will be present. As you know, Harry has gone to Europe, and he has
asked Mr. Hunt to assist him in this whole matter.

Secondly, I am enclosing a revised draft of a new Memorandum of
Agreement establishing the Estate, the Institute, and the Press, as
partners in this venture. The draft speaks for itself, so I won't say
much about it. There is one comment with respect to Paragraph 9, how
ever, and that is that we think any arbitration (which we don't expect
to need) in this matter should be carried out by responsible academic
authorities who understand the intellectual issues, rather than by the
American Arbitration Association, whose appointed arbitrator may have
no real sense of the problems involved. We have thought of five insti
tutions, any three of which might be chosen, and we would be happy for
you to make the choice or to suggest other possibilities. The institu
tions we would suggest are: The American Physical Society, The American
Council of Learned Societies, The American Historical Association, The
Philosophy of Science Association, or The American Philosophical Associ
ation. Of course this entire draft is still very much in a state of
discussion, and at some point, probably in September, you and Harry and
I will want to get together to settle on a final version. Meanwhile
this is something to be thinking about.

I am going to Washington tomorrow, where I have an appointment
with Dr. Overmann of NSF and Dr. Farr of NEH. After that discussion I
may have a better idea how we should respond to the NSF letter, which I
find quite depressing and in many respects unaccptable. In any case we
will have a chance to discuss this next Tuesday. Thank you very much
for your willingness to come to Princeton for the meeting.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

cc: Helen Dukas
John Hunt Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Enclosure
L I ., , .. J , ,

~-
7/{•. 11, •

') l R I 1-..
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D R AFT

Memorandum of Agreement

made at Princeton, New Jersey, this

BETWEEN

day of 1977

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Institute)

AND

Princeton University press, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)
AND

The Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called the Estate)
relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

1. This agreement represents a modification of the original agreement

between the Press and the Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called

the Estate), dated February 22, 1971, relating to THE PAPERS OF ALBERT

EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to establish a working

arragement between the Institute, the Press and the Estate, enabling

the three parties to carry out jointly various functions in accordance

with the original contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint

effort is consonant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the

original contract, a copy of which is attached to this agreement. It is

intended that this agreement will provide a basis for mutual efforts, in

editorial, fund-raising and administrative matters, while remaining

faithful to the provisions of the original contract.

2. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will work together to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will jointly review the

annual budget for the project.
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4. In accordance with the agreed-upon budget, the Institute will

administer all grants received from foundations and other donors for

the project.

5. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will decide jointly with

respect to appointments to the Editorial Advisory Board or to the

Editorial Committee.

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, the Press, the Estate, and

Princeton University, will be jointly recognized in the published

volumes of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility

for the cost of the project beyond the total of the funds raised for

carrying out the project. This paragraph does not prevent contributions

to the project in money or services by either the Institute or the Press,

as both have made in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by any of the parties upon six

months' written notice, except that any commitment under this agreement

for the administration of funds raised from outside sources must be

continued until the termination of the grant period or periods from

such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement between the Institute, the Press and

the Estate, the issue shall be arbitrated by a panel consisting of the

members of the Editorial Committee of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN,

except that members of the Editorial Committee who are also members of the

Institute or faculty members of Princeton University or in any way

connected with the Estate may not take part in such arbitration.
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10. This agreement may not be assigned by either party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

for The Institute for Advanced Study

for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this modified agreement

between The Institute for Advanced Study, the Princeton University Press

and the Estate, and has no objection to it.

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

There will be changes in and additions to the above draft. There

should probably also be corresponding changes in the contract between

the Editor and the Estate-and-Press. In particular, the Editor's contract

should state that the Editor will consult the Institute, the Press and the

Estate about appointments to the Editorial Committee. Then this modified

agreement will provide that the Institute, the Press and the Estate will

be so consulted. It also occurs to me that the Editorial Committee, with-

out members of the Institute or of the Princeton faculty, .might serve as

arbitrators in any dispute between the Editor and the Estate-and-Press.
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July 27, 1977

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
• ew York, New York 10011

Dear Otto,

It was good to talk with you on the telephone, and the first pur
pose of this letter is to confirm our appointment for next Tuesday,
August 2, at 3:15 p.m. in my office. Mr. John Hunt of the Institute
for Advanced Study, who has been appointed as Harry Woolf's delegate,
will be present. As you know, Harry has gone to Europe, and he has
asked Mr. Hunt to assist him in this whole matter.

Secondly, I am enclosing a revised draft of a new Memorandum of
Agreement establishing the Estate, the Institute, and the Press, as
partners in this venture. The draft speaks for itself, so I won't say
much about it. There is one comment with respect to Paragraph 9, how
ever, and that is that we think any arbitration (which we don't expect
to need) in this matter should be carried out by responsible academic
authorities who understand the intellectual issues, rather than by the
American Arbitration Association, whose appointed arbitrator may have
no real sense of the problems involved. We have thought of five insti
tutions, any three of which might be chosen, and we would be happy for
you to make the choice or to suggest other possibilities. The institu
tions we would suggest are: The American Physical Society, The American
Council of Learned Societies, The American Historical Association, The
Philosophy of Science Association, or The American Philosophical Associ
ation. Of course this entire draft is still very much in a state of
discussion, and at some point, probably in September, you and Harry and
I will want to get together to settle on a final version. Meanwhile
this is something to be thinking about.

I am going to Washington tomorrow, where I have an appointment
with Dr. Overmann of NSF and Dr. Farr of NEB. After that discussion I
may have a better idea how we should respond to the NSF letter, which I
find quite depressing and in many respects unaccptable. In any case we
will have a chance to discuss this next Tuesday. Thank you very much
for your willingness to· come to Princeton for the meeting.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

cc: Helen Dukas
John Hunt Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Enclosure
.-:....0 . l .. L I 'II K.. jl" t, I I t I " r, I." .. l. It I t. :;..
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D R AFT

Nemorandum of Agreement

r.!.:ldc a t Princeton) Netv Jersey) this 27 th

BETI~EEN

day of July 1977

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Institute)

AND

Princeton University press, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)
AND

The Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called the Estate)
relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

1. This agreement represents a modification of the original agreement

beD,een the Press and the Estate of Albert Einstein (hereinafter called

the Estate), dated February 22, 1971, relating to THE PAPERS OF ALBERT

EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to establish a working

arrazement bet"ee n the Institute, the Press and the Estate, enabling

the three parties to carry out jointly various functions in accordance

with the original contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint

effort is eonsooant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the

original contract, a copy of which is attached to this agreement. It is

intended that this agreement will provide a basis for mutual efforts, in

editorial, fund-raising and admin~strativematters, while remaining

faithful to the provisions of the original contract.

2. The Institute, the P·ress and the Estate will work together to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute, the Press and the Estate will jointly review the

annual budget for the project.
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4. In accordance with the agreed-upon budget, the Institute or the Press will

administer all grants received from foundations and other donors for the

project.

5. The Institute, the Press, and the Estate will agree jointly with respect

to appointments to the Editorial Advisory Board or to any other committee

established by the project.

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, the Press, the Estate, and Princeton

University, will be jointly recognized in the published volumes of THE PAPERS

OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility

for the cost of the project beyond the total of the funds raised for carrying

out the project. This paragraph does not prevent contributions to the project

in money or services by either the Institute or the Press, as both have made

in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by any of the parties upon six months'

written notice, except that any commitment under this agreement for the

administration of funds raised from outside sources must be continued until the

termination of the grant period or periods from such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement be~.een the Institute, the Press, and the

Estate, the issue shall be arbitrated by a panel appointed by the presidents

and drawn from the membership of the three following organizations: (insert institutions)

10. This agreement may not be assigned by either party

IN IHTNESS llliEREOF

for The Institute for Advanced Study for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this modified agreement between
The Institute for Advanced Study, the Princeton University Press, and the Estate,
and has no objection to it .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
for the Estate of Albert Einstein for the Estate of Albert Einstein
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATII.EMATICS

July 8, 1977

Welcome homel In case you don I t ~t them,

I enclose an extra copy (I.e., I don't need

" u v
it back) of Bob Cohen's Yugoslay Notes, current

~

issue.

I understand you're only around for a day

or so, so I'll postpone our get-to~ther

lmtil the end of the month. But I think

we should talk then about the arran~ement

for the Einstein Project. Maybe NSF-NEll

will have sent their letter by then, tool

WitR best wishes,

v--
John Stachel
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YUGOSLAV NOTES VII - JUNE 1977

Robert S. Cohen
Department of Physics
Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215, USA

(1) During the year since the last set of these informal notes on questions of
academic and intellectual freedom among philosophers in Yugoslavia, attitudes
have fluctuated without reaching a fixed state. During the Spring of 1976,
some reduction in general tensions and in police actions was noticeable, and
indeed Vice President Kardelj at one point described the case of the attorney
S. Popovi~ as "legal and political nonsense" (for an account of the case, see
these Notes VI). A new philosophical journal, Theory, was permitted to begin
publication. The first issue contained hitherto unpublished materials from
the Kant symposium organized at Belgrade some time ago. Dispute within the
Croatian and Serbian as well as Federal leadership was evident from the on-off
situation with respect to the 1976 Kor~ula Summer School, but eventually the
School was once again cancelled.

(2) By Fall 1976 the Belgrade situation had somewhat worsened. No meetings of
the Serbian Philosophical Society were allowed, not even for presentation of
a paper on Leibniz; those suspended philosophy professors who work for their
continuing salaries under a formal contractual arrangement with the (non
teaching) philosophical institute were not permitted to report on their re
search by the customary Institute lectures, despite the requirement in their
contracts that they do so. On October first, seven of the suspended philoso
phers sent an Open Letter which was addressed jointly to the Presidency of
Serbia and the Presidency of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and broadly
circulated to officials of Yugoslav universities, philosophical faculties,
daily newspapers, and all philosophical and sociological journals. The text is
translated here:

TO THE PRESIDENCY OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA
TO THE PRESIDENCY OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF SERBIA

"Nearly two years have passed since we were excluded from the teach
ing collective of the Philosophical Faculty in Belgrade and placed "at
the disposition" of the Republican Secretariat for Education and Science
by decree of the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Serbia.

We will not repeat here what we have already set forth when we in
itiated the action before the Constitutional Court of the SPRY for an
assessment of the constitutionality of the aforementioned decree. In
that petition there are approximately 300 pages of background and documen
tation reviewing the initiatives and evaluations, analyses and decisions,
the diverse campaigns and pressures - in a word, all that preLeded the
decree's passage. It is shown, among other things, how that decree con
stitutes a threat to basic human rights, to democratic developmental ten
dencies in our country, and, above all, to the freedom of scientific
thought. This is eloquently testified to by the fact that the decision
of the self-managing organs of the Philosophy Faculty regarding our scien
tific, pedagogical, moral, and political suitability for the occupation
of university professors - a decision which, in the context of current
law and academic custom, was made on the basis of reports written by over
thirty of the most distinguished university professors from nearly all of
Yugoslavia - was trampled over in an administrative manner.
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As time has passed, there has been a succession of events which
have belied the assurances issuing from various official quarters that
the curtailment of our pedagogical activity does not include prohibition
of our scientific work. In the beginning of 1975 it was established that
the extent of financing for all scientific projects would be dependent
upon whether any of us were to participate in their implementation. For
years we have been prohibited from appearing in public, even when we
have needed to defend ourselves from the most brutal attacks and unbridled
slanders. These bans have also been broadened to include all profession
al periodicals. Publishing houses systematically avoid printing our works
lest they fall into various types of misfortune. Curtailment of resources
and pressure on printing establishments has made the further issuance of
the journals Praxis and Filosofija, in which alone we were able to pub
lish our works, impossible. In a similar manner the work of the Kor~ula

Summer School, in which we had theretofore actively participated, was also
suspended. Professional societies of which we are members have been suh
jected to intensified pressure and placed under strict control, so that
our participation in the work of meetings organized by them nearly auto
matically results in prohibitions on their being held at all. A drastic
example of this was the impossibility of holding a professional meeting
of the Yugoslav Association for Sociology in February 1975. After work
ing for one year (with diminished hours) at the Institute for the Inter
national Workers Movement, all further collaboration was abruptly, and
without further explanation, denied to some of us. It would seem that a
rumor has heen circulated to the effect that almost anyone may deal with
uS in an arbitrary manner. At the present time a new kind of pressure
is in the works to prevent our participation in the work of the inter
national Inter-University Center in Dubrovnik.* Finally, there are all
indications that our last opportunity for scientific work will be curtail
ed by making it impossible for us to collaborate with the Institute for
Philosophy of the Philosophical Faculty in Belgrade, in whose work we
have taken part as outside collaborators. Not long ago we were prevented
from delivering the customary reports on the scientific obligations we
had assumed at the Institute, and later we were even prohibited from
attending discussions on the work of other colleagues who participate in
implementing its projects. Just in the last few days - and this has
happened outside the Institute - there have been pressures for the Insti
tute to sever all existing contracts with us.

We could cite further similar instances and explain their real mean
ing in greater detail, but the foregoing suffices for it to be understood
how the limitation of certain basic human rights, such as for instance
the right to choose and to pursue one's professional activity undisturbed,
in a practical sense means their abolition, regardless of the number of
people who are thereby immediately affected. It is already well known
that reconciliation with otherwise unacceptable circumstances, or habitu
ation to them as some sort of "objective necessity", can result in these
limitations becoming a permanent component of social practice.

In such circumstances it is not reasonable that in place of the
solution of a serious social problem, a surrogate should be offered. For
instance, not long ago the Republican Secretary for Education and Science
was authorized to conduct discussions with us on the possibility of our
moving to another place of employment. These discussions, however, once
again confirmed that our problem could not be resolved in a humanly
acceptable and socially just manner until the conditions which have placed

*See separate item on this below - RSC
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us in an unjust position are themselves changed. It would surely be
senseless to expect that people deprived of their basic civil rights
should participate in such "decisions" on their own case, signifying,
by this very act, an admission of their former guilt. This would, after
all, be irresistably reminiscent of certain practices which we would have
hoped belonged to the more unpleasant annals of modern history. In any
event, the "problem" of the eight professors, publicly proclaimed in the
Fall of 1972, would in this way be merely administratively processed by
those least responsible for its appearance in the first place.

We wish to conclude with a reminder that the constitutional debate
which we have initiated is still in process and that we cannot, therefore,
agree to any resolution which would in a practical sense prejudice its
outcome. Our move to a new place of employment would signify, among other
things, a forced change of occupation and profession to which we have de
voted our lives. Therefore we shall continue to attempt, with all avail
able public democratic means and avenues, to recover the rights and free
doms which have been denied us."

Belgrade
October 1, 1976

Copies of this letter have been
provided to: Deans of the philosophy
faculties in Belgrade, Zagreb, and
Ljubljana; Rector of the University
of Zagreb; Republican Secretary for
Education and Science; editorial organs
of all philosophical and sociological
journals; as well as principal editors
of the most well-known daily newspapers.

* * * * *

(Signed)
Ljubomir Tadi6
Svetozar Stojanovic" ,Miladin Zivotic
Zagorka Golubovif
Neboj~a Popov
Dragoljub Micunovif
Mihailo Markovic

(3) During 1976 and continuing through 1977 the Inter-University Center for Post
Graduate Studies in Duhrovnik came under pressure and discussion; and other
matters continued to be unsure. First, some notes on the situation through
the end of 1976:

DUBROVNIK INTERLUDES 1976*

For the past several years, the Inter-University Center for Post-Graduate
Studies in Dubrovnik has organized a stimulating series of international
seminars and workshops in areas of interest to a wide range of scholars, on
topics including international affairs and world peace, the social effects of
industrialization, the philosophy of science, democratic social theory, the
future of religion, and esthetics. It has acquired a broadly respected repu
tation for scholarly excellence, isolation from political pressur~, and as a
unique meeting-place for scholars from East and West to discuss new ideas and
to air their differences in an atmosphere of mutual responsibility and respect.
In the last few months, however, the IUC has been the object of the latest
attempts by conservative Yugoslav circles to restrict academic freedom within
Yugoslavia and to impose crassly political criteria on the conduct of scholar
ship and, more importantly, on a type of international activity which has
hitherto distinguished Yugoslavia as an attractive setting for lively intel
lectual discussion and interchange for scholars throughout the world.

*Prepared January 1977.
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The unclear legal status of the IUC, while not a problem until recently, is
partly responsible for the latest difficulties. The administration of the
Center, which at the present time has over 80 adhering academic institutions
from Yugoslavia and abroad, by internal regulations is formally responsible
only to the Director, a technically autonomous position occupied for the past
three years by the Norwegian social philosopher Johann Galtung. Nevertheless,
the ruc is formally considered an activity of the University of Zagreb and as
such its administrative personnel - with the exception of the Director - are
subject as university employees to the directives of the Secretary General of
the University of Zagreb. Fortunately, until this year there has been little
occasion for these arcane anomalies to be put to the test.

In September of this year, however, the Federation of Yugoslav Universities -
an umbrella association of all Yugoslav universities - wrote to the University
of Zagreb with a complaint that an IUC course held the previous April on "Social
Theory and Philosophy" had included two individuals who are prohibited from
teaching at Yugoslav universities and who therefore should have been excluded
from delivering papers at the IUC. It should be no surprise to the readers of
these Notes that at issue were two members of the so-called ''Belgrade Eight"
group who had been dismissed from teaching duties at the University of Belgrade
in January 1975, Ljubomir Tadi~ and Miladin Zivoti~. The Federation's letter
contained a further warning that if such individuals were allowed to partici
pate in the ruc's activities in the future, the Federation would feel obliged
to withdraw its support (minimal in financial terms, but important politically)
from the Center.

This ultimatum has already resulted in the cancellation of one IUC activity, a
seminar organized by Gajo Petrovi~ and Ivan Kuva6i6 (former co-editors-in
chief of the dissident Zagreb periodical Praxis) scheduled for October-November
1976 entitled, "Philosophy and Social Science: History and System". The sem
inar's official program had included Zivotic and Mihailo Djuric, a Belgrade
legal theorist just released from a one-and-a-half year prison term imposed
after he made some off-handed but politically offensive remarks at a scholarly
symposium in 1974. In view of the pressure which had been brought to bear,
Petrovic and Kuvacic wrote to all participants abruptly cancelling the course
on the grounds that "we are not ready to take part in such discriminatory
practices. It

Further ruc events which are still up in the air as a result of the Federation's
ultimatum include a course directed by Petrovi~, Kuva~ic, and JUrgen Habermas
scheduled for March 28-April 8, 1977, on "Philosophy and Social Science: Criti
cal Approaches to Sociology", in which three other members of the Belgrade
group - Zagorka Golubovi6, Dragoljub Mi[unovi~, and Svetozar Stojanovic - are
1isted as official participants; another "doubtful" participant is the Slovene
sociologist Veljko Rus, who had experienced related difficulties at the Uni
versity of Ljubljana at the same time as the Belgrade group was dismissed from
their posts. Finally, another member of the Belgrade group, Mihailo Markovi~,
is scheduled to appear at an IUC seminar (April 4-22, 1977) on ''Future Studies"
as the official representative of the World Federation for Future Studies.
(P.S.: The seminars were held without difficulty~)

These circumstances have laid the groundwork for a serious confrontation
between the University of Zagreb and the ruc administration at a most inoppor
tune time. For Yugoslav authorities are presently in the midst of preparing
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for the June 1977 meeting in Belgrade which is to review progress of signatory
governments in the implementation of the 1975 Final Act on Security and Coop
eration in Europe (the "Helsinki Agreement"), an event which has already begun
to attract broad international attention. Obviously a further violation of
the elementary standards of academic freedom and international scholarly inter~

change so shortly before the convening of the Belgrade meeting would, if pub
licly known, create a great deal of embarrassment for Yugoslav authorities,
who have committed themselves far more substantially than any other East Euro
pean government to scrupulous observance of all articles of the agreement -
for reasons which are readily apparent. Evidently, the ruc administration is
not unmindful of this coincidence, since at the same time as the two afore
mentioned April seminars it has scheduled another course on "European Security
and Cooperation"; cancellation or restriction of the former events simultan
eously with the convening of the latter would be sure to elicit strong protests
and further friction between the ruc and Yugoslav authorities. One can only
conclude that high-level Yugoslav leaders involved in preparations for the
Belgrade meeting are unaware of the recent events engulfing the ruc in contro
versy, which, one may further speculate, were instigated by mid-level conserva
tive figures who hoped to gain some personal advantage by taking this oppor
tunity to deliver a further blow to their already beleaguered countrymen.

As of the time of writing, the University of Zagreb administration seems to
be leaning toward accepting the ultimatum of the Federation of Yugoslav Uni
versities, although it has not reached a final decision regarding the fateful
choice which it must make - whether to insist upon the closure of ruc courses
to the politically proscribed individuals, or to risk the threatened withdrawal
of support by the Federation for the sake of adherence to the principles of
academic freedom and unhindered international scholarly dialogue. ruc Director
Galtung, under considerable personal pressure, has threatened to submit an
early resignation in January - he is due to retire in May 1977 when he will
be succeeded by University of Vienna Prorector Siegfried Korninger - or alter
natively to move the entire ruc out of Yugoslavia, although he is being
strongly urged by his colleagues not to take such precipitous action lest it
defuse the situation by eliminating the overriding issue. rt would seem that
certain circles in the University of Zagreb administration, for their part,
doubt whether the restriction of ruc activities to "desirable" Yugoslav
scholars will have a significant international impact; their final decision
is likely to rest largely on this sort of extraneous, but tactically important
consideration. (P.S.: Galtung has now been replaced by Korninger.)

You can help by demonstrating that the international community is keeping
close watch over the actions of Yugoslav government and university authorities
in this instance. Of the 83 adhering institutions of the ruc, 72 are located
abroad. They should be informed of these recent developments and encouraged
to determine whether they conform to their own principles and policies on
scholarly inquiry. A list of these institutions follows below.

rn addition, letters might be written to high Yugoslav officials, including
Edvard Kardelj and Stane Dolanc, both secretaries of the Federal Executive
Council of the Yugoslav Government in Belgrade. Finally, letters to Professor
Eugen Pusic and rvan Supek of the University of Zagreb (members of the ruc
Executive Committee) and to the Rector of the University of Zagreb might also
have some impact on the response (or non-response) of the university adminis
tration to this potentially dangerous initiative.
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MEMBER INSTITUTIONS OF THE INTER-UNIVERSITY CENTER OF POST-GRADUATE STUDIES
(October 1976)

Aalborg Universitetscenter, Aalborg, Denmark
African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, Dakar, Senegal
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, USA
Asiatic Research Centre, Korea University, Seoul, Korea
Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, Canberra City, Australia
Universita di Bari, Facolta di Lettere e Filosofia, Bari, Italy
Univerzitet u Beogradu, Beograd, Yugoslavia
Universitetet i Bergen, Bergen, Norway
Frei UniversitHt Berlin, B.R. Deutschland
University of Birmingham, Birmingham, Great Britain
University of Bradford, Bradford, Great Britain
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA
UniversitHt Bremen, Bremen, B.R. Deutschland
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium
Bu-Ali Sina University, Tehran, Iran
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA
Conjunto Universitario Candido Mendes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, USA
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York, USA
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck, New Jersey, USA
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA
Florida International University, Miami, Florida, USA
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, USA
Georg-August UniversitHt, G8ttingen, B.R. Deutschland
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USA
UniversitHt Graz, Graz, Austria
Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands
UniversitHt Hamburg, Hamburg, B.R. Deutschland
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Institut za medjunarodnu politiku i privredu (Institute of International

Politics and Economy), Beograd, Yugoslavia
Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas, Caracas, Venezuela
International College, Los Angeles, California, USA
University of Isfahan, Isfahan, Iran
Johannes Gutenberg UniversitHt, Mainz, B.R. Deutschland
Jugoslavenska akademija ananosti i umjetnosti (Yugoslav Academy of Sciences

and Arts), Zagreb, Yugoslavia
University of Khartoum, Graduate College, Khartoum, Sudan
K~benhavns Universitet, Copenhagen, Denmark
Korean Institute of International Studies, Seoul, Korea
Universita di Leece, Facolta di Lettere e Filosofia, Leece, Italy
Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden, Leiden, Netherlands
Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain, Belgique
Ludwig-Maximilians UniversitHt, Munich, B.R. Deutschland
Lund University, Lund, Sweden
Universite de Lyon, II, Lyon, France
Univerza v Ljubljani, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
University of Madras, Madras, India
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University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya
State University of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, New York, USA
Univerzitet u Nisu, Nis, Yugoslavia
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, Great Britain
Univerzitet u Novom Sadu, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, USA
Universidad de Oriente, Cumana, Venezuela
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
University of Oxford, Oxford, Great Britain
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
University of Pittsburgh, Pictsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
Portland State University, Portland, Oregon, USA
Ramapo College of New Jersey, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA
Rektorkollegiet (Conference of Danish Rectors), Copenhagen, Denmark
Sveu~iliste u Rijeci, Rijeka, Yugoslavia
Universita degli studi di Roma, Rome Italy
Ruprecht-Karl UniversitHt, Heidelberg, B.R. Deutschland
Universidad Autonoma de Santo Domingo, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Univerzitet u Sarajevu, Sarajevo, Yugoslavia
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, USA
Sveu~ilitte u Splitu, Split, Yugoslavia
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Universita di Trieste, Facolta di Lingue e Letterature Straniere, Udine, Italy
University of Troms¢, Troms¢, Norway
UniversitHt TUbingen, TUbingen, B.R. Deutschland
Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA
UniversitHt Wien, Wien, Austria
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, Wisconsin, USA
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Union for Experimenting Colleges and Universities, Yellow Springs, Ohio, USA
Sveu~iliste u Zagrebu, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
Zajednica jugoslavenskih univerziteta (League of Yugoslav Universities),

Beograd, Yugoslavia

* * * * *
(4) A passing note of governmental attitudes was given in Fall 1976. According to

the November 15, 1976 issues of the Yugoslav newspapers Politika and Ve~ernje

novosti, Mr. Dusan Gligorijevi~, Secretary of the Belgrade City Committee of
the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, recently delivered a talk about the
political situation in Belgrade and the activity of the Belgrade party organi
zation.

Gligorijevi~ referred in particular to eight former professors of philosophy
at the University of Belgrade who, in his words, are "proponents of unacceptable
ideas and political attitudes." They "refuse to cooperate", he stated, and
demand to return to the University al though "that is naturally out of the ques
tion." He complained that they maintain constant contact with their supporters
in Zagreb, Ljubljana, Sarajevo, and abroad; write petitions and collect signa
tures; and even write letters to the Constitutional Court.

Mr. Gligorijevi~ warned that their "question would soon be eliminated from the
agenda." No further specifications were offered.

* * * * *
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(5) As these Notes are being distributed, the June Belgrade preparatory meeting of
the signatory governments to the Helsinki agreement is about to begin. The
full conference will also be held in Belgrade in early Fall 1977 to review the
progress of the Helsinki agreements. The milder governmental attitude toward
participation of some of the eight philosophers in the work of the Dubrovnik
Center may be temporary, these philosophers seem to feel, only adopted to
avoid public attention prior to the second Helsinki discussion at Belgrade.
The attitude of the new IUC Director, Siegfried Korninger, is unknown to me;
on the other hand, the Center is distinctly recognized as an international body,
free of political interference, with its own statute respecting academic free
dom. The Yugoslav administration of the Center has spoken firmly on this.

(6) The ongoing difficulty is exemplified by the attempt of the Yugoslav universi
ties that participate in the Dubrovnik Center to institute some control over
the choice of lecturers, as shown by the text of a letter of September 10, 1976
from the Vice-President of the Union of Yugoslav Universities to the Deputy
Director of the Inter-University Center in Dubrovnik:

The Union of Yugoslav Universities
Ref. No. 410/1
Belgrade, September 10, 1976

To: Prof. Dr. Ante Pazanin
Faculty of Political Science
Zagreb

I take the liberty to inform you that the Board of the Union of Yugo
slav Universities has - at its 99th Session - considered among other prob
lems, some questions in connection with the Center of Post-Graduate Studies
in Dubrovnik, and has adopted the following attitudes:

1) With due respect for the importance of this institution and its
achievements, the Board of the U.Y.U. states that certain actions have been
taken, which are not in accordance with customary practice at our universi
ties. The Board of the U.Y.U. disagrees with the engagement of a number of
lecturers for certain courses for post-graduate studies, who have been ex
cluded from teaching activities in their own universities, as well as with
the manner in which the choice of the lecturers at the Center has been
carried out.

The Board of the U.Y.U. hopes the Center will change this and make
such practices impossible; otherwise it will be impossible for the Union
of Yugoslav Universities to continue its membership in the Center, and, un
der such conditions, to take part in its activities.

2) The Board of the Union of Yugoslav Universities maintains that cer
tain appropriate amendments of the constitution of the Center should be
made, in order to harmonize it with University practice in Yugoslavia and
with the positive regulations in our country. In this sense the Board of
the Union of Yugoslav Universities would be prepared to cooperate in the
solution of individual problems and recommends a more complete participa
tion of representatives of all Yugoslav universities in the activities of
the Center.

We expect that the University of Zagreb will take the initiative and
adopt pertinent measures in order to bring about the necessary changes
which will ensure a more successful functioning of the Center.
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) ." ,3 Professor Dr. Mirceta Djurovic, Rector of the "Veljko Vlahovic"
University in Titograd and Vice-President of the U.Y.U. has been delegated
as the Union's representative in the work of the Council of the Center.

(Signed)
Professor Dr. Mir~eta Djurovic
Vice-President of the Union of Yugoslav

Universities,
Rector of the "Veljko Vlahovi~" University

in Titograd

As noted above, the Spring 1977 courses appear to have proceeded without the
amendments or restrictions that the letter requested, although minor inconven
iences were imposed (such as the requirement that the Yugoslav lecturers at the
Center who had no teaching posts in Yugoslav universities must pay their own
expenses during the time of their participation in the seminars and courses of
the Center).

Whether the continuing exclusion of the Belgrade philosophers from their academic
careers (occasionally softened, then hardened again) reflects the choices before
the government of Yugoslavia with respect to issues of free speech on a larger
scale remains to be seen. When? Perhaps after the immediate situation of the
Belgrade conference; but more likely after the larger and graver political matter
of the transition from the time of President Tito's long career of constructive
and dominant leadership of his country to a new leadership.

* * * * *
(7) Meanwhile international concern over the situation of the Belgrade philosophers

has continued. As one instance, which may serve as a model for others in other
countries and professional association~I give here the texts of the letter which
was sent to President Tito last December from the New Zealand Division of the
Australasian Association of Philosophy, followed by the text of a "Note" of pro
test from the officers of the Australasian Association itself.

December 14, 1976

President J.B. Tito
President of the Socialist Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia
Kabinet Predsjednika Tita
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Dear President Tito:
It is with growing concern that philosophers in New Zealand and Australia

have heard about events which have developed over the last few years concern
ing members of the Philosophy Faculty at the University of Belgrade. At the
1976 meeting of the New Zealand Division of the Australasian Association of
Philosophy, philosophers present voted unanimously that we should write to
you expressing our alarm and regret at recent developments that have over
taken philosophy in Yugoslavia.

Firstly, it is with considerable dismay that we learned that eight
philosophers at the University of Belgrade are no longer permitted to teach
at the University, and have on some occasions had their passports removed.
Further, we were dismayed to learn that the State Parliament of Serbia has
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passed what we regard as a very suppressive law which enables the Parliament
of Serbia to suspend university teachers when it deems that "their activi
ties, including teaching, threaten social interests and values". We con
sider that it is particularly undemocratic when those dismissed under this
law have not been proven to be in breach of it as in the case of the eight
philosophers at the University of Belgrade.

We are also dismayed at the fact that internationally respected jour
nals such as Praxis have ceased publication and that the Kor~ula Summer
School has been cancelled this year.

It has also come to our notice that ~ Srdja Popovic, the attorney in
Belgrade who submitted the appeals in the cases of the eight Belgrade phil
osophers, is, at the moment, under suspended sentence and cannot practice
law. This we feel is a great threat to the whole institution of law with
in Yugoslavia.

For these reasons, the New Zealand Division of the Australasian Assoc
iation of Philosophy wishes to protest against the fate of the eight Bel
grade philosophers and other academics, students and the lawyer Srdja
Popovic.

Philosophers in New Zealand and Australia have in the past formed a
high opinion not only of the above-mentioned academics, but also of the
Yugoslav nation and the unique role it plays among the communist and non
communist states of Europe and the non-aligned nations in the world. How
ever, the recent events mentioned above are leading to an alienation of
the support that Yugoslavia has enjoyed from friends abroad. We hope that
you will do all that you can to stop the erosion of Yugoslavia's reputa
tion abroad that these events have caused.

The philosophers of the New Zealand Division of the Australasian
Association of Philosophy appeal to you to support the campaign to rein
state the full academic rights of the eight philosophers at the University
of Belgrade and to restore the rights of others who have been associated
with them.

Yours sincerely,

Robert Nola, President 1976-77
New Zealand Division
Australasian Assoc. of Philosophy

David Novitz, Secretary, 1976-77
New Zealand Division
Australasian Assoc. of Philosophy

* * *
"On behalf of the Australasian Association of Philosophy, we wish to

protest against the campaign of repression which officials in Yugoslavia
have been waging against Yugoslav philosophers and their students.

Though we understand that philosophers in other Yugoslav universities
have had similar difficulties, we wish to call particular attention to the
measures taken against 'The Belgrade eight', concerning whom we have more
information.

The government has, over a period of several years, sought to prevent
publication of the philosophers' books, articles, and journals (including
the highly respected Praxis); it has confiscated their passports and im
prisoned students who supported them.

Recently the attempt to silence these philosophers has involved quite
extraordinary actions. In 1972, a new law was passed in the Serbian
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republic, which required the Philosophy Faculty of the University of Bel
grade to conduct a formal inquiry into the philosophers' moral and political
qualifications for teaching. Committees of well-known academics were form
ed to conduct the inquiry. When they reported to the Faculty that the
charges against the eight were unwarranted, and that they were outstanding
scholars and educators, the Faculty meeting accepted the reports by an
overwhelming vote (150 for, 0 against, 1 abstention).

Following this rebuff to the government, the law was again changed and
external political control of the Faculty Council was increased. Under the
new legislation, the government finally succeeded in removing the eight,
and they have been 'placed at the disposal of the government'. Though they
continue to receive their salaries, they have been deprived of all contact
with students. They are on the state payroll for an indefinite period,
without formal duties, until they either find other, non-teaching employment,
or become eligible for retirement.

These men are Marxist philosophers, whose offence is that they believe
even a Marxist regime can benefit from criticism, and from having its per
formance compared with Marxist ideals.

The actions taken against them are serious violations of academic free
dom, and of the International Labor Organization's Convention on Discrimina
tion in Employment and Occupation, a convention which the Yugoslav govern
ment ratified in 1960.

The actions are also violations of the principles of institutional se1f
management and the right of employment laid down in the Yugoslav constitu
tion. These principles have been among the most hopeful features of Yugo
slavia's experiment in democratic socialism.

lIe have been authorized, by a unanimous vote at our annual general
meeting, to deplore this repression. We call upon our government to join us
in appealing to the Yugoslav government to enable the Belgrade eight and
other Yugoslav philosophers to resume a full professional life."

Yours faithfully,

Dr. E.¥. Curley, Chairman of the Executive
of the AAP

Prof. L. Chipman, President of the AAP
Dr. S. Voss, Secretary of the AAP
Dr. T. Mautner, Treasurer of the AAP
Dr. R. 3row~, Editor of the Australasian Journal

of Philosophy

* * * * *
(8) For the record, I give the text of Professor G.H. von Wright's letter of June 16,

1975 to President Tito, on behalf of the International Committee of Concern for
Academic Freedom in Yugoslavia, including the list of Committee members.

To: Marshal Josip Broz Tito
President of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

Dear Mr. President:
I note with deep regret that the appeals directed to you by friends of

Yugoslavia to put an end to the thwarting of academic freedom in your country
have so far been in vain. After the expulsion from their teaching posts of
eight able and respected members of the Department of Philosophy and
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Sociology in the University of Belgrade, events of a similar nature have
occurred also in Croatia and Slovenia. Particularly shocking has been the
effective prevention of the journal Praxis from being published.

It cannot have failed to come to your notice that these events have
attracted world-wide attention of a kind which is little flattering to the
reputation and prestige of Yugoslavia. The distinctive profile which the
country has acquired through its efforts to build a socialism based on
self-management threatens to disappear. The country's professed policy of
non-alignment, looked upon by many as promoting a detente in the power
struggle of nations, has lost credibility. These are undeniable facts.

It reflects a universal concern for the future of your country that
the International Committee of Concern for Academic Freedom in Yugoslavia
which was formed last December has considerably expanded its circle of
members in recent months. This is a result of a widely felt need among
scholars and intellectuals to give permanent expression to their anxiety,
as long as they see academic freedom threatened in Yugoslavia.

The enlarged Committee consists of the following members:

Professor Sh1omo Avineri (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel)
Sir Alfred J. Ayer (Oxford, England)
Mr. Colin Barker (Manchester Polytechnic, England)
Sir Isaiah Berlin (Oxford, England)
Professor Norman Birnbaum (Amherst College, USA)
Prof. Dr. Ernst Bloch (TUbingen, BRD)
Prof. Dr. RUdiger Bubner (Frankfurt am Main, BRD)
Professor Noam Chomsky (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)
Professor Robert S. Cohen (Boston University, USA)
M. Michel Crozier (CNRS, France)
M.J.M. Domenach (Paris, France)
Miss Philippa Foot (Oxford, England)
Dr. Erich Fromm (Switzerland)
Professor Dagfinn F~11esda1 (Oslo University, Norway)
Dr. JUrgen Habermas (Max-P1anck-Institut, Starnberg, BRD)
Prof. Dr. Rudolf Haller (UniversitHt Graz, Austria)
Professor Stuart Hampshire (Oxford, England)
Professor Jaakko Hintikka (Academy of Finland)
Professor Stanley Hoffmann (Harvard University, USA)
Professor Gerald Holton (Harvard University, USA)
Professor Joachim Israel (Lund University, Sweden)
Prof. Dr. Karl Kaiser (UniversitHt SaarbrUcken, BRD)
Mr. Anthony Kenny (Oxford, England)
Professor Henri Lefebvre (University of Paris at Nanterre, France)
Professor Federico Mancini (University of Bologna, Italy)
Professor Gunnar Myrda1 (Stockholm, Sweden)
Professor Harald Ofstad (University of Stockholm, Sweden)
Prof. Dr. Jaap P. van Praag (Utrecht, Holland)
Prof. Dr. Chaim Perelman (Universit~ Libre de Bruxe11es, Belgium)
Professor Paul Ricoeur (Paris, France)
Professor J.J.C. Smart (La Trobe University, Australia)
Professor Stephen Tou1min (University of Chicago, USA)
Professor Kurt Wolff (Brandeis University, USA)
Professor Georg Henrik von Wright (Academy of Finland)

At the same time as I notify you of the above I should like to use the
opportunity of stressing the following facts about the Committee and its
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purpose - trusting that you will believe in the sincerity of my words:
The committee members are friends of the modern state of Yugoslavia.

The Committee will not associate with any circles opposed to the basic
ideas of socialism in the spirit of which Yugoslavia was built up under
the statemanship of Marshal Tito after the liberation of the country
through his partisan army and after the subsequent affirmation of the
country's will to maintain an independent position of non-alignment. It
is our opinion that the Yugoslav system of self-management is one of the
most valuable contributions to political thought and practice after the
second World War. For many of us it is a model, the basic traits of which
we should like to see adopted also by other countries in the East and in
the West.

We have no wish to interfere with inner conflicts in Yugoslavia. Nor
do we claim any specific authority in matters relating to the theory of
self-management or socialism in general. Not all of us share the social
philosophy advocated, in a variety of versions, hy the members of the
"Praxis"-group. But it is our firm conviction that the existence of a
critical debate and freedom to censure also current political practice is
a conditio sine qua ~ for the healthy progress of any society in our era
of complex interstate relationships and rapid socio-technological change.
For this reason we feel that interference with academic freedom in a dyn
amic~ntry like Yugoslavia is bound to be damaging to the country's future
and destructive of its role as a pioneering socialist society.

We hope that the sincerity and seriousness of our concern will be
understood by those who are responsible for Yugoslavia's future. We hope
that the victims of repressive measures against intellectuals will be res
tored to their full rights as members of the academic community. And we
hope, finally, that no further acts of repression will be allowed to darken
the image of Marshal Tito's Yugoslavia.

With deep respect,
Yours faithfully,

Georg Henrik von Wright,
Research Professor, Academy
Professor-at-Large, Cornell

Copies to:
The President of the
Republic of Serbia, the
President of the Serbian
Academy of Sciences and
Arts, and the Rectors and
Deans of the Faculty of
Philosophy of the Universities
of Belgrade, Zagreb, and Ljubljana

* * * * *

of Finland
University

(9) As I complete these Notes, news comes that some of the Belgrade philosophers
have found it possible to publiSh their work in Yugoslav journals again. Thus,
the following articles have appeared in Serbo-Croat during 1976-77:

1) Z. Golubovic, 'Changes in the Structure of Families in Serbia',
Sociologia No. 3-4 (Belgrade, 1976)

2) S. Stojanovi~, 'How to Approach Marx's Determinism?', Tbeoria No. 1-2
(Belgrade, 1977)

3) L. Tadic, 'Nature, Law and Society', Savremene Filozofske Teme
(Belgrade, 1977)
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And in addition a collection of original essays has been published under the
title Masses ~ Sociological Theory (Belgrade, 1977); most of the authors
were contributors to Praxis or sympathetic to its purposes and viewpoint.

The Belgrade philosophers' salaries continue to be paid. Their passports are
not restricted. Within the government, divided opinions about official poli
cies toward these philosophers seem to continue as well. And public opinion,
among friends of Yugoslav socialism, and of Yugoslavia itself, abroad as well
as within the country, seems still to be of immense importance. I hope those
who receive these informal Notes will reflect and act upon ways to express
their continuing concern for these scholars and for their society.

* * * * *

P.S.: At the end of May 1977 the Constitutional Court was reported to have re
jected the appeal of the eight philosophers. At the same time a philo-

'J ,

sophical public lecture which M. Zivotic had been invited to give by a
student cultural center was first permitted and then cancelled.
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Memorandum of Agreement

made at Princeton, New Jersey, this day of 1977

BE'mEEN

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Ins titu te)

AND

Princeton University Press, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)

relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

22, 1971, relating to THE

agreement between the Press and

the

This agreement is subsidiary to the basic
(-I~~..(:',,,,-c-:--- ~'.-..J_~I L""'V -:-;;.~":"')

Estate of Albert Einsteint dated February

PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to enable the

1.

Institute and the Press to join in carrying out various functions under the

basic contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint effort is conso-

nant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the basic contract, a copy

of which is attached to this agreement. It is not intended that this agree-

'- "ment will alter the provisions of the basic contract, which takes precedence,

but will provide a basis for mutual efforts, editorialAY and in fund-raising

and administration.

2. The Institute will join,the Press and the Estate in efforts to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute and the Press will jointly review the annual budget for the

project before it is considered by the Press and the Estate, as provided in

Paragraph 7 of the basic contract.
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4. In accordance with the budget, the Institute will administer grant3

received from foundations.

5. The Institute will be consulted with respect to appointments to the

Editorial Advisory Board or to the Editorial Committee.
11 ...... ; (-_.___

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, along with/l the Estate)of-Albert- Einste-i-n-,

the Press, and Princeton University, will be jointly recognized in the pub-

lished volumes of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility for

the cost of the project beyond the use of funds raised for the purpose. This

paragraph does not prevent contributions to the project in money or services

by either the Institute or the Press, as both have done in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by either party upon six months' written

notice, except that any commitment under this agreement for the administration

of funds raised from outside sources must be continued until the termination

of the grant period or periods from such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement between the Institute and the Press, the issue

shall be arbitrated by a panel consisting of the members of the Editorial

Committee of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN, except that members of the Editorial

Committee who are also members of the Institute or faculty members of Princeton
."

University may not sit on su~h arbitration.

10. This agreement may not be assigned by e~ther party.

IN WITNESS \·niEREOF

for The Institute for Advanced Study

for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this subsidiary agreement

between The Institute for Advanced Study and Princeton University Press and
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has no objection to it .

.. ........ ... .. ..... . . . . ... . ............ ...
for the Estate of Albert Einstein

for the Estate of AJbert Einstein

There will be changes in and additions to the above draft. There should

probably also be corresponding changes in the contract between the Editor and

the Estate-and-Press. In particular, the Editor's contract should state that

the Editor will consult the Estate and the Press about appointments to the

Editorial Committee. Then this document will provide that the Institute will

also be consulted. It also occurs to me that the Editorial Committee, with-

out members of the Institute or of the Princeton faculty, might serve as

arbitrators in any dispute bea.een the Editor and the Estate-and-Press.

r
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TOWN TOPICS - June 15, 1977

JoIuI J. ladael 01 154 Von
Neumann Drive is one of 20
interns selected to participate
in the Sixth Institute for the
Editing of Historical
Documents being held at the
University 01 South Carolina.

The Institute is sJlOl1SO""!
by tbe National HIstorical
Publications and Records
Commission and the USC
Department of History. Prof.
Stachel is a professor of
physics at Boston University
and editor of "The Collected
Worlls of Albert EiDalein" at
Princeton University.
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June 15, 1977

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fifth Avenue
New York, New-York 10011

Dear Dr. Nathan:

This is just a short note on the eve of my departure for Europe to
thank you for your two letters of 30 May and 7 June 1977.

I do not know what may have been communicated to you to date about
the meetings of the SF Panel which took place here at the Institute on
3 and 4 June, but I do believe that it went well snd that the idea of
the joint sponsorship of the project by the Institute and the Press was
extremely well received. I have had no official reaction from Wsshington
yet, but the unofficial reading that I received was one of sympathy and
high likelihood of support.

Herb BaIley called to inform me of your own success in raising some
money for the project, and so this letter slso includes my heartiest
congratulations to you for this achievement, but far more importantly
for your intense effort over all these years to bring about what will
surely be a major event in the intellectual history of the twentieth
century, the definitive edition of Albert Einstein's letters and papers.

I hope to be in touch with you sfter my return late this summer.
In the meantime, be assured that you 've all my best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

June 1, 1971

Dr. Harry Woolf', Director
!natitute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Woolf':

When you called on me two weeks ago tomorrow one of the problema you wanted to
discuse with me was the relationship with the ''Einstein Papers" and the possibility
that the !nstitute might act as a sponsor of that project (which I understand from
Herb Bailey has meanwhile been communicated to the National Science Foundation at
the panel meeting last Saturday.) We talked a good deal about that great project
and its history. I did not mention in our discussion that I had certain reservations
about the application,which had been filed in Washington/and had certain disagree
ments with Dr. stachel. YOu may have heard about that meanWhile. I did not want
to be insincere to you but quite deliberately did not mention my disagreementc at
that time. On one hand,I hoped that some of it might be straightened out before
the panel meeting/and I would feel able to attend the saturday session. On the
other hand,I felt I should not mention the existence of controversial issues in
the inner circle of the project just at the moment at which you considered taking
a larger part in it.

I feel I had to explain this to you, and I very sincerely hope that you appreciate
the reasons which caused lIl8 to act the way I did.

Wi th kind regarda,

(/b t..-It-.
otto Nathan

ON:JB
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ESTATE OF" ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEWYORK,NEWYORK 10011

May 3n , 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
Institute for Advanced S udy
Princeton, Ne~ Jersey n8540

Dear Dr. oolf:

I should li~e to say once more how much I appreciated your ~indness

in calling on me last Wednesday. I was greatly interested in all the
information you gave me.

In view of the tentative plans for pUblication of the papers to be read
at the Princeton and Jerusalem convocations in 1979 I thought you might
be interested in the following remar~s made in a letter which I just
received from the Manager of Vieweg, the well-~nown German publishing house
specializing in scientific material for many years. Vieweg published in
1916 Einstein's very first boo~. They intend to publish a special jubi
lee edition of that volume on the occasion of Einstein's lnnth birthday
but they have apparently some additional plans. Here is the passage in
that letter ~hich I thought might interes you:

"It might interest you that we are planning for the Einstein
anniversary a boo~ dealing with the development of relativity
in the last decades and with Einstein's importance today.
Contributions will be made by internationally renowned scientists.
As soon as I wi 11 ha- e a 11 names I wi 11 give you further information."

With ~ind re ards,

IJlJp M-,
Otto athan

ON:JJJ
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

June 8, 1977

Dr. Harry \-Ioolf
Director
Institute for Advanced
Princeton, New Jersey

Study
08540

Dear

Just a note to thank you for making the facilities of the
Institute available for our recent meeting. I am confident
that the productivity of our sessions was enhanced by the
surroundings.

Thank you, also, for the lovely evening at your home. It
was most enjoyable.

Sincerely yours,

E10iS~ :~!::l
Assistant Director
Biological, Behavioral,
and Social Sciences
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June 3, 1977

Professor Reuven Yaron
Director, The Jewish National and

University Library
P. O. Box 503
Jerusalem, Israel

Dear Dr. Yaron:

It was a pleasure to meet you in Princeton and to have the chance
to talk about our plans for publication of the Einstein Papers. I was
particularly glad that you had a chance to meet Dr. Nathan and ~tlss

Dukas, who as Trustees of the Einstein Estate have a contract with
Princeton University Press to carry out the editing and publication of
the Papers. We are very much aware of the strong interest of the
Hebrew University in the project, and we want to carry it forward in a
way that the Hebrew University would approve. In this regard, it is
helpful to have Dr. Sambursky on our Editorial Advisory Board, and we
will be pleased to keep in touch with you as the official administra
tive link between the University and the project.

I was glad also that you could meet Professor Stachel and Dr. Woolf.
I have great confidence that Professor Stachel will produce a superla
tive edition, and it is very helpful to have the full cooperation and
assistance of the Institute for Advanced Study. In all, although there
are many difficulties and bridges to be crossed, I think we are evolving
an excellent arrangement for the work.

Finally, I want to say that I am very pleased to add your library
to our list of foreign depository libraries for Princeton University
Press books. You already have our fall 1977 catalogue, and if you will
simply indicate which books you would like to receive, I will see to it
that they are sent. You will receive our catalogues regularly in the
future, and if you will indicate which books you want, we will send them
to you. We would particularly appr~ciate it if you would make some
special effort to make the presence~f the books in your library known
to your students and faculty. For example, you might post the jackets
of the books somewhere, or list them in a newsletter. We want our books
to be read and used, and we hope that they will be of long-term signifi
cance in your library..

I I L I . 1 '" It.. 'I t: " L L 1 • r: .. r. It I r
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Professor Reuven Yaron
Page 2
June 3, 1977

To repeat, it was a pleasure to meet you. I feel that, having
met, we shall be able to communicate more effectively in the future.

With very best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director

/ba

cc: John Stachel
Otto Nathan
Harry Woolf
Helen Dukas

..
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D R AFT

Memorandum of Agreement

made at Princeton, New Jersey, this

BETWEEN

day of 1977

The Institute for Advanced Study of Princeton New Jersey (hereinafter called

the Ins ti tu tel

AND

Princeton University Press, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the

Press)

relating to the editorial preparation of

THE PAPERS OF AlBERT EINSTEIN

1. This agreement is subsidiary to the basic agreement between the Press and
( <~-.--<.rv- ..J.L....- T:>." _ •-C;:-' )

the Estate of Albert Einstein, dated February 22, 1971, relating to THE
II

PAPERS OF AlBERT EINSTEIN. The purpose of this agreement is to enable the

Institute and the Press to join in carrying out various functions under the

basic contract between the Press and the Estate. This joint effort is conso-

nant with the provisions in Paragraphs 2 and 8 of the basic contract, a copy

of which is attached to this agreement. It is not intended that this agree-

ment will alter the provisions of the basic contract, which takes precedence,

but will provide a basis for mutual efforts, editorially and in fund-raising

and administration.

2. The Institute will join the Press and the Estate in efforts to raise

funds to support the editorial preparation of the project.

3. The Institute and the Press will jointly review the annual budget for the

project before it is considered by the Press and the Estate, as provided in

Paragraph 7 of the basic contract.
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4. In accordance with the budget, the Institute will administer grants

received from foundations.

5. The Institute will be consulted with respect to appointments to the

Editorial Advisory Board or to the Editorial Committee.

6. The sponsorship of the Institute, along withAthe Estate,~Albert Einst~~

the Press, and Princeton University, will be jointly recognized in the pub-

Iished volumes of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN.

7. Neither the Institute nor the Press take any financial responsibility for

the cos t of the proj ec t beyond the use of funds raised for the purpose. Th.is

paragraph does not prevent contributions to the project in money or services

by either the Institute or the Press, as both have done in the past.

8. This agreement may be terminated by either party upon six months' written

notice, except that any commitment under this agreement for the administration

of funds raised from outside sources must be continued until the termination

of the grant period or periods from such sources.

9. In the event of disagreement between the Institute and the Press, the issue

shall be arbitrated by a panel consisting of the members of the Editorial

Committee of THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN, except that members of the Editorial

Committee who are also members of the Institute or faculty members of Princeton

University may not sit on such arbitration.

10. This agreement may not be assigned by either party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF

for The Institute for Advanced Study

for Princeton University Press

The Estate of Albert Einstein has examined this subsidiary agreement

between The Institute for Advanced Study and Princeton University Press and
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has no objection to it.

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

for the Estate of Albert Einstein

There will be changes in and additions to the above draft. There should

probably also be corresponding changes in the contract between the Editor and

the Estate-and-Press. In particular, the Editor's contract should state that

the Editor will consult the Estate and the Press about appointments to the

Editorial Committee. Then this document will provide that the Institute will

also be consulted. It also occurs to me that the Editorial Committee, with-

out members of the Institute or of the Princeton faculty might serve as

arbitrators in any dispute between the Editor and the Estate-and-Press.
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEWYORK,NEWYORK 10011

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

Thank you for sending me a copy of the letter which you addressed to Dr. Ronald J.
Overmann on ~lay l6. You mention in that letter that you had received a copy of Mr.
Raubitschek' s memorandum reB/l-rding the leB/l-l si tuation. I should be much interested
to learn about the leB/l-l poei tion of the National Science Foundation in reB/l-rd to our
project and wonder Whether it might be convenient for you to have a copy of Mr.
Raubi tschek's memorandum sent to me1

I have given a good deal of thought to the panel meeting this caming Saturday. I have
come to believe that my attendance would not be desirable, and am advising by the same
mail Dr. Eloise E. Clark that, for personal reasons, I shall not be able to attend the
meeting in Princeton. One of ths chief considerations which led to my decision is my
wish to avoid anything that might have an unfavorable effect upon the final determin
ation to be made by the National Science Foundation upon the application. You once
mentioned over the phone that the application was submitted oVer the name of Dr. Stachel.
Since he and I are not in agreement on all aspects of the application I am afraid that,
on questions addressed to me by members of the panel, I might have to make statements
which would not be in agreement with Dr. Stachel's presentation and views and would throw
an undesirable light upon the application.

I should like to be permitted to use this opportunity to say that I feel quite uncomi'ort
able about the fact that Dr. Stachel, who has submitted that application, has leB/l-lly not
yet been appointed Ed!tor -in -Chief by the ''Einstein Papers," although he assumed the
function of an Editor four and one-half months ago. I regret that he has never advised
us of the reasons which apparently made it undesirable for him to approve of the draft
of a contract submitted by me on February lO, 1977 nor of the changes which he might like
to have considered by us. The letter which he a.ddressed to you on March 7, 1977 is by
no means a leB/l-lly valid substitute for a contract.

With many regards,

~.
Otto Nathan
Trustee

ON:JB
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

EINSTEIN PROJECT

r~ay 24, 1977

Dr. Ha rry WooIf
Di rector
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Harry:

Ron Overmann of the Social Science Division of NSF
asked me to inform anyone around who might be in
terested in attending this open panel meeting.

Yours,

JS:fsb
enc.
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At the forthcoming meeting of the Advisory Panel on which
you serve I have asked the Program Director to allocate time
in the agenda for ti,e discussion of research topics to be
considered for special emphasis in the next few years. This
is one part of our effort to improve the planning efforts
of the Social Sciences Division and to prepare more eJfective
budget documentation. Your comments will undoubtedly be
useful as we work this sun~er on the justification documents
for the fiscal 1979 budget and as we begin the process of
planning for the fiscal 1980 budget.

In your reflections prior to the meeting of the panel, you
may wish to consider the following general concerns:

(a) researcl, areas in your discipline that merit special
emphasis because of their potential contribution to
an understanding of basic issues and processes;

(b) significant research problems- that can be usefully
explored by two or more social science disciplines)
including your own;

(c) basic research that has high potential for useful
applications, especially in working toward a reliable
anticipation of the effects and impacts of alternative
pol ley options;

(d) special resource needs in your discipline, including
special data re~ourcesJ facilities, metllodological
development and other resources necessary for productive
r~search.

In considering topics for emphasis, please consider the readiness of
the relevant research community to undertake the studies and to make
notable progress, although we do not wish to exclude relatively
new areas still in the process of developing.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone-609-924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

May 6, 1977

Dr. Harry WooIf
Director
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Harry:

I was sorry to learn
the last few weeks.
first of all.

that you are upset by the way we have proceeded in
Let me try to explain why I am under such pressure,

When I visited Washington, I agreed to submit a draft of our proposal to
Ron Overmann of NSF and George Farr of NEH by May 1 so that they would have
a chance to comment on it before we had to formally submit it. The proposal
is to be submitted to NSF by May 15 in order to give them time to distribute
it to the panel members well before the June 4 meeting. (Incidentally, they
have agreed that we could modify the proposal after that meeting, and before
it was sent to the referees, if we so desired.)

For whatever good or bad reasons, I did not complete my draft until the mid
dle of the week of April 25, at which time I submitted a copy to Herb Bailey
to look at before doing anything further; and, as I wrote to you, I intended
to submit it to you. Ms. Labrutte may remember that I came to your office
to ask whether you could receive a copy, and was told that you had just left
and would not be back until the following Monday. I then prepared revisions
based on Herb's comments and my own rereading, and we sent out the draft on
Saturday, April 30. I brought a copy to your office personally at nine a.m.
on Monday, May 2. Why you did not see it until Wednesday, May 4 (the date
of your letter) is not known to me, of course; and I can only regret the fact
that you were unavailable the week before.

The deadline of May 8 for the Advisory Board members was set--not rigidly, of
course--to allow time for their comments to reach here and be taken into con
sideration before the final version is prepared--presumably the weekend of
May 14. If the sense of haste seems unwarranted to you, I can only say it is
real and imposed by deadlines not of my making. Perhaps you can justifiably
say that I should have prepared the draft much earlier; but at this point such
advice obviously will not help me. If a week seems too little time to read
and comment on forty pages, please extend the deadline to Friday, May 13, since
I plan to work that weekend anyway, and there need be no loss of time in trans
mission, if we meet personally.
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Dr. Harry Woolf
May 6, 1977

Page 2

As to Herb's statement, I must take some blame here. It was my understand
ing, based on our conversations, that you had declined to serve on the smaller
Editorial Committee which would participate very actively in the editorial
work; but had agreed to serve on the Advisory Board. I so reported to Herb,
and we both looked upon the formal offer and acceptance as no more than simply
a formality. I suppose that you have received the formal letter by now, which
had to wait until our meeting with the Trustees on Monday, May 2.

As to discussion of the role of the Institute, we have set up a meeting with
you for next Wednesday, to discuss just that--your Secretary informed Herb
that no earlier date was possible. You will note that this subject was not
touched on in the draft, just so that we could discuss it first and hopefully
clarify the question before making any statement.

I hope these comments will give you some understanding of our situation, if
not explain our conduct in this matter. I will be happy to speak with you
further about the form or substance of the issues at any time, but understand
that this may not be possible before next Wednesday in view of your schedule.

JS:fsb
cc: Mr. Herbert Bailey

Director
Princeton University Press
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY U85-1U (TEL. 609-n2-4900)

President, 111\11.01.1) W. Me CRAW, JR. Trlfs/as, CYRIL E:. BLACK, JOliN T\'LER RONNER.

\VlLLl.\:\t G. BOWEN, ALFREI.I C. FISCHER, ,,\RON (,[MONIC"', RICARDO A. MESTkU, EARL MINElt~

J0I-I'- F. PECKHAM, CARL E. SCHOIlSKE, CHAltLD. SCRIBNER. JR., ARTllUll. H. TIlORI'HILL, JR.•

Ef)WARO R. TUFTE. T110MAS H. WRIGHT

lay 3, 1977

Dr. Harry \~oolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry,

On behalf of the Trustees of the Einstein Estate and Princeton
University Press I am writing to appoint you to the Editorial
Advisory Board of THE WRITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN. We are very
happy that you are willing to serve on the Board, and we think that
is especially appropriate not only because of the long connection
of the Institute with the project but because of your own experi
ence as a historian of science. We are grateful for your willing
ness to help.

I know that John Stachel has already given you a copy of our
draft proposal to the National Science Foundation, and we shall be
glad to have your comments and criticisms. It seems to me that
John has made enormous progress in his relatively short time here,
and although there are many hurdles to be passed, I feel confident
of the future.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: Otto Nathan
John Stachel

+ Pl"BLISHERS OF BOLLI~GE' SERIES
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Hay 4, 1977

Dear John:

I have just returned from a trip to read only the first two pages
of the many attached to your letter of 30 April 1977, and in particular
those dealing with the note from Herb Bailey. I appreciate very much
being asked to serve on the Editorial Board and I said so to both you
and Herb Bailey, but I have not replied to an orally delivered, informal
request for my srticipation because I was awaiting a formal, written
invitation which would define, I presume, the role and responsibility
of the Board. As you know, I had made some proposals to both of you
about the entire endeavor, being especially concerned about the nature
of the Editorial Board as well as the role of the Institute for Advanced
Study. My participation is anchored in a concern for quality, as is
yours I know, but my sense of how that is to be obtained calls for a
substantive role fo~ the Editorial Board, the recognition of the Institute
for Advanced Study as something more than a wayside convenience, and a
far richer understanding of our mutual obligations than has been discussed.
Thus, I find Herb's statement premature, and having it arrive aa part of
a document already multicopied and distributed and attached to the proposal
whose importance and complexity c nnot be minimized, and for ~lich a dead
line of 8 May on this the 4th is announced, I find myself considerably
disturbed. There is a sense of haste which seems unwarranted. Given
other obligations, which must be equally true for others on the Board, I
know that I cannot get to a close reading of the present proposal anywhere
near the deadline.

Sincerely yours,

arry Woolf

Dr. John Stache1
Institute for Advanced Study

cc. Hr. Herbert Bailey
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY UH5-lU (TEL. 6U9-,52-4900)

Presidrlll, UI\I{OLlJ W. I\IC CH,\W, JR. Trustet's, C'OtlL E. RLACK, JOHN TYLER HONNER.

WILLI,\:'\.! G. BOWEN, AU,"REl.I G. FISCHER, AARUN LEMONICK, RIC..UWO 1\. ME-STitES, EARL MINEK,

JOHN 1-", PECKH,\M. CARL E. 1.OIORSKE. CHARLU SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR.,

EDWARf) R. TUFTE, THOMAS H. WRIGHT

April 15, 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry~

Since our discussion last Monday I have been taking some
temperatures, and my principal conclusion is that it won't work for
the Institute to be the "Principal Investigator" for the Einstein
Papers. The main reason is that the donor of the professorship is
an Old Tiger who would not look kindly on our turning over the chief
responsibility to the Institute. I feel that the Press is quite
capable of managing the project, establishing an active small board
in addition to the large Editorial Advisory Board, possibly an
executive committee of it, in which both the Institute and the Uni
versity would be represented. Or if the NSF or another sponsor
should prefer, Princeton University could of course be the Principal
Investigator.

In any case I want to be sure that the Institute continues to
play a major role and receives proper credit for its support in many
ways, including housing the Einstein Papers for all these years, to
say nothing of bringing Einstein to Princeton in the first place.
So far as the actual location of the Einstein office is concerned,
perhaps we could still make arrangements to have it at the Institute,
if that turns out to be the best place for it.

I telepboned your office today, but found that you were out. I
am leaving in the early afternoon, and I must be on jury duty for the
next two weeks, so I am not sure how much I will be around. We shall
certainly want to discuss these matters further, and I will get back
to you as soon as I can.

Many thanks for your continuing help.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Iba

+ PUBLISHERS UF 80LLJNGE".; SERIES
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Over the years Since Einst'!in 'S dea.th, the I n stillltiJ.te for Advanced

Study has housed the Einstein Ar~hive, contributine offi.ce space, e,!ui;-

ment 2..'ld supplies for its '·1Ork. n 19 , the Archive was moveu to

,

its presl'mt location on the :-ourth fl_or. 0 l'Uld Hal • This ;lrear the

Institute very eel)erously cont:'i uted teJ1ll)Orary office space _or D!'.

Stachel and his Secre-r,iu",J,' Hhen he assumed the editooship. D~. Har~.f

ivoolf, the Director of t e Institute has joined the Editorial\dvisory

Board. He ·has also a:;reed to serve on the Editol'ill OOJll!nittee beL;j set

up (see S~ction ), in his ca_ acity as 2. l;ri.storian of science 'lith,

consid'!rableerlitorial experience. Discussions are currently unde!! way

to contL~ue,' extp~d and forr 1ize the lone association of t e Institute

11ith the Einstein Project. I suitahle arrangeT.lents can be wo,:ked out,

the Edi toctal Offices l;i11 be, set up' on t 1e' e;rounds of the Institute.

A statement by Dr. \>/oolf, _or consirlf'ration 'Wi. th this proposal, will

shortly be sent.m
•
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OATE:

April 5, 1977

U 'I E S AT S GOVE ME T

memorandum
REPLY TO

ATTN OF:

SUBJECT:

John H. Raubitschek, OGC

Workings of Albert Einstein

TO:

,~ RO:;'ld J. Overmann, SOC.

~ answer your question rather briefly, no, the law does not requlre
us to have our grantees compete publication rights. However, it does
make good sense and this was essentially the reasoning behind Section
215 of the Gr R-t-s, ~lanual. It'may interest you to know that OlD 74-21
provides for ublLsnlng awards irectly to publishers without-any
competition. or 1 e exis~g publication agreement does
not preclude our making an award t L rineet'on Univers1 .
Nevertheless, there still remains a quest10n 0 our rlghts to income,
if any, resulting· from the sale of the writings by the Press.

John H. Raubitschek

cc:· Dr. E. E. Clark, BBS
Mr. Terry Pacovsky, DGC

.'

--

W\W ..:t c0eJl rw:Z,I £~

( J,--p if'<- -I re. ~t'V'1
~J ~{1 ~(

6 fIU.'"!1

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
(REV. 7·76) .
GSA FPMR (.1 CFR) 101-11.6
5010-112
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

TeJephone·609·924-4400

EINSTEIN PROJECT

March 21, 1977

To:

From:

Dr. Harry Woolf

John Stachel

Re: 1) Housing
2) Advisory Board
3) NSF Grant Proposal

1) In order to make our living plans for next year, we shall have to know
rather soon whether there is any possibility of renting an apartment (pre
ferably three-bedroom) or house (furnished or unfurnished) from the Institute
after June.

2) I am sure you have seen the NSF letter to Herb Bailey. We both agree
that it is a very good idea to add you to the Editorial Advisory Board, and
Otto Nathan concurs. Beyond that, I should like to discuss the role of the
Board with you.

3) I should like to discuss other aspects of the letter, to get your advice
on some questions that have to be answered in preparing the Grant proposal.
In a phone conversation, Ron Overmann and I agreed to aim for May 1 as our
deadline for submission. I am going to see Overmann and Farr (NEH) in Wash
ington on March 31. I can see advantages to our meeting either before and/or
after that date.

JS:fsb
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NATlO AL SCIENCE. FOU DAT10 T

\'\'ASHI1':(iTON. [' 1_. ZO'=i'll,l

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Mr. BaIley:

In the letter awarding the planning grant for the Einstein papers project, it
was stated that I would send you a letter which would set forth in greater
detail the topics we expect you to address in the proposal to be submi tted
this Spring. This letter is intended to serve that purpose.

In order to prevent any conflicting directions from the two federal agencies
considering the proposal, viz. the National Science Foundation and the
National Endowment for the Humanities, I have tried to reconcile as much
as possible the views which may result from their differing perspectives.
Consequently, you should receive a letter from Dr. George Farr of the
N.E.H. addressing similar questions. 1 should state at the outset, however,
that, because the two agencies have somewhat different missions, they may
make different decisions about whether the proposal meets all the
requirements necessary [or them to recommend support.

The first concern of the History and Philosophy of Science Program is to
find out what the end product o[ this project is to be, the uses to which it is
expected to be put, and the audience to which it is expected to be
addressed. What kind of edition do you intend to produce? What will be
the distribution of papers in the collection (between correspondence, notes,
drafts and published papers)? What will be the basis for selection of some
documents and the exclusion of others? Is anything to be held back from
publication by the editors or by the estate and why? II something is to be
withheld, when wiU it be released? You should be as specific as possible in
describing these materials..

What will be the plan of operation? How much of a search for additional
documents will be undertaken? Where? What is the publication schedule?
Can you break the schedule down into clearly defined phases? Will
everything be published in letterpress or will some be in microfiche? What
kind of textual apparatus will be provided? Will the Einstein estate have
any control over the editorial apparatus (i.e., will the editor be independent
to write what he thinks is appropriate without final approval of the
trustees)? What will be the annual rate of expenditure of the budget as
well as the projected total budget? How will Princeton University Press
share in the costs? How will the final volumes be priced? What other
publications in addition to the "Complete Edition" are anticipated?
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The second concern is the editorial staff of the project. We will need
descriptions of the qualifications of all non-clerical members of the staff,
including vitas. You should describe the role of each of these people. Who
will be on the editorial advisory board and what will its role be? We are
concerned in this regard that the board play an active role in the
production of the edition.

A third concern is with the institutional and legal issues involved. None of
these issues is easily dealt with, and I cannot be sure exactly of their
ramifications. Our Division of Grants and Contracts can provide you with
additional comments regarding National Science Foundation publication
policies, but let me list some of the issues as I understand them:

Because the facilities of the Institute for Advanced Study will be used
during the course of the project, we believe you should have Dr. Harry
Woolf, in his capacity as director of the Institute, indicate institutional
approval. He can do this either by signing the cover sheet of the proposal
or by sending a letter in which he approves of the use of Institute facili ties
for this project. It may also be appropriate to appoint Dr. Woolf to the
Editorial Advisory Board.

We would like to be provided details on how the Princeton University
Press was chosen to be publisher. This is a routine requirement for all
projects which result in publication of some kind of edition. Was there a
competitive bid? Were any other presses approached by the estate? If the
answer is "no" to both of these questions, a justification for the selection of
the Princeton University Press will have to be provided. Along with this, it
should also be explained how the Press will provide for the needs of
scholarship as well as the Press' usual role in producing a quali ty edition.
We need this kind of information because it is unusual for the Foundation to
make a grant directly to a press for this kind of project. In the past, we
have generally made the award to a scholarly organization which then
contracts with a press. I should add, of course, that there is no prohibition
to a direct grant as our actions in supporting the preliminary stages attest.
In addition, proposals involving publication support are required to have a
detailed description of the provisions for the disbursement of any royalties
resulting from the publication of the edition.

We routinely require information on other sources of support for all
projects (see page 7 of the "Grants for Scientific Research" booklet). This
requirement is especially germane in this case, since it is not possible for
the National Science Foundation to fund the entire project by itself. What
other sources have been or will be approached and what other support can
you anticipate?
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The final area we think should be addres;ed is the problem of access of
scholars to the collection during the period of the project. 1(, as seems
likely, this project will last well over a decade, it would be desirable if
provisions could be made in advance for scholarly .-esearch projects on
Einstein to progress. Will it be possible to accomodate other scholars'
needs and how?

The History and Philosophy of Science panel will be meeting in Princeton
on June 3 and 4. We now plan to hold ou.- discussion of the Einstein Project
on Saturday, June 4, in o.-der that Dr. farr 01 the N.E.H. may participate
in the site visit. Representatives Irom the Office of General Counsel and
the Division of Grants and Contracts of the I .S.F. will also likely be
present as well as additional members 01 the staff of the Division of Social
Sciences and the Directorate for Biological, Behavior<:li and Social Sciences.
As I told you when we met in January, the I .S.F. will not commit
additional funds to this project until and unless all of the issues listed above
are satisfactorily answered by means of a detailed and effective plan. The
planning grant should not be seen as an advance commitment by the N.S.F.
Ior support beyond its scheduled duration. Any interim period between the
end of support under this planning grant and the start of support under the
new grant (if it is recommended) will have to be covered by other sources
of support.

I hope this letter gives a clearer idea of what we expect the new proposal
to contain. I will be glad to answer any questions you or Dr. Stachel may
have, as well as look at and comlllent upon any prelimina.-y materials you
care to send me. I hope your wo.-k in the next several months goes well.

Sincerely,

Ronald J. Overmann
Assistant Program Director
History and Philosophy

01 Science

cc: Dr. John Stachel c/o Princeton University Press
Dr. Harry Woolf, Institute for Advanced Study
Dr. Gorge Farr, 3tional Endowment for the Humanities
Dr. E.E. Clark, AD/I3BS, National Science Foundation
Dr. H. Costner, SOC, National Science Foundation
Mr. John H. Raubitschek, OGC, National Science Foundation
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Einstein Colleeta

Meeting of NSF panel in Prineeton 3-4 June 1977

Panel Members

Joaeph BIRCHFIELD - Dept. of History, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Illinois 60115

Arthur FINE - 1564 Ashland Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201

Ian HACKING - Dept. of Philosophy, Stanford University, Stanford Calif. 94305

Thomas HUGHES - 8330 Millmao Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19118

Nathan REINGOLD - Joseph Henry Papers, Smithsonian Institution, 1000 Jefferson Dr.SW,
Washington, D.C. 20560

William WALLACE - Sehool of Historiesl Studies, lAS.

Ronald OVE~~ - Assistant Program Direetor, History & Philosophy of Seienee,
National Seienee Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550

George FARR - National Endowment for the Humsnt.ties, 806 15th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20506

Eloise E. CLARK (Betsy) - Assistant Direetor, Biologieal, Behavioral, and
Soeial Seienees, National Seienee Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550

Bertha W. RUBINSTEIN (Bel) - Speeial Assistant, Division of Soeial Seienees,
National Seienee Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550

Martin LEFCOWITZ - Assistant General Couns*l, National Seienee Foundation,
Washington, D.C. 20550
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NATlONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
\VASHl:--:GTO:-':. [11":. 20;50

I~AR _4 1977

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director
Princeton University Press
Princeton,. New Jersey 085lfO

Dear Mr. Bailey:

In the letter awarding the planning grant for the Einstein papers project, it
was stated that I would send you a letter which would set forth in greater
detail the topics we expect you to address in the proposal to be submitted
this Spring. This letter is intended to serve that purpose.

In order to prevent any conflicting directions from the two federal agencies
considering the proposal, viz. the National Science Foundation and the
National Endowment Jor the Humanities, I have tried to reconcile as much
as possible the views which may result from their differing perspectives.
Consequently, you should receive a letter from Dr. George Farr of the
N.E.H. addressing similar questions. I should state at the outset, however,
that, because the two agencies have somewhat different missions, they may
make different decisions about whether the proposal meets all the
requirements necessary for them to recommend support.

The first concern of the History and Philosophy of Science Program is to
find out what the end product of this project is to be, the uses to which it is
expected to be put, and the audience to which it is expected to be
addressed. What kind of edition do you intend to produce? What will be
the distribution of papers in the collection (between correspondence, notes,
drafts and published papers)? What will be the basis for selection of some
documents and the exclusion of others? Is anything to be held back from
publication by the editors or by the estate and why? If something is to be
withheld, when will it be released? You should be as specific as possible in
describing these materials.

What will be the plan of operation? How much of a search for additional
documents will be undertaken? Where? What is the publication schedule?
Can you break the schedule down into clearly defined phases? Will
everything be published in letterpress or will some be in ·microfiche? What
kind of textual apparatus will be provided? Will the Einstein estate have
any control over the editorial apparatus (i.e., will the editor be independent
to write what he thinks is appropriate without final approval of the
trustees)? What will be the annual rate of expenditure of the budget as
well as the projected total budget? How will Princeton University Press
share in the costs? How will the final volumes be priced? What other
publications in addition to the "Complete Edition" are anticipated?

(J
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The second concern is the editorial staff of the project. We will need
descriptions of the qualifications of all non-clerical members of the staff,
including vitas. You should describe the role of each of these people. Who
will be on the editorial advisory board and what will its role be? We are
concerned in this regard that the board play an active role in the
production of the edition.

A third concern is with the institutional and legal issues involved. None of
these issues is easily dealt with, and I cannot be sure exactly of their
ramifications. Our Division of Grants and Contracts can provide you with
additional comments regarding National Science Foundation publication
policies, but let me list some of the issues as I understand them:

Because the facilities of the Institute for Advanced Study will be used
during the course of the project, we believe you should have Dr. Harry
Woolf, in his capacity as director of the Institute, indicate institutional
approval. He can do this either by signing the cover sheet of the proposal
or by sending a letter in which he approves of the use of Institute facilities
for this project. It m.ay also be appropriate to appoint Dr. Woolf to the
Editorial Advisory Board.

We would like to be provided details on how the Princeton University
Press was chosen to be publisher. This is a routine requirement for all
projects which result in publication of some kind of edition. Was there a
competitive bid? Were any other presses approached by the estate? If the
answer is "no" to both of these questions, a justification for the selection of
the Princeton University Press will have to be provided. Along with this, it
should also be explained how the Press will provide for the needs of
scholarship as well as the Press' usual role in producing a quality edition.
We need this kind of information because it is unusual for the Foundation to
make a grant directly to a press for this kind of project. In the past, we
have generally made the award to a scholarly organization which then
contracts with a press. I should add, of course, that there is no prohibition
to a direct grant as our actions in supporting the preliminary stages attest.
In. addition, proposals involving publication support are required to have a
detailed description of the provisions for the disbursement of a,ny royalties
resulting from the publication of the edi tion.

We routinely require information ·on other sources of support for all
projects (see page 7 of the "Grants for Scientific Research" booklet). This
requirement is especially germane in this case, since it is not possible for
the National Science Foundation to fund the entire project by itself. What
other sources have been or will be approached and what other support can
you anticipate?

• •
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The final area we think should be addres :ed is the problem o[ access of
scholars to the collection during the period of the project. 1[, as seems
likely, this project will last well over a decade, it would be desirable i[
provisions could be made in advance for scholarly research projects on
Einstein to progress. Will it be possible to accomodate other scholars'
needs and how?

The History and Philosophy of Science panel will be meeting in Princeton
on June 3 and 4. We now plan to hold our discussion of the Einstein Project
on Saturday, June 4, in order that Dr. farr of the N.E.H. may participate
in the site visit. Representatives from the Office o[ General Counsel and
the Division of Grants and Contracts of the N.S.F. will also likely be
present as well as additional members of the staff of the Division of Social
Sciences and the Directora te [or Biological, Behavioral and Social Sciences.
As I told you when we met in January. the N.S.F. will not commit
additional funds to this project until and unless all of the issues listed above
are satisfactorily answered by means of a detailed and effective plan. The
planning grant should not be seen as an advance commitment by the N.S.F.
for support beyond its ~cheduled duration. Any interim period between the
end of support under this planning grant and the start of support under the
new grant (if it is recommended) will have to be covered by other sources
of support.

I hope this letter gives a clearer idea o[ what we expect the new proposal
to contain. I will be glad to answer any questions you or Dr. Stachel may
have, as well as look at and comment upon any preliminary materials you
care to send me. I hope your .\Vork in the next several mOl1ths goes well.

Sincerely,

Ronald J. Ovennann
Assistant Program Director
History and Philosophy

of Science

cc: Dr. John Stachel c/o Princeton Universitl' Press
Dr. Harry Woolf, Institut(~ {or Advanced Study
Dr. George Farr, National Endowment for the Humanities
Dr. C.E. Clark, /\D/[lBS, National Science Foundation
Dr. H. Costner, SOC, National Science Foundation
Mr. John H. Raubitschek, OGC, National Science Foundation
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February 23, 1977

Dear John:

Thanks for yours of 8 February 1977, with the good news that
Erwin and Elfrida may be coming down. I shall wait to hear from
·them.

There is no problem on ~~ psrt in your hiring anyone you wish
to aasist you in the work on the Einstein papers. As ar as housing
is concerned, I am told that June is pretty much out and that July
and August are possibilities. The rent for a bachelor apartment is
$195 and for a one-bedroom $230 per month. Unfortunately, that is
already a significantly subsidized rental and cannot be reduced. I
feel even unhappier about not being able to assist you with funding
for Peter Ga1ison. Can you not take it from the grant you now have?

I'd love to talk about Russell McCormmach, why not over lunch or
at another moment coinciding with free time for both of us.

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf

Dr. John Staehel
Institute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

DR. HARRY WOOLF, DIRECTOR

February 8, 1977

Dear Dr. Woolf:

Having achieved such perfect harmony through our first exchange of memor
anda, and agreeing with you on their time-saving properties, I thought I'd
send you one on the following problem instead of discussing it with you
personally.

While in Boston last week, I had lunch with Ervlin Hiebert (who sends his
best regards) and a student of his, Peter Galison, who has written a senior
honors thesis on Minkowski, which involved digging out a number of interest
ing items from the Archive in G6ttingen. I have read the thesis, and talked
with Galison and am impressed with his promise at such an early stage in his
work: he will be graduating Harvard with a Master's, and has applied to
Harvard, Yale and Princeton for doctoral work in history of science. He
wants to work on the history of general relativity, and would welcome the
chance to help me this summer. Erwin also thinks this would be an excellent
idea, and I could certainly use the help: In general, I would like to use
the Einstein project to foster research in those aspects of the history of
relativity theory which I think have not yet been sufficiently studied (par
ticularly the history of general relativity), and this seems a possible way
to begin. The only problems, as usual, are financial. So we have two ques
tions for you:

1) Would it be possible for him to secure housing at.the Institute
this summer (June, July, August), and what is the minimum you
could charge him (zero being an acceptable number)?

2) Do you know of a:,y sources for the small amount of fundi ng needed
($1000-2000) to make his stay possible? A call to Ron Overmann by
Hiebert-Galison was not encouraging.

By the way, Erwin would like to come down (with Elfrida) for a few days in
April (first through fifth) to work on Einstein papers relating to something
he is doing. He will be contacting you about the possibility of staying here.
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I should like to visit
and would appreciate a
once suggested.

DR. HARRY WOOL F
February 8, 1977

Page 2

Russell McCormmach sometime in the next few months,
chance to talk to you about him before I go, as you

~
John Stachel
Einstein Papers
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February 14, 1977

Dear Herb:

Just a short note to thank you for having us at the~eception for
~tt. and Mrs. Stachel the other day. In spite of the storm it clearly and
obviously was a measure of the man and the su ject, and it was good to
see how substantial a turnout you received.

I also want to thank you for the copy of Albert Hirschman's The
~assions and the Interests. and equally to acknowledge your letter of
February 2. 1977. expressing an interest in the publication that may
emerge from the Einstein centennisl celebration which the Institute
shall be undertaking.

Sincerely yours.

Harry Woolf

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
PrincetDO University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY Ots540 (TEL. 609·452·HOO)

Presidt·llt. HAROLD W. Me CRAW, JR. T,.II.JkeS, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER BONNER,

WILLI.u~1 G. BOWEN, ALFREU C. t'lSCHER, AARON LEMONICK. RICARDO A. MESTRES, EARL MINER,

JOHN F. PECKHAM, CARL E. SCHORSKE. CHARLES SCMIONEM. JR.) ARTliUR H. THORNHILL, JR.,

[1)\VARlJ R. TUFTE, THOMAS H. WRIGHT

February 2, 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry,

I phoned your office but you are apparently going to be out
for several days. I have just had a good talk with John Stachel
about his plans for the Einstein Papers, and I am tremendously
encouraged to see at least these preliminary steps under way. He
also told me that he had had a very good discussion with you, and
I want to thank you for all the help you are giving him.

John told me that plans are developing well for the Einstein
Centennial conference to be held in Princeton, jointly sponsored
by the Institute and Princeton University. You may recall that
the trigger that started that off (I think) was a letter from me
to Carl Kaysen and Marv Goldberger. In any case I am of course inter
ested in the possibility of our publishing any book that might come
out of the conference. Since we are to be the publishers of the
Einstein Papers, that would be most appropriate. So I hope you
will keep me informed as plans progress, since I want to be sure
that we do the things that must be done at this end.

I'll be hoping to see you next Saturday. In any case it
might be a good idea for the two of us to talk a bit about the
Einstein project when you have a chance. I am sure that your views
and your continuing help will mean a great deal.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

+ )' U B LIS II E R S 0 F B () L L I roo: G ENS E R I E S
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Feb. 10, 1911

Dear Ms. LaBrutte,

Just a note to thank you for

your help in getting Franny Blasky set up

in her office.

With best wishes,

John Stachel
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cc. 1'1r. ~organ

Mr. Pope

January 25, 1977

Dear John:

I suppose aa Prancia Bacon saya • that writing ma eth an exact man
and your rapid turn to that fora of cmmF'nfcation ia meant to so define
our exchange.

There is no need to review the history of requests for use of the
piano nor is there any need to juatify evolving policy at the Inatitute.
I had advised Mr. Pope to clear all ..tters concerning the use of
Institute property with m. The qualifications of your daughter as a
pisnist and the length of time for which the instrUlllent would be used
both seem to be r asonable and appropriate. Thill was not known to me
before: However, the use of the puna must be limited to the daytime
hnurs and to those points in time during the day when the room is not
otherwise being uaed, or when its playing would not disturb adjacent
activities. Should this not prove to be sufficient, I am told that
there ere pianos available in the community at lar e, and even if not
to be placed in the aparc.ents in the ousing project, some are located
in studios elsewhere.

The reasons for not simply lending you the piano were not bureau·
cratic convenience as you suggest, and it would be most unfortunate if
such vocabulary or tonality should enter our discour e or become part of
our way. I am anxious to assist in the development of a scholarly edition
of the papers of Albert Einstein, the purpose which brings you here. All
of us at the Institute are pleased to play hOllt to your endeavor and hope
that it proves to be a fruitful and happy undertakin •

With all beat wishes, I sa,

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf

Dr. John Stachel
Institute for Advanced Study
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Jan. 19, 1977

Dear Dr. Woolf:

Since I had the impression that you are a ~straight
shooter" after our conversation yesterday, and indeed had an
overall most positive feeling about it, let me tell you the one
matter that came up which left me with an unpleasant feeling.

This is the question of the use of the piano. The
question first came up when kr. Pope was .~*iB~X~.XIX talking to
us about the Institute housin~, and as goog as forbade us to bring
a piano into the apartment. t the same time, on his own initiative,
he informed us that there was a plano available at the Institute,
which could be used by our daughter to practice. We also saw,
in the mimeographed information about what to bring and not to
bring, reference to the availability of the piano; and so assumed
that this was no speoiak privilege we were being offered, but
standard Instiute practice. In conversation Various peop~e have
also referred to the piano as something available.

Thus, it came as rather a surprise to me when you
spoke of the unavailability of the plano, and suggested that it
would be possible to rent a piano for the apartment. It is now
not clear to me, first of all, whether it is Institute policy that
one can or cannot have a piano in an apartment; and secondly,
whether the piano here is or is bot available for serious players.

You s~oke of it as a very fine instrument, and I am
sure it is. But, as you well know, a fine instrument is not harmed
by being used (obvious.y, anything or anyone may be harmed by
being abused)-on the contrary, it ie harmed by gQ1 being used.

s to the seriousness of my daughter, it seems to me
that an 18 year old ~ho has played for over twelve years, and who
is currently a piano major at the Ober~in Conservatory, while she
may not qualify as a professional is certainly not a casual
key-thumper either. Indeed, she is supposed to practice two hours
a day, and it is the loss of the practice time wh~le she stays
with us that concerns me.

Of course, she is only here until the end of Januaay,
when she goes back to Oberlin, add perhaps for a sprin~ vacation
visit; so I suppose no great harm is done if she doesD t praotice
during these times. On the other hand, I am dieturbed by the
question of principle,and by whether she is preveneed ~rom using
the piano for serious reasons or reaucratic conven"nce.

Please excuse the losay typing. I saw no need for this
letter to go through any other hands. I also expect a frank
answer, and will not be upset by a negative one, so long as the
reasons for it are clear to me.

~ith best wishes,
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January 20, 1977

Dr. Ronald Overmann
Assistant Pro ram Director
Sociological &Political Sciences Section
'ationa! Science Foundation
1800 G Street, ,W.
Wash1n~ton. D.C. 20550

Dear Dr. OveTlll&nu:

The charge connected vith your visit to the Institute for Advanced
Study ou January 12th. 1977, i8 as follows:

Lodging at 44 Einsteiu Urive on
January 11. 1977: $7. 50

Plesse remit tbis amount to the 8u8iness Office, Institute for
Advanced Study.

Si cerely yours,

Aida L. La Brotte
Secretary to the Director

cc. Business Office
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Jan. 24, 1977

Dear Dr. Woolf,

Enclosed is the relevant portion of
a letter from Peter Bergmann. I understand that
you are away until tomorrow, so I tnoupht I'd
send! it to you to save some comnuinication time.

Allthebest,

31
qo~tl-" /

lJ 1----~-
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(2) With Valya Bargmann I have made a tentative arrangement to visit
with him in Princeton on Monday, January 31st. Our principal agenda will be
to talk about the organization of a commemorative affair in Princeton in 1979.
I presume that this will be a meet_ng with technical talks in areas in which
Einstein had pioneered, but our getting together will be the first organized
step in that direction. In any case, once I am in Princeton (and it is not
entirely trivial for me to get down, because of my commuting here), it would
be nice to see you, too, either socially if you have nothing to talk about as
yet, or business, with or without Valya, if you have already run into something
you want to talk about.

more:
being

In case you have left
NYC: (212) 926-2745.

a department office).

my phone numbers in Boston, here they are once
Syracuse: (315) 423 3881/3882/ 3901 (the last

Shalom:

(fa.tur
Peter G. Bergmann

.''v

one

"
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Dr. Harry Woolf', D.l.rector
Insti tute for Advanced study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. Woolf:

ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK; NEW YORK 10011
December 21, 1976

In m::r letter to you of November 10 I mentioned our lawyer and friend, Dr. E. Froehlich
of 2llrich as one of those whom we had communicated with about the projected Bern Con
ferencs on the occasion of Einstein's 10Dth birthdAy. I Just received a reply from Dr.
Froehlich of which I enclose copy. I 8m sure its contents will interest you. In view
of the reports in the dAily press I feel inclined to share Dr. Froehlich's opinion that
the developments at the recent Unesco meeting in Nairobi have changed very little about
the inadvisability to accept funds from Unesco for an Einstein Conference. I also share
Professor Eckmann's view that the Convocation in Princston which you said you would at
tempt to armnge would overshadow a Bern Conference to a large extent. Many scientiets
may decide rather to go to Princeton than to Bern.

As you will notice in Dr. Froehlich's letter he intends to visit the United states in
the week after Christmas. I have no information as to how long he might stay. He wants
to visit Miss Dukes and Miss Einstein but I do not know whether he would have time to
call on you in case you would be in your office during that week and would want to see
him. I shall take the liberty of phoning you merely to find out whether it would be
agreeable and convenient for you to have Dr. Froehlich call at your office in case he
has sufficient time during his visit to Princeton. Thie should under no circumstances
be considered as a suggestion to you to make time for Dr. Froehlich. It is simply an
enquiry to inform m::rself in case Dr. Froehlich would wish to make your acquaintance.
Since his letter, of which a copy is attached, is very explicit on the problem there may
be no need for a personal visit between the two of you.

With many good wishes for the years ahead and kind reBi!'rds,

WoJ u.-Il- ,
Otto Nathan
Trustee

ON:JB
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"
ADVOKATURBUREAU

~))r. fUR. E. FROHLICH
I RECHTSANWALT ZURICH, den 14. De«;ember 19'/6/ba

,
\

8001 ZURICH

Bahnhofstrasse 52 IV.

Postcheck 80 -12 597

Telefon 232155 u. 250453

Von ffiercier habe ich inzwischen durch Herrn Prof. Eckmann

folgendes gehort:

Erst jetzt komme ich d tZU, Ihr SclJreiben vom 10.11.1976 zu'

beantworten. Ieh war wegen neiner bevorsteLenden .\breise nach

den USA ausserordentlich bescLFiftigt una habe noch so vie1

zu erledigen, duss ich froll bin, wenn ich al1es noch einiger

massen vnter Daeh brinGen Kanno

, ,

0. • T

"

"

'jierrn
rrof. Dr. O. Nathan
Estate of Albert Einstein
24 Fiftj, Aver,ue

Hew York N.Y. 10011

Sehr geehrter Jierr Profe:;sCH" Nath","1,

Mitglied des Schweiz. Anwallsverbandes

•I
j
,

i
I

I
!

, "

~.

f<1ercier hat sieh an Prof. Eckmann gewenc1et, weiler offenbar

gehort hatte, u'ass Prof. Sc\cmnn dag3gen ist, dass die von.

Mercier gep1ante Konferenz durch die Unesco finan3iert wird

und dass eine-po finnn7,ierte Konferenz keine Aussicht auf Er-
/

fo1g hatte •. ],iercier sagte herrn Prof-Eckmann, jetzt sei doch-

mit der Unesco al1es wieder in Ordnung WId er glaube uaher,

dass es doch r:loglich sei, class man die Finan7,ierung durch .g.i'e'-
Unesco vornehrnen lasoen konne. Prof. Eckmann sagte Mercier"

dass er nicht glaube, dass eine Finanzierun durch die Unescd
~

in Frage kOflL"1e. Er miisse C!::lJ:1'l t rechnen, dass vi ele Gelehrte

nicht an der Kcmfereno:, die er 2;11 verum:talten beahsichtigt,

teilneh!'llen wUrGen, wenn sie erfal-.ren, duss die FinanzierWlg ,._,

- 'Jdurch d
J
ie tinesco geschehe, und zwar p'elte dies auch nach der ~

~ 1

Konfer.enz von Nairobi, da sich im ganzen an der Ha1tWlg der

UnescCl doch nicht viel geo.nclert llabe. liercier habe ProLEckmann '

"

, ,.. "
, .. -.1,' I.

\ '

"

•
" ,.

.' , ,
I
\
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Die nericr.te,' die mi fber die Unesco-TIeschlilsse in NuirQbi

zugekom.'1e sind, sind "')rigens l(eineswe/:E crfreulicll. Ich glaube

nicht, das9---sie etwas an del' AnrUchie--!(ei t del' Gelder, die 'von , '

diesel' Insti tution kom:nen, Undem w.rden.

~.

_.
•

• J

'.,
.~ ,';

,. ,

"

2

\

Prof.:!':cJcmann sa-gte :'lir, v,'enn diese Konferenz in Princeton durch

gefUhrt werde, wer('le da,· ohnehin eine sel l' ~tarke Konkurrenzie

rW1f; . lercier:} sein uno (1i e ~~onferenz von ;,:erc-Ler w'3rde dann

wahl'scheinlict, nul' von vi.el kleinerer TJedeutune; sp.in konnen

als ![ercier dies in AussicLt :--enomElen !labe, weil es doeh die

meisten Gelehrten vo,'ziel'ce'1 w<;rcip.n, an dp.r Veranstaltung in

Princeton teilzunelmlen unc~ nicht in :'3ern. rrof. Eckmann ver

sprach mil', dass e selh~tverst3ndlicl" ohne dmm authorisiert

zu sein, niemdanaem etwaE i'her dip. PUine von Dr. Harry Woolf sa

gen werde. Iell teil te Perm Prof. Eokm3.nn auch mi t, dass Sie

Herrn Dr. Woolf seinen l\umen !lIlt' de.njenie:en von Prof. Jost

gen<-umt Uitten und dass diesel' vip.lleicht eines 'l'ages in der

Schweiz hei ihm vorsprecLen werde.

darauf erkHirt, er Wti~8tP. nidi!; wp.r sonst eine solche Konferanz

finanzieren l5011teo Prof". Ec1<::mann sae;te Ilercier, dass es na- . _
.... f ".

tlirlicl. seine Sacre sei, wie er (liese Konferenz finanzieren wolle,'"

jedenfalls uher rate er ilun, diel! nicht tiber die Unesco iu tun. I

Icll sagte hierauf Pro f. Bc1<::I~'lnn unter strene;l!ter Di8kretion, d. h •.

nur fill' ihn und allenfalls nooh ftir Eerrn Prof .Jost bestimmt, was

del' neue Direktor des Institutes for Advanced Study, Dr.Harry

Woolf Zilla 1('0. Gp.burt~tag VOIl Albert einstein ':iu tun gedenke.

,,

I

Ioh'danke Ihnp.n sehr, dass Sie Herrn Dr. Woolf meine Adresse

gegllben haben und es i.st oelbstverstii.ndlich, dass ich mich

bemUhen werde, ihm nach r:loglichkei t behi Iflich zu seln, fallL-s

..

Sehr erfreulich ist ILl' ::itteilung von del' Ini.tiative (les

neuen Direktors des Institutes for Advaced Study, Dr. Harry

Woolf, del' offenbar Gewlihr de,fUr bietet, das!' der 100. Ge

burtstag Einsteino dort wo es bp.sonders an~p.hracht ist, nam

lieh an der Statte seines ':/irkens in Princeton, wi.lrdig be-
o
gangen wird.

I
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ilm hi er begrussen zu durfen.sehr freuen,

braueht, was i eh ihm versehaffen kan.'1. !eh wilrde' ~

Inzwi sehen ve bleibe i eh I'li t den herzl1. e11[:; ten Grtissen'

Hotel wohnen.

er irbendetwas

mieh natiirlieh

Besten Dank aueh fiil' Ihre Yop"ie des Vertrages zwischen dem"

Europa Verlac und clem "Herauslieber" betreffend "Mein Vleltbild",
~''-" . ...;.

!eh habe meine Probleme mit uem Europa Verlag noeh nieht q,is- •• -:,:L.,
kutiert und \'Ierue vielleiellt Gelegenl ei t llaben tiber diese 'ganze ~' ,

"'~.

Saehe aueh noeh eiJ'l...mal rni t Ilmen zu spreehen, wepn ieh Sie ..~ ,~ ,,",

New York sehe, was i ell gam: bCL:tir.unt hoffe. I eh danke !hne~ \ "'"
.. ~. r .. .". ~

sehr, fUr Ihre fre1..fficlliehe Einladung zu einem Besueh in Princeton,·
.. • h :- .... ., ~. ,.

1eh werde nieh nnch l.Ieiner ,'nkunft in New York bei Ihnen melden ' ':..
~ ,f ~

und wir werden dan.n sehen, Walli'. Sie und Fraulein Dukas am~e6tEj,n '," .:.:

fur mieh Zeit haben. I'Cl1 wenle ab 29.12.1976 im New York Hilton ,~ ..

,
"

i
I
•

j

.'

."

,,
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December 6, 1976

Dear Herb:

Many thanks for the copy of the planning
grant propoaal that went off to the NSF.

Sincerely yours,

Uarry Woolf

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director
Princeton University Press
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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HERBERT S. BAILEY, JR.
DIRECTOR

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Princeton University Press PRIKCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

Pusidml, JUROLD W. Me CRAW, JR. Trllst~u, CYRIL E. BUCK, JOHN TYLER BQS!\U.

WILUA!'.! C. 1I0WEK, ......UO:"i LEMONICI'., lUCA..~DO A. ME..<TRLS, EARL ),UXEJt, JOH~ F. PECKH~{,

CARL E. SCHO!'SRE, CHAllLES SCRro~&R, JR., ARTHmt H. rnor~:-'"Hn.tJ JIt., EDW.-\RD R. TUFTE,

ARTI-IUR S. ""IGiiUUN, THO~1.'\S H. WRIGHT

December 1, 1976

TO: The History and Philosophy'
of Science Panelists of the
National Science Foundation

FROH: Herbert S. Bailey

SUBJECT: THE ~~ITINGS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

At the suggestion of Dr. Overmann, I am sending you here
with a copy of our new application for a planning grant for this
project. Dr. Overmann will be in touch "ith you separately to
get your response to it. I-Ie are adopting this' procedure in
order to save time, since the project will begin on January 1,
1977, and it would be n~st useful if a decision at NSF could be
made before that time. Othenvise we shall have to begin the
project without funding, since it was necessery for us to make
commitments in advance (including Professor Stachel's leave) and
since it is desirable to get the project under way while fiss
Dukas and various scientific colleagues of Professor Einstein
are still availeble for consultation. On the other hand, we
realize that there is no guarantee that KSF will approve this
application or indeed a further application for long-range
funding which we would expect ~o make next spring. If the
enclosed application is approved, we would hope that the Panel
on the History and Philosophy of Science would meet "ith us next
spring to discuss long-range plans.

With thanks for your consideration.

+ I' U n LIS II E R S 0 F n 0 L L I 'K G ENS £ It I E S
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

1 November 1976

Dr. Harry Woolf
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry:

JEFFERSON PHYSICAL LABORATORY

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02 t 38

This is to acknowledge receipt of your mailing of 26 October
(proposal to NSF), and to thank you for sending it to me. It would
probably have been a good idea to see it earlier, when it was still
in draft form; but now that this is in the mill, the more useful
response may be to say that I am looking forward to the next oc
casion when the Press, or whoever is so inclined, calls for comments,
help, etc. I have also always hoped that the work could be
structured to take advantage of the great opportunity to bring
together scientists, historians and philosophers of science, etc.,
and to direct their energies to a joint effort whose product would be
a model of modern scholarship in this area. Perhaps a bit of this
idea can still be implemented.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Gerald Ho ton
Mallinckrodt Professor of Physics,
and Professor of the History of Science
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October 26, 1976

Dear Jerry:

Following upon our conversation of yesterday
I a sending you a copy of the proposal to the NSF
which Herb Bailey passed on to me at ay r~uest.

As you will see, the very first page refers to you
as one ae1llber of the E<U.tor1al Advisory Board. I
lID dismayed to discover that you, among others, did
not read the proposal before it wss sent off to the
NSl'.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure Harry Woolf

Professor Gerald Holton
Department of Physics
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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To Mr. Herbert Bailey
Princeton University Press

Princeton University: DEPARTME"T Manuscript
RECEI'lf:D TODAY BY ID4 FRml Clark ,

Divis ion BAILEY ASSISTANT AT PRESS
Octo er

DATI October 4, 1976

SUBJECT Einstein Papers

u
Z
~

a
Z
c
c:...
<r.

o
u

u

FROM Alexander P. Clark

This is to set forth, informally, the facts and figures that we
have previously talked about in person, relating to (1) the microfilminl
of the papers of Albert Einstein and (2) providing the necessary amount
of copy. and the right kind, for the editor of the publication project,
at the Princeton University Press.

A statement about the number of microfilms (one negative and two
positives) is seen in paragraph 2 of the agreement. You will, as I
understand it, need an additional positive copy at the editorial office
I have begun arrangements to have this film made. There is still a bit
of work to be done on the negative but the Microfilm Corporation office
tells me today the work should be completed this week.

For the use of the editorial project, it is my understanding that a
complete set of "print-outs" is needed and that it is now believed
desirable that the editor also have a copy of the complete positive
microfilm. The cost estimate given me by the Princeton Microfilm
Corporation for the print-outs (xerox-like copy made directly from
the negative microfilm) is·$.Q.88~per reel and there are, as I under
stand it, fifty-five reels. This brings the cost of a complete set of
print-outs to 4=> 5,:l.OC.06 .The additional posie 've microfilm will cost
$577.50. I have today requested a number of sample pages of the copyfl
for your inspection.

As soon as possible I will provide you with a newly-typed revision
of the guide material which is distributed throughout the microfilm,
and which contains a number of lists of the contents of several section
These lists were drawn up by Miss Dukas for the convenience of those
using the film, although the real "guide" to this long microfilm record
is to be found in her many explanatory notes which appear on the film
in connection with the appropriate letter or other document.

f c.¢" \ cJ qet ~:Cj .... yo <!. C) .... llj F-t>\"' 1.\)~61 e. sei; OV\ ,..e, ~ i~

~
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PRI~C:ETO~ UKIVERSITY LIB • Y

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085';'0

July 19, 1971

WILLIAM ,. I),X

U,;;OefS;:Y .l:.ilm::Jitm

~ ::a:- :Jr. Nathan:

I am wr'ting to confirm the understanding reached on Friday, July '6, 1971, in my
discuss 'on w:th you ad. ,.ss :Jukas. Tl:e Princeton University Library accepts with
pleasure ;:he offer of the Trustees under the Will of Albert E'nstein, Deceased (Y.iss
Eelen Dukas and Dr. Otto I athan) to p ace in the Library :or the use of scho:ars a micro
&:lm copy of the manuscripts, correspondence, and other papers of Albert Einstein. The
steps by which this will be accomplished and the procedures governing the use of ,his
microfilm co;>y are outlined below~

1.

2.

3.

4.

~..

The Trustees w'l present to the Princeton 'niversity Library a posi:ive prin: of t e
microfi'm already made of Professor E. ,s;:ein's sc'e tific papers,.

The Library wi l'provide one-half of the cost of IT, king a negaLve microfilm copy of
the few remaining scientific papers a:1d all of ,he. on- scienti:ic papers, t.:o3 o:he
hal:' of t:1e cost to be provided by the nstitute for Advanced Study. Tl:is negat've
microf:'" is to become the property of t e Trustees but is to be dc,.,os'ted ::: :~e

Princeton University Library, to be used only as authorized by ,He Tr_s.ees for t e
preparation of copies. ~he Princeton University Library and ,he "nsLtute for Ad
vanced S udy wi I be authorized ,0 have made c.t "heir own expense one posHive co y
each of the microfilm. These copies of the ful: col ection of the Papers of A bert
Einstein will be the only copies in American libraries. The photography yet ;:0 be
done wil be carried out with the cooperation of Miss Dukas at t e Institute for Ad
vanced Study. Prior to the mic ofilming, the Cura,or of Manuscripts of the Princeton
University Library wi 1 confer with '§s Dukas and assist her 'n maki:1g sure hat the
Papers are in the correct order for fi ming and th t the essential Lab es of cor.tems
an other appar tus for using the film will be provided.

The Trustees wpl advise the Princeton Univers:ty L'brary as new mater' 1 co:: "S .0

ight and is added to the Papers of Albert Einstein in original form. :'l:e Libr wil
undertake to microfilm this supplementc.ry mater' al so that the master I. m fi.", .. _y
be complete.

The microfilm copy of the scientific papers in the Princeton ~nivc.'s::y Lbrar I •••• be
made available for use by responsitle scholars at the discret.on o' ...e L'brar_~ .. 0r
his deputy.

O~to Nathan
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5.

6.

7.

;U'y 19, 971

THE PRINCETON UNIVERS TY LIBRARY

.ccess to the pOSltlVe microfilm copy of the non-sc'entific papers wi be granted
by ::-:e Princeton University Library only with tne spec_:_c 2pprova 'n each instance
of the ~rustees. When the original manuscripts have become the property of The
Hebrew University i:1 Israel, new arr'angemen s wi:l be made betweer, that U. iversity
and the Princeton University Library in regard to the use of the microfilmed non
scientific papers. Until that time the arrangements speci led _n this letter shall be
binding upon both the Trustees and the Princeton University Library.

The Princeton University L'brary is au:horized :0 make pnotocopies of selected i:-.di
vidua documents for the personal study 0 ly of any seho ar who has been al.:t:'l0 ized
to use the collections. The Libr2ry Will, however, make availab_e to outside
scholars on y pnotocopies of material previously. ub ished, unless specif'c author
ization is obtained in eacn instance from the Trustees.

It is understood that permission to consult the microfi m or to receive photocopies
of selected manuscripts for personal use does not constitute a thorization to
pub ish any portion of the Einstein Papers. The Trustees retain a rig ts to publi
cation and to authorization for publication.

Will you please sign one copy of this letter in the space provided to indicate the
approval of these arrangements by the Trustees and return that copy to me for our files?

Yours sincere y,

wS fl

Dr. Otto Nathan, Trustee
Estate of Albert Einstein
55 East 10th Street
New York 3, New York

cc: Miss Helen Dukas

Approved: _
for the Trustees of the Estate of
Albert Einstein, Deceased.

bc: Mr. Clark
Mr. Wainwright
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July 19, 1976

Attached shown to Mr. Morgan.

Mr. Bailey will be away from Princeton until Sept. 10,

but can be reached in Maine (via neighbor's phone).

In response to question re number of staff (office spaCE

required by Dr. Stachel, Bailey's secretary said that

it would be approximately 4/5 offices.

A
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)

President, HAROLD W. Me GRAw, JR. Trustees, CYRIL E. BL.I"CK, JOHN n'LER BONNER,

WILLIAM G. :BOWEN, .\ARON LEMONICK, RICARDO A. MESTllE5, EARL :z..UNER, JOHN F. PECRHA.M,

CARL E. SCHORSKE, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHUR H. THOR.~HILLJ JR., EDWARD R. TUFTE,

ARTHUR S. WIGHTMAN, THOMAS H. WRIGHT

July 15, 1976
(dictated July 14)

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Harry,

John Stachel was here yesterday, and we made good progress on
arrangements for the Einstein Edition. The basic document is a con
tract between the Press and the Einstein Estate on the one hand and
Professor Stachel on the other, appointing him as Editor. The project
will be administered by the Press, and all funds will be disbursed by
the Press from grants that we are seeking. We are of course anxious
that Professor Stachel be welcomed to the Princeton academic communi
ty, and accordingly he will be given the status of a visiting pro
fessor or possibly visiting senior research associate at the University.
I once discussed with Carl Kaysen the idea that the Einstein Editor
would receive a similar appointment at the Institute, as a "visiting
member" or something like that, so that he could have the courtesies
of the use of the Institute library, the lunch room, and so forth. I
hope that you will agree, and I am writing to ask you to do whatever
is necessary in this regard. I am enclosing a copy of Professor
Stachel's vita on the chance that it may be useful.

Secondly, I would like to ask about the possibility of housing, at
least for a term, for Professor Stachel at the Institute. While he was
here this week he had a discussion with Mike Morgan, and I believe Mr.
Pope showed him around. I believe that Professor Stachel will ultimate
ly want more permanent quarters in Princeton, but it would be extremely
helpful if an Institute apartment could be made available to him during
the spring term of 1977. I don't know whether this will be possible,
but I hope so.

It is my understanding that the originals of the Einstein Papers
themselves will continue to be housed at the Institute under the care
of Miss Dukas, and that the two offices now assigned for that purpose
will continue to be available. Professor Stachel will of course be
working mainly from microfilm and xeroxes, but he will need to consult
the original documents occasionally. Thus it would be most desirable
if additional office space for him and his staff could be made avail
able at the Institute on some appropriate terms. I realize that space
is at a premium at the Institute, and you yourself may not have had a
chance to assess the situation yet. Nevertheless I would like to point
out to you the desirability of having the work actually done at the
Institute, if that should be possible. Otherwise we are exploring
alternatives of office space in the University or possibly here at the
Press. In any case I thought I should raise this question with you.

~ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGE~ SERIES
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Dr. Harry Woolf
Page 2
July 15, 1976

Finally, on behalf of both the Estate and the Press, I want to
express our continuing awareness of the interest of the Institute in
this project. We are not asking the Institute to assume any direct
responsibility beyond the continuation of the archives, but as stated
in the basic agreement between the Einstein Trustees and the Press,
we feel that the Institute has a real and legitimate interest. It
was for this reason that we asked the Institute to name representa
tives on our Editorial Advisory Board, and we expect to continue to
consult you as the project progresses. It was the Institute that
hrought Einstein to Princeton and provided his intellectual home for
over twenty years, and so it is appropriate that the Institute should
playa continuing role in this project.

With very best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Iba

cc: Otto Nathan
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John Stachel - Curriculum Vitae

Education: B.S., City College of the C.U.N.Y., 1956

M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1959

Ph.D., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962

Professional History:

Lehigh University: Instructor of Physics, 1959~61

University of Pittsburgh: Instructor of Physics, 1961-62

Research Associate, 1962-64

Boston University: Assistant Professor of Physics, 1964-69

Associate Professor of Physics, 1969-72

Dirp.ctor, Institute for Relativity Studies, 1972 

Professor of Physics, 1972

Visiting Posts:

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw: Visiting Research Associate,
one half-year, 1962

Temple University Relativity Group: Research Associate, Summers of 1965,
1966 and 1968.

Centro de Investigaciou y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Mexico:
Visiting Professor, summers of 1966 and 1967.

King's College, University of London: Visiting Professor, 1970-71 aca
demic year.

Institut Henri Poincare, Paris: Visiting Professor as guest of the
C.N.R.S., April-May, 1971.

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste: Visiting Scientist,
summer 1972.

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Paris VI:
Exchange Professor, January 1974.

Institut des Hautes ftudes Scientifiques, Bures (France): Visiting Pro
fessor, March 1974.

Publications

Articles:

"Cylindrical Gravitational News", J. Math. Phys., 1., 1321 (1966).

"Einstein Tensor and Spherical Symmetry", J. Math. Phys., 2., (1968)

"Structure of the Curzon Metric", Phys. Letters, 27A, 60 (1968).

"Comments on 'Causality Requirements and the Theory of Relativity'" in R.S. Cohen and
M.H. Wartofsky (eds), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. V, p.96
(Reidel, 1969).
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John Stachel - 2.

"Behavior of Weyl-Levi Civita Coordinates for a Class of Solutions Approximating the
Schwarzchild Hetric", Nature, 219, 1346 (1968).

"Perturbations of an Arbitrary Spherically Symmetric Hetric", Nature, 220, 5169 (1968).

"The Pure Radiation News Function in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 179, 1251 (1969).

"Covariant Formulation of the Cauchy Problem in Generalized Electrodynamics and Gen-
eral Relativity", Acta Physica Polonica, 35, 689 (1969).

"Specifying Sources in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 180, 1256 (1969).

"Invariances of Approximately Relativistic Lagrangians and the Center-of-Hass Theorem
I", with P. Havas, Phys. Rev. 185, 1636 (l969).

"Einstein Tensor and.3-Parameter Groups of Isometries with 2-Dimensional Orbits", with
H. Gonner, J. Math. Phys., 11, 3358 (1970).

"External Sources in General Relativity", GRC Journal, 1, 257 (1972).

"Comments on Two Papers in Quantum Mechanics", in R.S. Cohen and M.W. Wartofsky (eds),
Logical and Ep;sLemological Studies in Contemporary Physics, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XIII, p. 214,. p.309 (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston,
1973).

"The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics", in K. Schaffner and R.S. Cohen (eds), Pro
ceedings of the 1972 Biennial ~~eting, Philosophy of Science Association, Boston
Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XX, p. 338 (Reidel, Dordrecht and
Boston, 1974).

"Introduction" to Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology" in R.S. Cohen and R.J.
Seeger (eds), AAAS Symposium on Philosophy - 1969, Boston Studies in the Philosoohy
of Science, Vol XI (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, 1974).

"A Note on Scientific Practice", in R.S. Cohen, J. Stachel, H.W. Wartofsky (eds), For
Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974).

"Space-Time PrOblems", Review of General Relativity, Papers in Honor of J.L. Synge,
Science, 180, 292 (1973).

"Invariance of Approximately Relativistic Hamiltonians and the Center-of-Hass Theorem",
Phys. Rev., D13, 1598 (1976).

"Center of Hass Theorem in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", to appear in Phys. Rev. D.

"The 'Logic' of Quantum Logic', to appear in Vol. XXXII of Boston Studies in the Phil
osophy of Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

"Comments on 'Some Logical Problems Suggested by Empirical Theories' by Professor
Dalla Chiara", to appear in Vol. XXXI of Boston Studies in the Philosophy of
Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

In Active Preparation:

"Conformal Two-Structure as the Gravitational Degrees of Freedom in General Relativ~ty",

with R. D'Inverno.

"Do Quanta Need a New Logic?" to appear in University Pittsburgh Series in the Philos
ophy of Science.

IlGravitation and Quantization tl
, to appear in University of Pittsburgh Series in Philos

ophy of Science.

"The Post-Newtonian Approximation in Relativistic Hydrodynamics", with T. Pascoe (based
on his Thesis, 1973).
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Theses:

"Energy Flow in Cylindrical Gravitational Waves", (M.S. Thesis, Stevens Institute
of Technology, 1959).

"The Lie Derivative and the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Relativity",
(Ph.D. Thesis, Stevens, 1962).

Abstracts of APS Talks:

"New Solution to the Einstein Field Equations", Bull'. Am. Phys. Soc. ~, 305 (1961).

"Variational Principle and Conservation Laws in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc. '. 14, 69 (1969) (with T. Pascoe).

"Bohm-Maronov Effect. and its Gravitational Analogue", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14, 16
(1969) .

"Quasi-Newtonian Approximation Method in General Relativity", with G. Gonzalez, Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc., II, 15, 881 (1970).

'~ariational Principles as a Basis for Approximation Methods in General Relativistic
Hydrodynamics", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II, 15, 882 (1970).

Editorial Work:

"Selected Problems in General Relativity", by C. Moller, in Brandeis University 1960
Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics Lecture Notes, notes by J. Stachel and
L. Pande.

Proceedings of the International Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation,
Warsaw 30-31, July, 1962 (Gauthier Villars and P~~l, (1964) ed. by J. Stachel and
others).

For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974), ed. by J. Stachel and others.

Editing Selected Papers on History and Philosophy of Science by Leon Rosenfeld, with
R.S. Cohen, for Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, forthcoming volume.

Editing Proceedings of the Andover Conference on "Absolute and Relational Theories of
Space and Space-Time", together with those of a similar Conference held at the
University of ~linnesota, with John Earman, Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
Science, forthcoming volume.

Conference Organization:

Organized Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology", at 1969 Boston Meeting
of the AAAS.

Member, since 1972, of the Organizing Committee for biennial "Texas" Confere!1ces
in Relatavistic Astrophysics, held in New York (1972), Dallas (1974) and Boston
(1976) •

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Gravi
tation and Quantization", held at B.U. Conference Center, Andover, Mass., Oct.
31 - Nov. 3, 1972 (See report on Conference in Nature, vol. 240 (Dec. 15, 1972).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Abso~

lute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time", held at B.U. Conference
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Center, Andover, Mass., June 3-5, 1974. (Proceedings to be published jointly
with those of a similar conference at the University of Minnesota, by the Uni
versity of Minnesota Press.)

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee for the Eighth "Texas" Symposium in Rela
tivistic Astrophysics, to be held in Boston Dec. 13-17, 1976. (Proceedings to
be published by the N.Y. Academy of Science.)

Courses Taught:

Undergraduate

Physics for the Life Sciences
Electricity and Magnetism
Einstein: The Man, the Times, The Achievement
Modern Physics and Political Problems
Vibrations and Waves

Graduate

Quantum Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrodynamics
Special and General Relativity
Seminar in Relativity
Classical Mechanics

Reviewer for:

Articles: Annals of Physics, American Journal of Physics, Physical Review, GRG Journal.

Research Proposals: NSF Division of Theoretical Physics, Division of History and Phil-
osophy of Science, Latin American Cooperative Science Program; CUNY Faculty Re
search Award Program.

Current Research Grant:

Quantum Logical Approaches to the Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics: Their Relation
to Logical Theory, Space-Time Structures and Quantization of the Gravitational
Field (NSF 1975-77).
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October 5, 1976

To t US ra of the Binet i
Editorial Advisory BoaTd

Just. DOte to remind yooa that there rill be
a -eUng of the IoaUtote -tiers of t e EinlItein
Editorial Adviaory BoaTd ill Woolf'a office
Monday, October 11 at 2:30 p •••

Gerddille F. It.8ylor
Sec ary to the Director

Profeaeora Clagett, DySOD, and Horae
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED TUDY

PRJ CETO . NEW JERSEY

ME lORA D 1

Office of the Director

October 5, 1976

To the lAS Members of the Einstein
Editorial Advisory Board

Just a note to remind you that there will be
a meeting of the Institute members of the Einstein
Editorial Advisory Board in Dr. Woolf's office on
Monday, October 11 at 2:30 p.m.

~~£~-
Geraldine F.'K~~

Secretary to the Director

Professors Clagett, Dyson, Kuhn and Morse
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9/8/76 t-
Dr. Woolf:

The Institute people on the Editoria
Advisory Board for the Writings of
Albert Einstein are:

Marshall Clagett ~ ~

Freeman Dyson - 7~-'v'. D ~
Thomas Kuhn _ ""' - ~ II
Marston Morse. -.;J 3 ~"jptIr>

-Mi:s·s-Dukas i-s ot a -me1!i~r=of the Board.

Dyson will not return to the Institute
until next Monday, Sept. 13 and
Clagett not until October 2. Shall
I try to set a meeting up for after the
2nd?
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An Editor lor Einstein's Papers
Chosen Alter Six-Year Search

-,

UnUIlI Pm, Inl.rn.tton.1
Albert Einstein

By WALTER SULLIVAN
After a delay 01 more than 6

yean, it appears that the valu·
minous papers 01 Dr. Albert Ein

stein, documenting from child
J100d the development of a
Bemus and of theories that
revolutionized contemporary
,concepts of nature, may at last
be pUbllshed. An editor has
been found lor the project,
.which is expected to run to 15
or 20 volumes. Partial financing
by the National Science Faun..
dation appears likely.
: The editor is to be Dr. John
J. Stachel, professor 01 physics
at Boston University and an au
thority on the theory 01 rela
'tivlly. The project will be

rried out at the Institute for
dvanced Study in Princeton

where Einstein spent his final
,years and where his papers
have been assembled in more
than two dozen fUing cabinets.

The books will be published., _
by Princeton University Press .
undt:f a contract siJjtned in 1971 scientists to explore In depth,

with the executors of Einstein's ~ow so fundamental a rc~olu ..
literary estate

t
Dr. Otto Nathan tlon as the birth of relatIvity

pnd Miss Helen Dukas. Dr. Na- theory came about. Its rela
than, formerly an economist on, vance, thef say, would be to
the Princeton University facul- t~e nurtuTing ot new ~enera..
ty, became a close friend at Dr. tlons whose boldness ml~ht re
Einstein when the latter came solve some at tho more intra~
to Princeton in 1~33. table problems 01 today s

SCience.
Arranged Papers The iirchives contain thou

~i;;S Dukas was Dr. Ein- sands at lelters, manuscripts
stem s secretary from 1928, ond notebooks including some
when he was in Berlin, until from Elnstein:s student days
his death in 1955. In th~ years They illuminate not only his
that followed, she orgaOlzed his scientific development-and his
papers and, with Dr. Nathan's doubts tor example with r&o
help, obtained many more else- gard to quantum theory-but
where. also record his battles on behalf

In 1972, the project seemed 01 Judaism and against Fas-
IT close to launching. Dr. Martin cism, as well as his efforts tor
J. Klein, prolessor 01 the Hlsto- world peace.

II ry at Physics at Yale Universi-
ty, was expected to be the edi- Scientific Papers
tor and attention was focused There are 274 scientific
on a certain benetactor who, papers, many at them in Ger:
it was hoped, would provide man, from a variety or journals.
JubsLantial financing. According to Herbert S. Bailey.

That did not materialize and Jr., head of Princeton Universi
the would-be benefactor died. ty Press, they will probably IiII
For a long time efforts to re~ three volumes. Papers on non
vive the project, whose total scientific subjects are expected
casts will probably run into the to produce three more volumes.
millions of dollars, were unsuc- While English translations of
cessful. the more important papers will

Dr. Stachel, 48 years old, has probably be included, it i!
been at Boston University since thought that the original tex
1964. He did his undergraduate are 01 paramount historical 1m.'
studies at City Col~ege in New portance.
York, and took hIS ~octorate While a certain number of
at the Stevens InstItute of Einstein letters have been pUb
Technology. lished in various biographies

He worked for a .time at the and collections, the hope of Mr.
Institute of Theoretical Phys.ics Bailey is that virtually all 01
i,:, Warsaw. Among his speCial- his writings except tor Hlaun~
ue~ has been th.e history and dry lists" and other trivia, can
phll~sophy of sClenc~. He was be Included, making this. com
nomm~ted for the Job ~y a prehenslve source.
c~mmlllee .of Ic?dLl1g sClCnce Apart from conslderallons or
historians, mcludlOg Dr. Klein. Congressional reaction, there

New Support are other constraints on the l

The expectation that the Na- Science Fou~dntlon'. support.,
tional Science Foundation will The foundatLon cannot make
provide partial support tor the commitments of more than
project has helped revive It. live years duralion and its
However the grant application budget for the hIstory

~ 1QlllllIitlRq..l\as not be.n and philosophy of science is
L.lUittooana--foundation offi- limited to about $1 million a

cials would hay only that the year. That means that $100,000
foundation has expressed "an is probably as much as the Ein
interest in considering" the ap- stein project can expect Irom
plication. the loundation. The rest will

Such hesitancy is rooted In have to be raised elsowhere, a
fears for a negr.tlve reaction in factor that will determine the
Congress where, for example, scope and timetable ot the ef·
doubts have beeD expressed in tort.
recent days on the relavance While a production rate ha~
of financing a similar project not been specified, an averagel
concerning Sir ]saac Newton. ot one volume a year has been

On the other hand, to sup- typical of other projects involv·
parters of the project it iS t as ing the voluminous papers of
one put it. "inconceivable" that historically shtniflcant scien
the government should not can- tlsts and literary figures, Some
tribute to an enterprise that have continued tor two decades
for the first time would enable or more.

iiiiiii~

NEW YORK TIMES - Monday, July 5, 1976
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28 June 1976

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Pre••
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

After these many years of secondhand awareness
1 was very pleased to meet you at last.

1 am delighted to learn that John Stachel has
accepted the appointment a. editor and 1 look forward
to getting to know him when he get. to Princeton and
settle. down to the long overdue task of getting the
Einstein Paper. under way. At thb writing 1 am
uncertain as to what role you expect me to play in
the project as both a historian of sclence and Director
of the Institute, but of course 1 will be happy to
participate and cooperate in every way that 1 can.

Until September when we can talk about it at
greater length, 1 am,

Sincerely your.,

Oriei.,1 !ignd
Dr. Kmy Woolf

HW:bp
cc: Dr. Carl Kaysen ~
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TEL. 609-452-4900)
/

Pruident. HAllOLD \V. Me CRAW, JR. Trm/us, CYRIL E. BLACK, JOHN TYLER BONSER,

WILLIAM G. 'BOWEl', .\All.ON LEMO:\'ICK, RICARDO A. :MESTRES, EARL ~nNERJ JOHN F. PECK.uA~r,

CARL :E. SCHORSKE, CHARLES SCRIBNER, JR., ARTHUR H. TIIORNliIU., JR., EDWARD R. TUFTE,

AllTHUR S. WIClIT}.f.~NJ THOMAS H. WRICHT

June 22, 1976
(dictated June 21)

Dear Carl and Harry,

It was a pleasure to meet you, Harry, and I appreciate Carl's
making the arrangements. I am only sorry that there was a bit of a
mix-up on where the meeting was to take place.

I am grateful to you for your frank expressions of concern,
and obviously The Institute for Advanced Study, though it is not a
formal party to the agreement between th~ Einstein Estate and the
Press, has a strong interest in seeing the work done well. We are
grateful to you, Carl, for all your help, and we look forward to
working with Harry and others at the Institute as the project
progresses.

The news this morning is that John Stachel has accepted the
appointment as editor. Otto Nathan and I are both very pleased at
this development, since we feel that at last the project can get
moving. We believe that Stachel will be an energetic and intelligent
editor, and he shows every sign of wanting cooperation and help in
areas with which he is less familiar. He plans to see Russ McCormmach
in the near future, and he has expressed interest in the idea of
having a small editorial board in which Martin Klein would play an
important role.

This is where matters stand now. We will be working out a
budget and a contract with Stachel, who will be on leave from Boston
University for a year and a half beginning next February. We will be
seeking funds from the National Science Foundation and elsewhere. I
shall keep in touch with you and let you know how matters progress.
Meanwhile I want to thank you both for your past (and future) help.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

Iba

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dr. Harry Woolf, Provost
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, ~~ryland 21218

+ l' U n I. I S I[ E R S 0 F n 0 L LIN G Eo N S ~ It I E S
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IE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey
ffice of the Director

Editorial Advisory Board
for The Writings of Albert Einstein

Valentine Bargmann, Professor of Mathematical Physics,
Princeton University

Freeman J. Dyson, Professor, School of Natural Sciences.
Institute for Advanced Study

Marshall Clagett. Professor, School of Historical Studies,
Institute for Advanced Study

Gerald Holton, Professor of Physics, Harvard University

Res Jost, Professor of Theoretical Physics, Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, Zurich

Martin J. Klein, Professor of the TIistory of Science and
Medicine, Yale University

Thomas S. Kuhn. M. Taylor Pyne Professor of the llistory
Science, Princeton University, and Member
the Schools of Historical Studies & Social
Institute for Advanced Study

of
of
Science,

wrston Morse, Professor Emeritus, School of Mathematics,
Institute for Advanced Study

Shmuel Sambursky, Professor of the History and Philosophy of
Science, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Charles Scribner, Jr., Charles Scribner's Sons, ew York City

John A. Wheeler, Joseph Henry Professor of Physics,
Princeton University

June 1976
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 085+0

Telephone-60<)-g'+-HOO

THE DIRECfOR

Dear Harry:

June 2, 1976

I write to ask you to begin to think about a problem with which you
will inevitably be involved, and in which I trust you will also be interested,
namely the publication of the Einstein Papers. There are two large folders
in my files on this and I won't at this moment burden you with the lot.
However, the still unresolved question of the choice of a chief editor is
being wrestled with once again. Since you have professional competence as
well as institutional interest, I thought that this would be a good moment
for you to begin your involvement.

Attached are six items from the files in the Director's office. Two
draft letters from Otto Nathan, the Executor of the Einstein Estate, to
Ernst Bergmann and Avraham Harman, a copy of the publication contract between
the Estate and the Princeton University Press, and a memorandum of a conversa
tion that I had with Otto Nathan some years ago, between them give the
background of the situation. The fifth item is a list of the current members
of the Editorial Advisory Board, and the sixth is the last memorandum from
Herbert Bailey, the Director of the Princeton University Press, on current
candidates for the post of editor-in-chief.

The search for candidates has been going on for at least four years;
the first choice was Martin Klein and after a great deal of back and forth
he decided to stay on at Yale. I won't recite the rest of the complex
history now, but it would be helpful if you have any reaction to Stachel
that you give it directly to Herb Bailey at the Princeton Press.

Return the stuff to Aida La Brutte at your convenience.

Cordially,

Enclosures

Dr. Harry Woolf
Provost
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Carl Kaysen
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DRAFT

President Avrnham Hanr.an
The Hebrew University
Jeruselen, Israel

Dear President Hanr.an:

June 3, 1970

I am approaching you by this letter in reg'\rd to a problem which IIIJ' co-

Truetee and lIIJ'eelf consider highly significant and with respect to which the two

Trustses feel a heavy responsibility. Albert Einstein provided in Articls 13 of his

lTill that all of his manuscripts, corrsspondence, copyrights, etc., would eventually

becoms ths property of The Eebrew University. The two Trustees appointed in his Will

have administered the Archives with great care and have been able to add considerable

material since his death in 1955. A large pert of th~ material, soma of which is of

particularly great importance to scientific research and..t<5 history, has neVer been

published.

Ever since Einstein's death the two Trustees have been anxious to have the

Archives carefully edited by scholars and prepared for publication. The material should

be published in the original language and, if possible, accompanied or followed by

translations. You ooy havs learnt th!l.t the Estate approached President Elath and Pro-

fsssor Sambursky of your University several yeers ago to discuss with them the possibility

of having the Einstein Archives edited and published by, and under the auspices of, The

Heb:rnw University. Those negotiations did not lead to a positive result. About a yee:r

ago the Estate renewed preliminary discussions about the publication project with

Princeton University Press which is one of the oldest of Einstein's publishers and which

has shown great interest in the publicatinn of the Einstein ma.terial ever since his deatil.

Before these negotiations had advanced very far Dr. Ernst D. Ber8Jl"AllIl ad-

vised the Estate that The Iareel Acad£my of Sciences and Hu=ities tosether wi t:l The

Oniversit;r would be interested in preparing the 31nstein r.aterial for publication. The

Estate felt it was aci.visable to consider the possibility of having the work dene ~ointl:,

by Princeton Univerei ty FreE's end the Insti tutions in Israel. A Irooting was arra:nsed

bet-"6e:l Dr. Bere;r=n, Princeton University Press, end the Trustees of the :;;stete. T!le

three I:articipa.nts at the n:eeting "ere in egreelWnt that the Einstein n:.ate::'ial should

bs =de available to the scientific ,.-orld end history as soon as feasible. They further
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DRAFT President Avraham Har.Jl!lIl Page 2

L
agreed that the possib1-,( cooperation of The J:ebre~1 University should be earnestly

explored. In tha.t regard the Estate called attention to the fact that the =terial

will eventually be owned by The Hebrew University. There has been SOll15 exchange of

letters between Dr. Bergrann, Princeton University Pross, and the E.etate after the

Princeton meeting. Copy of a letter is enclosed which the Estate, on behalf of Princetcn

University Press and itself, addressed to Dr. Bergm<mn on January 30, 1970.

As is indicated in Point 2 of that letter, the Estate believes that tho

legal pepers pertaining to the editing and publishing of the Einstein Archives should be

crawn between The Hebrew University, Princeton University Press and the Estate. ~ r... 61k. ~

include the Israel Academy, we suggested, as you rr.!iy Bee from !Oint 2 in the letter to

Dr. Ber!l/llBlUl, to use the folloVing phrase "The Hebrew University (acting for and jointly

with the Israel Academy of Sciences and Hwrani ties) • " Dr Bergl:!8llD. advised us in a

recent lotter that the Israel Academy apperently does not wish to accept the formulation

just IltBntioned.

The EState is very anxious to obtain the cooperation of any Israeli

scholar or any scholarly institution in Ismel who are competent for the editorial work

to be done. However, for legal reasons and because of Einstein 's Will, it seeltS

essential that the basic arrangaments be n:ade with The Hebrew Universi ty as one of the

IBrtners in the project. In fect, we ourselves no longer feel that the fo=ul.etion

that ws had suggested in the letter to Dr. Bergn:= of January 30, 1970, and which Dr.

Bergmann apparently did not find acceptable, should ce used in the legal pepers to be

orawn up for the project. We believe that The Hebrew University alone should figure in

the basic publication at;reel:lent and that the University seould be given the privilege

of arranging for the ccoperation by the Is~el Acad2r:JY or by any other scholarly orgsni-

zation, such as the Weiz=n Institute, or by individual scholars if such cooperation

should be ccnsidered helpful to the project. We inte:ld to sU&,-sst tret Princeton

University :?ress be given the ,,8-" ~rivile£e of arranging for ccoperation by o"ther

institutions or sCI:olers, such as the Institute for Adve.r.ced Study in Princeten of

which Einstein 1o"8S a l:!'",ber and a "lIlBll:cer-<3reri tus" for 22 years and in whose cuilding

the Archives have been kept since his death.
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DRAFT President Avraham Harman Rl.ge 3

In making these sug<;estions, the two Trustltes are not onl,y influenced by

the legal requirements resulting from Einstein's ,{ill. They aleo feel a moral res-

ponsibility to make the arrangements for this exceedingly important proj"ct vith The

Hebre" University :rether than \lith any other scholarly Israoli institution, regardless

of their high regard for them. From their intimate association with Einstein over

mny years the Trustees mov thet he felt a particular closeness with The Hebrev

University \lhich he destined to be the final owner of all his papers. Einstein was

me of the founders of The Hebrsw University. As early as 1921, he and Ch'l.im Weimann

mde a trip to end through the United states to raise .funde for the establisJnr;ent of

tae Universi ty -- a most unusual action on the part of Einstein.

We are submi ttine to you the details of tho discussione and correspondence

lllat took place during the past yeer in the hope that you will give them due consider-

a tion. In case you decide to accept our suggestion that The Hebrew noiversi ty become

a partner in the project, we wonder \lhether you would be able to appoint a represen-

tBtive of the University living in the United states with whom the legal instruments of

the project could be negotiated. It would expedite matters considerably if that could

be dons.

,:e realize that you will nsed a 11ttls tin:e to consider ths matter and to

come to e dec_sion. We should like to say, however, that we should welcome hearing

from you. before long. ,Ie are anxious to complete the necessary formali tios and to

be able to start with the actual work.

This lstter vas discussed vith Princeton University Press which has approv~d

of its content. Copy of the letter is being addressed to Dr. Ber,3PSnn by the saLe n:ail.

Sincersly yours,

Otto llathan
TKuSTJili

ON:jb
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D R AFT June 3, 1970

Dr. Elmst D. Bergt:8IlIl
Chairman, Science Section
'The Israel Academy of SCiences and H=itios
43, Jabotinsky Road
Jerusalem
ISRAEL

Dear Dr. Bergmann;

I should like to refer to my note of ~~rch 6, 1970, and to Mr. Bailey's

letter of April 9, 1970. I am sorry that, because of my prolonged illness, we were

rot able to reply to your letter of February 24 beforo now. My health is still not

completely restored but I am now \lell enough to attend to natters of urgency. One

of the first things I did when I returned hOM from the hospital was to arrange a

meting with J.!r. Bailey and J.liss Dukes which has just taken place.

We have considered your letter of February 24 with great care and in

great detail. In fact, the two points which you raised in your letter caused US to

reconsider the entire project and the position we had taken in the pest. The con-

elusions we can:a to in our lengthy deliberations are eDbodied in a letter to President

Avraham Ra~~ which goes out by the same mail and of which a copy is enclosed.

Under no circUl!lStances would we want to lose the important help which we

ere convineed you and your colleagues at the Acade-...y would bring to the project. Since

)'Ou are not only a JrenDer of the Isreel AcadeltY but aleo a faculty I:Smber of '!he Hebrew

Universi ty we felt certain that you would be able and willing to bs associated with the

difficult task of editing and publishing Einstein's I8pers even if ths Acadetl,7 was not

a rarty to the fundeJr..ental publication agrec=nt. 'ile assuned~ other me!!lbers of

the Isreel Acad.e!!1y would be able to do likewiee =d, in our knowledse, a nu:cber of the:l

ere members of both institutions. .~reover, The Hebrew 1.biversi ty should be given

8lthority in the basic p'r31m:i publication agee::.snt to seek t!:9 cooperation of in-

div1dual scholars regardless of whether or not they are assooiated with the Univsrsity

or with the Academy, or The Habre.. university nUg:J.t make a special arranget;:ent "With

the Acade::IY.
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DRAFT Dr. Ernat D. BergJ!lB.IUl Page 2

We w6re very I:luch interested in your suggestion to obtain the assistance

by the Princeton Institute. In facit, we had very preliminary talks wi th Dr. Carl

K"aysen even before your letter was received. ~le should certainly welcor:e any help

and cooperation the Princeton Institute can gi.ve us not only because it \laS ltlnstein' s

professional hon:.e during the b m last two decades of his life and has been the
priIrarily

cbmiclle of his Archives since his death, -&ut Fdr=rr=i7 because there are outstanding

scientists in the Institute fro!:! whom the project might profit a great deal. After

VJry thorough discussion of that point YO felt that the Princeton Institute should have-
the G8I:lB position as thG Israel Academy. In regard to the Princeton Institute, the

Universi ty Press ahould be gi.VEIl the same privllege which The Hobrow University would

enjoy with respect to the Israel Academy.

This letter, aa all correspondence in reB/lrd to the project, is boing

addrossed to you on behalf of Princeton University Press and the EState. Princeton

Univarsity Press has, of courae, seen the draft of tho latter and has approved of it.

With kindest regards,

Otto Nathan
TRUSTEE

Oll;» jb.
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~!emorrrl7clt/n 0/~reement
made at Princeton, New Jersey, this ?::~ day Of... ..~ 19.7)

BETWEEN

TIm.. ~s.rArJ.LOf ..(\j,\omn"1F.Ji'I.S.n:"W...i1.c~;i.n~ .. .t.h.r:Q"r.h<lf 11~.J.f:.ul: ...D.,lkas...anrl.. .o.t.to.. Na.than
Trustees under tle Hi 1 of Albert Ei.nstein
(hereinafter called the Proprietor and designated by the masculine singular pronoun)

2. The I<ork I·,ill be performed \1i th the editorial cooperation
of the TnR ti tute for Advanced Study. Hhich houses the Eins tein archives.
Sec also Pnragraph 8.

J. To assure the scientific and scholarly quality of the editorinl
work, the Proprietor nnd the Pnbli sherR a,.ree jointly to apnoint, in
consultation Hith the Institute for Advanced Study, "n Editorial AdviRory
Board of not leRs thno seven persons or such larger number as may be
agreed upon by the Pm·ties from time to time. Vacancies on the Board
>1ill be filled in the same Hay as the original appointments to the Bonrd.

4. On the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board, the Pronrietor
and the Publishers I<ill jointly appoint the Editor, I<ho will havc the
primary responsibility of organizing and preparing tho material for
publicntion, including any necessarv copyrigh t clearnnces. The Edi tor
may uppoin t, I<i th the consen t of the Proprietor and Publishers, Asc-ociate
editorR or assistant editors for individual volumes or series of volumes.

5. The Hork is understood to include the complete I-Jritinr,s of
Albert Einstein, published and unpublis!led, scientific and non-scientific,
including correspondence, exc"'pt for such papers as the Proprietor fi.nds
it necessary to ",ithhold for reasons of nrivacy. Standards of editorial
selection Rhall be determined by the Editor in consultation >1ith the
Editorial Advisory Board.

6. All documents included in the basic edition of the Work shall
be incorporated in their orii'inal laneuages. Other editions will be
published nt the discretion of the Publishers after consultation ",ith th
Editorial Advisory Board and the Proprietor. TIlO publishers ar.ree to grant
a royal ty-fr.ee licr-nc-e to The H~hrel< t:ni versity. Jerusolem, Israel, to
publish a Hebre,,-language edition at their o"n expense.

7. Publishing costs after preparotion of rronuscripts suitnble for
the printer will be borne by the Publishers. Editorial costs for prepa
ration of manuscripts will be pnid from furids raised espec:inlly for thE'
purpose and deposited I<ith,ond administered by, the PubliRhr.rs (a non
profIt corporation, to which contributions arc tax-deductible); the
Proprietor and the Publishers a,;roe jointly to seek contributions for
this purpose. An annual budget for. the editorial work will be drmm up
and mutunlly approved by the Proprietor and the Publishers. Duri.ng the
budget yenr the Publishers "'ill hnve authority to approve changes in the
provisions of the budget for editorinl expenses. The Publishers shall
prepare an annual accounting of income and expenditure and shall submi t
a copy of that accounting to the Proprietor.. Any surplus of the funds
raised that may be left after completion of the editorial work "Ul he
used to further the ideas and ideals of Albert Einstein upon joint decision
by the Proprietor nnd the Publishers, but such use will be res tric ted to
tax-exempt purposes.

8. Other institutions or individuals may be enlisted in the effort
to earry out this project, .15 sponsors of othen,ise, by mutual agreement
of the Proprietor and the Publishers.
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~!emorr'/lcl.tln0/~,.eement
made at Princeton, New Jer"ey, this ?::?:::- elay oL..P ·19.7)

nETWEEN

ll.l~.. ES.'l:A1T;. () Ii'. ..1IL\I).KKJ:.. f.
1
"l. N.S.'L'E.W .. .o.c.~;(.1).?' ...c.h :r.Q w::h <Jf ll~.l, ~m: ...n~1k as... ann .. .o.uo.. 11a.til an

Trustees under tle \;i. 1 of Albert Einstein
(hereinafter called the Proprietol' anel designated by the masculine singuJar pronoun)

AND

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, of Princeton, Ne'.v Jersey (hereinafter called tbe
Publ ishers)

relating to a work now entitled

1111': PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

~i\Jilf>ltJs I
/jit,'X/l!i:

M>:I\Im~

\\iXi\R;)\I< 1M<

»'''U{{'I~l::~N't

)t'(lVIH>lHXKU

lil(l.').,.>tlill·Y~~

:t.'i·qXKiI

1. The Proprietor hereby grants and assigns to the Publishers the full and exclusive right
during the term of copyright and renewals to publisb or to cause others to publish the saiel work
in ill forms and in all languages throughout the world.

the Pronrietor's
Tbe Proprietor authorizes the Publishers to take out copyright in their. name in the United

States, and in other count";es if tbey deem advisable. The Proprietol' promises full and seasonable
cooperation in e[(ecting copyright renewal, which he agrees to assign to the Publishers.
Insert PRragraphs 2 - 8.
9.
1!i( The Proprietor represents and guarantees that he is the sole lt~~ll!lIl1:,* proprietor of the
said work anel that he has full power to make this agreement and grant; that the said work does
not infringe the copyright or other proprietary rigbt of any other person; and that the said work
contains no libelous 01' other unlawful matter, and makes no improper invasion of the privacy
of any otber person. The Proprietor undertakes to hold harmless the Publishers from any claim,
suit, or proceeding asserted or instituted on the grounds that the said work infringes such rights
or contains such hurtful matter, and to indemnify the Publishers for such reasonable expenses
as may be incurred in defense against such claim, suit, or proceeding.

10.
ll. The Publishers agree to publish the said work at their own expense (unless otherwise
specifically provided in this agreement) within a reasonable period in such form as they deem I(
most su ita bIe. *'6lrj{tel!;(1ilil\~MCl.,\ >lhiU<til: XlI\l::till<'e: )j1C/l\'}\~ :lliXSlttJtrJlffl~'XI{jCMttl!~tOf:tj )f(,Y!l'l I
»lDIJOj}i~spi.'tllijJ( )jKl1lt'\Iililli(ill\:ilitS~i:l!Ci)jJmroJ.lJ:J( Pm)lL'(!))}I'X};~Onll0I(Ill/\))eXwq)uhIi~ y;eh;l;tt)b(; I
:t1'{iir,t~'~eittXupati<1ll1X:d'tcWOft\.1l ~:xlie; :-ISdlYoU:llXRu~:o f :-l.~l'l t(<lt;( (jJX.>~r1l \y'>:,'l~li\ :l'r~9!i·<:I.~-llCllX ~lle I
l2iltl'fitctl!:nY:lilUliE M.jII:1~IMlbullIWilit-!t{ll :II':!SXl'oXf<1tII1'J(J'(cl:'tUIi(Clll( X~tl/'tll>'('0 f ~o:I)lJtXl't Y.}jXll1ticllt-!CJ1(;X I
1lX b/liil'g',{ lUlUll:i'l,YOOO(OOLXtiliK~ 'TO'-: bi! ''X '1.1:1100:15"( l!!!Ol!<lollxwlch'OllKX!:cfOI'l! t!C<.'( XIi.XCO/~ rel il1X I
l!)(fiCtl{1iIli:)/fNiii(lZllXlilia :.uclliXm\j{!ci'Sl1\b'<!}t)\ lit;xlio;~d iIDilJLxBu~'(!\ Jill!!' ''I tre'UlL),xgKifli xg'JltlCYlili I
XI{\jl tOImt lli' iliC';SUl},jl!lIlX:l.\l(}{ jlI5f1X6!ltl.iCX\~ Mtl~A\iililCID~ :rn :{jc.xc·pPI:)jX1il~:l1l! I¥<

11. The Proprietor I'1ay continue to publish, or permit to be published,
those of Albert Einstein's "ritinl:s which lIere published before the date
of this ar,reemcn t. and translations thereof.

>IX )V'DlJC\:Rropi-ttl/liKJiitYdGl)lJ\liKIll! 'I"IU'l!{ lilit-;~VltliiiiltX ~UC\'tlliltl!Ii~1lf\x Ii<!< :I'lllillsl\,;''S):~)i:,t>til!li NIn-yX
iiJ5 r-ill jted )(i{:.~tliMi< lll:lIUoii\0II lli<!lXv'dtIt'i6~ Ii /(rlti06ltX6lXIi)s'l,WlraKli:1l'!it,lete., :telilli /(it :-l'6Xlii(el1'el'CX
XVIm:m<KlidIe:61 :iii(\: XVO~· It:-Co:V~rCl:lYlJy:XJ'U)l~: i~&\jlielYt'1
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titif:i!'\l,i,.,'ii.'1X
OF

MANUSCRIPT

SIZE OF

MANUSCRIPT

FORM OF

MANUSCRIPT

EDITINC

INDEX

]'ERMtSStONS

AUTHOR'S

ALTERATIONS

REVISED
l..DI"10;-':5

!Y. XXEMCP.;-llflJIIKtITJ:X:li-i"J!~ Xo:XlctL\ll!tC(ffil: :<:'0111 [:11~1 ~XJl:l)lJ n(sed pl l':(Clgoti11(('(:1vitl;r )iIl k~f)>;J;'J(rapPI,••.
maps, charts, drawings, 01' other material (except index) to be included in the wOI'k, not lal
th:Ul . If the Proprietor shall fail to make delivery by that ( te,
the Publishers shall be released from all obligations under this agreement unless they Hwe
advised the Proprietor in wriling of their willingness to postpone thc delivery date; ut the
Proprietor shall not be frce to cause publication of the said work clscwhcre until hc s1 all have
reoO'crcd it to the Publi"hcrs under the terms of this agreemcnt.

6. The manuscript of the work as submitted to the Publishers consists of:

In any rcvision which he may undertake before the work goes jrl"to production the Proprietor
shall not add to the size of the manuscript or number of illusty.,tions without the written per
mission of the Publishers.

7. The Proprietor agrees to present a legibly typed "nnuscript and illustrations, charts, etc.,
suitable for reproduction. If submitted in such fornythat editing (aside from routine "copy
reading" customary among publishers) is requiredyor that retyping of manuscript 01' redraw
ing or other processing of illustrations is necessary, such work shall be done by the Publishers
and charged to the Proprietor's account. Unless}a special request as to spelling, capitalization,
punctuation, and typographic style shall be mnde by the Proprietor, and unless a manuscript
consistently following such style shall be fUJji'ished, the Publishers are authorized to make the
manuscript conform to the style which the· elieve to be most suitable for the work, provided,
however, that the Publishers shall not b free, in the process of editing, to make substantive
changes in the manuscript without the e lress approval of the Proprietor. The Proprietor agrees
that if the book is to include an inde he will prepare it promptly after page proof has been
submitted, 01', if he fails to do thiS~W' I compensate the Publishers for their expense in preparing
the index. The Proprietor agrees t pay all permission fees (if any) for the use of text 01' illus
trations controlled by others, anQ upon request to furnish the Publishers with written evidence
of the copyright owner's autholzation to use the material.

8. The eost of Author'siAlterations (i.e. changes from tbe original manuscript submitted by
tbe author, exclusive of!'1:he cost of cOlTecting printer's errors) made by the Proprietor in type
and/or plates shall 9c' borne by the Publishers to the extent of 10% of the cost of original
composition, but be.fond that amount shall be charged to the Proprietor's account. The cost of
Author's Alteratiol(s in illustrations, exclush'e of correction of printer's or platemaker's errors,
shall be borne bl the Publishers to the extent of 10% of the cost of making the original plates
or negatiVej§ the case may be, but beyond that shall be charged to the Proprietor's account.•

9. Tho/ioprietol' agrees to revise the first and subsequent editions of the work and to supply
any n'11\1 material necessary from time to time to keep the work up to date as may be desired by
the publishers; and in the event that the Proprietor shall neglect or be unable to make sucb
rer/sion or to supply such new material then to permit the Publishers to engage some other I

Io!.·son or persons to revise the said editions or to supply such new material and to deduct the
"e;.1lC)iSmai·l!of<fr~m;j'<)f.l~ties<liCc'ililtiij\tti\t!te'<Riapi'iC{W'(eli:i.UCli:i'ii~~ ::ililW!11:\'ige(L'(k1itlOii'~

I

I
I·S"'~·,','", ........ I"."lIo:J vll~\ N,,,,uo.

12. Pr~_t~

I!J. The Publishers shall take the same care of any manuscript, illustration, Or other material
placed in their hands by the Aiitlior as they would of their OWIl property, but they shall not be
responsible for its loss or damage beyond the amount (if any) for which the J<;Uin'di- requests
in writing that it be insured at his cxpense. Prop ri e tor

~~(j\iA'l.vtiXl(

13.
11. Six months after first publication of the work, the Publishers shall prepare n royalty

I statement covering sales of the work to that date, and within 60 days there"rter shall pay the
J'roprietor the :IInount due. Thereafter the Publi,hers shall pay the Proprietor in the months of
March and Seplcnol"'r of each year the royalty payable as of the prect'din~ February 1 and
August 1, respectively, covcring- s:dcs during' the pn:ccdill~ six months. f'rovided, however, t!l:lt
fillllU:tl r:lthcr lhun st:mi-:IIlIl11:l1 paY1l\ents may be made jf n semi-nrllllllli pa)'llIent would he in nil

,---_.- ----- ----- -
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PAPERBACK
EDITION

yo:ro01lt
::R~((m:!:~

A'U:t'IWtI."J;
}l:)t:>l'l:E:l:

'lillla'l'tN Ktl));j(

Mil
G:'OO('):l( X1:'J:

.

amouill les, lhall $25,00. No royally hh:tli be paid in ""l' year in which less lhan Hve dollars
($5.00) has accrued in royalties. Tlte amount 01' royalty ,hall be c,,!cnbted as follows:

of each volume
all book-;;~ic;-;-vitllil;lhei'imits of the United St"les (except for the 'pecial cases listed below),

the followinr; stipulate!l percent"r;e of the list price:

107. on the firs t 5,000 copies sold, 12-1/2% on the next
5,000 copies sold, 157. beyond 10,000 copies sold. TIlis
royalty ~ca1c will apply ~erarate1y to each individual
volume published.

On book sales outside the limits of the United St"tes, one-half the above stipubted percentage
of the list price.

On snles of sheet stock or on book sales at special discounts of 50% or more from the list price,
or 011 book sales of a special edition issued by the Publishers and retailing at Jess than two,thinls
of the list price of the regulnr edition, the regular domestic royalty rate (as stipulated above)
calculated on the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

In the event of publication of an abridged, expanded, or revised edition necessitating the
resetting of twenty per cent or more of the work, the said edition shall be considered a new
work and a lIew agreement shall be arranged on mutually agreeable terms.

l\J("FO)"{ll{y:i;liKII~b"p:iia ."Oli'<mY;C'opieS'lost: b1Cl:leSll'6'ye'c1';Xlii ~o'i1"d':Jfilag<!i:Y 11(( llY.~t$locb:(t~-'()p Ics
6ola>,,'t:blY»1oW:nl'R)\ui,icfiiriii g~wst?lr~tvcn"<i\\ia:y:f<li";'lt1e:purposc':OJ)":lilllti~'l'lic'!:Clli!: l.i~:tllC'Wl1tk':

In any royalty-payment period in which the sale of the work is less than 150 copies, the
royalty shall be one-half the regubr royalty rate as stipulated above.

If the Publishers should issue their own paperback edition of the work, the regular royalty
rate shall be live per cent of the paperback list price, and the above-listed stipulations with
respect to foreign sales, special discounts, tl'dm:,«br:rte>ofMmjes revised editions, and royalty-free
copies shall apply.
on the first 10,000 copies sold, 7-1/2% beyond 10,000 cooies sold
11,.
J1~l< The Proprietor grants and assigns to the Publishers the full, sole, and exclusive right to
atTange for the sale 01' licensing of the following rights relating to the said work, and constitutes
the Publishe,'s his representatives and attorneys-in-fact for that purpose. If such rights are sold
or licensed, the Publishers shall pay to the Proprietor, at the time of the next royally payment
after receipt of the funds, the following portion of the net amount actually received for such
sale or licensing:

(a) Translation, first and second serial rights, selection, abridgment, paperback, condensation,
digest, adaptation, s)~ldication, omnibus volumes, receipts from a license to another publisher
to reprint in whole or in part, or from a license to a book elub to manufacture its own edition
fo,' distribution to its members-50% of the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

(b) Dramatization, public reacling, radio, television, and motion picture rights (sight and
sound) 01' the right of rcproduction by other mechanical devices-85% of the net amount actually
received by the Publishers. TI,e Publishers '.'ill make decbions on all the rieh
mentioned in this para~r"lPh after consultation I'ith the Proprietor.
15. each VOllll"C 0 f
~ The Publishers shall give the Proprietor 10 free coptes of~tlicsarcrwork. For additional
copies, not for resale, the Proprietor shall pay the list price less 40% discount, f.o.b. Prillceton,
New Jersey.

16.
llIl~ If, after three years following the date of publication of the said work, the Publishers shall
advise the Proprietor in writing to his last knowo address that they lind it necesslll'y to cliscon
tinue publication, 01' if the Publishers fail to keep the work in print and neglect to reprint it
within six months of the Proprietor's written reguest that they do so, then the Proprietor shall
have the right to terminate this agreement by written notice. Upon such notice of termination
the IJroprietor shall have the right at his option within 30 days of such notice to purchase at
25% of the actual cost (including composition) the type and/or plates of the work, should any
exist, :lI1cl to purchase at ~clLInl lI'l:lI1t1racturing cost allY copies and/or sheets remaining in the
Publishers' hands. If the Proprielor shall fail to exercise this option within 30 days, then the
Publishers shall be free to destroy 01' dispose of the type and plates, if any, and to dispose of
any copies and/or sheets in any way they see Ht without payment of any royalty on such copies
nnd/or sheets. Upon termination of the agreement, the Publishers agree to assign the copyright
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I of the said work to the Proprietor; thereupon all the then existing rights granted to the Publishers
under this agreement shall revert to the Proprietor.

Iol)!;tYaMX<.'1N

il'm~{CiJ~)t'(
N::ltJ('}'lli[i'll(J{

l',~!}(mMf~ilfiii~;ro¥i'il\:i1!r;;!l'«'inillm1~H;y~};itiliBJi1!?;;f~)~'(1\t~i.'ltlf{~'Q~lj}ljU11¢ljJ.llJt(':~ljIWi\/!~
;l'llll'lemZm:tJ:ook;)fit« :i:I.~t!ll): :Plft;li.~lICr$xf:ltl· ro: :C'X1ittio-c" thl& )lllitlo'tl:by )'CXC'C({t!Jlg ).:): 'llublQ;hiug-{
Xt~)',w');leo~''Vic itn'ir. !Jn'<1,,)'sYilr'Nitoriit)()'f :\.1iIfC\iiiijiIctaminni"i".~~'" iiif ~:moil" IIi3, l?YiYjYl'iCt'6 r. :;'1\b1 [lllcv

Xf&.1l!KIiIi Cfutili Iii':b'bug:ltlClfl'uWllUt·:UiI;,"6'litlOh')'illi'd: 611':ill'tiC'Ti'ee' to:C:lUiC'iI:!.'"j:iuOlletitr61IY"lSb,(Y1l.l:'tli.
: lWJj(j(11)'ilii\;wl:l:iK1S,\1i01;'\01:>1JgOt:!'Ii>'\:YCU!~Kl1lGam }jJiilllo')'s""<)1fai'XU',llli,,'; U',W:1)pt'io',K

I
17. In case of dtsagreC'ments between Proprietor "nd P"blishC'rs for which
the,v cannot find a solution themselves, the cnntrovC'rsi"l matter will he

I"ubmitted to the Merican Arbitration Associatjon whose decision will be
binding upon both parties.

I
18. 1he Proprietor make~ .1nd en tel's into this a1\reement in the fiduciary
cR!'aci ty as above rlesc ribed ,1nd not personally, Md accordin~ly no liabiliity

lor obligation arisin~ hereunder sh11l. attach or may nnder any circumstance~
be enforced against the individuals pC'rsona11y, but on1v in their trusteell

Iship capacity. 'lhi~ agreement rray not be changed or terminAted orally.
19.
ll'(j;( This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the heil's, executors, .
administrators, and assigns of both parties.

AJ)J)J;rn[Xy.J::
}/XI):-!)"$roJ\(~

)/J IJw.U\.I;XI:rn

]tJ·lm).XX,XlUl
»XSlkJio~X

This agreement may be assigned by either party with the written consent of the other, which
consent must be obtained in adv'l11ee, and the assignee thereof shall hare all the rights and
remedies of the originn j parties insofar as the same are assignable. But this agreement shall be
assigned only as a whole nJld not as a part, nor as to any part interest therein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Proprietor has hereunto placed his
hand and seal, and the Publishers hare caused this agreement to be
executed and their seal to he aJrixed by authority of their Board of
Trustees.

(L.S.)
WITNESS TO PROPRIETOR'S SIGNATURE PROPRTETOR SIGN HERE

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

by (L.S.)
WITNESS TO PUBLISHER'S SIGNATURE
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NZW JERSEY 08;';'0

Telephonc-60g-9lf-4f00

THE DIREClOR

Nemorandluu for Fi le

June 10, 1970

Conversation with Otto Nathan in his apartment, 24 Fifth Avenue,

at 5:00 P.M. on Tuesday, June 9, regarding Einstein papers.

Mr. Nathan is eager to go ahead ,Yith the project. He
is perfectly happy to have the Institute's cooperation - and indeed
welcomes it. He agrees that, whatever the past relations between him
and the previous Director, he is ready to go ahead now. I expressed
my own wish that the Institute get appropriate credit for its share
in the endeavors, and he said that he is perfectly happy to see the
Institute's name on the title page of the volume. Nonetheless, he
wishes to have the basic agreement be one bet"Teen the Estate and the
Hebrew University on the one hand, and Princeton University Press on
the other, because in his view they are the parties legally concerned.

I indicated some of the commitments the Institute might be
willing to make under appropriate circumstances, i.e. office space for
~tiss Dukas and a technical assistant; office space for a visitor to work
on the papers; one, and occasionally even two, visiting memberships in
connection with the project for scholars properly qualified who would
be working on it. In this connection I talked about money and made the
point that this would be an expensive endeavor. I indicated that I
might seek support from the NSF and that I thought the Israeli Govern
ment might be induced to make a contribution through the Hebrew Univer
sity. I also raised the possibility of a contribution from the German
Government, to which Nathan reacted sharply and violently. After son~

discussion on this point he asked me to seek Miss Dukas' reaction in
dependent of his 0'<0.

We talked about the need for a scientific advisory or
editorial committee and who might be a suitable chair~n. He had a
positive reaction to the suggestion of Res Jost, although he did not
know him. We alsn talked about Martin Klein at Yale. We agreed that
the committee should be international and suggested that Yukawa might.
be a possibility as well as Europeans and Israelis.

The relatiun between the proposed complete publication and
the reprinting of the major scientific papers under the editorship of
Dr. Bar~nn came up. We agreed the question should be explorcd.
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I raised the questio~ of xerox copies of all the Einstein
documents and the retention of one set by the Institute. Nathan agreed
that there should be many xeroxed copies for security as well as
accessibility reasons. He had previously talked "lith Dix about having
Princeton Library be the depository, but he was perfectly agreeable
to having one at the Ins titute as well.

Nathan directed my attention to the two draft letters from
him to Harman and Bergmann in Bailey's possession and invited my
comments on them. We agreed to be in touch.

C? .
Carl Kaysen
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Editorial Advisory Board
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May 27, 1976

TO:

FROM:

The Editorial Advisory Board of the
Writings of Albert Einstein

H. S. Bailey, Jr.

As you know, we have had a series of disappointments in our
efforts to arrange for the appointment of an editor and for the
financing of the editing of the Einstein Papers. Although at
times we have been discouraged, we have not ceased working on the
problem, and without recounting the history of our efforts I can
now say that Otto Nathan and I believe that we are making progress
again. Most recently we asked Martin Klein. Peter Bergmann. and
Arthur Wightman to act as an informal advisory group to help us
get a fresh start. Following their recommendations. we have
recently talked with Professor Allen Janis of Pittsburgh. Professor
John Stachel of Boston University. and again with Professor Russell
McCormmach of Johns Hopkins. Having been unsuccessful in finding
an historian of science to head the project. our thoughts have
turned more toward finding a physicist with an interest in the
history and philosophy of science who would find suitable collabo
rators.

Our position at the moment is that Professor Stachel is·the
most likely candidate for appointment as editor of the Einstein
Papers, though before reaching that definite decision we would like
to have as many reactions as possible from members of the Editorial
Advisory Board.

Accordingly we have invited Professor Stachel to come to
Princeton for several days beginning on June 9, during which time
he will have a chance to meet with as many as possible of the
Princeton members of the Board. We also hope that he will be able
to meet or talk on the telephone with other members of the Board.
It will not be possible for him to meet those of you who are abroad.
and in any case it is unlikely that we will be lucky enough to
arrange for him to meet even all of the Princeton members. There
fore I would like to ask all of you to give us your thoughts by mail
based on your personal knowledge (if you already know or can meet him)
or your knowledge of his writings (vita enclosed).

+ l'UBLISllERS uF 1S0LLINCE.~ SERIES
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Professor Stachel is forty-eight years old, a specialist in
unitary field theory who does and would expect to continue to do

theoretical research. His interests in recent years, however,
have extended to the philosophy and to some extent the history of
science. He participates in the Center for the History of Philosophy
and Science at Boston University, as an editor of the Boston Studies
in Physics, and teaches a course on Einstein's ideas in the history
of science program, He has a strong interest in the Einstein Papers,
has consulted them in the course of his own work, and is very enthusi
astic about the project. He would be prepared to make it his major
commitment for a long period of time. He seems to be an outgoing
and active person, accustomed to collaborating with others and eager
to engage others for the good of the project. His colleague R. S.
Cohen at Boston recommended him to me in the highest terms, saying
that he has a historical-philosophical mind, and that he is "totally
reliable, honorable, and selfless." One possible difficulty, which
Stachel himself brought out, is that although he has a fluent reading
knowledge of German, he is not a native German speaker. He said that
he is aware of Einstein's sophisticated use of language, and that he
is concerned that he might not always recognize every nuance. He felt
that if he were to be involved with the project he would want to be
associated with a native German speaker who could help inthis regard.

We do not have a professorship to offer to the editor of the
Einstein Papers at this time, but we believe that funding (probably
from NSF) is available, and fortunately Professor Stachel is due for
leave from his post at Boston University. He thinks it is even
possible that he might be on leave from Boston for as long as cwo
years to work on the Einstein Papers, giving us time to work out
more permanent arrangements. The availability of this leave is not a
factor in our feeling that Professor Stachel would be a fine choice
as editor, but it is a fortunate circimstance.

We shall be grateful for any advice you can give us. On behalf
of Otto Nathan and myself, I want to thank you for your continuing
interest.

cc: Arthur S. Wightman

Peter Bergmann
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John Stachel - Curriculum Vitae

Education: B.S., City College of the C.U.N.Y., 1956

M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1959

Ph.D., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962

Professional History:

Lehigh University: Instructor of Physics, 1959_51

University of Pittsburgh: Instructor of Physics, 1961-62

Research AssOciate, 1962-64

Boston University: Assistant Professor of Physics, 1964-69

Associate Professor of Physics, 1969-72

Director, Institute for Relativity Studies, 1972

Professor of Physics, 1972 -

Visiting Posts:

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw: Visiting Research Associate,
one half-year, 1962

Temple University Relativity Group: Resear~h Associate, Summers of 1965,
1966 and 1968.

Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Mexico:
Visiting Professor, summers of 1966 and 1967.

King's College, University of London: Visiting Professor, 1970-71 aca
demic year.

Institut Henri Poincare, Paris: Visiting Professor as guest of the
C.N.R.S., April-May, 1971.

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste: Visiting Scientist,
summer 1972.

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Paris VI:
Exchange Professor, January 1974.

Institut des Hautes ttuces Scientifiques, Bures (France): Visiting Pro
fessor, March 1974.

Publications

Articles:

"Cylindrical Gravitational News", J. Math. Phys., I, 1321 (1966).

"Einstein Tensor and Spherical Symmetry", J. ~Iath. Phys., 1, (1968)

"Structure of the Curzon Metric", Phys. Letters, 27A, 60 (1968).

"Comments on 'Causality Requirements and the Theory of Relativity'" in R.S. Cohen and
M.W. Wartofsky (eds), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. V, p.96
(Reidel, 1969).
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(1968) •

(1969) •

5169

1251

"Behavior of Weyl-Levi Civita Coordinates for a Class of Solutions Approximating the
Scbwarzchild Metric", Nature, 219, 1346 (1968).

';Perturbations of an Arbitrary Spherically Symmetric Metric", Nature,

"The Pure Radiation News Function in General Relativity", Phys. Rev.,

"Covariant Formulation of the Cauchy Problem in Generalized Electrodynamics and Gen
eral Relativity", Acta Physica Polonica, 35, 689 (1969).

"Specifying Sources in General Relativity", Phys. Rev., 180, 1256 (1969).

"Invariances of Approximately Relativistic Lagrangians and the Center-of-Mass Theorem
I", with P. Havas, Phys. Rev. 185, 1636 (1969).

"Einstein Tensor and.3-Parameter Groups of Isometries with 2-Dimensional Orbits", with
H. GOnner, J. Math. Phys., II, 3358 (1970).

''External Sources in General Relativity", GRC Journal, 1, 257 (1972).

"Comments on Two Papers in Quantum Mechanics", in R.S. Cohen and M.W. Wartofsky (eds),
Logical and Epistemological Studies in Contemporary Physics, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XIII, p. 214, p.309 (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston,
1973).

''The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics", in K. Schaffner and R.S. Cohen (eds), Pro
ceedings of the 1972 Biennial Meeting, Philosophy of Science Association, Boston
Studies in the Philosoohy of Science, Vol. XX, p. 338 (Reidel, Dordrecht and
Boston, 1974).

"rntroduction" to Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology" in R. S. Cohen and R.J.
Seeger (eds); AAAS Symposium on Philosophy - 1969, Boston Studies in the Philosoohy
of Science, Vol XI (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston, 1974).

"A Note on Scientific Practice", in R.S. Cohen, J. Stachel, M.W. Wartofsky (eds), For
Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974).

"Space-Time Problems", Review of General Relativity, Papers in Honor of J.L. Synge,
Science, 180, 292 (1973).

"Invariance of Approximately Relativistic Hamiltonians and the Center-of-Mass Theorem",
Phys. Rev., Dl3, 1598 (1976).

"Center of Mass Theorem in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", to appear in Phys. Rev. D.

"The 'Logic' of Quantum Logic', to appear in VoL XXXII of Boston Studies in the Phil
osophy of Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

"Comments on 'Some Logical Problems Suggested by Empirical Theories' by Professor
Dalla Chiara", to appear in Vol. XXXI of Boston Studies·in the Philosophy of
Science (Reidel, Dordrecht and Boston).

In Active Preparation:

"Conformal Two-Structure as the Gravitational Degrees of Freedom in General Relativity",
with R. D'Inverno.

"Do Quanta Need a New Logic?" to appear in University Pittsburgh Series in the Philos
ophy of Science.

"Gravitation and Quantization", to appear in University of Pittsburgh Series in Philos
ophy of Science.

"The Post-Newtonian Approximation in Relativistic Hydrodynamics", with T. Pascoe (based
on his Thesis, 1973).
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Theses:

"Energy Flow in Cylindrical Gravitational Waves", (M.S. Thesis, Stevens Institute
of Technology, 1959).

'~e Lie Derivative and the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Relativity",
(Ph.D. Thesis, Stevens, 1962).

Abstracts of APS Talks:

"New Solution to the Einstein Field Equations", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. ~, 305 (1961).

'~ariational Principle and Conservation Laws in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics", Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc.,. 14,69 (1969) (with T. Pascoe).

"Bohm-Aharonov Effect. and its Gravitational Analogue'.', Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14,' 16
(1969) •

"Quasi-Newtonian Approximation Method in General Relativity", with G. Gonzalez. Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc., II, IS, 881 (1970).

'~ariational Principles as a Basis for Approximation Methods in General Relativistic
Hydrodynamics", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. II, IS, 882 (1970).

Editorial Work:

"Selected Problems in General Relativity", by C. Moller, in Brandeis University 1960
Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics Lecture Notes, notes by J. Stachel and
L. Pande.

Proceedings of the International Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation,
Warsaw 30-31, July, 1962 (Gauthier Villars and P~~l, (1964) ed. by J. Stachel and
others).

For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. XV (Reidel, Dor
drecht and Boston, 1974), ed. by J. Stachel and others.

Editing Selected Papers on History and Philosophy of Science by Leon Rosenfeld, with
R.S. Cohen, for Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, forthcoming volume.

Editing Proceedings of the Andover Conference on "Absolute and Relational Theories of
Space and Space-Time", together with those of a similar Conference held at the
University of Minnesota, with John Earman, Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
Science, forthcoming volume.

Conference Organization:

Organized Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology", at 1969 Boston Meeting
of the AAAS.

Member, since 1972, of the Organizing COIIllIlittee for biennial "Texas" Conferences
in Relatavistic Astrophysics, held in New York (1972), Dallas (1974) and Boston
(1976).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Gravi
tation and Quantization", held at B.U. Conference Center, Andover, Mass., Oct.
31 - Nov. 3, 1972 (See report on Conference in Nature, vol. 240 (Dec. IS, 1972).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on "Abso~

lute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time", held at B.U. Conference
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Center, Andover, Mass., June 3-5, 1974. (Proceedings to be published jointly
with those of a similar conference at the University of Minnesota, by the Uni
versity of Minnesota Press.)

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee for the Eighth "Texas" Symposium in Rela
tivistic Astrophysics, to be held in Boston Dec. 13-17, 1976. (Proceedings to
be published by the N.Y. Academy of Science.)

Courses Taught:

Undergraduate

Physics for the Life Sciences
Electricity and ~~gnetism

Einstein: The Man, the Times, The Achievement
Modern Physics and Political Problems
Vibrations and Waves

Graduate

Quantum Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrodynamics
Special and General Relativity
Seminar in Relativity
Classical Mechanics

Reviewer for:

Articles: Annals of Physics, American Journal of Physics, Physical Review, GRG Journal.

Research Proposals: NSF Division of Theoretical Physics, Division of History and Phil
osophy of Science, Latin American Cooperative Science Program; CUNY Faculty Re
search Award Program.

Current Research Grant:

Quantum Logical Approaches to the Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics: Their Relation
to Logical Theory, Space-Time Structures and Quantization of the Gravitational
Field (NSF 1975-77).
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